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FOREWORD

The Analytical Chemistry Division of the NBS Institute for Materials

Research, a major national laboratory for analytical chemistry is con-

cerned with improving the accuracy and precision of analytical measure-

ments throughout the Nation, and exercises leadership in solving impor-

tant analytical problems that affect many different segments of the econo-

my as well as the health and safety of our citizens. This laboratory at

present has some 100 technical people who are engaged in the develop-

ment and utilization of more than 60 different analytical techniques rang-

ing from activation analysis to mass spectroscopy and x-ray spectrosco-

py. The NBS Analytical Chemistry Division is charged with conducting

analytical research, preparing and analyzing Standard Reference Materi-

als, and performing service analysis for other divisions within the NBS
and the Federal establishment. One important mechanism for the Analyti-

cal Chemistry Division in exercising its leadership is in the sponsoring of

special conferences and symposia and providing a congenial atmosphere

in which scientists from throughout the world may exchange their views

and ideas in the field of Analytical Chemistry. Experts are invited to par-

ticipate in these conferences and an attempt is made to advise all

scientists of these meetings and to invite them to contribute papers to

these symposia.

The first Materials Research Symposium sponsored by the Institute for

Materials Research was held October 3-7, 1966, shortly after NBS
moved to their new laboratories in Gaithersburg, Maryland. This first

Symposium was also sponsored by the Analytical Chemistry Division

and was concerned with trace characterization of materials. Subsequent

to that Symposium, more specialized conferences sponsored by the

Analytical Chemistry Division have been held on such subjects as quan-

titative electron probe microanalysis, modern trends in activation analy-

sis, and ion-selective electrodes. "Analyfical Chemistry: Key to Progress

on National Problems," held in June 1972 was the American Chemical

Society's annual summer symposium sponsored by the ACS Division of

Analytical Chemistry and the journal /4/7fl/y//c<3/ Chemistry, and co-spon-

sored by the NBS Analytical Chemistry Division. More recently, several

workshop-type meetings sponsored or co-sponsored by the Division were

held at the Gaithersburg facilities. These include a workshop on oil pollu-

tion monitoring, on aerosol measurements, on secondary ion-mass spec-

trometry and on ozone measurement technology. The proceedings of

most of these conferences and most of the workshops are available from
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the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office,

Washington, D.C. 20402.

This volume is the proceedings of the 7th Materials Research Symposi-

um also organized by the Analytical Chemistry Division. The theme. Ac-

curacy in Trace Analysis: Sampling, Sample Handling, and Analysis, at-

tracted over 400 scientists, representing a broad spectrum of industrial,

governmental, and educational institutions from the United States and

from many foreign countries. The format of the Symposium consisted of

invited plenary speakers, who discussed specific topics in the areas of

sampling, sample handling, data interpretation, analytical methodology,

and a number of contributed papers generally corresponding to these top-

ics.

The large attendance at this Symposium as well as the lively and in-

teresting sessions indicate that trace analytical chemistry is one of the key

disciplines needed by materials scientists, environmentalists, biologists

and engineers to understand and ultimately solve the increasingly com-

plex technological problems now facing the Nation. It is timely that the

Analytical Chemistry Division of the Institute for Materials Research

sponsor such a symposium at this time.

John D. Hoffman, D/r^cror

Institute for Materials Research
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PREFACE

This volume, the formal report of the proceedings of the 7th Materials

Research Symposium held at the National Bureau of Standards in

Gaithersburg, Maryland. October 7-11. 1974, is comprised of the invited

and contributed papers given at the Symposium. The objective of the

Symposium was to define the present status of accuracy and the means of

obtaining accuracy in trace analytical chemistry.

Over the past several years there has been an explosion in the number

of chemical analyses performed, especially in the areas of environmental

quality, plant and animal tissue analyses, biological fluids, high purity

materials and geological samples. Because the results of these analyses

are used in making important projections and decisions both short- and

long-term, it is essential that they be reliable. The various factors which

contribute to obtaining accurate anah tical results were explored in the

Symposium. Particular emphasis was placed on the whole analysis, from

taking the sample through the interpretation of the results, rather than

concentrating on measurement processes only. The Symposium consisted

of four and one-half da\s of papers. Leading authorities, with broad

knowledge of the problems in the areas discussed, were invited to present

the keynote lectures. Simultaneous sessions consisting of groups of

papers corresponding roughly with the themes of the invited papers were

presented in the afternoons.

It is hoped that this volume will provide much of the necessary

background information and directions for the future to assist in establish-

ing priority goals and a rationale for solving the difficult problems in accu-

racy in trace analysis in the next several years.

Identification of commercial materials and/or equipment by the authors

in these proceedings in no way implies recommendation or endorsement

by the Nafional Bureau of Standards.

An undertaking of the magnitude of this Symposium and of the

proceedings, would not have been possible without the cooperation and

assistance of a large number of dedicated people. The enthusiastic par-

ticipation of the invited speakers, the session chairmen and those who
contributed papers is deeply appreciated. Many members of the staff of

the Analytical Chemistry Division and of the National Bureau of Stan-

dards served on numerous committees and assisted during the Symposi-

um in various capacities.

Special thanks are given to Ronald B. Johnson and Robert F. Martin of

the Institute for Materials Research. They provided all of the fiscal

management of the Symposium and assisted with the other administrative
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matters associated with an operation of this magnitude. Mrs. Sara R. Tor-

rence of the Office of Information Activities, under the direction ofW. E.

Small, deserves a special note of praise for her work in organizing the ac-

commodations, social program, and coordinating the logistical aspects of

the Symposium. Members of the staff of the Office of Technical Publica-

tions, under the direction ofW. R. Tilley, have given invaluable assistance

in the many phases of publishing these proceedings. Special thanks are

due to Rebecca J. Morehouse and Miriam K. Oland of the Computer-

Assisted Printing Section for producing this book using computerized

photocomposition techniques.

Within the Analytical Chemistry Division special thanks are given to

Mrs. Barbara Turner for her untiring effort in correspondence with the

authors, and especially to Mrs. Rosemary Maddock who has provided the

coordination and editorial assistance in the many phases of preparing

these proceedings.

Philip D. LaFleur, Chief

Analytical Chemistry Division
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ABSTRACT

This book is the formal report of the proceedings of the 7th Materials

Research Symposium: Accuracy in Trace Analysis. This volume contains

the invited and contributed papers presented at the Symposium, and

which treat problems of sampling and sample handling as well as the

usually-discussed analytical methodology. Many important techniques

and methods are described, and extensive references are presented, to

give deeper insight into the problems of obtaining accurate results in trace

analytical chemistry. Accordingly, this volume should not only stimulate

greater interest in research in these areas but should provide a valuable

guide for everyday analytical problems.

Keywords: Accuracy; analysis; analytical chemistry; sample handling;

sampling; trace analysis.
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Accuracy in Trace Analysis: Sampling. Sample Handling, and Analysis,

Proceedings of the 7th IMR Symposium.

Held October 7-11,1 974. Gaithersburg. Md. (Issued August 1 976).

LOSSES, INTERFERENCES, AND CONTAMINATION
IN TRACE

METAL ANALYSIS-SOME EXAMPLES

Francis Amore

Illinois Department ofPublic Health

Division ofLaboratories

134 North Ninth Street

Springfield, Illinois 62701 U.S.A.

The three main problems confronting the analysts in trace metal determina-

tions are losses, interferences, and contamination. These problems occur at all

stages of the analysis. Procedures requiring a minimum amount of sample

manipulation are. therefore, desirable. Examples such as losses of copper, cad-

mium, lead and chromium in dairy samples routinely surveyed for these ele-

ments in both a dry ashing and wet digestion procedure are discussed. Exam-

ples and discussion of interference problems and sources of contamination are

also given. The use of blanks and spiking and continuous monitoring practices

are emphasized.

Keywords: Analysis: ashing: blood lead: contamination: dairy products:

digestion; interferences; losses; mercury; trace metal.

I. Introduction

Three main problems confront the analysts in trace metal analysis: (1)

losses of the element of interest during sample preparation; (2) inter-

ferences in the measurements of the parameter of interest: and (3) con-

tamination of the sample with the element of interest or interfering ele-

ments. These problems plague the analysts despite their best efforts

because of the many factors over which the analysts have no control. The

magnitude of the problems is dependent upon the element of interest, the

sample type, and the method of analysis. Because the number of variables

are so large and for the most part unknown, it is not possible to obtain a

general procedure which works for all elements within a given matrix or
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for the same element in different matrices. It is necessary, therefore, to

evaluate the magnitude and extent of the problems for each analysis per-

formed to ensure meaningful results. These problems are becoming in-

creasingly important due to the evermore exacting demands on analytical

information as a result of the present concern over the environmental and

health aspects of trace metals.

A. Losses

Losses of the element of interest occur at any stage in the analytical

procedure. The overall loss obtained for a given procedure is generally

evaluated. If the overall loss is within acceptable limits for a given analy-

sis, it is not necessary to evaluate the losses occurring at each step. If the

magnitude of the loss is greater than tolerable, it is necessary to either

evaluate the losses at each step and modify or replace the step or steps at

which the greatest losses occur, or use a different procedure.

One obvious point at which considerable losses are expected is during

the destruction of the organic matrix. Gorsuch [ 1 ,2 ] has discussed the

advantages and disadvantages of ashing versus wet digestion. Generaliza-

tions are frequently made that the high temperature of dry ashing leads to

loss of more volatile elements while with acid digestion there is no ele-

ment loss. The danger of generalizations such as the above is that most

elements do not behave predictably under all circumstances. Recently,

Black and Sievers [3] reported on losses of beryllium during wet

digestion while Lablanc and Jackson [4] reported on a dry ashing

procedure for arsenic. The atypical behavior reported in the above papers

emphasizes the need for evaluating each analysis on an individual basis.

A less obvious source of losses is adsorption of the element of interest

on the walls of the container during storage prior to analysis. Recently,

Issaq and Zielinski [5] reported on losses of lead from aqueous solutions

during storage. Rosain and Wai [6] studied the loss of mercury stored in

containers of various materials. Others [7-12] studied the adsorption of

metals on container walls and concluded that serious losses occur. These

losses are dependent upon the container type, metal, and kind and amount

of preservative added [13,16]. Losses as high as 50 percent occur in 1

hour of storage so that any time there is a delay between preparation of

samples and analysis, some consideration must be given to this

phenomenon with appropriate precaution made or some means of cor-

rection applied for the losses.

In our laboratory, we experience about 5-10 percent losses of Cu, Cd,

Pb, and Cr at the 0. 1 /itg/g level from milk samples dry ashed at 450 °C for
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4 hours in a muffle furnace. The losses are variable from analysis to analy-

sis. The losses are attributed to the physical loss of solid ash during the

heating from air currents within the oven, adsorption of metal on the

vycor crucibles, and volatilization of some of the metal. Comparable

results are obtained by dry ashing and by acid digestion for those elements

found to be present in milk at levels above 0.01 /xg/g; i.e., Cu and Cr.

Only about 10 percent of the above elements are recovered from cheese

samples analyzed by the same procedure as for the milk. This is due to the

incomplete dissolution of the ash. The smaller sample sizes, i.e., 5 g of

cheese compared to 10 g of milk did not improve the results. It is postu-

lated that the metals are tied up as complex phosphates formed during the

ashing or possibly as titanates since Ti02 is frequently added to cheeses.

It was, therefore, necessary to use a wet acid digestion for the cheese. The
high fat content required the use of a sulfuric-perchloric mixture due to

the possible formation of unstable nitrates in the presence of nitric acid.

With the acid digestion approximately 50 percent of the lead is lost due to

its co-precipitation with CaS04. All of the sulfates are not dissolved in a

volume which allows for the measurement of subpart per million levels of

lead.

Difficulties were experienced with both an acid digestion and dry ash-

ing of soda pop samples for the determination of tin which is added as a

preservative as stannous chloride. Dry ashing produced refractory Sn02

which is not easily dissolved even with aqua regia. Wet digestion yielded

the same difficulty unless care was taken to prevent the sample from going

to dryness. Even without going to dryness, it was necessary to begin ad-

ding some HCl prior to the completion of digestion with nitric-perchloric:

however, this necessitated care to prevent the loss of SnCU from solution.

Apparent losses of mercury were encountered in the determination of

mercury in dairy products due to "oW stannous chloride reducing agent.

The stannous chloride is used to reduce mercury to the elemental form in

its analysis by the cold vapor atomic absorption procedure. The SnCl2

hydrolyzed during storage; however, it was adequate to reduce mercury

added to a series of aqueous standards. The reagent did not work in

digestion of dairy samples even when aqueous mercury was added to the

sample. This is thought to be due to the presence of undigested fat in the

samples. The exact effect of the undigested material is not known.

Preparation of fresh stannous chloride completely overcame the problem.

B. Contamination

Like losses, contamination of the sample can occur at any point. Such
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things as fingers, dust, dirty glassware, clean glassware sitting on dirty

bench tops, containers and reagents all are sources of contamination.

Robertson [17] has reviewed some of the sources of contamination of

seawater samples. Others have discussed sources of contamination in

trace metal analysis [18,19]. Several workers [20,22] have reported on

the need for high purity acid reagents and methods of preparation while

Murau and Gunderson [23] have reviewed methods for the preparation

of high purity water.

The danger of contamination of the sample and the precautions neces-

sary to prevent contamination are dependent upon the element involved.

For example, lead and copper present far more of a problem than thallium

or bismuth. However, some attention must be given to the element of in-

terest in all cases particularly if considerable work is performed with the

element in the laboratory. Besides being adsorbed on container surfaces,

trace amounts of metals can be leached from the walls [ 1 1 ,24 ]

.

We experienced a number of extremely high blood lead values in our

early work which were traced to contamination of the sample in the

laboratory. We measured blood lead levels of from 1 20 to 240 /jigl 1 00 ml

in about 2 percent of the samples tested. Since randomly high values were

also obtained in some standards, contamination of the samples was

suspected. Repeat analysis performed on the samples gave values of < 40

ixgl 1 00 ml in all cases confirming our suspicion of laboratory contamina-

tion. The cause of the contamination was found to be insufficient rinsing

of the tubes used after acid cleaning followed by drying the tubes by inver-

sion in metal test tube racks. The problem was eliminated by using care in

not contacting the racks with wet tubes.

Blood samples being run for lead by a digestion and anodic stripping

procedure were frequently contaminated with both lead and cadmium.

The exact source of contamination is not yet determined. It is suspected

that several sources are involved including acid reagents, glassware, and

air. In one case, the source of contamination was traceable to cigarette

smoke which was drawn over the samples in a fume hood during the

digestion stage. The smoke was used to illustrate the drawing effect

desired during work involving the installation of new fume hoods in the

laboratory.

Problems were encountered in the analysis of pop samples for tin by

anodic stripping due to contamination of the samples with lead. The lead

contamination occurred from the glassware used which was previously

used for digesting paint samples for lead and from the reagents. The lead

interfered with the measurement of tin because of its similar reduction

potential in the supporting electrolyte used. Careful choice and cleaning
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of glassware reduced the problem to a manageable level.

Water samples being analyzed for lead and cadmium were con-

taminated by cadmium. The source of the contamination appears to be the

polarographic cell used, although the reason for the contamination of the

cell is not known. At present all attempts to identify the source of cadmi-

um have been unsuccessful. Special precautions are taken prior to the

analysis for cadmium. These include careful washing of the cell, cell

holder, and electrodes, followed by running deionized water containing

some Ultrex hydrochloric acid. The washing and monitoring runs are con-

tinued until a negligible amount of cadmium is observed after which the

samples are run.

C. Interference

The nature and type of interferences expected are dependent upon the

parameter measured. Sandell [19] discussed interferences in the deter-

mination of metals by colorimetric methods. A number of workers have

discussed interferences in atomic absorption spectroscopy [25-28].

Pickett and Koirtyohann [29] discussed some interferences in flame

emission techniques. Rooney [30] and Barendrecht [31] discussed

some interferences in polarographic and anodic stripping methods respec-

tively. References to interferences are found in the biennial reviews in

Analytical Chemistry with references to methods in the even year funda-

mental reviews and references to specific elements in the odd year appli-

cation reviews.

Although interferences are generally associated with the actual mea-

surement of an analytical parameter, it is possible for interferences to

occur at other stages in the analysis. Kaminski [32] recently reported on

the interferences of Al in the extraction of Cd. It is necessary to evaluate

the overall procedure for interferences as opposed to merely checking in-

terferences at the measurement stage.

In running dairy products for trace metals by atomic absorption, we en-

countered nonspecific interferences which gave rise to high results.

Levels of cadmium from 0. 1 to 0.2 fxglg were obtained without correction.

When background correction procedures [33-35] were used, no cadmi-

um was detected corresponding to levels of < 0.01 Atg/g. The same

behavior was observed for Pb and for Cu and Cr to a slightly lesser

degree. It should be pointed out that the method of standard addition does

not correct for this behavior.

Lead was found to interfere in the determination of thallium in food

samples by anodic stripping. This problem was overcome by changing the
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supporting electrolyte. By using a basic media, i.e., 0.0 IN NaOH, the

lead peak is shifted about 500 mV negative of the thallium peak. This al-

lowed us to determine thallium, which was the element of interest, and to

observe the level of lead in the suspect samples. The addition of EDTA
could also be used to achieve the same end, but it would not allow the

determination of lead.

Lead also interfered in the determination of Sn by anodic stripping. In

this case, it was necessary to measure the current due to lead and tin,

make the solution basic, measure the current due to lead alone at the more

negative potential, and calculate the amount of tin by difference. It is also

possible to separate the tin by distillation as the bromide prior to analysis.

However, for our work, the former procedure was more advantageous.

In doing arsenic analysis using the arsenic-silver diethyldithiocarba-

mate procedure, a black-colored collection solution was obtained on occa-

sion. The cause of the problem was traced to the use of soap to clean out

the tubes after use. The exact species involved in forming the colored

compound are not known, nor was any attempt made to identify them.

The problem was eliminated by more thorough rinsing of the glassware

and by discontinuing a soap wash.

II. Conclusion

Although none of the above examples are really new or startling, they

serve to point out some of the problems that arise in trace metal analysis.

Several important points are evident from these examples which should

be of concern to the uninitiated and the experienced. First, it is obvious

that problems occur at any point in the analysis so that it is necessary for

the analysts to evaluate and check all steps in the procedure. Because

losses, contamination, and interferences occur at all stages of the analysis,

it is desirable to employ or develop procedures which decrease the

number of manipulative steps and the number of reagents involved.

Ideally, one would like to make the measurement directly on the sample

without any pretreatment, and, in fact, this is possible for a number of

cases; however, often times this approach is not possible or else the cor-

rections necessary for matrix effects become awesome. It is necessary to

strike a balance so that the number of steps involved is reduced and yet

matrix effects are kept to a minimum. Second, it is apparent that problems

occur in even the most well-established of procedures so that constant

quality control measures are necessary. A number of the problems

discussed above were apparent to us only because of the continual
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running of spiked samples and blank solutions. This is done even though

aqueous standards are used for quantitation and blank values are normally

negligible. Third, it is necessary to reevaluate a method every time the

sample type is changed. It is impossible to predict, a priori, whether a

given procedure for an element will work in a given matrix simply because

it has worked on other types of samples.

Although trace metal analysis has unique problems, it is possible to ob-

tain accurate and precise values by the use of good quality control in the

laboratory. The continual check of possible sources of errors greatly

decreases the likelihood of obtaining and reporting erroneous results.
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Analysis of surface water for mercury comprises the determination of both

ionic and organically bound mercury in solution and that of the total mercury

content of the suspended matter. Eventually, metallic mercury has to be deter-

mined too. These determinations require a sampling procedure which meets

the following requirements: a) the concentration of suspended matter is not af-

fected, b) the separation of the solid fraction from the sample is performed im-

mediately after sampling without losses from the aqueous phase due to adsorp-

tion and losses from the solid phase due to desorption at a too low pH, and c)

the aqueous phase is processed immediately to prevent losses due to adsorp-

tion on the wall of the container. A method for the routine determination of

mercury in surface water and seawater was developed and applied to Dutch

surface waters. The total sample volume is 2500 ml. About 500 ml is used for

the determination of the content of suspended matter and the total amount of

mercury in the water. The sample is filtered through a bed of previously pu-

rified active charcoal at a low flow-rate. The main portion {= 2000 ml) passes

a flow-through centrifuge to separate the solid fraction. One liter is used to

separate "inorganic" mercury by reduction, volatilization in an airstream and

adsorption on active charcoal. The other liter is led through a column of active

charcoal to collect all mercury. The procedures were checked with ^^'Hg

radiotracer both as an ion and incorporated in organic compounds. The mercu-

ry is determined by thermal neutron activation, followed by volatilization in a

tube furnace and adsorption on a fresh carbon bed. The limit of determination

is — 1 ng 1-^ The rate of desorption from and adsorption on suspended materi-

al has been measured as a function of the pH of the solution for Hg*- and vari-

ous other ions. It can be concluded that only the procedure mentioned above

does not disturb the equilibrium. The separation of mercury from air is ob-

tained by suction of 1 m^ through a 0.22 ixm filter and a charcoal bed. The

determination is then performed as in the case of the water samples.

Keywords: Activation analysis; adsorption isotherm; environmental sam-

ples; mercury; preconcentration; trace elements.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

c concentration in the aqueous sample

m amount of adsorber

n exponent in the Freundlich adsorp-

tion isotherm

V volume of the aqueous sample

y adsorbed amount

a constant of proportionality in the

Henry-isotherm

/3 constant of proportionality in the

Freundlich- and Langmuir-isotherm

b constant in the Langmuir-isotherm

L Introduction

A. General

The determination of heavy metals in water and air, as distinct from

that in sediment and air-dust, is important for the control of pollution.

These analyses have to consist of three steps:

1 . The elimination of suspended matter, which does not affect the con-

centration of unbound species in the original water or air sample.

2. The transport to the analyzer system without changing the concen-

tration.

3. The determination proper.

The approach to the problem of water and air analysis, presented in this

text, is based on three considerations:

1. In choosing a convenient procedure for the elimination of the

suspended material, radiotracers can be used to follow the adsorption and

desorption processes and to measure their effects.

2. Adsorption of the trace elements on active charcoal, immediately

after the sampling, can be applied to eliminate the deterioration of the

sample during transport.

3. Activation analysis with thermal neutrons offers a sufficient sen-

sitivity for the determination of most of the heavy elements to be deter-

mined.

Mg/1 or mg/ml

mg

ml

Mg

(mg/ml)-i

mg/ml
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B. Separation of Water and Suspended Matter

The elimination of the suspended matter can be effected by filtration or

centrifugation.

The advantages of filtration are its simplicity and the possibility to use

it at any place in the field. Objections which can be raised against filtration

are:

a. The filter may adsorb a considerable part of the elements to be deter-

mined.

b. Filtration is a slow process. The intimate contact between the water

and the particulate matter, already collected on the filter, may cause an

exchange between the two phases of the original sample.

The advantage of centrifugation is its rapidity. However, the method

cannot be applied everywhere. Moreover, it is necessary to use a flow-

through apparatus in which the particulate matter is separated immediate-

ly from the sample.

The change in concentration due to filtration or centrifugation for the

various elements should be measured as a function of the pH and the time

needed to perform the separation.

C. Transport of the Sample

The adsorption of trace elements on the wall of the sample container is

a well-known phenomenon. The percentage and the rate of adsorption de-

pend on a number of variables. The most important are: the molecular

species in which the involved element is present; the pH of the solution;

and the container material. Adsorption can generally be eliminated by

acidifying the sample solution with double distilled HNO3 to a pH of 1 or

lower. This method is subject to two limitations:

1. The suspended matter has to be removed prior to the acidification.

Otherwise the concentration in the solution will increase considerably by

desorption from the solid material.

2. Only the total concentration of the element has to be determined. A
change in pH will in general cause a change in the ratio between the "or-

ganic" and ionic fractions.

Experiments with radiotracers can serve to determine the adsorption

percentage and the rate of adsorption as a function of pH and time. How-
ever, from a practical point of view, it is preferable to process the sample

immediately after the removal of the suspended matter. Adsorption on ac-

tive charcoal can serve this purpose.
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D. Determination of the Trace Elements

When the trace elements are adsorbed on active charcoal, the loaded

coal can be analyzed for its heavy metal content by thermal neutron ac-

tivation analysis. The only heavy element which cannot be determined by

thermal neutron activation is lead. The (small) charcoal samples can be

submitted to intense neutron irradiation without the risk of decomposi-

tion. The limit of detection is not governed by the intrinsic sensitivity of

the method, but by the blank value of the charcoal. This implies a proper

choice and, if necessary, a purification of the material to be used. Up to

now, procedures have been developed for the determination of V, Mn,
Cu, Zn, As, Se, Mo, Ag, Hf, Au, Hg and U.

Two practical adsorption techniques can be applied:

1 . The sample is filtered through a small column containing ^ 2 grams

(5 ml) of the adsorbent.

2. An amount of — 2 to — 40 mg of active charcoal is added as a

50 — 1000 /Ltl aliquot of a suspension in double distilled water, containing

40 mg charcoal /ml.

In the first case, the adsorption is quantitative. Use of the charcoal

suspension (the second case) results in the adsorption of a considerable

fraction, which is fairly constant throughout a series of samples. If neces-

sary, the percentage adsorbed can be determined for each sample

separately by using a radioactive spike with a high specific radioactivity.

Preferably a carrier-free solution is applied.

The determination of mercury in surface water and in air can be chosen

as examples of the procedures which are based on the mentioned princi-

ple. The total concentration of mercury in "unpolluted" surface waters is

generally well below 100 ng/1. That in air may vary between 1 and 200

ng/m^.

XL Investigation of Filtration and Centrifugation with Radiotracers

A. General

The following phenomena were measured quantitatively for the prin-

cipal trace elements, using seawater samples: a. The adsorption on mem-
brane filters of 0.45 ^tm pore diameter: b. The rate of adsorption of

freshly added ionic traces. The percentage adsorbed after a long contact

time as a function of pH: and c. The rate of desorption from the

suspended matter.
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For mercury, the behavior of some organometallic compounds was in-

vestigated too.

Apparatus and Chemicals. — The following were used: a glass fiber

pressure vessel (type "Amicon") with connections for pressurized air and

a filter holder (type "Swinnex 04700"); a "MSB" centrifuge, operating

at — 2000 g; centrifuge tubes of 100 ml; membrane filters made of cellu-

lose nitrate, with a pore diameter of 0.45 )Ltm, Selectron BA 85; concen-

trated HNO3 of analytical quality.

Radiotracers: jy^'

5^Fe 45 d (All tracers were present as

^^Co 5,3 y nitrates in various con-

65Zn 245 d centrations.)

99MO _^ 99mJc 66 h 6.0 h

ii5Cd iismin 53.5 h -> 4.5 h
i97Hg 66 h
2i2pb 10.6 h

B. Adsorption of Trace Elements by Membrane Filters

Aliquots of a large sample of seawater were filtered through a 0.45 ^tm

membrane filter to remove the suspended matter. Radiotracer solution

was then added, and the sample was filtered through a fresh membrane
filter. This was dissolved in 5N HNO3 and counted in the same geometry

as an aliquot of the tracer solution. Table 1 gives the results of these ex-

periments. The losses of iron, mercury and lead are serious. The percent

loss of mercury increases with decreasing concentration. The specific

capacity of the filter for the adsorption of mercury was found to be (1 .7 ±
0.2) ^tg Hg/g. As the "natural" concentration of mercury in seawater and

surface water is — 0.05 /itg/l, it is impossible to apply filtration in the deter-

mination of mercury in water, unless the adsorption is prevented by

lowering the pH of the solution (c/. section II.C). The trace element con-

tent of the filter material was determined by neutron activation analysis.

Results are:

Fe: 22 =b 3 ng/g Zn: 16 ± 1 Mg/g
Co: 0.05 ± 0.02 Cd: 0.6 ± 0.1

Ni: <0.5 Hg: 0.13 ± 0.02

Cu: 0.65 ± 0.10
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Table 1. Adsorption of trace elements on a membrane filter

Element Concentrations'' Sample Percentage

(ug/1) volume adsorbed

Hg 0.2 100 19

.2 250 16

jUU 1 ^

.2 750 15

.z. lUUU 1 A

.4 1000 3.5
Q 1 nnn

1 uuu 1 . J

Ph O 1 lOonlUUU 1

1

1

1

.2 100 5

Zn 13
^

1000 0.5

Co 1 1000 <.l

Fe 19 1000 33

Mo 14 1000 3

^ The natural concentration of the seawater has been included.

C. The Rate of Adsorption on Suspended Matter
OF Freshly Added Ionic Traces,

the Percentage Adsorbed After a Long
Contact Time, and the Influence of the pH

Experiments were performed with unfiltered seawater (pH = 7.8),

which contained 49 mg of suspended matter/liter. The adsorption of zinc,

mercury, and lead ions was studied as a function of contact time. The total

concentrations of the elements were:

Zn : 14 Atg/l; Hg : 0.5 /xg/1; and Pb : 0.2 txgll

The suspended matter was collected by centrifugation during 10 minutes

at 2000 g. Results are given in table 2 and figure 1. The following conclu-

sions can be drawn from these data:

a. The time needed to reach the equilibrium for the elements studies is:

Zn ^ 28 h; Hg ^ 28 h; and Pb ^ 1.5 h.

b. The curves of percentage adsorbed versus contact time cannot be

described by a simple exponential curve.
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Table 2. Adsorption o/Zn^^-, Hg^^- and ?b^^-ions on suspended matter

Contact-time

(hours)

Zn

Percentage adsorbed

Hg Pb

0.5 14 24 45

1 20 27 56

1.5 24 41 65
4"

33 52 76

6 31 54 71

23 32 56 67

28 33 62 68

30 37 65 75

47 39 66 68

Extrapolated

value for r = 00 ~40 ~70 ~70

Notes: Concentration of suspended matter, 49 mg/1. Initial concentrations: Zn 14^8/1;

Hg0.5Mg/l; Pb0.2;ug/1.

70 -

60

O 50

40

30

20

10

1

I

12 24

Contact time, hours

36

Figure 1. The adsorption of Hg^- ions on suspended matter. Initial Hg-- concentration : 0.5

Mg/1.
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c. The equilibrium values of the amounts adsorbed are in good agree-

ment with the data quoted in literature [ 1 ,2 ]

:

Zn : 30 to 45 percent; Hg : 60 to 80 percent; and Pb : 70 to 80 percent.

The adsorption behavior of organomercury compounds was studied by
using the i^THg-labeled species of (C6H5)HgCl, (C6H5)HgAc, and
(C6H5)2Hg. The initial rate of adsorption was very fast for all three com-
pounds. The adsorption of (C6H5)2Hg was virtually complete within 3

minutes. The percentage adsorbed at equihbrium is — 75 for (C6H5)HgCl
and (C6H5)2Hg, and - 90 for (C6H5)HgAc.

The behavior of divalent mercury was investigated in more detail. Ex-

periments were performed with various concentrations of suspended

matter and various Hg concentrations. Table 3 summarizes the results ob-

tained for the percentages adsorbed after a long contact time. The follow-

ing conclusions can be drawn:

a. The adsorption can be described by a Freundlich isotherm, equation

(!)•

y/m = ^-c« (1)

b. The average values of the "constants" j8 and n are 12 and 1.2 respec-

tively, if y/m is expressed in ng Hg+^/mg suspended matter, and c in /itg/l.

c. The fraction which is adsorbed, y/cV, is given by equation (2).

y/cV = ;8-(m/V)-c("-i) (2)

The influence of pH is shown in table 4. The data in brackets refer to fil-

tration through a membrane filter with 0.45 ^tm pore diameter. The results

indicate that adsorption on the filter can be prevented by acidifying the

sample solution with double distilled HNO3 to at least IN. However, this

is possible only if the desorption from the suspended material is slow.

Table 3. The percentage ofHg^^-ions adsorbed by the suspended matter after a long contact

time

Concentration of Concentration of the

Initial Hgi^-concentration suspended matter Percentage adsorbed ions

(Mg/1) (mg/1) adsorbed (ng HgH/mg),
suspended matter

0.18 38 50 2.4
.18 66 82 2.2
.22 28 63 5

.50 49 65 6.6

.80 43 90 17
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Table 4. The influence of the pH on the adsorption of Hg^^-ions on suspended matter

Initial xig^^- Concentration Concentration of the

pH concentration of suspended Percentage adsorbed ions

(Mg/l) matter (mg/1) adsorbed (ng Hg^Vmg)) suspended

matter

U. 1 1 .U Do A r71a4 L/J* U. /

.5 1 .0 JO ^ n /IT Q.y

1 0.5 30 24 4

1 1 n1 . u JO 24 t . J

1.5 1.0 56 42 [63] 7.5

2 1.0 56 49 [71] 8.8

3 0.5 30 65 [77] 11

5 0.6 30 62 [87] 10

7 0.5 30 63 [86] 11

^ Data in brackets refer to filtration through a membrane filter with 0.45 ^m pore

diameter.

D. The Rate of Desorption from the Suspended Matter

The desorption from suspended matter was measured as follows:

a. A radioactive tracer was added to a large seawater sample.

b. After 1 day, the solid material was collected by centrifugation and

was suspended again in a small volume of fresh seawater. Aliquots of this

suspension were added to 250 ml portions of filtered seawater.

c. Immediately after the addition of the sediment, the pH was adjusted.

d. After a chosen time, the solid material was separated from the sam-

ple. The solid material was counted in the same geometry as an aliquot of

the suspension originally added.

Figure 2 gives the results obtained. It appears that the rate of desorption

is appreciable even if the filtration is completed in 3 minutes. The in-

fluence of pH on the desorption rate can be derived from the percentage

desorbed in 3 minutes:

Percent

pH desorbed

0.1 14

1 12

1.5 4

2 2

3 0
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80 -

70

60
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40
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20

10

60 120

Contact time, minutes

180 240

Figure 2. The desorption of Hg+2 ions from suspended matter at a pH of 0. 1

.

E. Conclusion

Only by rapid centrifugation at the natural pH can the suspended

matter be separated from the samples without disturbing the adsorption

and desorption equilibria of the metal ion species investigated. In prac-

tice this means that a flow-through centrifuge should be used.

III. Adsorption of Mercury on the Walls of Containers

The adsorption of mercury on the wall of the container, both as ions and

as organomercury compounds, is well known [3-5]. Table 5 gives the

results of a series of experiments with Hg solutions. The difference

between double distilled and tap water is caused by the different CI con-

tent. The behavior of some organomercury compounds was measured

with compounds labelled with ^^^Hg (Tl/2 = 64 h). Results are sum-

marized in table 6. If the samples are not acidified, adsorption on

polythene is significant within 24 hours while that on glass can be already

appreciable.
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Table 6. Adsorption of organomercury compounds on glass and polythene

Percent remaining in solution

Compound and
concentration

pH Container

0 1 4 8

(hours)

24 48

(C6H5)2Hg 2 polythene 100 100 100 100 100 97

18 Mg/1 7 polythene 100 98 95 86 78 71

7 glass 100 100 100 100 100 97

7 glass 100 100 100 100 100 100

(C6H5)Hg(OOCCH3) 2 polythene 100 100 100 100 100 98

2 Mg/l 7 polythene 100 98 95 94 90 88

2 glass 100 100 100 100 100 100

7 glass 100 100 100 100 100 100

CHsHgCl 1.5 polythene 100 100 100 100 100 100

9Mg/l 7 polythene 100 98 95 93 91 81

1.5 glass 100 100 100 100 100 100

7 glass 100 100 99 98 96 95

IV. The Determination of Mercury in Water Samples

A. Introduction

For concentrations smaller than 100 ng/1, activation analysis becomes

superior to atomic absorption [6-8] due to the greater sensitivity if a

suitable way of concentrating mercury on a solid adsorber can be found.

This preconcentration is necessary, as the irradiation of water samples in

a nuclear reactor is cumbersome. Olafsson collected inorganic mercury

from seawater by amalgamation on a gold foil after reduction with SnCU
and volatilization [9]. This method is not applicable to organic mercury

compounds. Moreover, gold is not a convenient matrix from an activation

analysis point of view.

In this investigation, active charcoal is used. A diluted SnCl2 solution,

acetone and double distilled nitric acid are the only other reagents used in

the method presented here. These reagents can be stripped from mercury

easily so that no contamination by the reagents occurs [10,11].

B. Reagents and Apparatus

—A 1 percent SnCl2 solution, aerated before use to remove any mer-

cury;
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—Acetone of "analytical grade" purity, percolated through a char-

coal column before use;

— Double distilled nitric acid. The starting product is of "analytical

grade" purity;

-A standard Hg+2 solution (0. 1 mg Hg/ml);

— Activated charcoal (0.5 to 0.75 mm) E. Merck. Chromatographic

quality;

—A desiccator with a 48% H2SO4 solution (52% relative humidity);

— An aeration vessel {cf. fig. 3);

—A 500 ml receiver, connected to a glass column for an activated

charcoal bed {cf. fig. 7);

-Test tubes (16 X 160 mm);
— Quartz wool;

— Quartz wool, coated with metallic silver;

— Quartz capsules (10 mm i.d. x 70 mm long);

—A quartz tube with a fritted quartz filter disc for the purification of

the activated charcoal;

— Quartz tubes (22 mm i.d. x 150 mm long);

— Glass tubes (22 mm i.d. x 150 mm long);

—A confinuous centrifuge, type Heraeus-Christ "Junior- 15000";

—Three tube furnaces with the following inner dimensions; 50 mm x

250 mm; 35 mm x 200 mm and 25 mm x 90 mm;
—A well-type Nal detector, mounted in a sample changer and con-

nected to a 400-channel analyzer with electric typewriter or

punchtape read-out.

FLOWMETER
0-20//nnin

040 mm
70 mm

COMPRESS Ep_K\\v^U^
AIR

ACTIVATED CHARCOAL

GLASSFIBER FILTER

0 1 5 mm
activatedT

\\CHARCOAL 50 mm

Jl
SOVIREL
CONNECTIONS

200 mm

Figure 3. The aeration vessel
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C. Separation of Different Forms of Mercury

The following separations of different species of mercury have been

made {cf. fig. 4):

a. The total amount of mercury in the water sample is collected by

passing a known volume of the crude sample through a charcoal column.

The mercury in solution and that adsorbed on suspended matter is con-

centrated in this way;

b. An aliquot of the water sample is freed from particulate matter by

continuous centrifuging at 10,000 g:

b. 1 . A known fraction of the clear liquid is passed through a charcoal

column to collect the total amount of mercury present in water without

suspended solids. The difference between the mercury concentrations ob-

tained for the samples (a. and b. 1.) will give the amount of mercury ad-

sorbed on the suspended matter;

b.2. Another fraction (1 1) of the clear liquid is transferred to an aera-

tion vessel. After reduction with stannous chloride, aeration and sub-

sequent adsorption on activated charcoal, the concentration of inorganic

mercury is determined. The amount of dissolved organic mercury can be

(d)
WATER SAMPLE

100-500 ml

Filtration through

a 0.45 micron

membrane filter

(b)

Continuous

centrifugation

at 10.000 g

Content of

suspended solids

(b-1)/ (b-2)

500 ml

CARBON ADSORBER:
Total mercury in

water, free of

suspended solids

1000 ml

AERATION VESSEL:

Inorganic mercury

in water, free of

suspended solids

500 ml

CARBON ADSORBER:
Total mercury in

water, containing

suspended solids

BO - 1 00 mg

Mercury content

of suspended

matter

Figure 4. Scheme for the sampling of inorganic, organic, and particulate mercury.
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derived from the difference between the two mercury concentrations

determined for the samples (b. 1 . and b.2.);

c. The amount of mercury on suspended matter can also be determined

in another way. Some of the solid concentrated in the centrifuge is taken

and weighed after equilibration at constant relative humidity, thus

preventing mercury losses caused by other drying procedures. Then the

solid is mixed with charcoal and irradiated;

d. Finally the amount of suspended matter is determined by weighing,

after filtration of a known volume through a preweighed membrane filter

(0.45 fim).

D. The Collection of Inorganic Mercury

For the determination of inorganic mercury in water the apparatus

shown in figure 4 is used. The procedure is based on the reduction to

metallic mercury with stannous chloride, and subsequent aeration with a

stream of air, which carries the mercury to a charcoal adsorber. The in-

fluence of the most important parameters on the recovery of mercury in

the charcoal adsorbers has been studied with ^^^Hg tracers.

1 . Concentration ofStannous Chloride

The high concentration of stannous chloride (1.5 g/50 ml) used in

atomic absorption determinations with an analogous procedure was found

to be quite unnecessary, when only reduction of inorganic mercury is

preferred. A final concentration of 10 mg SnCl2 per liter proved to be suf-

ficient for complete reduction.

2. Flow Rate of the Airstream

The percentage of mercury remaining in the vessel has been determined

as a function of the flow rate for solutions of 0.18 ^tg Hg/1. Complete

removal of mercury from the solution is obtained at flow rates higher than

3 1/min. However, to prevent a breakthrough of the charcoal adsorber, the

flow rate should not exceed 6 1/min. At flow rates lower than 6 1/min

complete collection of mercury vapor on the charcoal adsorber is ob-

served {cf figs. 5 and 6).
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I I I I I I I I I

1 5 10

Flow-rate (l/min)

Figure 5. The influence of the flow rate on the volatilization of mercury.

1 00% T 96.8

MERCURY
ADSORBED

50%-

1//min

Rec: 100%

3.2

3//min

Rec: 100%
77.0

17.9

4.0
1.1

1 2 3 4 5

—- FRACTION (0.5 g)

5//min

Rec: 99.4%

59.6

25.7

10.0

2-91.2

7//min

Rec: 89.4%

43.2

24.5

11.1
-| 7.5

Figure 6. The influence of the flow rate on the adsorption of mercury on activated charcoal.
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3. Time ofAeration

It was found that under normal conditions all mercury is volatilized

within 5 minutes, so this time was used in further experiments unless

otherwise stated. At 4, 20 and 40 °C it takes 5, 3, and < 2 minutes respec-

tively. This is in accordance with data published in literature [7,12].

4. Acidity and Salinity ofthe Sample

At high acid concentrations a considerable amount of mercury will be

retained in solution [12]. Between pH = 1 and pH = 7 no influence of the

acidity on the aeration has been observed. Salt concentrations up to 2N
NaCl showed no influence on the yield.

5. Volume of the Sample

When small volumes (relative to the volume of the vessel) are

processed, the recovery drops to 80 percent in case of a 100 ml sample.

6. Amount ofCharcoal

The amount of charcoal necessary for complete collection of volatilized

mercury has been determined by loading a 5.6 g charcoal bed with metal-

lic mercury at a flow rate of 5 1/min and dividing it in fractions of 0.5 g

each. The first fraction contained 96 percent, the second 4 percent; the

others did not contain any mercury. From this result and from the results

shown in figure 6 the use of 2.5 g of charcoal is recommended.

7. The Reduction ofOrganic Mercury Compounds

Only a small fraction 0.5 percent) of organic mercury compounds is

reduced under the conditions recommended for the determination of inor-

ganic mercury (c/. section IV. E.). Under more severe circumstances {i.e.,

stronger reduction, or oxidation followed by reduction, combined with

long aeration times) the results given in table 7 were obtained. It can be

concluded that a separation between the two species of mercury with the

standard procedure is achieved.
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Table 7. Volatilization of organic mercury compounds from dilute aqueous solutions

Percentage found on the charcoal adsorber after:

Compound Concentration

in Mg/1 Aeration^ Reduction^ Oxidation, re-

duction

(C6H5)2Hg

(C6H5)HgCl
(C6H5)HgAc
CHaHgCl
(CH3)2Hg

2.66

0.67

0.19

1.39

22.6

0.4
.2

.1

.2

.14

8.6

3.5

8.7

5.8

0.07

25.7

13.4

17.3

20.7

^ Aeration time was 5 minutes at a flow-rate of 5 1/min.
^ Reduction with SnCl2 (final concentration 1 g/1) during 15 min. Aeration time was 20

min.
" Oxidation with KMn04 (final concentration 0.1 g/1) for 15-20 min, followed by reduc-

tion with SnCl2 as described above.

E. The Collection of the Total Amount of Mercury

The apparatus shown in figure 7 is used for the determination of the

total amount of mercury in untreated and centrifuged water samples. The
mercury, both "inorganic" or "organic," is adsorbed quantitatively on the

charcoal column. A small layer of pulverized charcoal is put on top of the

column to retain the suspended matter present in the untreated water sam-

ple. The influence of the various parameters on the adsorption efficiency

was measured with i^^Hg^^ and ^^^Hg labeled compounds.

In spite of the high salt content of seawater, no influence on the adsorp-

tion of mercury (compounds) at concentrations ranging from 10 ng/1 up to

10 /Ag/1 was observed. At the normal pH of seawater (— 8) and low mercu-

ry concentrations (50 ng/1), sometimes incomplete adsorption on charcoal

occurred. It was found that these losses can be prevented by acidification.

After adjusting the pH to 1 with double distilled nitric acid adsorption is

complete.

At flow rates up to 4 ml/min, the adsorption of mercury is complete, as

was checked with mercury tracer.

1. Acidity and Salinity ofthe Water Sample

2. Flow Rate Through the Column
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VOLUME; 500 ml

1 00 mm
p 10 mm

— SOVIREL
CONNECTION

QUARTZVA/OOL PLUG

^ PULVERIZED
CHARCOAL

— ACTIVATED
CHARCOAL

^ GLASSFILTER G1

Figure Apparatus for the preconcentration of mercury on charcoal.

3. Adsorption ofSome Mercury Compounds

The adsorption of metallic mercury, mercury chloride and some or-

ganomercury compounds was investigated. The results are summarized

in table 8. It can be said that losses are neelidble.

F. The Collection of Particulate Matter

The mercury content of suspended matter can be determined in a sam-

ple collected from the rotor of the centrifuge. Different analytical methods

have been used [13.14]. The technique appHed here is mixing of the sedi-
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Table 8, The adsorption of some mercury compounds on activated charcoal^

Compound Dissolved Concentration Percentage

in in adsorbed

water U. 1

acetone .1 98.3

Hg(U) water . 1 93 .
j°

(C6H,)2Hg water 12.7 98.9

^ eHsHgCl water 4.3 100.4

CeHsHgAc water 1.3 100.6

CeHsHgAc benzene 1.3 99.7

CHaHgCi water 1.5 98.9

(CH3)2Hg water 15.4 97.1

* The labeled organic compounds were prepared by exchange of the unlabeled species

with 19'Hg.
b The Hg(0) was obtained by reduction of Hg^ with SnCl2. Losses due to volatilization

may have occurred in this case. The mercury content of the effluent was 0.2 % of the original

value.

ment or the suspended matter with some charcoal and, after neutron ac-

tivation transferring the mercury by heating the sediment-charcoal mix-

ture in a tube furnace to 900 °C with a stream of nitrogen, to a second

charcoal adsorber. From experiments with a ^^^Hg tracer it was found that

mercury adsorbed on suspended matter can be recovered quantitatively

in this way. Weighing of the sampled suspended matter should be done

prior to the heating. Drying of the material for 1 hour at 1 1 0 °C cannot be

applied. Experiments with labeled organic mercury compounds revealed

that severe losses are suffered in this case.

Percentage loss after

Compound 1 h at 110 °C

CHsHgCl 8-10%
(CH3)2Hg 80-90%
Hg+2 0%

Therefore, weighing is performed after equilibration at 50 percent relative

humidity during at least 16 hours, thus preventing mercury losses due to

volatilization. The determination of the content of suspended matter in

the water sample (mg/1) by filtration is performed by weighing under the

same conditions.
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G. The Purification of Charcoal and Its Adsorption Capacity

The mercury content of commercially available "activated" charcoal is

1 5 to 20 ng Hg/g. This content can be lowered considerably by heating the

charcoal in a quartz tube (40 mm o.d. and 300 mm long), which is placed

inside a tube furnace in a vertical position. The temperature of the furnace

is maintained at 950 to 1000 °C and a stream of nitrogen, previously pu-

rified by a charcoal scavenger, is passed through the glowing carbon for

30 to 60 minutes. Activated charcoal, purified in this way, contains only

0.1 to 0.2 ng Hg/g. This residual mercury content determines the lower

limit of the determination. A slight increase of the specific adsorption

capacity was observed after this treatment. The specific adsorption

capacity of charcoal for Hg+- ions and methylmercury chloride can be cal-

culated from adsorption isotherms determined with the ^^^Hg-labeled

compounds. The low solubility in water of the latter compound limits the

concentration range which can be studied in this way. The Langmuir plots

for mercuric ions and methylmercury chloride are shown in figure 8.

From the expression for the Langmuir isotherm (eq 3), the relation

between the fraction adsorbed, y/cV, and the concentration, c, can be ob-

tained.

y = n,.^^ (3)
5 + c

cV V 5 V
=

\ c (4)
y m /3 m/3

From the slope and the intercept of the plot, the values of fS and 6 can be

calculated:

iQ 5 in mg ml

Hg+2 0.33 0.73

CH3HgCl .23 .35

At low concentrations, the adsorption can be described by a Henry
isotherm:

y=m-ac (5)

This relation was measured for Hg^- ions in seawater. Known amounts of

a Hg(N03)2 standard solution were added to 50 ml aliquots of seawater
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0.20
~* ^ CHgHgCl (mg/ml) 0.40

-n 1 ^ \-
0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00~ Cj^g-(mg/ml)

Figure 8. The Langmuir plot for Hg+2 and CHaHgCl adsorption on charcoal.

(pH= 7.4). Then 4 mg active charcoal was added as a 100 /xl portion of a

suspension in double distilled water. Results were:

Initial

concentration

in Mg/l y/cV

0.80 0.84]

7.55 .80/ Average value

15.2 .84>y/cV = 0.82 =±= 0.02

30.3 .871 a = 10.2 =t 0.2 (mg/ml)-

152 .74;

The collection of mercuric ion and methylmercury chloride on 250 mg of

charcoal is quantitative for concentrations below 1 mg Hg+VlOO ml and

2.5 mg CHsHgCl/lOO ml respectively. Methylmercury chloride is

probably completely ionized. From the slopes of the Langmuir plots, the

adsorption capacities per gram of activated charcoal in case of complete

monomolecular coverage are found to be: Hg+2 ; 3 30 mg/g and CHsHg+i

:

820 mg/g.
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H. Irradiation of the Charcoal Samples

The charcoal samples, packed in quartz capsules (10 mm i.d. x 70 mm
long), are irradiated together with a Hg standard for 8 to 12 hours at a

thermal neutron flux of 3 -W^n • cm-^ • s-i. The standards are prepared by

adding 20 /xl of a solution of Hg(N0.3)2 H20 (2.03 /xg Hg/20 /xl) to ac-

tivated charcoal in a quartz capsule. The capsule is sealed and the content

is homogenized by vigorous shaking. Irradiation takes place in a dry rotat-

ing facility, that can hold 19 quartz capsules of the type used in these

determinations. To check flux variations, pieces of iron wire are placed at

different positions throughout the irradiation flask. After irradiation the

samples are cooled for 24 hours to allow for the decay of short-lived

nuclides.

I. The Separation of Mercury from the Radioactive Charcoal

After irradiation the matrix activity of the charcoal prevents the direct

instrumental determination of mercury. For the separation of mercury the

apparatus shown in figure 9 is used [ 14] . Before opening, the quartz cap-

sules are cooled by liquid nitrogen, to avoid the risks of explosion due to

pressure buildup during irradiation. The content of a capsule is trans-

ferred to the quartz tube that fits in the first tube furnace (25 mm i.d. and

200 mm long). A piece of silver-coated glass wool and a second adsorber

are placed in two separate glass tubes. The temperature of the silver-

coated plug can be adjusted by means of a small tube furnace. The glass

tubes are connected to the quartz tube and the whole array is placed in-

side the furnaces with temperatures preset respectively at 700 °C to

800 °C and 400 °C. The choice of these temperatures becomes apparent

— 250 mm

(p 1 6mm inside

W 1 50 *4-» 1 50 -H

IRRADIATED CARBON ACTIVATED
FLOWMETER

0 - 3//min

ACTIVATED
CHARCOAL

TUBE FURNACE SILVER-COATED
700-800°C GLASSWOOL

TUBE FURNACE
400°C

70 mm
040 mm

Figure 9. Apparatus for the separation of mercury from a radioactive matrix.
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from figure 10. Two requirements must be fulfilled: The complete removal

of mercury from the irradiated charcoal matrix and no adsorption on the

silver-coated glass wool plug.

A stream of nitrogen, purified by a charcoal scavenger, is passed

through the system at a flow rate of 0.6 to 0.8 1/min. It carries the mercu-

ry, volatilized at 700 °C to 800 °C, to the second adsorber. »^Bv (Tl/2 =
35.4 h), which is partially released at this temperature, is retained in the

silver-coated plug. In spite of the fact that only a small percentage of the

bromine present in the sample is adsorbed on charcoal and that at 700 °C

to 800 °C only 10 to 15 percent of the bromine is released, the amount of

82Br adsorbed on the second charcoal adsorber would interfere with the

determination of mercury in seawater in case the silver-coated plug is

omitted. From experiments with labeled organic mercury compounds it

was found that, whatever the chemical form of mercury in the sample was,

a quantitative volatilization was obtained.

hURNACE SILVER-COATED GLASS-WOOL
FLOW- RATE = 0.6-0.8//mm ^ ^^^^^^ ADSORBER
FOR 5 mm

Figure 1 0. (A) The influence of the temperature on the amount of mercury and bromine
released from charcoal. (B) The influence of the temperature on the amount of mercury
retained in the silver-coated plug.

J. Procedure FOR THE Determination OF
Inorganic, Total and Particulate Mercury

1 . The Collection ofInorganic Mercury

a. One liter of a centrifuged water sample is transferred to the aeration

vessel and the adsorber tube containing 2.5 g charcoal is connected to the

vessel;
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b. One milliliter of a 1 percent SnCl2 solution is added and the vessel is

closed;

c. The airflow is adjusted to 4 to 6 1/min;

d. After 5 minutes, the aeration is stopped and the charcoal is trans-

ferred to a quartz capsule which is then sealed off.

2. The Collection of Total Mercury

a. A water sample, either unprocessed or centrifuged, is transferred to

a receiver connected with a column containing 1.5 g of purified charcoal.

In case of an unprocessed water sample, — 100 mg of pulverized charcoal

is put on top of the granulated charcoal. The charcoal is wetted with dou-

ble distilled water before use;

b. The sample is acidified with — 1 ml of concentrated nitric acid to pH
= 1;

c. The flow rate through the column is kept below 4 ml/min;

d. Five milliliter of previously purified acetone is fed to the column

which is then dried by a gentle stream of air;

e. The charcoal is transferred to a quartz capsule, which is cooled with

liquid nitrogen and then sealed off.

3. The Collection ofParticulate Matter

a. About 50 to 100 mg of suspended matter is taken from the rotor of

the centrifuge and transferred to a quartz capsule which has been weighed

before;

b. The capsule is placed in a desiccator containing a 48 percent H2SO4
solution (relative humidity 52%) for at least 16 hours;

c. The weight of the suspended matter in the capsule is determined and

0.5 g of purified charcoal is added;

d. The mixture is homogenized and the capsule is sealed off.

4. Irradiation ofCharcoal Samples

a. The various charcoal samples are placed in an irradiation can

together with mercury standards and flux monitors. The samples are ir-

radiated for 8 to 12 hours at a thermal neutron flux of 3 • lO^-n • cm - • s-^;

b. After irradiation the samples are cooled for 24 hours.
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5. The Separation ofMercuryfrom the Radioactive Charcoal

a. The quartz capsules are opened after cooling with liquid nitrogen

and the radioactive charcoal is transferred to a quartz tube connected with

two glass tubes containing respectively silver-coated glass wool and a

fresh charcoal adsorber;

b. The whole array is placed inside the furnaces of the apparatus shown

in figure 9 and a stream of nitrogen is passed through the system at a flow

rate of 0.6 to 0.8 1/min. The temperatures of the furnaces are kept at 700

°C to 800 °C and 400 °C respectively;

c. After 5 minutes the tubes are removed from the system and the car-

bon of the second adsorber is transferred to a test tube (16 x 160 mm).

The mercury standards are processed in the same way as the samples;

d. Samples and standards are counted for at least 5 minutes in a 3 in x 3

in well-type Nal detector, connected to a 400-channel analyzer. The
spectra are read out on punchtape or on an electrical typewriter. Flux

monitors are counted in a 1 1/2 in x 2 in Nal well-type detector connected

to a single-channel analyzer.

The observed specific count rate under the 0.077 MeV photopeak of

i97Hg (T 1/2 = 66 h) is 1.6X 105 counts/m//;tg Hg after an irradiation of

12 hours at n • cm-^ • s-i and a cooling period of 24 hours. Figure

1 1 gives the y-spectra of the second charcoal adsorber, containing all mer-

cury originally present in the water sample.

'"'Hg INTEGRATED THERMAL NEUTRON FLUX; 4-10' ^n-cm''

Figure 1 1 . Gamma spectra of a sample and a standard.
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K. Results

1 . The Mercury Content of Tap Water

From one large sample of tap water 1 2 aliquots of 500 ml each were

taken and analyzed separately. The following results were obtained:

Total mercury: 31.0; 36.2; 22.9; 35.3; 20.7; 25.1 ; 27.1 ; 31.8 and 22.9 ng/1.

average: 28 (±5) ng/1.

Inorganic mercury: 4.2; 3.5; 4.5 and 3.9 ng/1.

average: 4.0 (d=0.4) ng/l.

"Organic" mercury: 24 (±5) ng/1.

2. Double Distilled Water

Double distilled water was prepared from demineralized water in a

quartz apparatus, which has been in continuous operation for a few years.

The total mercury content of three aliquots, taken at various days, was:

7.4; 7.6 and 4.6 ng/1.

3. Seawater

Three aliquots of a large sample, taken at the beach at Petten, were

analyzed. The obtained results are:

Total mercury: 55.1; 53.6 and 46.8 ng/1.

average value: 52 (±4) ng/1.

Total mercury in the centrifuged sample: 14.4; 16.2 and 22.0 ng/1.

average value: 17.5 (±3.5) ng/1.

Inorganic mercury: 4.7; 4.2 and 4.3 ng/1.

average value: 4.4 (±0.4) ng/1.

Mercury content of the particulate matter: 35 ng/l.

Organic mercury in solution: 13 ng/l.
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4. Surface Waters

A large sample was taken in a semi-industrial region in the western part

of the Netherlands. Three aliquots were analyzed separately. Results are:

Total mercury: 78.2; 67.0 and 74.3.

average value: 73 (±6) ng/1.

Total mercury in the centrifuged sample: 39.2; 41.1 and 46.5.

average value: 42 (±4) ng/1.

Inorganic mercury: 7.0 and 7.3 ng/1.

average value: 7.1 (=±=0.2) ng/1.

Mercury content of the particulate matter: 0.70 and 0.58 iig/ g.

Dissolved organic mercury: 35 ng/l.

V. The Determination of Mercury in Air

The determination of mercury in air is analogous to the determination

in water. Only the procedure for the determination of the total mercury

content is discussed here.

A. Equipment and Reagents

—An electrical suction pump with variable capacity (0.05 to 2.8

m^/h).

—An integrating flowmeter with decimal reading (to 0.2 1).

-An adsorption device (c/. fig. 12; type of filter holder: SWINNEX
04700).

—A muffle furnace (100 mm i.d. x 150 mm).
—A tube furnace (35 mm i.d.x 150 mm).
— Quartz capsules (18 mm i.d. x 40 mm).

-Quartz tubes (22 mm i.d. x 240 mm).

— Membrane filters with 0.22 /xm pore diameter.

-Activated charcoal (20 to 35 mesh), chromatographic quality, (E.

Merck).

-Test tubes ( 1 6 x 1 60 mm).

-A3 in x 3 in Nal well-type crystal connected to a 400-channel

analyzer with an electrical typewriter.
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—
'

—
' 015 mm 30 mm

Figure 1 2. The sampling system for the determination of mercury in air.

B. Sampling and Irradiation

a. The adsorption device is filled with 1.5 g of purified charcoal {cf.

section IV. G.) and a filter is mounted. The apparatus is connected to the

suction pump.

b. The flow rate is kept below 5 1/min. For unpolluted air, a sample of

1.5 to 2 m=^ is collected.

For higher concentrations, the minimal sample volume is smaller. The
distribution of Hg, CHsHgCl and (CH3)2Hg over the carbon adsorber was

measured with i^^Hg tracers. Figure 13 shows the method and the results

for (CH3)2Hg. The^rest of the procedure is identical to that described in

sections IV.J.4. and IV.J.5.

Figure 13. The distribution of dimethylmercury over the carbon adsorber.
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C. Results

The specific count rate under the 0.077 MeV photopeak of i^^Hgis 1.6

X 10^ count min-i fxg-^ after a cooling period of 2 days. Four groups of

samples have been analyzed.

1. Laboratory Air

Samples of 0.6 to 3 m^ were taken in a chemical laboratory where mer-

cury is used occasionally. Results obtained in a period of a few months

vary between 40 and 68 ng/m^ with a standard deviation of 5 percent per

measurement. After removal of the mercury storage bottle, the concentra-

tion in the air decreased within a week to 7.4 ng/m^ with the same relative

standard deviation. The pressurized air system contained (5.5 ±0.2) to

(6.0 + 0.2) ng/m3.

2. Atmospheric Air

Samples of 2 to 4 m^ of air taken in the vicinity of the Dutch Reactor

Center at the North Sea coast on various days were analyzed. The ob-

served range of Hg concentrations was ( 1 .8 ± 0.2) to (2.3 ± 0.2) ng/m^.

3. Natural Gas

Natural gas may contain a considerable Hg content. Concentrations on

the order of 180 /xg/m^ have been reported [15]. The mercury is partly

removed in the purification step. A further decrease may be caused by ad-

sorption on the gastubes during transport. The concentration in the gas, as

received in Petten, was found to be (7.0 ± 0.5) ng/m^.

4. Offgas From the Mud Fermentation Reservoir ofa

Sewage Plant

The methane gas evolving from a mud-cleaning installation may contain

considerable amounts of mercury due to reducing conditions existing in

the fermentation tank and the methylation of mercury by bacteria. Values

found during a fermentation at 32 °C were:

0.060 m3 sample : 158 ng/m^ (S.D.: 12%).

0.330 m3 sample : 139 ng/m^ (S.D.: 4%).
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For the trace characterization of phthalates, gas chromatographs equipped

with electron-capture detectors have been found to be more sensitive than

those with flame-ionization detectors in the order of about 10^. But the

response (measured by peak height) of phthalates to electron-capture detec-

tors are in the order of 10^ less sensitive than that of chlorinated hydrocarbons

(DDT, DDE, PCBs, etc.). The response of phthalates to electron-capture de-

tectors is not constant and normally as little as 0.5 nanogram of di-2-ethylhexyl

phthalate (DEHP) can be detected.

The following factors limit the detection of phthalates at ultra-low levels

(parts per billion to parts per trillion in biota samples) with acceptable accura-

cy: 1) contamination from solvents, reagents and materials used in the analy-

sis; 2) limitation from the size of the samples; and 3) polychlorinated biphenyls

(PCBs) and DEHP contamination in the laboratory and their strong adsorp-

tion to glass surfaces.

This paper will describe the problem of background contamination from

various sources —reagents, solvents and materials used in the laboratory —the

procedure for the removal of these contaminants and the methods for the isola-

tion and separation of phthalates in air and open-ocean biota samples.

Keywords: Air analysis; analytical blank; gas chromatography; ocean biota

analysis; phthalate trace analysis.

I. Introduction

Phthalic acid esters have been used in industry as plasticizers for the

past 40 years. The production has increased from approximately 2 x lO'^

kg (400 milHon lb) in 1961 to 5 x 10^ kg (1 billion lb) in 1971. The major

ester produced is di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate (DEHP) which accounted for

about one fourth of the total production. The total production of phtha-
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lates is about 10 times larger than that of the polychlorinated biphenyls

(PCBs) which are recognized as worldwide environmental pollutants.

There were laboratory studies on the toxicity of the phthalates [1-3],

and evidence that phthalates were present in water [4], food [5], and

biological samples [6-8], Contamination from solvents, reagents, and

equipment has been a major problem in phthalate residue analysis [9],

especially in the parts per billion (ppb) range. The problem of background

contamination is more serious in the trace analyses of phthalates because

they are present in almost all equipment and reagents in the laboratory.

Even samples of nonplastic materials like cork, glasswool, Teflon sheets

and aluminum foil have been found to contain 600, 1000, 400 and 300 ppb

of DEHP, respectively. Background levels of DEHP and dibutyl phtha-

late as high as 1500 and 1000 ng, respectively, have been reported in spite

of rigorous purification [7]. During our investigation of DDT and its

metabolites and PCBs in open ocean biota [10-13], we have achieved

very low background levels of contaminants. However, even these

procedures did not produce a background level satisfactory for the analy-

sis of phthalates. This paper describes the method for the determination

of phthalates at ppb levels in marine biota. The method also permits the

quantitation of DDTs and PCBs.

A method for detecting specific phthalates in air has not been previ-

ously established. Mieure and Dietrich used 5 percent Dexsil 300 on 80-

100 mesh H.P. Chromosorb W to determine trace organics in air, but the

particular phthalate esters present could not be conclusively identified

because ofGC interference from some of the hydrocarbons present [ 14]

.

A simple technique for the sampling, isolation and measurement of PCBs
and specific phthalates at low levels (ng/m^) in air has been developed.

11. Experimental

A. Gas Chromatography

Condition 1: A Tracor Model MT-220, nickel-63 (10 mCi) electron-

capture detector in a d.c. mode, equipped with a 2 m (6 ft) X 6 mm (1/4 in)

o.d. borosilicate column packed with 3 percent SE-30 on Gas Chrom Q
(100-120 mesh). The injector, detector and column temperatures were

250, 275, and 220 °C, respectively. Nitrogen was used as the carrier gas

at a flow rate of 60 cm^/minute.
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Condition 2: A Barber-Colman Model 5360, tritium (300 mCi) elec-

tron-capture detector in a pulse mode, equipped with a 2 m (6 ft) x 6 mm
(1/4 in) o.d. borosilicate column packed with 1.5 percent SP-2250 and

1.95 percent SP-2401 on Supelcon AW-DMCS (100-120 mesh). The in-

jector, detector, and column temperatures were 210, 210, and 195 °C,

respectively.

The operating sensitivity for both of the detectors was about 5 ng.

DEHP giving 50 percent full scale deflection (f.s.d.).

B. Reagents

Organic solvents are used in the extraction, partition and cleanup

processes. High purity solvents are commercially available; solvents used

in our laboratory were purchased from Mallinckrodt Chemical Company.

Normally, except for diethyl ether, these solvents are sufficiently pure for

use without further purification. Only freshly distilled diethyl ether should

be used because contamination occurs during storage. Water is purified

by liquid-liquid extraction in a 15-liter extractor with petroleum ether as

the extracting solvent. All solvents should be checked for contamination

prior to use.

Sodium sulfate, sodium chloride and florisil contain about 2 ppb, 1

ppb, and 0.05 ppb of DEHP, respectively. They are heated and stored in

a 320 °C oven before use.

C. Equipment

The equipment for analysis includes glassware, porcelain ware, filter

paper, blender, spatula, forceps, dissecting knife and Teflon stopcocks.

Contamination from glassware is one of the major causes of high

background levels because the large amount of glassware being used pro-

vides a large surface area for adsorption of contaminants. The following

procedure describes the decontamination of the equipment used in our

analytical procedure.

All equipment is first washed with detergent (Cris-Clene chlorinated,

machine dish-washing detergent. Gem Product Company) and laboratory

distilled water. Tap water should be checked for its DEHP level before it

is used to wash equipment. The tap water in our laboratory was found to

contain 1.5 ppb of DEHP. The level of DEHP is less than 0. 1 ppb in our

laboratory distilled water and it is used to rinse the equipment. After

rinsing the equipment with water, it is rinsed with 3 x 100 ml distilled

acetone (certified A.C.S. grade) and once with 100 ml Nanograde
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acetone. The acetone for rinsing is distilled over potassium permanganate

through a 1.6 m (5 ft) column. Teflon stopcocks which cannot be heated

are wrapped with heat-treated aluminum foil after the final rinse. All

equipment is heated in the oven for about 1 0 hours before use. The equip-

ment from the oven is covered with purified aluminum foil while cooling.

The covering with aluminum foil prevents the possible contamination

from the dust particles in the air. We have found the level of PCBs
(Aroclor-1 260) in our laboratory is about 40 ng/m^ and DEHP is about 35

ng/m=^. The level is higher in the hood, about 90 ng/m^ for PCBs and 70

ng/m^ for DEHP. When the equipment has cooled to room temperature,

it is rinsed with 2 x 100 ml Nanograde acetone and once with 150 ml

Nanograde petroleum ether. The petroleum ether washing is concentrated

to about 0.5 ml and checked with the gas chromatograph for contami-

nants. If the background level ofDEHP is greater than 100 ng, the rinsing

process is repeated. The number of rinses needed depends on the previ-

ous history of the equipment and the length of time in the oven. Aluminum
foil and Mason jars are used for storing samples. Aluminum foil is used as

the cap liners for the Mason jars and also for wrapping whole fish sam-

ples. The level of DEHP in a piece of aluminum foil can be as high as 320

/Ltg/kg. Aluminum foil can be cleaned by heating in a 320 °C oven. Mason
jars are used to store tissue, plankton and sediment samples; they are

cleaned as other glassware.

For homogenization or maceration a Virtis blender is preferred because

it is more convenient to clean than Waring blenders. The various parts of

the Virtis blender— the container, the shaft, and the blades— can be

cleaned by heating in a 320 °C oven. Also cross-contamination between

samples can be avoided since Mason jars can be used as the blender jars.

Contamination from filter paper has been a major problem [9]. The
complete removal of these contaminants is difficult even by Soxhlet ex-

traction. Whatman GF/A glass fibre filter paper is preferred since it can

be cleaned just by heating in the oven. In order to avoid contamination

from rubber stoppers, a 5 cm x 5 cm Teflon sheet (2x2 in) with a 2 cm
diameter hole (3/4 in) in the center is used for the Buchner funnel in the

filtration process. The Teflon sheet can be cleaned by washing with

acetone and heated in a 200 °C oven.

D. Procedure for Analysis of Biota Samples

The analytical scheme for the analysis of biota samples is shown in

figure 1 . Samples are kept at or below 0 °C until they are ready for analy-

sis. If possible, the skin or shells of biota samples are dissected off and
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Sample

CH3CN, 200 ml

Homogenization

and

extraction

Filtration

Partition

CH3CN : H2O : 20% CH2CI2 - P.E.

200 ml : 650 ml : 100 ml

Concentration

6% Et20 - P.E. Florisil

cleanup

Concentration

20% Et20 - P.E.

15% Et20 - P.E.

Concentration

Desulfu rization

Characterization

PCBs
DDTs
DDEs

Concentration

Desulfu rization

Characterization

DEHP
DBP

Desulfu rization

Characterization

DBP
DEP
DMP

Figure 1 . Analytical scheme for the analysis of biota samples.
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only the tissues are used (about 50 to 100 g for muscle samples and less

than 30 g for Hver samples). The tissue sample is put in a weighed blender

jar or Mason jar. Nanograde acetonitrile (100 ml) is added to the con-

tainer and the tissue is macerated for at least 2 minutes. This acetonitrile

extract is filtered and another 100 ml of acetonitrile is added to the tissue.

It is again blended for 2 minutes, filtered, and then combined with the

previous extract in a 1 -liter separatory funnel. One hundred ml methylene

chloride-petroleum ether (1 :5) is added to the separatory funnel followed

by 650 ml of purified salt water (5 percent sodium chloride). After parti-

tion, the organic layer is dried by sodium sulfate in a 100 ml stoppered

cylinder. Then the extract is transferred to a Kuderna-Danish evaporative

concentrator. About 10 ml of isooctane is used to rinse the sodium sulfate

and combined with the extract. Then the solution is evaporated to less

than 10 ml for the Florisil cleanup. For the cleanup procedure, a 2.2 cm
i.d. glass column is charged with 30 g of Florisil which was deactivated

with 3 percent water (by weight) after heating in a 320 °C oven for at least

10 hours. About a 2.5 cm layer (1 in) of sodium sulfate is put on the top of

the Florisil. The concentrate is introduced onto the column and eluted

with 200 ml of 6, 15, and 20 percent of diethyl ether in petroleum ether,

respectively. Each fraction is concentrated to about 5 ml and analysed for

chlorinated hydrocarbons and phthalates. Further concentration is done

by blowing a gentle stream of nitrogen, purified by passing through a gas

drier with molecular sieve pellets 5A, over the sample.

E. Procedure for Analysis of Air Samples

A Pasteur disposable capillary pipette or a conventional GC column (6

mm o.d.) is used as a collection column. Each column is packed with 0.3

g deactivated Florisil (3% water W/W) followed by 1 g granular an-

hydrous sodium sulfate and a small plug of glass wool. The column is con-

nected to an oil-less vacuum pump by Teflon tubing. The flow rate is

about 2 to 3 liters/minute with the free air capacity of the pump about 100

liter/minute. The collected sample is eluted with 4 ml of petroleum ether

followed by 4 ml of diethyl ether. The two fractions are collected in gradu-

ated centrifuge tubes, concentrated or diluted and analyzed for

chlorinated hydrocarbons and phthalates.

III. Results and Discussions

Phthalates and peaks that interfere with the identification of phthalates

have been found in aluminum foil, glass wool, Florisil, cork, filter papers.
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prepurified nitrogen, sodium chloride, sodium sulfate, tap water, equip-

ment, air in the laboratory and all types of plastic materials; thus,

background levels of phthalates in these materials should be checked. The

complete removal of phthalates from the background is difficult and time

consuming. The type and the level of contaminants depends on the history

of the materials and equipment; thus, special sets of equipment should be

set aside for trace analysis exclusively. To minimize cleaning effort, use

equipment and materials that can be washed with organic solvents and

heated in a high temperature oven (over 300 °C). All equipment and

materials should be kept in the oven until use. Organic solvents and gases

should be purified and checked before use. The average background level

of the analytical procedure for biota samples is about 10 ng for PCBs, 0.5

ng for p,p'-DDT, 0.5 ng for p, p'-DDE, 10 ng for DMP, 10 ng for DEP,
100 ng for DBP and 200 ng for DEHP. These background levels for the

chlorinated hydrocarbons are about 5 times less and for DEHP and DBP
about 10 times less than those reported in the literature [7,9]. The
background level of the analytical procedure for air is about 1 ng for

DEHP, 0. 1 ng for PCBs and 0. 1 ng for p,p'-DDT.
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HSiCla is used to make semiconductor grade silicon. This silicon must have

a boron content in the low ppb atomic range as measured by resistivity analy-

sis; thus, purity of the raw material HSiCIa must be known in advance. A mass

spectrometric technique was developed to analyze quantitatively the boron

content in the HSiCla relative to the observed boron deposited in the silicon.

A fixed volume of HSiCls was evaporated and hydrolyzed onto a cleaned

silicon electrode; the electrode surface area was approximately 20 square mm.

A point silicon counter electrode was scanned over the surface of the coated

large area electrode to spark the "deposited" residue. To obtain a limit of de-

tection of 3 ppb atomic in the bulk analysis of a solid it is necessary to spark

and produce a 300 nanocoulomb exposure on the analyzing photoplate. The

evaporation and hydrolysis of HSiCIs produces a concentration factor as later

determined of approximately 1000; thus, a surface exposure of 3 nanocoulomb

will give a limit of detection of 0.3 ppb atomic. Experiments were performed

on 8 samples covering a wide range of boron content and 16 samples at or near

the limit of detection. Mass spectrometric analysis of each HSiCla sample was

performed and silicon poly rods were grown from each HSiCIs sample. The

poly rods were float zoned 1 and 10 pass to determine by resistivity the boron

and donor concentrations in the poly. A calibration curve was then con-

structed comparing the mass spectrometric boron concentration and the boron

as determined by resistivity. The concentration factor of approximately 1000

was thus obtained for the mass spectrometric analysis of boron in HSiCls. The

observed boron content thus refers to the boron deposited in polycrystalline

silicon by the HSiCla and not the boron content in HSiCla. This distinction is

necessary; to demonstrate that one analytical technique is producing correct

results it is necessary to calibrate it against a known standard technique. The

measurement of boron in silicon by resistivity is an accurate technique with a

low limit of detection and has been well validated. Thus, an analytical

technique has been developed to measure impurity concentrations (in this case

boron in HSiCla) in the fractional ppb atomic range in liquids with great accu-

racy.
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Keywords: Boron measurements; mass spectrometry; semiconductor grade

silicon; trichlorosilane.

I. Introduction

HSiCls is used to make semiconductor grade silicon. This silicon must

have a boron content in the low part per billion atomic (ppb atomic) range

as measured by resistivity analysis; thus, purity of the raw material

HSiCla must be known in advance. A mass spectrometric technique was

developed to analyze quantitatively the boron content in the HSiCls

relative to the observed boron deposited in the silicon. This technique

consists of analyzing the residue of HSiCla on a silicon electrode caused

by evaporation and hydrolysis.

II. Standard

A standard must exist for comparison and reference purposes for any

new analytical technique. It is normally impossible to obtain reliable stan-

dards directly in the ppb atomic region; resistivity measurements on sil-

icon provide one special case in which fractional ppb atomic measure-

ments have been made for many years. The group 3A and group 5A ele-

ments of the periodic table produce electrical carriers in silicon in direct

proportion to their concentration. It is possible to remove all the 3A and

5A elements, with the exception of boron, from the silicon by vacuum
float zoning. The distribution coefficient for boron is 0.9, so after 10

passes in a zoner, 94 percent of the original boron remains; the distribu-

tion coefficient for the other elements is sufficiently different from unity,

so zero percent of them remain after 10 passes. We, thus, can uniquely

identify boron in silicon and measure its concentration accurately by elec-

trical measurement techniques.

III. Solids Spark Source Mass Spectrometer

This mass spectrometer normally is used to analyze for impurities in

solid materials with a limit of detection of 3 ppb atomic. The host material

to be analyzed is prepared in the form of electrodes approximately 1 mm
X 2 mm X 7 mm. Two electrodes are placed in a vacuum chamber; a spark
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discharge of 20 kV takes place across the electrode gap at a frequency

rate of 3000 pulses per second and a pulse length of 50 microseconds.

This spark discharge erodes and ionizes the electrode material; the

ionized host atoms with its ionized impurity atoms are swept into the mag-

netic analyzer and recorded on a photoplate.

When one thinks about the above operation, it is apparent to the ob-

server that bulk analysis need not be the only use made of the instrument.

The next logical step is to have one electrode be a large surface area elec-

trode and the second electrode be a point. This second point electrode

scans the surface of the flat electrode, thus, producing a surface analysis.

This method is employed in the semiconductor industry to perform a layer

by layer analysis of a semiconductor device.

Once you are in the frame of mind of thinking about the analysis of thin

layers, it is very easy to visualize a thin layer left behind by the evapora-

tion of a liquid. The analysis of impurities left behind in the residue of

evaporation of any liquid is as easy to perform as a surface analysis of a

solid; an added benefit is a concentration factor which may be obtained by

evaporating a large volume of liquid on the surface electrode.

IV. Trichlorosilane Analysis

A silicon electrode with a surface area of approximately 20 square mm
and the point silicon electrode are placed in a Teflon watch glass and ap-

proximately 20 drops of HSiCls are poured onto the electrodes, few drops

at a time, from a Teflon storage bottle. These drops of HSiCl; evaporate

(boiling point 31.8 °C) and hydrolyze rather rapidly. In the case of HSiCls,

the hydrolysis most likely serves to capture and retain in the thin film

some of the more volatile boron containing molecules. The identity of

these boron containing molecules can not be determined, thus, we can not

discuss boiling points for them. It is assumed that the same percentage of

the boron containing molecules will be retained in the thin film from one

test to another. This assumption is quite reasonable in that the quality of

the HSiCls is very consistent from one batch to another; thus, the mix of

low boilers to high boilers will be constant. There is no claim that 100 per-

cent of the boron is captured, only a constant amount need be incor-

porated in the thin film on the silicon electrode. Comparison of the mass

spectrometric value with the standard will normalize our data.

The silicon electrodes are chosen from material which contains less

than O.l ppb atomic boron as determined by resistivity measurements.

The normal mode of operation for the mass spectrometer is the analysis
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of bulk samples. A 300 nanocoulomb exposure on a photoplate provides

a 3 ppb atomic limit of detection for boron. Thus, we need not be con-

cerned about contribution from the substrate. When we perform a surface

analysis we scan the point electrode across the surface of the other elec-

trode. A blue spark is produced by the chlorosilane residue; when this

blue color disappears the point electrode is moved to a new position to

spark a fresh sample area. This permits us to have uniform sparking con-

ditions with a minimum of the silicon substrate being analyzed. Exposures

covering the range 30, 10, 3, 1 nanocoulombs of charge, are possible be-

fore the surface is depleted. This surface analysis is completed with only

one electrode surface. It would be possible to recoat the electrode and

continue the exposure to obtain maximum exposures in the 100 nanocou-

lomb range and thereby increase the limit of detection. Fear of contamina-

tion resulting from opening the sample chamber repeatedly has

discouraged such an approach. The limit of detection for 30 nanocoulomb

exposures is 30 ppb atomic for bulk samples. The raw data for the surface

analysis is discussed in the same terms in reading the photoplate.

V. Calibration Curve Construction

Eight sample lots of trichlorosilane were chosen for growth of

polycrystalline silicon. Evaluation of this silicon by 10 pass float zoning

and resistivity analysis provided boron values in the single crystal silicon

ranging from a high of 200 ppb atomic to a low of 0.07 ppb atomic. These

lots of tri( hlorosilane were analyzed on the mass spectrometer. A scale

factor division by 1040 was necessary to bring the mass spectrometric

raw data into correspondence with the resistivity values. This scale factor

represents a concentration factor obtained by evaporation of the liquid on

the silicon electrode ; a comparison of the data for the eight samples is pro-

vided in table 1

.

A comment on the meaning of this calibration data is in order. We have

produced a calibration curve for determination of boron from a

trichlorosilane sample versus the boron content in silicon as determined

by resistivity analysis of 10 pass vacuum float zoned silicon. We are not

saying that this value quoted for boron is the boron content in the

trichlorosilane. We are saying that this value quoted for boron is the boron

which will be observed in the silicon made by decomposing

trichlorosilane. In actual practice, this is the number which a production

department wants to have available, it is a number which relates to their

experience and is directly meaningful to them.
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Once this calibration curve was produced, a number (16) of samples

were run as unknowns; these samples were chosen to represent

trichlorosilane with boron content close to the limit of detection of the

mass spectrometric technique. When the calibration curve was produced

the limit of detection was 0.13 ppb atomic boron in silicon. A larger sur-

face area for the electrode was used for later samples reducing the limit of

detection to 0.03 ppb atomic boron in silicon. The results of this test of the

calibration curve are displayed in table 2.

Table 1. Mass spectrometric boron determination of trichlorosilane versus 10-pass resistivity-

analysis

Sample Mass spectrometry Resistivity

(ppb atomic) (ppb atomic)

1 21 10

2 0.6 0.39

3 <.13 .16

4 .3 .25

5 <.13 .17

6 <.13 .18

7 24 18.5

8 238 200

Table 2. Comparison of boron content by mass spectrometry and resistivity analysis

Sample Mass spectrometry Resistivity

(ppb atomic) (ppb atomic)

0.11 0.23

2 .12 .1

3 .1 .08

4 .1 .18

5 .1 .07

6 .1 .17

7 .24 .25

8 .1 .16

9 .48 .39

10 .13 .05

11 .10 .08

12 .13 .16

13 .10 .12

14 .128 .12

15 .05 .22

16 .04 .1
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VL Conclusion

A method for analyzing for fractional ppb atomic amounts of boron for

liquid samples has been developed. This method consists of evaporating

20 drops of the liquid trichlorosilane on the surface of a silicon area elec-

trode. A solids spark source mass spectrometer is employed to study this

thin layer of evaporated material and a calibration curve is produced by

comparing the mass spectrometric results with resistivity analysis of sil-

icon grown from the trichlorosilane. Verification of the calibration curve

has been performed by measuring a number of unknown samples having

boron contents close to the detection limit of the test method.
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Developments in spectroscopic instrumentation over the last decade have

enabled determinations of the lead content in blood, other biological fluids, and

tissues to become routine analyses in clinical laboratories serving metropolitan

centers. Though not a technically difficult procedure in itself, maintaining the

quality of lead analyses presents a few challenges. One must be cognizant of

the pitfalls of a specific method and of the limits of its accuracy and precision.

Instrumental limits, the matter of possible extraneous lead contaminants on

the subject of analysis, the labware, the in-the-laboratory environment, the re-

agents, etc. must all be considered.

Factors influencing the integrity of lead determinations in the clinical labora-

tory, from sample collection to interpretations of analytical results with con-

fidence, will be discussed.

Keywords: Atomic absorption spectrometry; blood analyses; contamina-

tions; flameless methods; lead; lead blood analyses; methodolo-

gy; trace element analyses.

I. Introduction

Developments in spectroscopic instrumentation over the last decade

have enabled the determinations of trace metal contents in blood, other

biological fluids, and tissues to become rather routine clinical laboratory

analyses. Judging by the literature of the last 2 years alone, we seem to be

victims of a veritable deluge of papers describing various flame emission

and atomic absorption spectrophotometric methods.

Because of the long-existing problem of childhood lead poisoning, as

well as the need for monitoring industrial exposures, applications of
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atomic absorption instrumentation to lead analyses have been of special

interest.

II. Discussion

A lead analysis in itself, is not a technically difficult procedure. The
ratio between concentration in blood, for example, and detection limits

claimed for atomic absorption spectrometry is favorable. A normal blood

lead level is about 20 /xg per 100 ml (0.2 ixg per ml), while a level of 0.6 /xg

per ml is considered diagnostic of lead poisoning. Detection limits for lead

at the 283.3 nm and 21 7.0 nm resonance lines are 0.03 and 0.01 ^tg per ml,

respectively. The former is the preferred analytical line because of greater

instrumental stability at that point.

Supposedly lead is free from spectral interference at these resonance

lines. However, the nonspecific molecular absorption generated by the

constituents in blood, urine, and tissues affect the absorption signal from

lead markedly. Chelation-extraction techniques can be utilized in both

eliminating the interferences due to constituents in the biological matrix

and in concentrating the lead present. The dithiocarbamate chelate of lead

is quantitatively extracted by an organic solvent like methylisobutyl-

ketone (MIBK) over a 4 to 11 pH range.

Circulating lead is loosely bound to the red blood cell membrane and

can be released for chelation-extraction by either precipitation of blood

proteins with trichloracetic acid [ 1 ] , or more simply hemolyzing the red

cells in distilled water containing a surfactant like Triton X-100 [2]. Stu-

dies indicate that about 95 percent of the lead can be recovered by chela-

tion-extraction procedures [3 ] . With good analytical technique, reprodu-

cibility of replicates is ± 0.03 ^tg per ml. The absorbance signal from a

given concentration of lead in MIBK is approximately four times that of

a similar concentration in an aqueous solution.

Lead in urine specimens can be chelated directly, and extracted after

pH adjustment. Tissues, hair, nails and other solid materials must be solu-

bilized prior to analysis. Wet or dry ashing at temperatures not exceeding

300 °C is the preferred method for destroying organic matter, presently.

However, alkaline solubilization of tissues in quaternary ammonium
hydroxide (TMAH), described recently [4], warrants further investiga-

tion.

Flameless sampling devices including the graphite furnace, the carbon

rod atomizer and the tantalum strip, extend the capabilities of an atomic

absorption instrument. An entire aliquot is atomized as compared to the
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5 or 10 percent atomized by conventional flame aspirators.

Many claims to the contrary, some degree of chemical pretreatment of

samples is necessary when utilizing flameless atomization. The trace ele-

ments in question are present in microgram amounts and the biological

matrix can contain sodium and protein in milligram and gram quantities.

These basic relationships are not altered by decreasing the sample size

analyzed. Components in the blood matrix, for example, are not

eliminated entirely during the drying and charring cycles, and thus

produce interference peaks close to, or superimposed on the lead peak.

Background correction by a deuterium continuum eliminates but a portion

of the nonspecific molecular absorption generated.

Direct analysis in a flameless atomizer of untreated biological materials

can at best be considered but a semi-quantitative technique.

Employing the method of standard addition with direct analysis does

minimize interferences. However, there is a greater precision error as-

sociated with this procedure due in part to uneven drying and spluttering

of blood in the graphite tube. The pipetting error is also greater since

blood is more viscous than simple aqueous solutions and clings to the

pipet tip or tubing.

The severe matrix interferences from the variable solute concentrations

in urine preclude direct analysis of these samples even with the method of

standard additions.

Combining chelation-extraction methodologies with flameless atomiza-

tion eliminates the nonspecific molecular absorption due to biological

components and also permits the use of smaller aliquots and in addition,

analysis time in the instrument is decreased.

Assuming that instrumental performance and analytical technique in

general are adequate, maintaining the daily quality of lead and other trace

metal analyses does present a few challenges. Providing a sufficiently

clean analytical environment in all steps from collecting the actual

specimen to attaining the end result is the greatest challenge.

Sample collection vessels, pipettors, etc. can contain hazards for the

analyst. One never assumes anything is acceptably free from trace metal

contaminants until it has been tested. To cite a few examples— the 7 ml

heparinized blood collection tubes were found to be essentially lead free;

however, the 1.5 ml size from the identical manufacturer contained suffi-

cient lead to discourage its use. None of the rubber stoppered evacuated

tubes tested were found suitable for zinc analysis since sufficient zinc

could be leached out through minimal contact of specimen with stopper to

produce a spurious elevation of the true zinc level more than fourfold.

Polyethylene or polypropylene pipet tips available for Oxford, Eppen-
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dorf, and other samplers must be acid washed before use. All brands con-

tain generous quantities of lead, cadmium, iron, and zinc many times

greater than that present in the aliquot being analyzed. Some of the Teflon

tubing used as disposable extensions for the Hamilton type syringes con-

tain these metallic contaminants and require precleaning, also.

It is wise to ban smoking in areas where trace metals are being

analyzed.

Water quality and purity of reagents are other factors to be considered.

The analyst should be especially wary of the tissue samples submitted

for analysis. Points made concerning cleanliness of collection equipment

also apply to tissues, of course. In addition, the composition of various

fixative solutions used becomes a major consideration in interpreting

findings. A sample of fixative solution should be analyzed along with the

fissue in question. Ideally, tissues for trace metal analysis should be sub-

mitted in a frozen state free from fixatives.

Because lead is an ubiquitous metal, an environmental contaminant, it

is conceivable that the subject presenting himself for a blood lead analysis

may carry significant contaminants on his person. An interest in collecting

blood samples by finger rather than venipuncture, prompted a demonstra-

tion of probable lead deposits on fingers of different subjects. Individual

fingers of adults and children were scrubbed with alcohol sponges shown

to be lead free. Sponges were then soaked in distilled water containing

sodium diethyldithiocarbamate and Triton X-100 for a few hours. Solu-

tions were then extracted into methylisobutyl ketone. Extracts were com-

pared in a Perkin-Elmer Model 403, equipped with a graphite furnace and

recorder, against known lead standards similarly treated.

Table 1 shows the relative amounts of soluble lead obtained from fin-

gers of technicians who had washed their hands in the conventional

manner prior to scrubbing with the alcohol sponges. Between 0. 12 and 0.4

fjLg of lead were washed off. By comparison, washings taken from the fin-

gers of a visitor, a known chain smoker, contained 0.64 to 1.84 /xg of lead.

Washings taken at random from the fingers of 20 children waiting to be

seen in the Pediatric Clinic at Cook County Hospital were found to con-

tain between 0.34 and 3.76 ^tg of lead. Results are summarized in table 2.

One need not belabour the fact that blood for lead determinations which

was in contact with some of the fingers in question could lead to some

rather "interesting" findings. A properly collected venous sample is

somewhat less hazardous.

Incidentally, we are not discouraging micro sampling for blood lead

analysis. We are merely pointing out another pitfall.
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Table 1. Lead (ng) washedfrom technicians' clean fingers

Finger

Technician

A B C D

Thumb
Index

Second
ThirH1 niru

Fourth

0.22

.16

.16

.12

.22

0.26

.36

.2

.16

.22

0.32

.3

.4

.24

.22

0.18

.2

.16

.22

.16

Table 2. Lead washedfrom fingers <of children in pediatric clinic

Lead (ng) Children

(per cent)

<0.5
0.5-0.99
1.0-1.5

1.5-2.0

2.0-3.76

5

25

25

5

5

III. Summary

In summary, factors influencing the integrity of lead analyses per-

formed in a clinical laboratory have been described. Limitations imposed

by the analytical procedure and instrumental capabilities were con-

sidered. The challenge of maintaining a quality environment for the analy-

sis from specimen collection to reporting of findings with confidence was
stressed.
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The determination of chemical trace elements in biological material presents

many methodological difficulties. The most important difficulties of the sam-

ple's homogenization and enrichment are connected with the ehmination of

contamination with other elements or losses of the latter. Another problem is

tissue lyophilization.

The paper describes the procedure for a relatively rapid drying and fine

homogenization of biological materials for trace element research by means of

nondestructive neutron activation analysis. Data are given on a double

homogenizer and vacuum drying installation at liquid nitrogen temperatures.

Wet homogenization of tissues is carried out in the inner homogenizer. This

homogenizer is put into a second one, the lower part of which is utilized for

fine mincing.

Each homogenizer has a capacity of up to 15 cm^. The humidity taken away

during the drying is approximately 78 to 90 percent, and depends especially on

the tissue state.

The procedure was applied with success on serum, blood, plasma and other

biological materials.

The total installation allows the simultaneous drying of 13 homogenates.

The total time for the drying and homogenization of 13 samples carried out by

one trained laboratory assistant, is about 6 to 7 hours.

Keywords: Biological materials; homogenization: lyophilization: noncon-

taminating: sample preparation.

I. Introduction

All specialists well know the difficulties in the exact determination of

trace elements in biological materials. A rapid and effective homogeniza-
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tion and drying at lower temperatures are desirable. In connection with

the implementation of the IAEA Research Contract 1 1 13/RB on the role

of trace elements in the pathogenesis of ischemic heart diseases, and for

the work of the laboratory a small installation for homogenization and

drying of biological materials at liquid nitrogen temperature was con-

structed.

II. Homogenizer

A scheme of the "combined homogenizer" is given in figure 1. It really

represents a combination of two homogenizers. Homogenizer 1 is in-

tended for fine mincing of biological materials. It is fabricated of quartz

glass, and the inner side of the narrow part is matted. It is connected — in

its upper part — to the general holder 4, made of plexiglas. In the enlarged

part of the homogenizer 1 is homogenizer 3 , the lower part of which is per-

forated and used for rough mechanical mincing of the biological materials.

Inside the homogenizer 3 and in the narrower part of homogenizer 1

Figure 1. Schematic of "combined homogenizer" used in rapid homogenization and drying

of biological materials.
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moves a Teflon piston 2, with plexiglas holder. Homogenizer 3 is tightly

connected to homogenizer 1 by means of a conical fitting and fixed to the

holder 4 by a screw 9. Homogenizer 4 is fabricated of plexiglas; quartz

could also be used. The combined homogenizer is protected from con-

tamination by a Teflon ring. Tissues and liquids which are too soft, as

blood, spleen, etc. are homogenized only in homogenizer 1.

III. Procedure

The biomaterial, roughly cut, is put in the orifice of the homogenizer 3

and then pushed by the piston towards the perforated part. The piston is

moved by a motor, the speed of which can be regulated. At its lower part,

the piston has a special profile in order to trap the tissues and force them

to pass through the holes of the homogenizer. The roughly minced bio-

materials gather in the enlarged part of homogenizer 1 and fall into the

narrower part. After the mincing of the necessary quantity, homogenizer

3 is removed by loosening the screw 9. The same piston is used for fine

mincing in the narrower matted part of homogenizer 1 . After the mincing

of the biomaterial to the wanted dimension, the homogenizer is weighed.

The homogenate is spread out in a thin film on the inner surface of the

quartz homogenizer. Immediately after this operation, the whole

homogenizer, up to the conical ring, is cooled in liquid nitrogen.

The vacuum installation represents a glass ring (in fig. 1 the square 8) to

which 13 sleeves (7) are soldered horizontally, and which are attached in

the form of tubes. The purpose of the shape of the tube is to allow a rotary

movement of the homogenizer 1 in two mutually perpendicular directions

in case of unexpected thawing of the homogenates. After attachment of all

homogenizers the vacuum installation is put in operation gradually. The
samples are kept 30 minutes in a completely frozen state. The gradual

thawing of homogenates starts soon after the evacuation of the coolers. At

liquefaction of the homogenates a quick elimination of water occurs, ac-

companied by independent freezing, at temperatures higher than those of

nitrogen. Some homogenizers, if necessary, can be frozen several times at

nitrogen temperatures. After 2 hours at room temperature, the tempera-

ture will increase to 30 °C. The homogenates are dry when they come off

the homogenizer walls in thin peels.

For complete drying 4 to 6 hours are necessary. The time depends on

the thickness of the homogenate spread over the inner surface of the

homogenizer. After the drying the ground connector is shut with a glass

plug. The dry homogenization is carried out after another weighing with
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the same piston carefully cleaned. The dry homogenate can be minced to

a fine powder. A laboratory assistant of average skill can do the work for

13 homogenates in 8 to 9 hours. The capacity of the homogenizer is about

1.5 X 10-5 m3

rv. Investigation and Results

Preliminary investigations were carried out with all homogenizers on

identical tissue for the determination of differences in drying. The ratio of

dry weight to wet weight was chosen as the criterion. Three samples of

each dry homogenate were investigated for the quantitative determination

of sodium. Table 1 shows the results of water loss in 1 3 homogenates (in

each separate homogenizer) carried out with kidney sections of a patient

deceased in an accident, with healthy organs. The differences of mean

values are very small, and all statistical quantities show very small values.

These data prove that the ring system arrangement of the homogenizers

provides equal conditions for extraction of the water, that each

homogenizer is mincing the biomaterial to almost the same dimension,

and that the spreading of the homogenate is uniform. The loss of water

proved to be sufficient; it was established, that at prolonged irradiation

with a flux of 5 X lO-^^ n cm-^ s-i no ruptured sample containers were

found.

Table 1 . Evaluation of dry to wet weight for thirteen kidney homogenates

Homogenates
Dry Wt/Wet Wt

(%)

Standard

deviation

Confidence

interval

=b

Variation

coefficient

(%)

13 mean 20.96

min 19.89

max 22.01

0.89 0.54 4.26

The results of determinations of sodium in three samples of each

homogenate are given in table 2. Samples (with weights close to the sam-

ples) of SRM 1577 (Bovine Liver) were used as standards. The samples

of the three groups show very similar values, as seen at the last column of

mean values. These data prove the accuracy and precision of the neutron

activation method as well as the homogeneity obtained and the uniformity

of the drying.

The feeling of exceptional precision, caused by the first two tables, dis-

appears when we examine table 3. However, it is evident that this mode
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of homogenization and drying allows us to work with relatively low sta-

tistical differences of mean values of the ratio dry to wet weight, not only

when it concerns the kidneys but other organs also. This is proved also by
the small standard deviation, the small confidence interval of the mean,
and the small coefficient of variation for six organs of 29 cases of healthy

Table 2. Sodium concentrations in thirteen homogenates from the kidneys of a patient

dying accidently (in triplicate)^

Weight Sodium concentration /^g/g Dry weight/mean
Homogenizer dry/wet (%)

I II III

(I + II + III)/3

1 20.89 2 184 2 170 2 169 2 174

2 21.42 2 204 2 189 2 174 2 189

3 20.33 2 099 2 083 2 173 2 120

4 20.98 2 115 2 149 2 177 2 147

5 21.97 2 190 2 111 2 121 2 141

6 19.89 2 089 2 174 2 115 2 129

7 22.01 2 201 2 144 2 171 2 173

8 21.73 2 098 2 145 2 177 2 140

9 20.49 2 133 2 103 2 200 2 154

10 20.84 2 169 2 171 2 099 2 146

11 21.08 2 201 2 188 2 102 2 164

12 21.77 2 157 2 117 2 191 2 155

13 20.14 2 139 2 144 2 185 2 156

X 20.96 2 152 2 146 2 158 2 152

SD =b 0.89 70 33 35 19

SL ± 0.54 43 20 21 11

cv % 4.26 1.5 3.3 1.6 0.9

= mean values

SD = standard deviation

SL = confidence interval

CV = coefficient of variation

Table 3. Mean ratio between dry and wet weight in six organs of 29 control cases

Organ
dry weight

wet weight

%

SD

dz

SL CV

%

Heart

Lung
Liver

Kidneys c.

Kidneys m.
Spleen

23.02

20.69

27.04

21.05
20.74

23.12

1.73

2.29
1.75

1.99

2.01

2.44

0.66
.87

.68

.76

.77

.93

7.52

11.07

6.47

9.45

9.69

10.55
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Table 4, Sodium concentrations in six organs of controls and patients dying from ischemic

heart diseases

Organ Case Number Sodium, dry SD SL CV
weight Mg/g ± ± %

Heart control 28 1 024 160 62 15.6

patient 37 1 229 468 157 38.0

Lung control 29 1 936 656 250 33.9

patient 31 2 068 535 196 25.9

Liver control 24 958 305 129 31.9

patient 37 1 468 552 184 37.6

Kidneys control 29 1 990 496 186 24.9
c. patient 37 2 255 725 241 32.1

Kidneys control 29 2 194 580 221 26.4
m. patient 35 2 383 763 261 32.0

Spleen control 29 890 217 83 24.4
patient 37 1 125 376 123 33.4

subjects, furthermore, from different sexes and different ages over 40

years. These cases are controls for investigations carried out in connec-

tion with the programme WHO/IAEA.
Table 4 shows not yet published differences of sodium concentrations

in six organs of controls and patients dying of ischemic heart diseases. It

is interesting to note the higher mean values of heart, liver and spleen in

patients when compared to those of controls. It is also easy to see the dif-

ferences in the standard deviations of almost all patient organs. The
highest differences in the confidence intervals involve the heart and

spleen of patients when compared to those of controls. It is the same with

the coefficient of variation.

As a rule, for well known reasons, the standard deviation and the con-

fidence interval of the investigated cases —patients and healthy sub-

jects—are considerably greater than those given for a single organ; sex

differences, age differences, and some of the controls were not compared

to the corresponding group of patients, but put them into the general list

of controls, without taking into consideration the important changes in the

water-cell metabolism and the arteriosclerosis. Independently of this, the

differences are significant and statistically reliable showing that sodium,

parallel with the other elements, has not yet lost its diagnostic sig-

nificance.
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Methods in general use are briefly reviewed. Epidemiological research in the

region of the Caspian Littoral has demonstrated certain trends in the distribu-

tion of incidence of oesophageal cancer. Samples of typical foodstuffs from

both high and low incidence areas have been analyzed for traces of N-

nitrosamines. After extraction from the food, the nitrosamines were analyzed

by oxidation to nitramines which were then separated by adsorption chro-

matography and determined by gas chromatography, using an electron capture

detector. Initial results suggested a correlation between levels of

nitrosodimethylamine and oesophageal cancer incidence. However, the

presence of nitrosamines could not be confirmed by mass spectrometry. As a

result, the clean-up procedure was modified by inclusion of a further adsorp-

tion chromatography stage when some interfering material was eliminated and

all levels of nitrosamine were reduced below the 1 /xg/kg level. The work

demonstrates that even for screening analysis, clean-up procedures must be

rigorous when carrying out trace analysis to avoid misleading results.

Keywords: Carcinogens; food; nitrosamines; trace analysis.

Since Magee and Barnes in 1956 discovered that nitrosodimethylamine

was carcinogenic, N-nitroso compounds have been the subject of con-

siderable attention. Some 100 compounds have now been tested for car-

cinogenicity, about 75 percent of which are carcinogenic, several in all

species of animals tested. As many N-nitroso compounds are also organ-

specific, this adds considerably to their potential importance.

The ready formation of nitrosamines from secondary amines and nitrite

under acidic conditions raises the question of whether such compounds

can be found in food or be formed in vivo. In 1969 the International Agen-

cy for Research on Cancer called the first of a series of biennial meetings

of expert toxicologists, biologists and analytical chemists to collaborate

on the question of their analysis. At the 1971 meeting in Heidelberg, a re-
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port of which has been published, a collaborative study was undertaken

[1] with results reported at the 1973 meeting held in Lyon [2]. That

study was not a true collaboration, but a ring study as the state of the art

was still such that workers had confidence only in their own methods and

experience. The ring study did, however, demonstrate that several

methods were applicable to the analysis of canned cooked meat which had

been spiked at the 20 figlkg level. Table 1 shows a statistical evaluation of

the results obtained by 1 1 different laboratories. The methods used em-

ployed a variety of procedures. For example, extraction was carried out

either by:

a. digestion in methanolic potash followed by continuous

liquid/liquid extraction with methylene chloride,

b. steam distillation from acid and alkali, or

c. cold extraction by macerating with methylene chloride, centrifug-

ing, and washing with acid and alkalies.

In several cases a mixture of these procedures was employed. Further

clean-up was then performed by adsorption chromatography or thin-layer

chromatography.

Table 1 . Statistical parameters for analytical results on samples of canned meat

Statistical parameter NDMA ndea ndba NPy

True value (Mg/kg) 6.3 5.2 6.6 6.6

Overall mean value found 4.8 4.6 4.9 4.7

(Mg/kg)

Average within-laboratory 0.942 0.650 0.898 1.801

standard deviation

Corresponding coefficient

of variation 19.5% 14.3% 18.2% 38.1%

Standard deviation of means
obtained by different

laboratories 2.36 2.14 1.85 2.79

Corresponding coefficient

of variation 48.9% 47.0% 37.4% 59.0%

Notes: NDMA = N-Nitrodimethylamine
NDEA = N-Nitrodiethyllamine

NDBA = N-Nitrodibutylamine

NPy = Ni-Nitropyrrolidine

End determination was made with gas chromatography using a selec-

tive nitrogen detector (flame thermionic or Coulson electrometric conduc-

tivity) or by conversion to a suitable derivative, i.e., the amine followed by
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conversion to the heptafluorobutylryl derivative, or oxidation of the

nitrosamine to the corresponding nitramine. From the results of the study

no one method could be singled out as giving the best results. Use of

nitrogen selective detectors is more specific but these were more subject

to problems than electron capture. High resolution mass spectrometry

coupled with gas chromatography was also employed whenever available.

It was agreed that this latter method is Ihe only sure one for positive

identification of nitrosamines. However, high resolution mass spec-

trometry/gas chromatography is available only in a limited number of

laboratories. In the Agency laboratory we employed the nitramine ap-

proach, having gathered considerable experience in its application to the

detection of nitrosamines in alcoholic beverages [3]. In this method,

after oxidation the resulting nitrosamines were separated and cleaned-up

on a mixed alumina column containing neutral alumina of activity III and

basic alumina activity II. Figure 1 shows a chromatogram obtained after

oxidation of an extract from apple brandy spiked with eight nitrosamines

at the 10 /xg/kg level. Figure 2 illustrates the results after clean-up on an

alumina column, demonstrating a resulting freedom from background.

50 40 30 20 10

TIME (min)

Figure 1 . Chromatogram obtained from a calvados to which the following nitrosamines had

been added, each at the 10 ^tg/'kg level (before clean up); a) N-Nitrodimethylamine, b) N-

Nitromethylethylamine. c) N-Nitrodiethylamine. d) N-Nitrodipropylamine, e) N-

Nitromethylpentylamine. f) N-Nitropiperidine. g) N-Nitrodibutylamine. and h) N-

Nitropyrrolidine.
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30 20 10 0

TIME (mln)

Figure 2. Chromatogram obtained from a calvados to which the following nitrosamines had

been added, each at the 10 ^Lg/kg level (after clean up); a) N-Nitrodimethylamine, b) N-

Nitromethylethylamine, c) N-Nitrodiethylamine, d) N-Nitrodipropylamine, e) N-

Nitromethylpentylamine, f) N-Nitropiperidine, g) N-Nitrodibutylamine, and h) N-
Nitropyrrolidine.

The limit of detection for the method is about 1 /itg/kg compared with 25

fjLglkg for an earlier method [4] that used thin-layer chromatography for

the clean-up.

As the adsorption chromatography is reproducible for a given batch of

alumina, the normal procedure is to analyze separate fraction eluted from

the column. Figure 3 shows a nitramine fraction from an apple brandy

containing 1 )Ltg/kg of nitrosodimethylamine. The second arrow indicates

the position for nitropyrollidine which is eluted in the same fraction. This

gives additional support to the gas chromatographic identification of par-

ticular nitramines which are eluted in order of increasing polarity [3 ]

.

This method was then applied to a number of food samples collected as

part of an epidemiological survey in the Caspian Littoral of Iran, the ob-
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10 0 20 10 0

TIME (mln)

Figure 3. Fractions 8 and 9 of a sample containing NDMA.

jective being comparison of environmental factors between areas of high

and low incidence of oesophageal cancer. The preliminary results of this

analytical study for nitrosamines were provocative: apparent levels of

nitrosodimethylamine in food from the high incidence area, principally in

bread which forms the main diet, were in the order of 5 to 20 /xg/kg com-

pared with 1 /Ltg/kg or less in food from the low incidence area. Figure 4

shows the typical chromatogram obtained from a dimethylnitramine frac-

tion showing the peak corresponding to the presence of

nitrosodimethylamine in the sample. However, when confirmatory analy-

sis was carried out by mass spectrography/gas chromatography (MS/GC)
no evidence of nitrosodimethylamine could be found, thus indicating that

further clean-up was essential. An additional adsorption chromatography

stage was therefore introduced on the nitrosamine extract itself. Although

several different column materials were tried, the mixed alumina column
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TIME («1n)

Figure 4. Chromatogram suggesting presence of nitrosodimethylamine using single column

method.

used in the nitramine clean-up proved the most effective. Figure 5 is a

flow diagram outlining the method at present in use. From the first

column, two eluate fractions, the first 22 ml and the next 55 ml, are col-

lected separately, then oxidized and subsequently rechromatographed.

Fractions from the nitramine separation are then analyzed by gas chro-

matography. In the first fraction, which contains the nitrosodibutylamine

and nitrosodipropylamine, a peak was found in the oxidation products

corresponding to dimethylnitramine. This peak not only had the same re-

tention time as dimethylnitramine but, on analysis using the Coulson de-

tector, gave a correct response relative to the electron capture detector

for the nitramine. It is thus feasible that the samples contain material

other than nitrosodimethylamine which in the oxidation treatment gives

dimethylnitramine. This will be checked by MS/GC. As may be seen
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Sample

Nitrosamines

(nitramines'

Adsorption
chromatography

Elute with:

25 ml 25%
15 ml 50% Et20 in

15 ml 75% pentane
15 ml 100%

Interfering peak

in later fraction

Oxidation and
re-extraction

Column (2)
|

Et20/Retention

25 ml 5%

30 ml 25%
10 ml 80%
10 ml 100%

Oxidation and
re-extraction

1
Column (2) (nitramines)

GC analysis of each 5 ml fraction

1 23455789 10 11

NDBA

NDPA

Inter-
fering
peak

T

GC analysis of each 5 ml fraction

1 23456789 10 11

NDPA
NDEA

NPiP NOMA

NPyr

T
Fractions 1 - 6 BULK <-\ Fractions 3-10

Reduce volume

Quantitative analysis GC/EC
GC/Coulson

Figure 5. Flow diagram of analytical method.

from figure 6, the absence of nitramine indicates that this substance is

only formed during oxidation. Figure 7 shows the misleading peak in the

fraction corresponding to dimethylnitramine and its relative freedom from

background interference. A second interfering material was also found in

several samples which eluted after nitrosodimethylamine. This also gave

an oxidation peak corresponding to dimethylnitramine.

Using this modified method the samples were re-examined. It was
found that all apparent nitrosodimethylamine levels were then reduced to

1 /Ltg/kg or less, and the apparent correlation between cancer incidence

and occurrence of nitrosamine in the diet no longer existed. It is interest-

ing to note that, using this method, samples taken from the high incidence
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TIME (m1n)

Figure 6. Nitrosodibutylamine fraction before oxidation, where A indicates position of

dimethylnitramine.

area in a different season do show evidence ofNDMA in the order of 10

to 20 )Ltg/kg. These are now being examined by MS/GC. Figure 8 shows

a chromatogram of the assembled fractions using the double column

technique. As may be seen from the high recovery of the nitropiperidine

this may reintroduce error. In this case the excess is due to an abnormal

solvent impurity which came in a different fraction from the

nitropiperidine. For this reason we make a practice of analyzing the in-

dividual fractions from the column chromatography. This minimizes the

risk of misinterpretation and makes correction possible.
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Figure 7. Dimethylnitramine fraction of the oxidation products from the nitrosodibu-

tylamine fraction.

The problems encountered above demonstrate the vital importance and

individuality of clean-up procedures appropriate for trace analysis.

Methods successfully employed on one food matrix are not necessarily

adequate or suitable for another. The problems emphasize the importance

of bearing in mind that at the trace level the number of constituents in a

natural product is vast and there are thus innumerable possible reactions

which can accompany a simple derivatisation of a particular compound.

Furthermore all solvents and reagents must be carefully checked and

blanks regularly performed. Only by strict attention to detail can useful

analyses be obtained. This is particularly true in trace analysis.
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Figure 8. Chromatogram of assembled fraction from sample spiked with 10 /xg/kg of 9 N-

Nitrosamines under the following chromatographic conditions: column 3 m x 0.6 cm i.d.;

10 percent Carbowax 20 M on Chromosorb W; column temperature 140 °C; carrier,

nitrogen 40 ml/min; and electron capture detector Ni-63. Peaks are identified and recove-

ries are shown in table 2.
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Red potatoes grown in North Dakota are treated with low dosage rates of

2,4-D (2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid) at tuber set to improve market quality

and yield. Tuber residues of 2,4-D and 2,4-DCP (2,4-dichlorophenoI) in

potatoes treated at a total rate of 2 ounces of active ingredients per acre were

found to range from 0.068 to 0.15 and from less than 0.002 to 0.012 ppm,

respectively. Samples were analyzed both with and without an acidic tissue

hydrolysis step which preceded solvent extraction to determine total and free

residue levels, respectively. Conjugated residues of 2,4-D could not be de-

tected in significant quantities.

The stabilities of 2,4-D and 2,4-DCP in stored samples were found to be

very dependent upon both the manner in which field samples were processed

and the temperatures used for storage. Residue levels of metabolically incor-

porated 2,4-D in treated potato samples stored whole at 4 °C decreased over

a period of 15 months to less than 0.005 ppm but those of 2,4-DCP remained

constant. The observed dissipation rate of 2,4-D was approximately first order

with a half-life of about 10-14 weeks. In contrast to these results, obtained

under conditions used for commercial storage, the stabilities of 2,4-DCP were

reversed in tuber samples which were sliced, fortified and processed im-

mediately after harvest and stored at — 20 °C. Recoveries of 2,4-D from

frozen samples were constant over a 15-month period, but those of 2,4-DCP

decreased slowly from 88 to 47 percent. These contrasting results point out

the utility and necessity of incorporating dissipation experiments into residue

studies conducted on samples stored for significant periods of time.

Keywords: Gas chromatography; potatoes; residues, dissipation of;

residues, in potatoes; residues, metabolic; residues, total;

residues, volatilization; storage effects; 2,4-dichlorophenol;

2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid.
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I. Introduction

One factor that may detract from the reliabiUty and interpretation of

resuks obtained from the analysis of biological and environmental sam-

ples for pesticide residues is the effect that storage conditions might have

on the pesticide residue in question. A cardinal rule of pesticide residue

research, that no analytical result can be better than the original sample

assessed [ 1 ] , certainly applies to storage as well as to sampling con-

siderations.

The best way to avoid complicating storage effects is to analyze sam-

ples as soon as possible after they are collected. However, as the number

of samples collected for analysis in a residue study is usually large and as

residue methods are normally quite time consuming, substantial backlogs

of residue samples awaiting analysis are common. Storage of samples for

as long as 6 months to 1 year may be unavoidable. Whenever long storage

times are foreseen in advance, it is the responsibility of the analyst to

prepare fortified samples and to determine experimentally whether or not

the particular chemical to be analyzed decomposes, undergoes chemical

change, or volatilizes during storage. Protocols for the proper storage of

samples and for determining the stability of residues under storage condi-

tions have been outlined [ 1 ,2 ]

.

The objective of the residue and storage study reported here was to

analyze potato tuber samples collected from plants treated at tuber set

with low doses of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) as the

propylene glycol butyl ether (PGBE) ester. Total residues of 2,4-D and

2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP), a possible phenolic metabolite, were to be

determined by a method that included a step in which the macerated

potato tissue was subjected to chemical hydrolysis. Since the required

total residue analysis procedure had not yet been developed and verified,

it was necessary to store residue samples for an extended period of time.

Accordingly, fortified check samples for storage stability determinations

were included in the design of the residue study.

II. Procedures

Field samples of 4.5 kg (10 lb) of potato tubers, collected from replicate

plots treated with zero, 60, and 120 g (0, 2, and 4 oz) active ingredient per

acre total rates at 42 and 28 days before harvest, were washed and mixed.

Whole and sliced tuber subsamples were prepared and stored as described

below.
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Sliced samples were obtained by processing 2.3 kg (5 lb) field subsam-

ples into French fry type pieces. After thorough mixing, either 200 or 100

g replicate laboratory samples were weighed out, double packaged in

polyethylene freezer bags, labeled, tied close and frozen at — 23 °C. Sets

of untreated, control laboratory samples were fortified at different levels

with a mixture of 2,4-D and 2,4-DCP to provide for determination of the

stability of these chemicals under the conditions of frozen storage. All

laboratory samples were stored at below — 20 °C until analyzed. The
total time from harvest through freezing required less than 8 hours.

Whole tubers, consisting of 2.3 kg (5 lb) subsamples of field samples,

were stored in open polyethylene bags at 4 °C to simulate the conditions

employed for commercial storage. These samples were subsampled

periodically, processed into laboratory samples and analyzed to check for

dissipation of residues.

In addition to the zero, 60, and 120 g active ingredients per acre treated

samples, sHced and whole samples were obtained from a small field plot

treated in the next growing season with a formulation containing

uniformly ring-labeled 1^0-2,4-0. The analysis of these samples is under

way.

Laboratory samples were analyzed for total residues of 2,4-D and 2,4-

DCP. The procedure developed [3 ] included a step in which bound and

conjugated residues were released from the macerated potato issue by

hydrolysis in 1 mol/1 sulfuric acid at reflux for 1 hour. This step provided

for quantitative (98 percent) extraction of metabolically incorporated,

i^C-labeled residues. After extraction of free 2,4-D and 2,4-DCP residues

from aqueous acid into benzene, followed by additional cleanup, the acid

and phenol were separated on an acidic alumina column [4,5]. These

residues were analyzed separately by gas chromatography utilizing a

Coulson conducfivity detector operated in the reductive halogen mode.

III. Results and Discussion

The overall average recovery of 2,4-D, determined in the usual manner,

by fortifying control samples at the time of analysis, was 87.9 percent (ta-

ble 1). This did not differ significantly from the corresponding value (87.6

percent) obtained by the analysis of fortified samples which were stored

at — 20 °C and analyzed over a period of 73 weeks (table 2). In addition

to the fortified storage samples, a limited number of field treated samples

were analyzed after various periods of frozen storage (table 3). The
metabolic residue levels of 2,4-D in these samples showed no tendency to



Table 1. Recoveries of 2,4-D and 2,4-DCP from freshly fortified potato tuber samples

Fortification level, No. of Mean
ppm san-iples analyzed recovery, %*

2,4-D

0.20 4 89.2 ± 8.8

.10 8 87.9 ± 6.8

.05 4 89.5 ± 6.7

.02 3 84.1 d= 7.2

0.2 to 0.02 19 87.9 =h 3.0

2,4-DCP

0.020 2 88.6 ± 27.1

.010 3 78.6 ± 12.1

.005 3 93.4 ± 9.4

.002 4 80.5 ± 13.4

0.02 to 0.002 12 84.5 d= 5.7

* =t 95 percent confidence limits for the mean.

Table 2. Recoveries of 2,4-D and 2,4-DCP from fortified potato tuber samples stored at

-20 °C

Fortification level, ppm Storage Recovery,

period.

2,4-D 2,4-DCP weeks 2,4-D 2,4-DCP

0.1 0.01 12 83.8

.1 .01 12 79.5

.2 .02 13 81.1 87.6

.05 .005 15 72.5 66.0

.2 .02 15 82.8 70.3

.05 .005 20 88.7 67.3

A .01 20 91.4 73.9

.05 .005 25 87.7 61.6

. .2 .02 25 85.4 65.7

.1 .05 66 92.9

.1 .05 66 91.4

.05 .025 67 94.8 ± 2.3 56.4 ± 1.4

.1 .05 67 91.2 ± 4.2 41.6

.2 : .1 67 89.4 =h 3.8 45.3 ± 0.8

.2 .1 68 88.0 36.2

.05 .025 68 96.7 50.5

.2 .1 68 85.3 49.6

.05 .025 68 86.7 51.7

.1 .05 69 85.5 37.9

.1 .05 69 86.1 44.0

.2 .1 73 83.1 47.7

.05 .025 73 94.4 47.1

.2 73 84.2

87.6 ± 2.3b

53.8

* Mean ± average deviation of duplicate analysis, where indicated,
b Overall mean ± 95 percent confidence limits for the mean.
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Table 3. Residue levels of metabolically incorporated 2,4-D and 2,4-DCP in field treated

samples determined after various periods of storage at —20 C

Sample number
storage period,

weeks

Residue level, ppb

2,4-D 2,4-DCP

1973-23-lX 5 99 3.6

15 103 5.6

iy73-14-lA 6 116 5.1

15 liU 4. 5
1 n "7 ") AC 1 V1973-45-lX 11 147

14 124 4.8

1972-53-2A 45 108

46 138 3.2

jy 104 2.7

1 972-7 1-2X 45 117 3.1

59 98 3.9

60 122 4.6

1 972-21-2X 45 88

64 118 1.8

1972-93-lX 60 72 2.0

65 86

decrease during frozen storage. Thus, residues of 2,4-D in sliced potato

tubers, either incorporated metabolically or by fortification, were stable

over a 15-month period when stored at — 20 °C.

On the other hand, recoveries of 2,4-DCP decreased from an overall

average of 84.5 percent in freshly fortified samples (table 1) to an average

of 46.8 percent in samples stored for 67-73 weeks at — 20 °C (table 2). In

order to confirm the contrasting stabilities of 2,4-D and 2,4-DCP in

frozen storage, a set (n= 10) of sliced potato samples obtained from a sin-

gle field sample were fortified in replicate and stored along with control

samples at — 20 °C. Recoveries obtained from samples removed from

storage after 1 to 25 weeks are presented in figure 1 and indicate clearly

that 2,4-D is stable while 2,4-DCP is lost slowly from fortified potato

samples stored in this manner.

To determine whether or not the loss of 2,4-DCP involved the presence

of potato tissue, aliquots of an aqueous solution containing both 2,4-D

and 2,4-DCP were sealed in polyethylene bags, stored at — 20 °C and

analyzed in duplicate, periodically. Concentrations of 2,4-D and 2,4-DCP

were determined by measurement of ultraviolet maxima [6] in 0.1 mol/I

NaOH solution at 283 (log a=3.186) and 305 (log a= 3.477) nm, respec-

tively (fig. 2). After an initial rapid decrease in concentration, the loss of

2,4-DCP from the frozen samples was gradual, whereas the concentration

of 2,4-D was unchanged over the 10-week storage period. Thus, the loss
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100 r

10 15

STORAGE PERIOD,

Figure 1. Recoveries of 2,4-D (J^) and 2,4-DCP (#) from fortified samples stored at — 20

°C. Values at 1 to 25 weeks are the mean ± average deviation of duplicate sample analy-

ses. Those at 0 weeks are from table 1 while those at 70 weeks are the mean recoveries

from samples in table 2 stored for 66 to 73 weeks.

5.0 -

1.0 -

0 10 20 3 0 40 50 60 70

* STORAGE PERIOD. DAYS

Figure 2. Concentrations of 2,4-D (A) and 2,4-DCP (#) in aqueous samples stored at— 20

°C, duplicate determinations. The mean ± standard deviation for the concentration of 2,4-

D over the entire storage period was (8.6 1 ± 0.30) x 1
0-^ M.
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of 2,4-DCP from fortified tuber samples was not due to metabolism.

A similar experiment in which separate solutions of 2,4-DCP in

distilled water and in 0. 1 mol/1 NaOH were stored in polyethylene bags at

— 20 °C showed that the loss of 2,4-DCP was prevented by salt formation

(fig. 3). These results, plus the observation that plastic bags containing

aqueous solutions of 2,4-DCP exuded its characteristic odor, indicate that

the observed losses of 2,4-DCP from frozen samples were due to

volatilization. The 2,4-DCP residue must be at least partially soluble in

polyethylene, through which it diffuses freely and is lost to the surround-

ing atmosphere of the freezer.

In contrast to the stability of 2,4-D in sliced tuber samples stored at

— 20 °C, metabolically incorporated residues of 2,4-D in whole tubers

stored at 4 °C decreased during storage. Assuming first order kinetics, the

dissipation curve for 2,4-D in these samples (fig. 4) exhibits a half-life of

approximately 12 weeks. Residues of 2,4-D in samples stored for 12 to 15

months at 4 °C had diminished to less than 0.02 ppm, the limit of sensitivi-

ty established for the method.

Additional storage and metabolism studies utilizing the samples con-

taining metabolically incorporated, ring-labeled i4C-2,4-D are in progress.

To date, it has been established that the 2,4-D residue which dissipates

from whole tubers stored at 4 °C is converted primarily into water soluble

metabolites.

3.0 - •

r
I ^ > ^ ^ ^ ^ , ,

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

STORAGE PERIOD, DAYS

Figures. Loss of 2,4-DCP from aqueous (#) and 0.1 mol/1 (A) NaOH solutions stored at

— 20 °C, duplicate determinations. The mean ± standard deviation for the concentration of

2,4-DCP in 0.1 mol/1 NaOH solution over the entire storage period was (4.96 ±0.46)

X lO-* M.
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150 r

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

STORAGE TIME, WEEKS

Figure 4. Dissipation of 2,4-D (#) sample 1973-45; (O) sample 1973-23) and 2,4-DCP (A),

sample 1973-45; A, sample 1973-23) from treated potato tubers stored whole at 4 °C.

Sample 1973-45 was analyzed in duplicate.

"Metabolic" residue levels of 2,4-DCP were very low (~ 0.005 ppm)

and of questionable significance. However, they did appear to remain

constant in samples stored at either 4° or — 20 °C (fig. 4 and table 3,

respectively).

IV. Conclusion

In this study, the stabilities of 2,4-D and 2,4-DCP residues in potato

tuber samples were found to be dependent on the temperature used for

storage. The results point out the necessity of incorporating storage ex-

periments in residue studies where samples must be stored for significant

periods of time, but the stability of the residue being determined is not

known. The analyst must exercise good judgment in selecting proper

storage conditions (sample form, container, temperature, etc.). To
minimize losses, samples containing volatile residues should be stored in

all glass containers or in wide mouth glass bottles having Teflon lined

screw caps.
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One of the vital problems in the determination of trace elements m metals is

their inhomogeneous distribution in the matrix. Elements which dissolve in the

metal matrix at elevated temperatures often concentrate during the crystalliza-

tion process at the grain boundaries, or inside the grain. Elements which do not

dissolve occur in the form of nonmetallic inclusions. The distribution of such

inclusions is generally irregular, and obtaining results which are representative

for the whole ingot is practically impossible. The error involved can be

reduced, if the type and range of segregation of the element to be determined

in the alloy is known and taken into account on sampling. Several examples are

given.

Keywords: High purity metals; inhomogeneity; microsegregation;

sampling; surface contamination.

A difficult problem in the analysis of metals and alloys is the selection

of sample size for analysis. In practice the choice is made taking into ac-

count the sensitivity and the accuracy of the method employed. Such an

approach, however, may lead to serious errors due to the inhomogeneity

of metals and alloys resulting from segregation under definite conditions

of crystallization. This must be taken into account when selecting the size

of the sample to be analyzed.

The inhomogeneity of distribution of elements in a matrix is

pronounced in the case of limited solubility or lack of solubility. Elements

insoluble in a metal (usually present in the form of chemical or intermetal-

lic compounds) tend to accumulate with formation of agglomerates as

shown in figure 1 [ 1 ] . The results of the determination of such elements

will depend on the presence or absence and the size of these inclusions in

the sample. As the sample size increases the results become more

representative; however, doubts still exist whether they represent the

747
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Figure 2. Segregation of copper and tungsten in Fe-C alloy (SOX).
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whole material examined (for example, an ingot). This is obvious if one

takes into account microsegregation which occurs in addition to

macrosegregation. It is then necessary to isolate intermetallic phases or

inclusions from the bulk of the material.

Even if the element to be determined dissolves in the liquid metal

matrix, its distribution after crystallization becomes inhomogeneous

because segregation also takes place during the crystallization process.

The element may concentrate at the phase boundary or inside the grain as

shown in figure 2 [2] or its concentration may change from the grain

boundary (fig. 3 [3]) toward the inside of the sample as a result of hot

working and heat treatment. In this case the grain size must be taken into

account when choosing the size of the sample to be analyzed. It follows

I

\ i \ \ I

f 2 3 4 5 6

Nr of seq^uenfial etching

-— grain surface

Figure 3. Concentration changes of bismuth in copper grains.
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from figure 4 that in the case of coarse grain structure a sample of a weight

of 1 mg may have been contained in a single grain. In this case, elements

which segregate at the grain boundary may not be included in the sample.

If the sample weight is of about 100 mg this could not occur. In the case

of fine grain structure (fig. 5) a 1 mg sample will consist of a few grains and

will be more representative.

Even if inhomogeneity resulting from structural segregation

(microsegregation) is taken into account the results obtained will not al-

ways be representative of a whole ingot. Large errors may occur due to

macrosegregafion in the ingot, resulting in its inhomogeneity. Such cases,

illustrated by autoradiograms, are shown in figures 6 and 7. The accuracy

of analysis cannot be improved, in this case, by enlarging the sample but

solely by selecting a suitable number of samples and choosing suitable

sites for sampling.

The sampling procedure is governed by the purpose of the analysis, i.e.,

whether the analysis is aimed at the determination of an average concen-

tration of an element or at the determination of concentration differences

in individual zones of the ingot. In either case it is necessary to carry out

additional examinations in order to evaluate the type and the degree of

segregation [ 1 ]

.

Figure 4. Structure of aluminum (30X) with shown diameters of 1-mg and 100-mg samples.
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Figure 5. Structure of copper (30X) with shown diameters of 1 -mg and 100-mg samples.

When analyzing inhomogeneous materials it is necessary to prepare an

average sample. The common procedure is crushing, grinding, and mixing

a large sample. However, in the case of metals such treatment is not feasi-

ble because:

1. high hardness of many metals can result in serious contaminations

with the material of the tools employed,

2. spalling of some impurities, which occur in the form of fragile non-

metallic inclusions, and their separation from the matrix material during

mixing (owing to the density differences), and

3. plasticity of many metals.

In view of these factors an average sample can be prepared only by dis-

solution. However, this requires that the amount of contamination in-

troduced to the solution from the surrounding atmosphere, vessels, and

reagents be accurately determined and corrected for. In trace analysis the

blank value may seriously limit the accuracy of the determination.

Preparation of an average sample by dissolution was employed by us in

the determination of lanthanum in steel by the neutron activation method

[5 ] . The content of lanthanum in steel was determined in connection with

the identification of sources of exogenic inclusions in steel, with the aid of
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Figure 6. Segregation of tin in aluminum ingot ( 1 X).

f.

Figure 7. Segregation of copper in a bearing alloy with high tin content ( 1 X).
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an inactive lanthanum tracer. The method applied consisted of the dis-

solution of a 50 g steel sample and further treatment of a 1 percent aliquot

of the solution. The separation of iron and many other elements from the

solution was carried out by electrolysis. The solution was evaporated to

dryness and the dry residue, together with a standard, was irradiated in a

thermal neutron flux. After a suitable cooling period the irradiated residue

was dissolved and sodium was separated by the method of Girardi and

Sabbioni [6 ] . Lanthanum was then determined in the solution by measur-

ing the 1.6 MeV gamma emission of ^^^La by means of a 512-channel

pulse height analyzer. The lanthanum content determined in the blanks

(reagents used for preirradiation treatment, air dust, etc.) was in the range

of 10-1^ to 10"^ g, while that in the steel samples was commonly in the

range of 10-^ to 10-^ g/g. Hence the amount of lanthanum introduced dur-

ing the preirradiation treatment did not lead to any significant error.

A similar method was employed in the determination of tin in semicon-

ductor grade indium [7 ] . Tin was separated from a 1 g indium sample by

dissolution of the sample and iodide extraction of the tin, followed by its

precipitation on Pb(OH)2. The Pb(OH)2 precipitate together with the

coprecipitated tin was irradiated together with a standard in a nuclear

reactor. After irradiaton the tin was substoichiometrically extracted with

BPHA. A number of blank determinations were carried out. In most

cases the tin content in the blank was lower than the lower detection limit,

i.e., 10-8 g yhis result was satisfactory because the tin content in the

indium sample analyzed was of the order of 10-^ to 10"^ g Sn/g In.

In many cases the impurities concentrate on the surface layers of the

metal. About 10 elements were identified in semiconductor silicon plates

by means of y-spectrometry [8]. By using autoradiography it has been

shown that the elements are inhomogeneously distributed in the plane of

the plate surface (figs. 8 and 9). Qualitative analysis as well as the dis-

tribution of black spots on the autoradiograms suggested that the ob-

served contaminations were concentrated on the surface. This was

proved by removing thin layers (of a total thickness of 0.3 ^tm) from the

central region of a plate. Most of the contaminating elements were

removed (fig. 10). The example shows that the interpretation of the results

of determinations must be done very carefully. In cases similar to that

discussed above it is necessary to take off surface layers and to carry out

the determinations for each layer and for the rest of the plate separately.

If the determinations were carried out on a whole plate, treated as one

sample, the result would be misleading.

The weight of the analyzed sample must be accurately known, but it

cannot always be directly determined. When determining the concentra-

tion profiles of dopants in semiconductor silicon plates, thin surface layers
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Figure 8 An autoradiogram of an irradiated Si plate (IX).

Figure 9. An autoradiogram of an irradiated Si plate ( 1 X).

Figure 1 0. An autoradiogram of an irradiated Si plate after removing thin layers from the

central part of the plate (IX).

were removed by anodic oxidation followed by dissolution of the formed

oxide [9]. The thickness of the layer removed in this way depends on

many parameters. The literature lacks relevant data. The dependence of

the thickness of the removed layer on some parameters was examined and

it was found for plates not implanted and implanted with phosphorus that

the layers removed in the same way differed in thickness by a factor of 2

[10]. Hence the use of a single calibration curve for many types of sil-

icon, which is common practice, can result in serious errors in the deter-

mination of concentration profiles.
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High purity materials analysis is a difficult problem and different analytical

methods are used. This paper is devoted to the discussion of the principles of

analytical methodology in two ways: 1. the accurate determination of one or a

few trace elements in a high purity material, and 2. the accurate determination

of the "complete analysis" in a high purity material with the purpose of defin-

ing the true number of "nines," at the level of six or seven "nines," in the con-

ventional definition in percent purity. In the first case the ultimate goal of

analytical measurement is a numerical result of known accuracy. The necessa-

ry conditions for the accurate and precise analytical determination of an ele-

ment in a high purity material are discussed and the calibration, the "'blank"

and the "clean rooms," surface contamination, chemical recovery, and finally

the need of certified purity reference materials are debated. In the second case

the main problem is to make a selection of some complementary multielement

trace analysis methods.

Discussion includes identifying and resolving the problems and identifying

what areas require further research. Conclusions are made on general

philosophy and attitude concerning the necessity of a general approach to

guarantee the accuracy of trace analysis.

Keywords: Contamination; gas analysis; high purity; materials analysis;

neutron activation analysis.

I. Introduction

When I accepted to speak at this conference, I realized that this was a

difficult task. Indeed, if chemical analysis is always a delicate matter,

trace analysis is a source of extreme difficulties.

759
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The first thing to do probably is to attempt to attach a precise meaning

to the word "trace" and to some other words that will be much used dur-

ing this symposium. Next will be to set the limits of this presentation.

However, in this introduction it is necessary to say a few words on the

importance of trace analysis in pure materials. This importance can un-

doubtedly be proven by giving a few examples of the sum of effort and of

money that has been devoted to this problem in many countries by nu-

merous private or governmental organizations.

In the United States, industry and universities have created specialized

laboratories for trace analysis and, in many instances, have made very ex-

pensive equipment available to outside users. The National Bureau of

Standards has been reinstated in new buildings and now has considerable

means at its disposal. In France, the A.E.C. has developed similar labora-

tories at Saclay, Grenoble and Fontenay-aux-Roses. One of them, the

"laboratoire Pierre Siie" specializes in neutron activation analysis and

was built jointly by the A.E.C. and the C.N.R.S.

Recently, the C.N.R.S. has built a cyclotron that will be in large part

devoted to trace analysis by activation with charged particles.

Among the numerous conferences dealing with the subject in which we
are interested today, several important ones are cited [ 1-6]

.

B. Hannay, and more recently Robert A. Laudise, Head of the Crystal

Chemistry Research Department of the Bell Telephone Laboratories,

have shown that trace analysis is of primary importance in the semicon-

ductor industry at different stages of the production: research, develop-

ment, and quality control [ 1-2] . The properties of many metals and alloys

also depend upon trace elements; consequently the metallurgical industry

needs trace analysis not only for quality control, but also for the study of

basic phenomena that are induced by the trace elements [7-9]

.

At this symposium a number of communications dealing with the deter-

mination of the proper experimental conditions to achieve good accuracy

have been presented; a few results of intercomparison of methods have

been given also.

For this conference some general principles from the results of inter-

comparisons organized by the O.E.C.D., by the "Bureau Eurisotop" of

the European communities, and by the "Bureau National de Metrologie"

in France will be discussed.

However, the second part of this presentation will be a discussion of the

different methods used for trace analysis.

Now, let us try to define the concept of "trace concentration" and

discuss the notion of precision and accuracy in trace analysis.
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11. Preliminary Definitions

A. Definition of "Trace"

In some fields, like geology and geochemistry, the concentration of a

"trace element" can range from about 1 to 1 00 ppm ( 1
0-« to 1 0 ^ g/g). For

specialists in the field of semiconductors, however, this concentration

ranges from 0.001 to 1 ppb (lO-^^ to lO '^ g/g), while concentrations of 1

to 100 ppm correspond to doped material.

To clarify the definition of trace, H. Kaiser has proposed [10] the ter-

minology "scope of analysis" which is based on three numbers:

S = the weight of the sample.

q= thQ total weight of the impurity contained in the sample.

c= the concentration of the impurity.

In figure 1 three examples are given:

S ' c (0;6) means: Sample =1 g\ c = 10-^; consequently the total

weight of the impurity (q)is 1 fig.

S • c(l;9) means: Sample= 0.1 g;c= 10-«;theng- lO-^og.

ForS - c{3;3)S= 10-3g;c= 10-3;and^= lO-^g.

The three numbers q, c and S are related by the following equation:

log q= log c-^ log S

The scope of analysis is then represented as shown in figure 1 by the

two figures in the parentheses and by the two indexes subscripted to these

parentheses. For example, (1;9)2,2 means c== 10-^ with a possible varia-

tion between 10-^^ and 10"^ and S= 10-^ g with a variation between lO^^

g and 1 g.

B. Definition of Highly Pure Material
AND OF Trace Constituent

Different studies have lead to two conclusions:

— Some trace constituents modify the properties of the "pure"

matrices in which they are present.

—There is interaction between some of these trace elements, the ef-

fect of this interaction being either an increase or a decrease of the

observed phenomena.
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Ing 1(jg Img 1g lOOg

9 6 7 6 5 ^3210-1-2 -log5(ing)

98765^3210-1-2
log S(in g)

Sample weight. 5(ing)

Concentration c(as decimal fraction)

Quantity of component: C7(m g)

log q - log c + log 5

Figure 1. "Scope" of analysis: Working Scales. S= sample weight (in grams), c =
concentration as the decimal fraction, q= quantity of component (in grams) and log q=
log c+ log5.

It is then quite clear that to be able to study and explain these

phenomena, it is necessary to:

— Be able to determine all the elements with a sensitivity such that

the sum of the detection limits for the undetected elements is at

least smaller than the smallest concentration for which the in-

fluence of an impurity can be observed.

— Be able to perform the determinations with adequate precision and

accuracy in the desired ranges of concentrations.

— Be able to perform a multielemental analysis on a small sample,

either because there is not much sample available or because the

concentrations vary throughout a sample out of which smaller

samples are taken to observe the variation of the concentrations

(example: zone refining).
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C. Definitions of Precision and Accuracy

An accurate determination is supposed to give the 'Teal concentra-

tion." It is well know n that it is much safer to say that a "reproducible

value"" with an associated precision is obtained than to say that the value

represents the "'true concentration. "" Indeed, it has been well established

that a value can be obtained with a high precision (i.e.. reproducibility)

and can. at the same time, be ver\' inaccurate.

The reasons for this ma\- be the following:

— Interference from the matrix or from another impurity.

-Blank problem.

— Loss during chemical separation or dissolution.

-Incorrect standardization.

These causes of error are \ er\' difficult to deal with when a method is

used for trace anah sis.

During the last 10 years there has been a considerable improvement in

physical and chemical methods of analysis; among these are: polarog-

raphy. atomic absorption, atomic fluorescence, spectrofluorimetry. flame

emission spectrometry, spark source mass spectrometr\-. isotopic dilution

with spark source mass spectrometry, ionic microprobes. infrared spec-

trometry, etc.

Nuclear methods also have been considerabK improx ed because of the

use of high resolution detectors (Ge-Li). the use of computers, and

because many new radiochemical separations have been developed. The
use of high energy charged particles and photons was found to be particu-

larly suitable to determine low concentrations of C.N. and O. Methods

using low energy charged particles were developed for thin film studies.

Also, the "nuclear track technique" and isotopic dilution with

radioisotopes and substoichiometry have been highly developed. Table 1

gives the "scopes of analysis"* of several of these methods.

Table 1. Scope or analysis for several highly sensitive methods used for trace analysis^

III. Methods Used for Trace Analysis

Neutron activation analysis

Charged particle activation analysis

Spark source mass spectrometr\-

Ion probe Slodzian-Castaing

S-C(0
S-C(l

S-C(3

S-C(5:

;9)2.3

:8)i.3

;8)i.i

.6)1.2

^ See text or reference [5] for explanation of abbre\"iations used.
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A. Determination of Trace Elements
IN AN Ultra-Pure Material

This point will be discussed by giving several examples.

Example 1. Determination of oxygen in aluminum.

Fifteen years ago, the results obtained by the method of reducing fusion

were of the order of 1 0 to 20 ppm [15].

Ten years ago in 1964, we could show using |He activation with the

HILAC of the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley, that the ox-

ygen content of aluminum (quality 99.999%) was of the order of 0.4 ppm.

A few years later, we were able to demonstrate using the same technique

[12-15] that the oxygen content of aluminum (quality 99.999%) is 0.2 1 ±
0.02 ppm and that the oxygen content of ultra-pure aluminum obtained by

zone refining is ^ 0.04 ppm.

In 1969, the "Bureau Eurisotop" of the European communities

launched a project on the determination of oxygen in nonferrous metals

[16]. Many specialized laboratories participated in this project, using all

methods available [ 17] . The conclusions that can already be drawn from

this study are the following:

1. For Al (99.5%) and Al (99.999%), the dispersion of the results was

high, regardless of the method used.

2. This dispersion could be the result of inexperience of the laboratories,

whichever method was used, or improper adaptation of the apparatus and

techniques to a new material or to a material whose purity is different

from what it was previously.

3. Several causes for the dispersion were clearly pointed out:

—Two laboratories using reducing fusion did not use the correct ap-

paratus.

—There was the influence of surface oxygen; it is well known that

aluminum is covered with a thin film of alumina, whose thickness

has to be measured exactly in order to make a correction (for

most methods). The influence of the surface oxygen is shown in

table 2.

— In 14 MeV neutron activation, a new cause of error was
discovered [17,18]. Because of the reaction i60(n,p)i^N on the

oxygen atoms of the rabbit of the pneumatic transfer system, ^^N

atoms were implanted in the sample by recoil (see table 3).

4. An increase in the quality of the results was observed as more and

more comparisons were performed. A relatively important variation of
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Table 2. Influence of surface oxygen on the determination of hulk oxygen for aluminum
and copper samples using reducing fusion'^

Bulk Error

Metal weight area after etching in oxygen in the

the best conditions content determination

(mg/cm2) (Mg/g) (%)

Aluminum
99.5% 2 4.7 0.45 ± 0.15 1 105 ± 35

99.99+% 2 4.7 .20 ± .10 0.2 235 ± 117

Copper 2 2.4 0.30 ± 0.10 1 36 ± 12

* Eurisotop, report 76.

Table 3. Influence of various parameters on the determination of bulk oxygen in aluminum
samples, using 14 MeV NAA^

Activation and Apparent Num^ber of

counting conditions oxygen content

(Mg/g)

determinations

1 . Transfer system 17.8 ± 0.7 60

with air, sample
without container.

2. Nitrogen as 9.4 ± 1.2 12

carrier gas

3. Etching after 1.6 ± 0.4 60
irradiation in

NaOH, (160 g/1)

at 95 °C for 5 s,

water rinse, counting

12 s after irradiation

(air as carrier gas)

^From Dugain, P., Speecke, A., Andre, M., and Michout, C. [18].

the results obtained by reducing fusion was noted, as seen in table 4.

Table 5 shows the values that were finally retained.

Example 2. Determination of oxygen in copper.

This study was performed under the same conditions as for aluminum.

The same problems were observed but the dispersion was less. Indeed,

the difficulties of this analysis are not so severe as in the case of alu-

minum:
— Less oxygen on the surface of the samples (table 4).

— Easier reduction; possibility to use hydrogen reduction with large

(~ 20 g) samples.
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Results of oxygen determination in 99.5 and 99.999 percent aluminum^

99.5% 99.999%
Methods Laboratories

Series 1 Series 2 Series 1 Series 2

Reducing A 2.8 ± 0.6

Fusion B 6.4 ± 1.9

C 0.8 ± 0.3

1.5 ± 0.6

4.0 ± 0.5

2,,5 ± 0.7 1.2 ± 0.6
2 to 30

14 MeV A 0.9 ± 0.5

neutron B 3.9 ± .8

activation C 2.9 ± 1.5

D 2.3 ± 1.5

E

1.3 ± 0.5 1

1.

.2 ± 0.6

.8 ± 1.5

25

Activation A 1—57

by helium-3 B 4—

7

0.6 ± 0.1

.5 ± .1

3.

0.

,7 — 33 0.2 ± 0.03

,16 ± 0.02 .2 ± .02

7 photons A < 1

B <1
0.6 ± 0.1

<0.3

* From Eurisotop prereport.

Table 5. Comparison of results for oxygen determination in aluminum by three different

methods^

Aluminum, 99.5% Aluminum, 99.99+ %

Reducing fusion

(1 laboratory)

1.2 ± 0.6

14 MeV neutron activation

(1 laboratory)

Helium-3 activation

(2 laboratories)

0.5 ± 0.2

0.55 ± 0.15 0.20 ± 0.03

7 photon activation 0.60 ± 0.10

* Eurisotop, information note, July 1974.

The results obtained by the different laboratories whose results were

finally retained are given in table 6. It is worth remembering that analysis

by charged particle activation was performed on ~ 10 to 15 mg samples,

while analysis by hydrogen reduction required ~ 20 g samples.

The results obtained by reducing fusion and 14 MeV NAA are not

shown in this table: they were not retained by the Commission because

they were considered to be inaccurate. Indeed, the mean values obtained

by these methods are almost consistently higher than those shown in table
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Table 6. Oxygen determination in pure industrial copper (OFHC)^

X ± s Number of

determinations

Helium-3 activation 1 3 ± 0.3 12

(1 laboratory)

7 photon activation 1 5 ± 0.5 12

(1 laboratory)

Hydrogen reduction 1 5

A laboratory 1 3 ± 0.2 12

B laboratory 1 1 ± .3 12

* From Euristop information note, July 1974, ITE No. 79.

6. There is a considerable scatter of these mean values, and the associated

precision is poor. (See fig. 7 and fig. 8 of the communication by J. N. Bar-

randon and J. L. Debrun of this symposium.)

Example 3. Analysis of several elements in high purity Al and Fe.

These studies were performed by several laboratories including the

C.E.C.M. at Vitry and the "Pierre Sue at Saclay for activation analysis.

In the case of iron, the "Bureau National de Metrologie" [19] had a

project for the preparation of a standard "pure iron.'' Problems were en-

countered for the determination of carbon below the ppm level; this had

already been observed [20-22].

For sodium, potassium, manganese, arsenic, copper, chromium, molyb-

denum, zinc, phosphorus, sulfur, and zirconium, important differences

were observed between the results obtained by activation and those ob-

tained by spark source mass spectrometry [8,9,23 ]

.

Some examples of these differences are given in tables 7 and 8.

Consideration of infrared spectrometry, spark source mass spec-

trometry, ion probe {Slodzian-Castaing) and counting ofparticles emitted

during nuclear reactions:

Infrared absorption spectrometry is used to determine boron, carbon

and oxygen in silicon and germanium [6] , but must be standardized with

the help of other methods like activation analysis [24]. Using optimal ex-

perimental conditions it is possible to determine the three elements above

at the atomic ppb level and even for boron down to 0.04 atomic ppb [6]

.

Spark source mass spectrometry is well adapted to multielemental

semiquantitative analysis down to 5 to 50 ppb depending upon the ele-

ments and the experimental conditions.

It seems even possible [25-26] for the analysis of carbon, nitrogen, and
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Table 7. Example of discrepancies between NAA and SSMS for the analysis of sodium,
potassium and manganese in aluminum and iron^

Element
Aluminum iixg/g) Iron (Mg/g)

SSMS NAA SSMS NAA

NA 1 -5 : , 0.04-0.05 0.07-0.15 0.006-0.001

K 0.6-4 <0.0015 0.25-1 <0.1

Mn 0.1-0.15

.17

0.04-0.013

.007

0.7-0.6
.3- .25

0.1

.1

S 7 ± 2 1.3 ± 0.6

* See reference [14] and BNM results.

Notes: SSMS = spark source mass spectrometry.

NAA = neutron activation analysis.

Table 8. Standardization ofSSMS by means ofNAA in the case of the analysis of sodium
in aluminum^

Relative NAA (;ug/g)

sodium -SSMS (relative

content of Vitry Grenoble values only)

standard laboratory AEC
laboratory

1 5 6.5 100

4 18 • 21.7 240

8 38 38 450

14 58 59.5 640

27 125 127 1100

* See reference [14].

Notes: NAA = neutron activation analysis.

SSMS = spark source mass spectrometry.

oxygen to lower the blanks to 0.07 ppm, 0.04 ppm and 0.02 ppm respec-

tively. This is achieved by cryogenic pumping at 4.2 K (liquid helium), the

vacuum being equal to 3 . 1
0-^ mm Hg near the spark source.

The ion probe of Slodzian-Castaing is extremely sensitive; indeed it has

been reported [6] that concentrations of 1 to 0.01 ppm were measured

with a sample equal to 10-^ to 10-^ cm=^ in volume. The major problem is

in the standardization, since the relative emission coefficients may vary

considerably from one type of sample to another. This standardization

can be achieved by means of several other methods: ion implantation, ac-
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tivation analysis, and direct measurements involving nuclear reactions.

Using the last technique, it is possible to measure the repartition of the

light elements in films a few microns thick, the concentrations being of the

order of 1 ppm to several hundreds of ppm, and the resolution in depth

being about 1000 A [6].

With this method, the creation of images is particularly interesting

because of the high resolution obtained: 1 micron (beam of 250 microns

in diameter), 1 00 A for the resolution in depth, image X 1 00 or X200.

B. "Global" Analysis of Trace Elements
IN High Purity Material

In this type of analysis, most elements, if not all, must be determined.

This can only be achieved by using several methods of multielemental

analysis. How should the choice of the methods be made and which

method should be trusted more than the others? I will try to give some an-

swers, with the help of a work sponsored by the O.E.C.D. [27] and with

the help of some studies that are being made at the B.N.M. [19].

Conclusions of the O.E.C.D. project on the analysis ofCm and Ge:

Spark source mass spectrometry and neutron activation are the only

techniques that gave results for a large number of elements, detected or

undetected.

The results obtained by mass spectrometry present a very high disper-

sion (20 laboratories participated for Cu and 7 for Ge) and it is not possi-

ble to ascertain probable mean values for the detected elements, indeed

there are 2 and even 3 orders of magnitude between results obtained by

different laboratories, especially for Cu. In germanium, mass spec-

trometry could give results for only 24 elements.

For quite a few elements there is a great discrepancy between activa-

tion and mass spectrometry, the results being much higher using the latter

technique:

for Oxygen : 2 to 500 times higher

for Chromium : 100 to 2000 times higher

for Nickel : 80 to 1 80 times higher

for Zinc : 200 to 2000 times higher

for Silver : 100000 to 200000 times higher

The interesting point is that except for oxygen all activation results

were obtained by direct y-ray spectrometry, without chemistry, and these

results may then be really trusted.
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Remarks on the results of the B.N.M. project on high purity iron:

Emission spectrometry gives limits of detection for 13 undetected ele-

ments, and these limits range from 1 to 15 ppm. Copper, chromium,

molybdenum, manganese, and nickel are detected and determined at con-

centrations ranging from 0.2 to 8 ppm.

Twenty elements were detected with spark source mass spectrometry

and limits of detection from 50 ppb to 1 ppm were obtained for others.

Nine elements were detected with neutron activation and limits of de-

tection from 1 to 1 00 ppb were given for others.

Four elements were detected using charged particles and photon activa-

tion analysis.

It is worth noting that activation is more sensitive than spark source

mass spectrometry for some elements and vice-versa. The following table

shows some elements for which neutron activation is much better than

SSMS.

IV. General Principles of Methodology for Trace Analysis

in High Purity Materials

1 . The most important quality of a method for trace analysis is the ac-

curacy. Good precision may result in very reproducible inaccurate mea-

surements.

To try to obtain an accurate analysis one can compare the results of

several independent methods, used by specialists working independently.

2. We must be aware of the fact that it is possible to encounter occa-

sions where the value obtained by a single method may be the "true

value," even if other independent methods all obtain an identical resuh,

different from the value found by the single method.

3. If a method is subject to contamination, it must be routinely checked

by a reference method.

4. Purity can only be defined when the analysis is complete.

5. A complete analysis necessitates the use of several multielemental

methods.

6. The methods for trace multielemental analysis that must be comple-

mentary, are in our opinion at the present time, spark source mass spec-

trometry and the different methods of activation (thermal, epithermal and

fast neutrons, charged particles, and photons).

The ion probe analyzer of Slodzian-Castaing will probably be a very

good method for multielemental analysis, at trace levels, after a few more

years of development.
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In conclusion, we have at our disposal a number of powerful methods

and it is now very important to develop programs of intercomparison of

these methods. This is the only manner in which we will be able to in-

crease our knowledge of the actual possibilities of these methods. Then it

will be possible to place these techniques into the hands of a greater

number of laboratories, for the best benefit of science.
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To Goldschmidt we owe early knowledge of trace element geochemistry.

He analyzed a variety of geomaterials by emission spectrochemical analysis

during 1930-37. Colorimetric (spectrophotometric) procedures have been

developed beginning with Sandell since 1936. Studies in trace element

geochemistry have been greatly advanced by means of neutron activation anal-

ysis since approximately 1950. Isotope dilution mass spectrometry is gaining

a central position as a reliable trace element analysis method; this has become

possible through scrupulous control of blanks.

The blank can be related to the constituent in question and the interfering

(positively or negatively) substances. Correction for contamination during

sample preparation is usually very difficult. The blank is affected by reagents,

vessels, and atmosphere or environment, all of which require the close atten-

tion of the analyst. Ways for reducing blank values are briefly mentioned.

Methods recently described for determination of trace elements in geo-

materials are: spectrophotometric and fluorimetric, emission spectrochemical,

atomic absorption and flame emission, x-ray fluorescence, nuclear (activation,

nuclear track, etc.), electrochemical, mass spectrometry, and gas chromatog-

raphy. Examples of comparison of methods are given. The following are to be

considered in choosing the proper analytical technique: objective of analysis,

sensitivity and detection limit, accuracy, precision or reproducibility, deter-

mination of single element or multielements, time and cost, and analyst.

Keywords: Accuracy and precision: comparison of trace analytical

methods: contamination: rocks and ores: sample preparation:

trace element analysis.

I. Introduction

If we define about 100 ppm as an upper limit of a trace element in a

sample, we have a large number of trace elements in igneous rocks (table

1) [1,2] . In this table, elements with parentheses are present as traces in

773
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Li Be 6 N (F)

(S) CI

Sc V Cr Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br

Rb (Sr) Y Zr Nb Mo Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te 1

Cs Ba) Hf ra W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi

Ra
3 Pi NiJ Snnil1 GdTt) DyH 0 E r Tnn Y b Lu

^1
1 U

Table 1. Trace elements in igneous rocks

some types of igneous rocks. Trace elements in meteorites, e.g.,

chondrites, are not always the same as those in igneous rocks.

In this paper, methods of trace analysis of rocks and ores are surveyed.

An attempt is made to compare the methods so that choosing the proper

method is facilitated.

II. Methods of Trace Analysis of Rocks and Ores

The following methods, often coupled with separation and concentra-

tion, are used for determination of trace elements:

Spectrophotometry and fluorimetry. See, for example, Sandell [3] and

Jeffery [4].

Emission specttochemical methods. See, for example, Ahrens and

Taylor [5].

Atomic absorption and flame emission spectrophotometry.

X-ray fluorescence.

Nuclear methods.

Electrochemical methods

.

Mass spectrometry. See, for example, Smales and Wager [6]

.

Gas chromatography.

Fire assay for Au and Ag.

A review of the past shows that emission spectrochemical analysis was

used extensively by Goldschmidt during 1930-37. Colorimetric (spec-

trophotometric) procedures were being developed by Sandell as early as

1936. Neutron activation analysis made its debut in approximately 1950.
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Isotope dilution mass spectrometry, which was first used in about 1955,

is gaining a central position as a reliable trace element analysis method.

This has become possible through scrupulous control of blanks.

It may not be inappropriate to mention samples which have contributed

greatly to trace element analysis and geochemistry. They are:

U.S. Geological Survey G-1 and W-1. Fairbairn «/. [7].

New uses rocks, G-2, GSP-1 , AGV-1 , PCC-1 , DTS-1 , and BCR-1.

See, for example, Flanagan [8].

NBS Trace Element Standard Reference Materials:

Trace Elements in Glass, 500 ppm. SRM 610-61

1

Trace Elements in Glass, 50 ppm. SRM 6 1 2-6 1

3

Trace Elements in Glass, 1 ppm. SRM 614-615

Trace Elements in Glass, 0.02 ppm. SRM 6 1 6-6 1

7

Lunar materials:

Apollo 11-17. Proceedings of Lunar Sci. Conferences [9-12]

Luna 16,20. Luna20issue [13].

III. Blanks, Background, and Noise

Because accuracy of trace analysis depends on control of blanks and on

elimination of effect of other substances (matrix), "blanks" will be

discussed briefly. Sometimes the terms blank, background, and noise are

used without distinction. Although it may be difficult to draw a line of de-

marcation among these terms, better definitions of them would be helpful.

First we shall see what has been said about blanks. The following selec-

tion is chosen somewhat arbitrarily.

According to Hillebrand and Lundell
[ 14] , the purpose of a blank anal-

ysis is to correct for impurities derived from the reagents or through at-

tack on the vessels used. They caution that the difference in the size of the

precipitate between the sample and blank analyses may give an unduly

low blank value.

Lundell [15] states that, when a substance is determined, e.g.,

spectroscopically, after separation and concentration, the sensitivity of

such a method is bounded only by the analyst's ability to control his

blanks.

Mellor and Thompson [16] remark that the reagents are best tested by

blank analyses. However, the blank analysis does not necessarily give ab-

solute certainty, because the reactions without the sample are not neces-

sarily the same as with the sample.

Kolthoff et al. [17] mention that the blank is best carried along simul-
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taneously with the sample. In general, a small blank correction is better

than none at all.

Next we shall see what has been said about background. Evaluation of

background in x-ray analysis was made by Hevesy [18]. He states that

the primary x-ray method suffers from a continuous background, while

the secondary x-ray method (x-ray fluorescence) does not.

According to Morrison and Skogerboe [19], when signal reduction

(absorption) methods are used, a blank is used to define or set the signal

at a particular level. When signal increase (emission) methods are used,

the signal for the analyte is compared to that for the background or blank.

Inherent in the latter is the noise due to the electronic system.

In spectrochemical analysis, background is due mainly to the emission

of continuous radiation from the electrode tips, incandescent particles

within the source column, and scattered radiation within the spectrograph

[5].

In flame emission spectrophotometry, correction for background is

very important [20] , and wavelength scanning and nonscanning are used

[21]. The use of a synthetic blank is an attempt to eliminate the

background effect [20] . In atomic absorption, background absorption oc-

curs as molecular absorption and probably also as scattering by particles

in the flame [21].

Background in x-ray fluorescence is defined as the intensity one mea-

sures from a sample at the goniometer position for a characteristic line of

an element when the particular element is absent from a sample which is

otherwise the same in every respect [19]. The background may be due to

low resolution, scattering of primary x-rays by the sample, and

fluorescent x-rays from analyzing crystal.

Background radiation, which is due to the presence of traces of U, Th,

K, etc. and to the cosmic radiation, can be reduced by means of proper

shielding and anticoincidence circuitry.

In polarography, the diffusion current is measured as the difference

between the total current and the small background current ("residual

current") observed with the supporting electrolyte alone [22]

.

In mass spectrometry, background is due to "memory," low resolution,

scattering of adjacent ions, etc. [23]. Pretreatment of filaments is often

necessary in solid analysis.

In gas chromatography of some metal chelates, how to draw the base

line sometimes becomes a problem. This is often related to the resolution

of peaks. Thus background correction may often be regarded as a way of

drawing a base line on the spectrum.

Although the term "noise" is often used in a broad sense, it should
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preferably be restricted to electrical noise. For electrical noise see, for ex-

ample, Lewin [24]. In general, corrections for the blank, background,

and noise, or corrections for their fluctuations are the limitations to the

smallest concentration that can be accurately determined. For discussions

on limit of detection, see [25,26]. It is suggested that the standard devia-

tion of blank determinations be quoted as the performance characteristic

relevant to the power of detection [27 ]

.

IV. Reducing Blank Values

Contamination and losses may occur during sample preparation (crush-

ing, grinding, etc.), decomposition or dissolution of the sample, separation

and concentration, and determination or measurement. Correction for

contamination during sample preparation is usually very difficult. The

blank is affected by the reagents, vessels, and atmosphere or environ-

ment, all of which require close attention of the analyst. The element in

question (analyte) and interfering substances contribute to the blank. Ex-

amples of negatively interfering substances are sulfide ions in a metal

analysis and organic substances from ion-exchange resin in color develop-

ment. The method of decomposing the sample should be selected from the

standpoint of effectiveness of the method and availability of pure reagents

for decomposition.

A difficulty in blank correction is the effect of matrix on blank analysis.

As mentioned above, Hillebrand and Lundell [14] have pointed out that

the difference in the size of the precipitate affects the blank value in

gravimetric analysis. Moore et ai [28] have described the following ex-

perience in isotope dilution analysis. When the blank comprises a signifi-

cant percentage {i.e., 1 to 10%) of the sample size, the separately mea-

sured blank is usually smaller by a factor of about 2 than what the actual

blank correction should be. It is suspected that the sample itself acts as a

carrier during the sample dissolution and separation, whereas the blank is

simply the condensate of the various reagents and whatever is leached

from the ion exchange resin used for the separation. Ideally, a blank sam-

ple, i.e., a matrix that does not contain analyte, is needed.

In determining tin colorimetrically with toluene-3,4-dithiol in the

presence of a dispersing agent, Onishi and Sandell [29] experienced that

the color was not produced at low tin concentration (<2.5 ^tg per 10 ml).

Therefore, to obtain the reagent blank, 5 /itg of tin was run through the

whole procedure and 5 /ug was deducted from the amount of tin found.

In isotope dilution mass spectrometry, special efforts have been made
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to reduce blank values so that accurate results can be obtained. It is a

great advantage of activation analysis that, after irradiation, contamina-

tion from reagents and vessels does not affect the result.

As examples of reducing blank values, we may cite studies by

Maienthal on iron [30] , by Barnes et al. on lead [31,32] , and by Arden
and Gale on lead [33] and uranium [34]. These workers have lowered

the blank coming from the environment by using a clean laboratory and

the blank coming from the reagents by purification.

V. Procedures Recently Described for Determination

of Trace Elements

Tables 2-8 list procedures recently described for determination of trace

elements in rocks and ores. The list is not exhaustive; procedures by

which standard samples have been analyzed mainly are considered. It

may be added that the Proceedings of Lunar Science Conference [9-12]

give invaluable information about trace analysis methods. The role of ac-

tivation analysis in earth sciences has been discussed by Smales [35 ] and

Morrison [36]. Applications of mass spectrometry have been surveyed

by Herzog [37]. Usefulness of an ion microprobe mass spectrometer

[38 ] remains to be tested.

Because of limited space, individual methods in tables 2-8 cannot be

discussed. Only one paper [31] may be mentioned as a demonstration of

high precision (and presumably high accuracy) obtainable with isotope

dilution mass spectrometry. Parts per billion to ppm levels of Pb, Th, and

U in NBS glasses have been determined at NBS and USGS. The preci-

sion of the order of 0.5 percent (95% limit of error) is obtained by the

method even at the 20-ppb level for these elements.

Separation and concentration methods used for trace element analysis

of rocks and ores are not discussed in this paper.
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Table 2. Spectrophotometric and fluorimetric methods

Element Reagent References

Co 4-(5-Bromo-2-pyridylazo)-l .3-

diaminobenzene

I As lo in ecu

Mo. W Toluene-3.4-dithiol

Mo Catalytic

Nb 4-(2-P\Tidvlazo)-resorcinol

Sb Rhodamine B

Sc 4-(2-Thiazolylazo)- resorcinol

Sn Phenylfluorone

Th Arsenazo III

n Rhodamine

V Benzoylphenylhydroxylamine

V As phosphotungstovanadic acid

(visual comparison)

W Toluene-3,4-dithiol

Zr Quercetin^

Kiss, E., Anal. Chim. Acta 66

385 (1973).

Grimaldi, F. S., and Schnepfe,

M. M., Anal. Chim. Acta
53, 181 (1971).

Kawabuchi K., and Kuroda, R.,

Talanta 17, 67 (1970).

Fuge, R., Analyst 95, 170 (1970).

Greenland, L. P., and Campbell.

E. Y.. Anal. Chim. Acta 49,

109 (1970).

Schnepfe. M. M.. Talanta 20,

175 (1973).

Shimizu, T., and Momo. E..

Anal. Chim. Acta 52. 146

(1970) .

Smith. J. D.. Anal. Chim. Acta
57, 371 (1971).

Korkisch, J., and Dimitriadis. D..

Talanta 20, 1199 (1973).

Matthews, A. D., and Riley, J. P.,

Anal. Chim. Acta 48, 25 (1969).

Donaldson. E. M.. Talanta 17,

583 (1970).

Roberts. J. L.. Talanta 18. 1070

(1971) .

Quin, B. F.. and Brooks. R. R.,

Anal. Chim. Acta 58. 301

(1972) .

Desai. S. R.. and Sudhalatha. K.,

Anal. Chim Acta 55, 395 (1971).

* Fluorimetric. The others are spectrophotometric methods.

Table 3. Emission spectrochemical methods

Elements Remarks References

Ba, Co, Cr, Cu, Ni, After fusion the elements are Govindaraju. K., Analysis 2, 367

Sr, V adsorbed on a cation-exchange (1973).

resin, and the resin is analyzed.

Pt, Pd, Ag

Co. Ga, Sc

Concentration by fire assay Koleva. E. G.. and Arpadjian,

S. H.. Talanta 17, 1018 (1970).

Results of analysis of a lunar Taylor. S. R., et al.. Geochim.

soil sample agree with those of Cosmochim. Acta 37, 2665

NAA. (1973).
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Table 4. Atomic absorption andflame emission methods

Elements References

Li,^ Rb,^ Cs,^ Sr,b Ba^ Abbey, S., Geol. Surv. Canada Paper 71-50 (1972).

Rb,^ Cs^ Allen, W. J. F., Anal. Chim. Acta 59, 111 (1972).

Rb,b Csb Langmyhr, F. J., and Thomassen, ¥., Z. Anal. Chem. 264, 122

(1973) .

Au, Ru, Rh, Pd, Pt Mallett, R. C, et al., Talanta 19, 181 (1972).

Bi, Cd, Hg, Pb, Sr, Tl Heinrichs, H., and Lange, J., Z. Anal. Chem. 265, 256 (1973).

Ba, Co, Cr, Cu, Ni, V Warren, J., and Carter, D., Proc. Soc. Anal. Chem. 11, 53

(1974) .

Ag Chao, T. T., Ball, J. W., and Nakagawa, H. M., Anal. Chim.
Acta 54, 77 (1971); Moloughney, P. E., and Graham, J. A.,

Talanta 18, 475 (1971); Wahon, G., Analyst 98, 335 (1973);

Chowdhury, A. N., Das, A. K., and Das, T. N., Z. anal.

Chem. 269, 284 (1974).

Bratzel, M. P., Jr. et al, Anal. Chem. 44, 372 (1972).

Hildon, M. A., and Sully, G. R., Anal. Chim. Acta 54, 245

(1971).

Terashima, S., Bunseki Kagaku 22, 1317 (1973)

Omang, S. H., and Paus, P. E., Anal. Chim. Acta 56, 393

(1971); Aston, S. R., and Riley, J. P., ibid. 59, 349 (1972).

Muscat, V. I., and Vickers, T. J., Anal. Chim. Acta 57, 23

(1971).

Grimaldi, F. S., and Schnepfe, M. M., Talanta 17, 617 (1970).

Stone, M., and Chesher, S. E., Analyst 94, 1063 (1969);

(1969); O'Gorman, J. V., and Suhr, N. H., ibid. 96, 335

(1971).

Li, Zn Abbey, S., Geol. Surv. Canada Paper 67-37 (1967).

Na, K Strelow, F. W. E., Von S. Toerien, F., and Weinert, C. H. S. W.,

Anal. Chim. Acta 50, 399 (1970).

Pb Moldan, B., Rubeska, L, and Miksovsky, M,, Anal. Chim.
Acta 50, 342 (1970).

Pd, Pt Schnepfe, M. M., and Grimaldi, F. S., Talanta 16, 591 (1969).

Pt Simonsen, A., Anal. Chim. Acta 49, 368 (1970).

Rh Schnepfe, M. M., and Grimaldi, F. S., Talanta 16, 1461 (1969).

Sn Moldan, B., et al. Anal. Chim. Acta 52, 91 (1970).

V Pearton, D. C. G., et al.. Anal. Chim. Acta 44, 353 (1969).

V, Mo Korkisch, J., and Gross, H., Talanta 20, 1153 (1973).

Zn Rosman, K. J., Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 36, 801 (1972).

Ag, Au
Au

Be, V
Hg

Hgc

Ir

Li

* Emission
^ Absorption. The elements without mark are also determined by absorption.
" Atomic fluorescence
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Table 5. X-ray fluorescence methods

Elements Remarks References

Many elements

Many elements

Rare earths, Y, Sc

Au

Co, Ni

The use of thin, uniform speci-

mens minimizes matrix effects.

Preparation of samples for

analysis is described, and
techniques of correction for

matrix effects are tested.

The elements are collected on
ion-exchange paper prior to

determination.

Au is collected on ion-exchange

paper. The proposed method is

compared with other methods.

The elements are collected on a

chelating resin, Chelex 100.

Giauque, R. D.,

et al., Anal. Chem.
45, 671 (1973).

Murad, E., Anal.

Chim. Acta 67, 37

(1973).

Eby, G. N., Anal.

Chem. 44, 2137

(1972).

Green, T. E., Law,
S. L., and Camp-
bell, W. J., Anal.

Chem. 42, 1749

(1970).

Blount, C. W., et al.,

Anal. Chem. 45,

1045 (1973).
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Table 6. Nuclear methods

Elements Remarks References

Many elements

Ba, Co, Cr, Cu, Sc

Rare earths, Ta, U

Many elements

Many elements

Many elements

As, Sb

INAA'=' with epithermal neutrons.

INAA. Ni and Ti are determined

by photon activation.

INAA

INAA

INAA and NAA using group

separations.

INAA and NAA using

separations.

NAA using separations.

Au, Cu, Ga, La, Mn, Sb NAA using hydrated antimony
pentoxide for Na removal.

Au, Ru, Pd, Os,, Ir, Pt NAA using radiochemical

separation scheme.

Au, Ru, Pd, Os, Ir, Pt NAA using ion-exchange

separation.

Au, Sc

Bi, Cd, Hg, Tl

NAA with an internal-reference

method.

NAA using radiochemical

separation scheme.

Brunfelt, A. O., and
Steinnes, E., Anal.

Chim. Acta 48, 13

(1969) .

Schmitt, R. A., Linn,

T. A., Jr., and
Wakita, H., Radio-
chim. Acta 13, 200

(1970) .

Hertogen, J., and
Gijbels, R., Anal.

Chim. Acta 56, 61

(1971) .

Schock, H. H., Z.

Anal. Chem. 263,

100 (1973).

Morrison, G. H.,

et al.. Anal. Chem.
41, 1633 (1969);

Morrison, G. H., and
Nadkarni, R. A.,

J. Radioanal. Chem.
18, 153 (1973).

Brunfelt, A. O., and
Steinnes, E.,

Talanta 18, 1197

(1971).

Steinnes, E., Analyst

97, 241 (1972).

Gills, T. E., Marlow,
W. F., and Thomp-
son, B, A., Anal.

Chem. 42, 1831

(1970) .

Millard, H. T., Jr.,

and Bartel, A. J.,

Activation Analysis

in Geochem. and
Cosmochem. p. 353

(1971) .

Nadkarni, R. A.,

and Morrison,

G. H., Anal. Chem.
46, 232 (1974)

Nomura, K., et al,

Anal. Chim. Acta

51, 399 (1970).

Marowsky, G.,

Activation Anal.

in Geochem. and
Cosmochem. p. 391

(1971).
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Table 6. Nuclear methods—Continued

Elements Remarks References

Cd, In, Y, rare earths

Co, Cu, Ga, W, Zn

Rb, Cs, Ba, rare earths

Au

Bi

Hg

Mo

Pt metals

Pd, Pt

Pd

Ru, Os, Ir

NAA using radiochemical

separation scheme.

NAA using anion-exchange

separation.

NAA using radiochemical

separation scheme.

Au is collected on ion-exchange

paper before neutron activation.

The method is compared with

other methods.

NAA using separation.

NAA using ion-exchange

separation.

Activation with epithermal

neutrons followed by separa-

tions.

INAA

NAA after fire-assay

concentration.

NAA using substoichiometric

extraction.

NAA using radiochemical

separation scheme.

Rey, P., Wakita, H.,

and Schmitt, R. A.,

Anal. Chim. Acta
51, 163 (1970).

Johansen, O., and
Steinnes, E.,

Talanta 17, 407

(1970).

Brunfelt, A. O.,

Roelandts, I., and
Steinnes, E.,

Analyst 99, 277

(1974).

Green, T. E., Law,
S. L., and Camp-
bell, W. J., Anal.

Chem. 42, 1749

(1970) .

Santoliquido, P. M.,

and Ehmann,
W. D., Geochim.
Cosmochim. Acta

36, 897 (1972).

Ishida, K., Kawa-
mura, S., and
Izawa, M., Anal.

Chim. Acta 50,

351 (1970).

Steinnes, E., Anal.

Chim. Acta 57,

249 (1971).

Turkstra, J., Pretorius,

P. J., and de Wet,
W. J., Anal. Chem.
42, 835 (1970).

Rowe, J. J., and
Simon, F. O.,

Talanta 18, 121

(1971) .

Briscoe, G. B., and
Humphries, S.,

Talanta 17, 371

(1970) ; Nadkarni,

R. A., and Haldar,

B. C, Radiochem.
Radioanal. Lett.

14, 25 (1973).

Gijbels, R., et al.,

Activation Anal,

in Geochem. and
Cosmochem. p. 359

(1971) .
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Table 6. Nuclear methods—Continued

Elements Remarks References

Ru

Rare earths

NAA. Correction for U is

discussed.

NAA using separation.

Sb

Sn

Sr, Ba

Ta

Th

INAA

NAA using separation.

NAA using separation.

INAA

NAA using separation.

Ce, Co, Nb, Ni, Rb,
Sr, Y, Zr

INAA with epithermal neutrons.

INAA

Delayed neutron counting,

nondestructive.

Photon activation, nondestructive.

Gijbels, R., Talanta

18, 587 (1971).

Potts, M. J., Early,

T. O., and Herr-

mann, A. G., Z. Anal.

Chem.263, 97(1973),

Treuil, M., et al., J.

Radioanal. Chem.
18, 55 (1973).

Lombard, S. M.,

Marlow, K. W.,

and Tanner, J. T.,

Anal. Chim. Acta
55, 13 (1971).

Johansen, O., and
Steinnes, E.,

Analyst 94, 976

(1969).

Higuchi, H., et al..

Anal. Chim. Acta
44, 431 (1969).

Sukhov, G. v.,

Firsov, V. I., and
Lontsikh, S. V.,

Zh. Anal. Khim.
28, 312 (1973).

Norton, E. P., and
Stoenner, R. W.,

Anal. Chim. Acta

55, 1 (1971);

Desai, H. B.,

Parthasarathy, R.,

and Das, M. Sankar,

Talanta 19, 363

(1972).

Steinnes, E., and
Brune, D., Talanta

16, 1326 (1969).

Hofmann, H. P.,

Z. Anal. Chem.
263, 108 (1973).

Mo, T., Suttle, A. D.,

and Sackett, W.
M., Geochim.
Cosmochim. Acta

37, 35 (1973).

Kato, T., Morita, I.,

and Sato, S., J.

Radioanal. Chem.
18, 97 (1973).
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Table 6. Nuclear methods— ConimuQd

Elements Remarks References

B, U Nuclear track technique. Carpenter, B. S.,

Anal. Chem. 44,

600 (1972).

Th Fission track technique. Reimer, G. M., and
Unsuitable when the Th/U Carpenter, B. S.,

ratio is low. Nature 247, 101

(1974).

u Fission track technique. Murali, A. V.,

Parekh, P. P., and
Das, M. Sankar,

Anal. Chim. Acta
50, 71 (1970);

Fisher, D. E., Anal.

Chem. 42, 414

(1970); Matsuda,
H., et al., Talanta

19, 851 (1972).

Bi Substoichiometric radioisotope Greenland, L. P.,

dilution. and Campbell,
E. Y., Anal. Chim.
Acta 60, 159 (1972).

In Substoichiometric radioisotope Greenland, L. P.,

dilution. and Campbell, E.

Y., Anal. Chim.
Acta 67, 29 (1973).

Th, U Gamma ray spectroscopy. For example, Eldridge,

J. S., et al., Proc.

Third Lunar Sci.

Conf. 2, 1651

(1972).

* INAA = instrumental neutron activation analysis.
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Table 7. Mass spectrometry

Elements Remarks References

Alkali metals,

alkaline earths,

rare earths

Pb, Th, Tl, U

Rb, Sr

Ga

Pb

Rare earths

U

Zn

Many elements

Many elements

Isotope dilution with group
separation.

Isotope dilution.

Isotope dilution.

Isotope dilution.

Isotope dilution.

Isotope dilution.

Isotope dilution.

Isotope dilution.

Spark source.

Murugaiyan, P., et al.

15, 1119 (1968).

Talanta

Low-voltage discharge source.

Barnes, I. L., et al, Anal. Chem.
45, 880 (1973).

Moore, L. J., et al.. Anal. Chem.
45, 2384 (1973).

De Laeter, J. R., Geochim.
Cosmochim. Acta 36, 735

(1972) .

Arden, J. W., and Gale, N. H.,

Anal. Chem. 46, 2 (1974).

Schnetzler, C. C, Thomas, H. H.,

and Philpotts, J. A., Anal.

Chem. 39, 1888 (1967).

Arden, J. W., and Gale, N. H.,

Anal. Chem. 46, 687 (1974).

Rosman, K. J. R., Geochim.
Cosmochim. Acta 36, 801 (1972)

Taylor, S. R., Geochim. Cosmo-
chim. Acta 29, 1243 (1965);

Nicholls, G. D., et al. Anal.

Chem. 39, 584 (1967); Morri-

son, G. H., and Kashuba, A. T.,

ibid. 41, 1842 (1969); Chupak-
hin, M. S. and Polyakov, A. L.,

Zh. Anal. Khim. 27, 523 (1972);

Taylor, S. R. et al, Geochim.
Cosmochim. Acta 37, 2665

(1973) .

Jackson, P. F. S., and Strasheim,

A. Analyst 99, 26 (1974).

Table Other methods

Elements Method References

Fe, Ni, Ti

Pb

Be

Differential cathode ray polar-

ography.

Anodic stripping analysis.

Gas chromatography.

Maienthal, E. J., Anal. Chem. 45,

644(1973).

Khasgiwale, K. A., Parthasarathy,

R., and Das, M. Sankar, Anal.

Chim. Acta 59, 485 (1972).

Eisentraut, K. J., Griest, D. J., and

Sievers, R. E., Anal. Chem. 43,

2003 (1971).
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VI. Comparison of Methods— Some Examples

Because accuracy of a method is difficult to assess, comparison of

methods through analysis of an identical sample is always encouraged.

A. Gold IN Ores [39]

Fire assay, wet extraction and spectrophotometry, and neutron activa-

tion analysis have been evaluated. The fire assay is the fastest and most

efficient method for multiple and routine analysis of ores. Wet extraction

plus spectrophotometry provides an alternative to the fire assay. The
results obtained by the neutron activation analysis for a variety of ores in-

dicate the difficulty in obtaining a representative sample of the small size

required. Nadkarni and Morrison [40] state that there may not be "true"

values for the noble metals because of sampling problems for these ele-

ments in terrestrial rocks. The "true" preferably should be replaced by

"representative," because the result may be true only for that particular

sample. The situation indicates a manner of occurrence of the noble

metals. Performing the separation before neutron activation permits the

use of large samples [41 ] , but control of the blank is necessary.

B. Barium and Strontium in Silicates [42]

Various techniques have been evaluated. Isotope dilution mass spec-

trometry is considered the reference method for barium and strontium.

Strontium can be satisfactorily determined by atomic absorption spec-

trophotometry. Emission spectrometry, with a spark-solution technique

and automated equipment [43 ] , gives satisfactory results for both barium

and strontium.

C. Gallium in Ores [44]

Gallium can be determined easily by a variety of methods. A com-

parison of the gallium determination by a spectrophotometric Rhodamine
B method and by an atomic absorption method based on preliminary

isopropyl ether extraction, indicates similar results.
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D. Platinum in Glass [45]

Less than 1 ppm of platinum in glass can be determined, after prelimina-

ry separation, by a spectrophotometric p-nitrosodimethylaniline method

or by an x-ray fluorescence procedure. Spark-source mass spectrography

is too insensitive for the direct determination of platinum in this matrix.

E. Rare Earths in Rocks

One of the remarkable developments in trace element analysis in the

last 1 5 years is the determination of individual rare earth elements. Ac-

cording to Haskin and Korotev [46], neutron activation analysis and

isotope dilution mass spectrometry are accurate and sensitive. Precision

for isotope dilution is a fraction of a percent, that for neutron activation

ranges from about 1 to about 10 percent, depending on the element. Low
blanks are necessary for isotope dilution. Useful data are also obtained by

spark-source mass spectrometry and x-ray fluorescence, with precision

ranging upwards from about 1 0 percent.

F. Uranium in Ores [47]

Four different ores containing 0.01 to 0.7 percent U3O8 have been

analyzed by several techniques, including spectrophotometric, fluorimet-

ric, x-ray fluorescence, radiometric, and titrimetric procedures. Statistical

analysis shows that there is no significant difference between the results

obtained by the spectrophotometric [2-(5-bromo-2-pyridylazo)-5-

diethylaminophenol] , fluorimetric, or x-ray methods.

G. Additional Remarks

Many methods have been described for determination of rhenium in

molybdenites. They include spectrophotometric (Yatirajam and Kakkar,

1969, 1970, 1971), spectrochemical (Nebesar, 1967), x-ray fluorescence

(Solt et ai, 1969), neutron activation (Terada et al., 1967; Linn et al,

1972), and polarographic (Duca and Calu, 1972) methods. Except the

neutron activation method of Linn et al, separations are used. For
evaluation of these methods, it seems desirable to have standard or com-

mon molybdenite samples.

Various methods of separating and determining thorium in natural

materials have been reviewed [48 ]

.
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VII. Choosing the Proper Analytical Technique

Factors that may be considered in choosing the proper analytical

technique are listed below.

1. Objective of analysis or content of information needed.

2. Sensitivity and detection limit. These factors are related to

sample size. When sample available is limited, sensitive

methods should be used. In this case, there is a greater possibili-

ty of inhomogeneity.

3. Accuracy. Accuracy may be judged by comparison of

results with those obtained by other methods. Blanks, effect of

other elements, and necessity of standard samples for caHbra-

tion or standardization are to be considered.

4. Precision or reproducibility.

5. Determination of single element or multielements.

6. Time required for analysis and cost.

7. Availability of instrumentation is also a factor.

8. Analyst. Every method is subject to variability depending

upon a number of factors, the most important being the analyst

[36]. Choice of the method depends on personal taste and on

the competence of the analyst. Therefore, education of the

analyst(s) is always necessary.
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The determination of the composition of airborne particulate matter is a

major task of escalating importance. The general requirements imposed on the

analytical methods are typical: The multielement composition must be deter-

mined accurately and precisely over a wide concentration range. These accu-

rate results are to be generated by the analytical method even though there

may be major variations in the general composition of the particulate samples

or in their "preparative" histories. Other emerging requirements include the

determination of composition on a continuous basis in the field even at ex-

ceedingly low concentrations and/or the specification of composition as a

function of particle size.

A comparative evaluation of the various analytical methods used for charac-

terization of particulates is presented from the perspective of these require-

ments. The state of the art for several competitive analytical methods is sum-

marized and their advantages and limitations defined. A synopsis of ongoing

research is presented and potentially fruitful directions for analytical develop-

ment are indicated.

Keywords: Atmospheric particulates; direct analysis techniques; emission

spectroscopy; particulate analysis; particulate characterization;

sampling methods: x-ray fluorescence.

I. Introduction

Present knowledge regarding the chemistry of the atmosphere has been

developed by researchers working in widely variant disciplines over the

past few decades. The chemistry of the atmosphere is very diverse in

character. Many of the constituents undergo, or are formed by,

heterogeneous reactions and interactions including those involving gas-

gas, gas-liquid, gas-solid, Hquid-solid, and solid-solid phase systems.
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Further, the constituents and/or reactants may originate from

anthropogenic sources, man's activities, or both. The characterization of

a complex system of this type is truly a challenging analytical problem. In

fact, few atmospheric scientists would dispute the statement that the cur-

rent lack of knowledge in the area of atmospheric chemistry can be at-

tributed directly to the inability to characterize (analyze) accurately many
of the constituents of interest. The development of improved analytical

measurement techniques — more sensitive, more selective, more accu-

rate—is regarded as essential to the solution of atmospheric chemistry

problems. In a previous paper. Dr. Lodge discussed the present status of

the problem of characterizing gaseous constituents; the present discus-

sion is concentrated on atmospheric particulate analysis.

Atmospheric measurement techniques may be classed in two general

groups [ 1 ] . Remote measurement methods are generally carried out in

the field but remote from the actual sample being characterized. Such

measurements may often be made over relatively large areas from a single

location. Certainly such measurements offer very distinct advantages, but

the extension of their use and applicability definitely will require the

development of numerous analytical methods of greater sensitivity than

presently available. The second category includes those measurements

requiring physical collection or manipulation of the sample. It may be

noted that the primary reason for defining this type of measurement may
be attributed directly to the lack of adequate remote measurement

methods. Some of these characterizations may involve the direct, in situ,

measurement of a property of the sample, e.g., light scattering. The
majority, however, require the physical removal of the sample to the lab

for analysis. Particulate analyses most generally fall into the latter catego-

ry. Hence the present discussion deals largely with laboratory based mea-

surements.

II. The Problem

The purpose of characterizing atmospheric particulates is generally

twofold. In addition to the chemical composition of the particulates, it is

usually also necessary to determine their size distributions in order to as-

sess their atmospheric transport characteristics and/or their potential for

impact on some segment of the ecosystem, e.g., their potential for reten-

tion in lungs. The most rigorous analytical requirement is that of deter-

mining the chemical composition as a function of particle size. While dif-

ferentiation between various compounds present in the particulates is im-
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plied by the term chemical composition, the concentration levels in-

volved, coupled with the general complexity of a particulate matrix,

generally precludes the possibility of carrying out definitive speciation

measurements. It is almost universally necessary to accept the elemental

concentrations as the gross indicator of the chemical composition.

In an attempt to put these general requirements into perspective with

regard to the analytical requirements, consider the following. Air pollu-

tion regulations often stipulate that a particulate loading of 100 /Ltg/m^

should be the maximum allowed for an urban environment. Filters used to

collect such particulates usually operate at a flow of approximately 1

m^/min so an upper limit of 6 mg of particulate should be collected per

hour of sampling (144 mg/24 h). If we assume that the elements to be

determined are those classed by EPA as Priority 1 (Ag, As, Be, Cd, Cr,

Cu, F, Hg, Li, Mn, Ni, Pb, Sb, Se, Sn, and Zn), then the analysis problem

can be envisioned. Seventeen elements, each of which typically will be

present at a bulk concentration of less than 1000 fjLg per g of total particu-

late, must be determined on a relatively small sample. If the particulate

size distribution-composition relationship is to be determined, the amount

of sample available for analysis in each size classification will be reduced

in accordance with the parameters of the size distribution being sampled.

In effect, the analysis problem is generally that of multielement trace anal-

ysis on microsamples. In this perspective, it is not difficult to understand

why measurement techniques capable of real-time, in-field analyses are

lacking.

III. Strategies for Solving the Problem(s)

The purpose of the following discussion is to examine, on a compara-

tive basis, current methods and those in development which offer means

for solving the particulate characterization problem. To put this examina-

tion into the proper perspective, it is only necessary to consider the more

common approaches used for sample collection.

IV. Sampling Methods

When the analytical information required is limited to the general com-

position of the entire atmospheric particulate population, the most com-

mon sampling approach used involves pumping a measured volume of air

through a filter which removes the particulate. Such filters may be made
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from paper, glass, fiber, cellulose acetates, plastic materials such as

polystyrene or Teflon, and graphite (a more recent addition). Filters of

various pore sizes may be utilized but the most common are those with

mean pore sizes around 0.4 to 0.5 ^tm. Particulate size distribution mea-

surements [2-4] have indicated that as much as 50 to 85 percent of the

solid aerosol mass may have diameters below 0.5 fim, so it is reasonable

to question how a filter with essentially the same pore size can be ex-

pected to collect the total particulate load. Three mechanisms are respon-

sible for the filtration process [ 1 ,5 ] . All particles larger than the pore size

are collected by interception. The very small particles having diameters

approaching the mean free paths of molecules in the atmosphere being

sampled undergo extensive diffusion (Brownian motion) on entry into the

filter pores and accumulate within the pores by: collision with the pore

walls, electrostatic attraction within the pores, or agglomeration with

other small particles to develop sizes consistent with interceptive collec-

tion [5 ] . Particles in the middle size range are collected by inertial impac-

tion or impingement as illustrated by figure 1 . The streamlines of air and

particle flow approaching a filter face may be considered essenfially

coherent until a point is reached where the direction of flow must change

to pass through the pores. The inertial forces tend to make the particles

move in a straight line while the drag forces tend to accelerate the parti-

cles in the changing direction of airflow. If the inertia of the particle is

great enough, it will be collected on the filter by impingement; if not, it will

enter the pore and may be collected on the pore wall by impingement or

AIR TRAJECTORY

FILTER
PORE

Figure L Illustration of the inertial impingement mechanism for the collection of particles

smaller than the filter pore size.
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diffusive action. Because these three mechanisms are simultaneously

operative, filters are normally considered to be highly efficient for the col-

lection of particulates. This is, of course, subject to certain limiting condi-

tions which will be discussed below.

When sample size distribution information is required, the sampling

systems used generally separate the particles collected into size strata by

inertial impingement methods. Cascade impactors, for example, consist

of a succession of impaction plates (stages) in an airflow arrangement

such that the degree of acceleration of the airflow increases at each stage.

Heavier particle sizes are collected on the first stage and the lightest

(smallest) particles are collected on the last stage where the air velocity is

highest. Since this stratification is based on an inertial sorting mechanism,

the "sizes" of the particles collected on each stage depend on their densi-

ties as well as their physical dimensions. The term used is aerodynamic

diameter which is descriptive of the settling velocity of a particle in a fluid

medium such as air. The aerodynamic diameter is therefore indicative of

the transport characteristics of the particles [ 1 ] . A typical cascade im-

pactor size profile for particulates containing lead is given in table 1. By
calculating the cumulative percentage of the total mass of lead as shown
in table 1 and plotting this versus the maximum aerodynamic particle size

for each stage, figure 2 is obtained. The mass median equivalent diameter

(MMED) of the particle size distribution is defined as that size coincident

with the median of the distribution, i.e., 50 percent of the total mass col-

lected is less than this size. For the figure 2 data, that size is 0.4 ^tm. Since

unit density is assumed, any actual density difference will be reflected ac-

cordingly in the actual physical size.

Table 1 . Example size distribution of lead collected with a cascade impactor

Stage Aerodynamic diameter

number range, nva

yug Pb
collected

Cumulative percent

of total lead

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

8 -14

5 -8

4 -5

2.5-4

1.2-2.5

0.8-1.2

0.4-0.8

0.1-0.4

1.57

1.07

1.67

1.57

1.87

2.87

1.47

1.27

100

93.5

89.1

82.2
75.7

67.9
56.1

50.0

Backing
filter

<0.1 10.81 44.7

Total = 24.17 Mg
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AERODYNAMIC DIAMET"R,Mr"

Figure 2. A typical cumulative distribution plot for the determination of the mass median

equivalent diameter of lead-bearing particles. (Data are from table 1 .)

A dichotomous sampler system which uses the inertial separation

phenomenon to segregate the particle size distribution into two discrete

ranges and collect them on filters has been described by Dzubay and

Stevens [6] . The two ranges selected are 0 to 2 /xm and 2 to 10jum. The
former is regarded as the "respirable" size range so information pertinent

to the population exposure question may be obtained with this type of

sampling system [7], Data from an atmospheric sample collected in St.

Louis [6] , for example, has shown that the atmospheric concentrations

of the three toxic elements As, Pb, and Se are all enriched by factors of 3

or more in the respirable range relative to the larger particle size range.

Natusch, Wallace, and Evans [8] have also shown that several toxic ele-

ments are concentrated preferentially in the respirable particles. Although

filter sampling procedures for the collection of total particulate are most

widely used at present, it is becoming increasingly apparent that

procedures which provide concentration versus size information will

become much more popular. In addition to this development, one may
also expect that information based on shorter sampling periods will be

required in order to obtain more accurate assessment of population expo-

sures during those hours of peak activity in selected locations, e.g., city

shopping areas. These developments will require greater sensitivity of the

analytical techniques used. In addition to the analytical techniques used,

the sensitivity of any particular determination may be dramatically in-

fluenced by the sample preparation methods utilized.
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V. Sample Preparation

The filters and/or cascade impactor stages used for collection of at-

mospheric particulates may serve as a limitation on the analytical sen-

sitivity due to blank contributions. Several reports [9-14] have shown

that these blanks may be inordinately high for a variety of different types

of filters and quite variable within any particular lot of filters. Such obser-

vations led Gandrud and Lazrus [14] to develop a means for precleaning

cellulose filters, but the method works only for elements which form

readily soluble salts. Perhaps the best means of correcting for the blank

would be by carrying out a nondestructive analysis to determine the blank

on each filter prior to use. Even then, high blanks for a particular element

would ultimately limit the ability to determine that element at low concen-

trations. The most reasonable alternative is, consequently, the develop-

ment of cleaner filter materials. Some examples will be discussed below.

Other sample treatment problems may originate from the methods used

for sample preparation. If the sample must be dissolved, reagent blank

contributions may add to those from the sample collection substrate

material. The reagent blank problem may be serious due to the nature of

the particulates collected. A reasonably high percentage of particulates

are the products of combustion processes; they often exist in complex,

refractory forms. This necessitates the use of rigorous wet oxidation

media such as nitric, perchloric, and sulfuric acid mixtures for dissolution.

Blank contributions from reagents and container leaching generally in-

crease as the rigor of the wet oxidation system increases. While simplifi-

cation of this problem can be obtained through the use of dry oxidation

techniques, the possibility of loss of analytical species cannot be divorced

from such techniques. Such losses are almost certainly matrix dependent

[15,16]; the wide compositional variability of particulate samples may
preclude the possibility of generalizing the dry ashing loss problem. In

view of these problems, a general sampling and analysis philosophy which

is consistent with the requirements of high analytical accuracy and ver-

satility may be formulated. The sampling approach and medium should be

amenable to analysis with a minimum of sample handling and/or pretreat-

ment, i.e., direct analysis, in order to minimize the contamination/loss

situation. The analytical method(s) should permit the accurate determina-

tion of several elements with a high degree of specificity at low absolute

levels. At least a few analytical approaches are capable of satisfying these

requirements. The remaining discussion will be devoted to these.
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VI. Direct Analysis Techniques

Two recent publications from the author's lab [12,13] have described

a sampling medium that largely eliminates the filter blank problem and

permits sensitive, multielement determinations. This work was based on

the method described by Woodriff and Lech [17] who used spectro-

graphic purity graphite cups as air filters coupled with a nonflame

atomization technique for the determination of lead by atomic absorption.

Porous graphite, by its nature, has been described as ideal for filtration of

atmospheric particulates [18]. The availability of highly pure graphite in

a variety of geometric forms coupled with its filtration characteristics led

to its use in the author's laboratory.

Porous cup graphite electrodes available at low cost on an off-the-shelf

basis were used as air filters [12,13]. An emission spectrographic

method was developed which permitted the direct analysis of the graphite

cups for 14 elements of interest; the list could be expanded considerably.

Vaporization of the particulates and excitation of the spectra were carried

out with a dc arc in a unique medium using HCl gas to convert rapidly the

majority of sample constituents to volatile halides. In addition to enhanc-

ing the sensitivity that could be achieved, the volatile halide generation

system may also serve as a means of eliminating interference effects that

may originate from compositional variations between samples. While this

possibility requires further investigation for proof, present comparisons

involving three independent methods of analysis of diverse atmospheric

particulate samples have consistently produced results that agree within

10 percent or better.

The graphite cup filter, emission spectrographic analysis approach has

been used extensively for a variety of atmospheric modelling programs.

One such study involved the characterization of atmospheric transport of

particulates in a ''city canyon" configuration. The location of the samplers

and the measured concentrations of lead which demonstrate the concen-

tration pattern for all elements determined are given in figure 3. The sam-

plers were located at midblock at three heights approximately coincident

with the top of each floor of the three-story buildings. Two series wct'c

above the sidewalks; a third series was above the four-lane street center

and single stations were located atop the buildings on either side. The con-

centration pattern observed was generally characteristic of cross-street

wind conditions. The north/northeast wind in this instance sweeps down
the street keeping the particulate concentrations low against the west side

while a relatively static zone exists on the windward side. When these

conditions existed it was noted that particulate concentrations tended to

build up to abnormally high levels through accumulation in this zone.
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Figure 3. Particulate lead concentration profiles in a city street canyon configuration.

Measurements such as these with the graphite cup system have been used

to develop useful atmospheric models for numerous particulate species in

the city canyon configuration.

Previous mention was made of the predicted trend toward the use of

shorter sampling periods. The data in figure 4 are indicative of the need

for such sampling and further demonstrate the utility of the graphite cup

sampling system. Analysis of particulate samples collected over half-hour

intervals in a city canyon show that the concentrations of lead and other
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Figure 4.
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Time variation of the particulate lead concentration in a city street canyon.
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elements undergo rather dramatic short-term variations that may be re-

lated to traffic density. A sample collected over a 24-h period at the same
location indicated an average lead concentration, for example, of 0.35

/Ltg/m^. This mean value was reduced relative to the average concentration

of 2.1 fjiglrn^ determined over the 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. period due to the low

traffic density at night. In this case, the 24-h average was six times lower

than the daytime average and 10 to 15 times lower than peak concentra-

tions observed during periods of high street population, e.g., the noon

hour in figure 4. In essence, if the exposure of population to toxic trace

elements is to be reaUstic, the concentrations of these trace elements for

the periods that people are in a particular exposure location should be

determined. Twenty-four hour averages, and particularly those taken atop

buildings, do not reflect the true exposure case for individuals spending a

few hours at ground level, e.g., traffic policemen. Health agencies are

recognizing this, so we may expect more monitoring stations to be

dedicated to shorter-term particulate sampling.

While the graphite cup sampler, emission spectrographic method has

been shown to be a convenient and reliable means of determining trace

element concentrations in particulates, it is limited by the fact that the

cups used are not amenable to high sample flow rates. A nominal flow rate

of 1 to 2 1/min or 0.06 to 0.12 m^/h is typical. Several elements can be

determined at absolute levels of 1 n which permits analyses at concentra-

tions of about 0.01 fjiglm^ for a 1-h collection. The sensitivity for other ele-

ments such as As and Se is 50 to 100 times poorer so their determination

at normal atmospheric concentrations is not possible on even longer-term

samples. The most obvious solution to this limitation is in using filters of-

fering higher sampling rates. A development in this area is currently in

progress in the author's lab. Porous graphite discs, 47 mm in diameter and

spectrographically pure, offering sampling rates of 10 to 20 1/min have

recently become available. These are designed for use in the filter sample

holders so commonly used by monitoring agencies and are amenable to

direct analysis by several techniques. Dowell and Fagan [ 19] , for exam-

ple, collected particulates on the graphite discs, ground the entire disc to

a powder with the addition of an internal standard, and analyzed the

powder by a dc arc emission spectrometric method. The limitation en-

countered in this method originates from the 100-fold dilution of the par-

ticulate trace element concentrations by the graphite filter substrate. For

such filters, more than 90 percent of the particulates collected are concen-

trated within a few microns of the filter face. Accordingly, two techniques

which sample largely the filter surface are being applied to this analysis.

A rotating point-to-plane, high voltage spark, emission spectrometric
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technique is being evaluated. Results to date indicate that more than 20

elements can be determined via this technique at atmospheric concentra-

tion levels below 0.01 fig/m^ based on a half-hour sampling interval. The

long-range intent is to use this method preceded by nondestructive x-ray

fluorescence determinations carried out on the same filter samples. The

use of the x-ray method will extend the general analytical capability to in-

clude elements such as S, Br, and CI which cannot be determined readily

by emission spectroscopy. It is anticipated that these developments cou-

pled with the use of the low blank graphite disc filters will add new dimen-

sions to the atmospheric particulate analysis capabilities.

In considering the general nature of the particulate analysis problem, it

is surprising that x-ray fluorescence techniques have not been used more

extensively. The samples collected on filters are generally ideal for x-ray

measurements. The sample thickness is relatively thin so any self-absorp-

tion corrections required should not be inordinately complex; absorption

by light elements may well be the principal problem. Rhodes and Hunter

[20] have indicated that particle size effects may be important but have

formulated simplified formulas for corrections that may be required. The
particulates themselves, and/or the filter substrate, may form a fairly

uniform backscatter medium. Dzubay et al. [21] have shown that the

backscatter problem can be reduced through the use of polarizing optics.

In brief, the direct multielement analysis capabilities of x-ray fluorescence

coupled with its fairly uniform sensitivity for a large number of elements

surely indicates that a number of the problems previously mentioned can

be solved conveniently via the use of this technique. The reports by Birks

and Gilfrich [10,22] indicate that multicrystal spectrometers can be used

to analyze simultaneously up to 24 elements with good detection capabili-

ty. The development of high resolution, low background, solid state detec-

tion systems [23] has improved the alternative of analysis by energy

dispersive x-ray methods. A system of this type has been used in conjunc-

tion with a series of secondary fluorescers for the analysis of a large range

of elements found in urban aerosols [6]. Studies such as these should

lead to the increased use of x-ray fluorescence for particulate analysis.

In the author's view, future developments in atmospheric particulate

analysis should be directed at simultaneous multielement analysis

systems. The sample collection media used should be selected on the

basis of low blank and minimal sample handling/pretreatment criteria.

Wherever possible direct analyses should be carried out to avoid the sam-

ple contamination and analyte loss problems. The use of independent

analysis techniques to provide accuracy cross-check data on any one sam-

ple should certainly be considered. The present discussion has
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emphasized the possibilities associated with the use of two such

techniques: emission spectroscopy and x-ray fluorescence. These are

capable of satisfying the majority of the criteria outlined. While other

techniques, such as neutron activation analysis and inorganic mass spec-

trometry, are also capable of satisfying these criteria, it is not likely that

they will be able to compete on the basis of sample throughput rates or

other economic considerations. The primary utilization of such

techniques will consequently be restricted to a supportive role.
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Analysts who have had more than a casual experience in trace element anal-

ysis of natural waters will unanimously agree that achieving accurate and

precise results is indeed a difficult task. The reasons for these difficulties are

numerous and begin with the collection of the sample. Many of the factors

which govern the accuracy and precision attainable by present techniques and

instrumentation for the measurement of trace element analysis of waters, from

the sampling through the actual analysis, are discussed. Several case studies

are presented which illustrate the parameters which must be carefully evalu-

ated to ensure sufficient accuracy and precision in water analysis.

Keywords: Accuracy; analytical chemistry; contamination; errors; natural

water; sample storage; sampling.

I. Introduction

Since the beginning of recorded history man has sought to characterize

the nature of water, the hydrologicai cycle, and the role of water in biotic

and abiotic processes. Recently, we have become concerned with the

quality of our natural waters, because the dispersions of man's industrial

wastes are creating deleterious effects upon the aquatic environment. The
oceans must be free of devastating pollution to maintain the delicate

ecological balance which sustains the abundant marine food chains. Fresh

waters must be of sufficient purity to be used for domestic consumption,

for agricultural purposes, for recreation and asthetic uses, and for sup-

porting freshwater food chains.

Our understanding and appreciation of the intricate biogeochemistry of

natural waters is directly proportional to our ability to accurately measure

their composition and their physicochemical properties. Analytical

chemistry plays a key role in characterizing natural waters, in assessing

805
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their quality and in providing information for implementing methods for

their wise use and conservation.

The title assigned to this presentation is extremely broad in scope and

potentially encompasses many types of chemical measurements often en-

countered in water analysis. However, for the sake of brevity and to stay

within the realm of my own personal expertise, I will concentrate my re-

marks on the analysis of trace elements in natural waters, and in particu-

lar, seawater. This paper describes some of the important factors which

govern the accuracy and precision attainable in the analysis of trace ele-

ments in waters. Typical means of evaluating these factors are illustrated

in the presentation of a case study involving our investigation of the geo-

graphical and vertical oceanic distribution of the toxic heavy metal mercu-

ry.

II. The Present State of the Art

Despite all of the recent sophisticated, highly sensitive analytical

techniques and instrumentation which have become available to the water

analyst, the accurate and precise measurement of trace elements in natu-

ral waters is still a very difficult task. This difficulty can be best illustrated

by the results of several interlaboratory calibration exercises in which

identical seawater aliquots were analyzed for a variety of trace elements

by a number of different investigators. In the 1970 intercalibration study

of Brewer and Spencer [ 1 ] analysts from 26 laboratories, working inde-

pendently, and using their preferred methods of analysis, measured the

concentrations of various trace elements in carefully prepared aliquots of

seawater from two samples of deep Atlantic and Pacific Ocean water. The
lack of interlaboratory agreement on the concentrations of many elements

often exceeds a factor of 10. For example, the results of the Co measure-

ments from this exercise are shown in figure 1. The reported Co concen-

trations ranged from 0.014 to 0.461 )btg/l. It is readily apparent that the

atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) measurements consistently gave

higher Co concentrations compared to the neutron activation analysis

(NAA) and x-ray fluorescence (XRF) methods. In this case, the most ac-

curate Co concentration was, in all likelihood, the lowest value (0.014

^ig/1) determined by instrumental neutron activation analysis. The AAS
analyses of Co in seawater were so close to the analytical detection sen-

sitivities that some unknown interference gave apparent Co concentra-

tions which were 7 to 33 times too high.
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Figure 1. Interlaboratory analysis of cobalt in seawater.

tilaboratory intercalibration exercise to evaluate various accepted

methods of measuring Pb in seawater [2]. The results of one set of mea-

surements are shown in figure 2. The Pb concentration of the seawater

sample was standardized by Patterson using very carefully controlled

chemical preconcentration and isotope dilution-mass spectrometry

(IDMS), and contained 0.014 ±0.003 fxgll of Pb. It is interesting to note

that three of the four AAS methods gave Pb concentrations very close to

0.055 )Ltg/l. Although the precision of the three AAS methods was quite

good, the accuracy was off by a factor of about 4, indicating some type of

systematic contamination occurred which was peculiar to the AAS
method. The anodic stripping voltametry (ASV) results ranged from 0. 1

8

to 1.3 /Ltg/1; values 13 to 93 times too high, indicating severe contamina-

tion or instrumental interferences.

The above examples are merely representative of the extreme difficul-

ties associated with the measurement of elemental constituents near or

below the parts-per-billion (/itg/l) concentration range in a complex mix-

ture such as seawater. The difficulties experienced in trace element analy-

sis of natural waters does not apply only to seawater; the problems in-

volved in freshwater analyses are equally as severe. So the present state

of the art for measuring trace elements in natural waters leaves something

to be desired. Nevertheless, those analysts who very carefully evaluate

their procedures and eliminate the inherent sources of error are achieving

reasonably accurate and precise results, and are making significant con-

tributions in aquatic and environmental chemistry.
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Figure 2. Interlaboratory analysis of lead in seawater.

III. The Aquatic Environment

What makes the trace element analysis of natural waters such a difficult

analytical task? There are several reasons. First, the concentrations of

most trace elements are present in most natural waters near or below the

part per billion level, and this level is on the borderline of the detection

sensitivities of many of the popular analytical techniques presently in use.

Secondly, at these extremely low concentrations contamination problems

are often overwhelming; and thirdly, natural waters are so complex in

their physicochemical and biological makeup that very subtle partitioning

among biotic and abiotic fractions greatly complicates storage and analy-

sis of these waters.

Figure 3 illustrates a model of the major biogeochemical and physical

processes occurring in the oceans. Essentially the same processes are ac-

tive in freshwater environments. Trace elements contained in natural

waters are subjected to all of these complex processes, and as a result

occur in natural waters in a variety of physicochemical species. Table 1

lists the possible physicochemical forms that can exist for trace elements

contained in natural waters. Trace elements may be present in a variety of

inorganic and organic dissolved species, colloidal forms and associated

with particulate matter. Most natural waters contain all of these forms,

and numerous trace elements are simultaneously distributed throughout

m_any of the various fractions.
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Table 1. Physicochemical forms of trace elements in natural waters

True solution

(<0.001 fxm)

Simple hydrated ions

Inorganic complex ions

Organic chelates

Molecules and polymeric species

Ion pairs

Colloidal

(0.001 - 0.10 Mtn)

Mineral substances

Hydrolysis and precipitation products

Biopolymers and detritus

Particulate

(0.1 - 50 Mm)
Organic particles

(1) Plankton

(2) Detritus

(3) Bacteria and microorganisms

Inorganic particles

(1) Mineral substances

(2) Precipitated and coagulated particles

For example, transition elements such as iron, zinc, and copper have

been shown to exist simultaneously in seawater as inorganic complex

ions, organic chelates, and in association with mineral substances, hydrol-

ysis and precipitation products, plankton and detritus. Depending upon

the analytical method used for measuring these elements in seawater, the

total distribution or only one particular physicochemical form may be

measured. For example, if instrumental neutron activation analysis, in-

volving no preconcentrations or separations were used, all forms (total) of

the trace elements would be measured. However, if anodic stripping vol-

tametry were used, only the simple hydrated or inorganic complexed ions

would be measured, since the voltametry technique measures only dis-

solved, ionic species. Thus, the extreme complexity of natural waters can

greatly influence the analyses of their trace element constituents and the

interpretation of the results.

The major sources of error in trace element analyses of natural waters

are due to contamination, chemical interferences and instrumental

disturbances. Contamination is undoubtedly the most universal problem

plaguing trace analysts— and the most difficult to eliminate. Contamina-

tion may be classified into three categories:

1. Positive contamination, resulting from the addition of extraneous

matter to the constituent being determined.

IV. Main Sources of Error
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2. Xegative contamination, which causes erroneousK- low results due

to unexpected losses.

3. Pseiidocontamination. resulting from uncontrolled variation of

parameters, such as time and method of sampling.

Examples of positi\ e contamination are the leaching of constituents

from container materials into the sample during storage or chemical

manipulations and the introduction of airborne contaminants during the

handling of uncovered samples. Negative contamination is illustrated by

losses of volatile elements such as As. Cd. Hg. and Se. during evaporation

of acidified waters, or by losses resulting from adsorption of elements

from solution onto container walls or filters.

A good example of pseudocontamination occurred at our laboratory

when seawater stored in polyethylene bottles was preserved b\- freezing.

During the freezing processes a highly concentrated brine was formed at

the bottle cap and partially extruded past the cap as the water continued

to freeze and expand. The resulting seawater samples were markedly

reduced in salinity and trace element content when thawed and analyzed.

Chemical and instrumental interferences can also be interpreted as

kinds of contamination since they result in either positive or negative bias

of the data. These disturbances are discussed in the following section

which deals with the role of contamination associated with the main

parameters which affect the accuracy and precision of trace element anal-

ysis of natural waters.

V. Parameters Affecting Accuracy

The main parameters affecting the accuracy and precision in trace ele-

ment analysis of natural waters are:

— Sampling

— Containment

-Handling

-Analysis

-Interpretation

Contamination is an inherent problem in all of the above parameters, and

chemical and instrument interferences can be major sources of error in the

latter three.

The sampling aspects of trace element analysis are so important that an

entire session of this symposium has been devoted to this subject. In the

collection of natural waters representative sampling is a most critical ini-

tial step in the analysis. Since the sampling of natural waters has been
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discussed by Dr. Patterson, it should suffice here to say that to ensure the

collection of representative water samples requires the implementation of

''clean lab" techniques. I have only to add that unless the complete histo-

ry of any sample is known with certainty, the analyst is well advised not

to spend his time analyzing it.

A. Containment

The difference between a representative and a contaminated natural

water sample often resides in the quality of the container. Some trace ele-

ment impurities can be leached from glass surfaces and contaminate natu-

ral waters stored therein. Polyethylene, polypropylene or Teflon are the

preferred materials for storage containers. The advantages of using plastic

containers over glass containers for storing high purity solutions have

been discussed in detail elsewhere [3 ]

.

A problem of somewhat the opposite nature can also be experienced in

storing natural waters, due to losses of trace elements from solution by ad-

sorption onto the container surfaces. The adsorption problem is particu-

larly serious if natural waters are stored over long time periods at their

normal, essentially neutral pH. Serious losses from solution of many of

the transition and rare earth elements, and the groups III, IV, V, and VI

elements by adsorption onto container walls have been reported [3,4].

Normally, these adsorption losses can be prevented or minimized by

acidifying the natural waters to a pH of 1 to 2 with high purity acid. In

some cases, freezing the water samples immediately after collection re-

tards both leaching of impurities from the container and adsorption losses

to the container walls.

Another problem in containing natural waters is the change in partition-

ing of trace elements between dissolved and particulate phases which can

occur during long storage periods. In natural waters equilibrium is not

usually established between dissolved and particulate phases because of

the dynamic input and removal processes for these constituents. How-
ever, when an unfiltered natural water sample is confined within a storage

container equilibration of these phases begins and the in situ character of

the water sample can be altered. Growth of biological organisms can also

have a profound effect upon the partitioning of trace elements in the

water. These problems can be minimized if the water samples are filtered

and acidified before storage. However, extreme care must be taken to

avoid contamination during the filtering process and by the addition of

acid to the sample.
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B. Handling

During the analysis of natural waters the samples can be subjected to a

variety of physical and chemical manipulations. Such procedures might

include measuring, weighing, filtration, preconcentration, desiccation or

freeze drying. If these operations are not carefully controlled, contamina-

tion resulting from faulty handling of the samples can occur.

Improperly cleaned labware is a frequent source of contamination. Im-

purities can be leached from "dirty" labware by natural waters during

measuring and weighing procedures. Glass and plastic labware often must

be soaked for several days in hot, strong acid solutions and then carefully

rinsed with high purity water before they become free from releasing a

particular contaminant.

The handling of samples frequently requires exposure to the ambient at-

mosphere for various periods of time. Unless a work area is designed and

used specifically as a clean room for the preparation of samples, it can be

remarkably prolific source of airborne contamination. Air currents

^ 'ted in fume hoods and by air-conditioning and heating fans con-

iitly circulate laboratory dust throughout a room. This dust can be

aeposited on labware and other apparatus used during the analysis, or on

the actual samples if they are left exposed to the atmosphere. A preferred

method of minimizing airborne contamination is through the use of posi-

tive pressure, laminar-flow clean hoods. These hoods blow filtered,

stream-Hned air across an enclosed work area, preventing any airborne

room dust from entering the clean area.

Filtration of natural waters is a common practice in removing

suspended particulate phases. Contamination of water samples during fil-

tration can be a serious problem if proper precautionary measures are not

enforced. Trace metal contaminants may be leached from the filtering ap-

paratus and the filters themselves. Most filter media contain significant

concentrations of many elements, and produce high blank values when
determining trace element concentrations in the particulate phases.

Another contamination hazard during filtering is the sucking of airborne

contaminants into the sample by vacuum systems. Several means of

minimizing contamination during filtering have been suggested [3 ]

.

Natural waters are frequently evaporated as a preconcentration step

prior to trace element analysis. Such procedures usually require that the

samples remain in containers for extended periods at elevated tempera-

tures. Under these conditions numerous contaminants may be leached

from the containers. Many trace elements form volatile compounds when

heated in acid solutions, and losses of Hg, As, Se, Cr, Sb, V, Ge, Te, Sn.
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Re, Si, P and Ru can occur if acidified natural waters are evaporated

under certain conditions.

Often trace elements occur in natural waters in concentrations so low

that preconcentration is necessary before the analysis. A wide variety of

preconcentration techniques are commonly employed including solvent

extraction, coprecipitation, cocrystallization, ion exchange and adsorp-

tion. These techniques all require further handling of the samples, includ-

ing the addition of various reagents. Manipulations such as centrifuging

and filtering are frequently employed for phase separations. All of these

processes increase the risk of contamination.

Preconcentration techniques often isolate only one form of the several

physicochemical species of a trace element which may exist in solution.

Thus, only a specific fraction of the total amount of a trace element may
be preconcentrated by a given technique. This, in a sense, could be clas-

sified as pseudocontamination, since erroneous conclusions could be

drawn from the results.

C. Analysis

During the actual quantification or instrumental determination of the

concentration of a trace element, errors affecting the accuracy of the mea-

surement can occur due to either chemical interferences or instrumental

interferences. These types of interferences are sometimes very subtle and

can go undetected. Chemical interferences, or matrix effects, can have

both a positive and negative impact upon the measurement. For example,

in the atomic absorption spectrophotometry of strontium, small concen-

trations of either Al or Si produce a serious depression in the absorbance

of strontium, thus leading to erroneously low results. The opposite effect

can occur when Cr absorbance in a 10 ppm Cr solution can be enhanced

up to 60 percent by the presence of 50 ppm of Ti and V.

For essentially every measurement technique there exists some type of

chemical interference which can affect the accuracy. It is imperative that

analysts be very comprehensive in evaluating their analytical techniques

to avoid subtle chemical interferences.

Instrumental interferences are likewise ubiquitous if careful controls

are not established. In every method of instrumental analysis there exists

a certain background interference, or "noise level," that limits the sen-

sitivity of the method. If the instrumental background is not constant with

time, these fluctuations can "contaminate" a series of measurements

made near the detection sensitivity of the instrument, since the data would

be biased by the instrument's response. Instrumental disturbances can
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result, for example, from fluctuations in power supplies, light sources,

emission sources, receivers, amplifiers and recorders. Also, variations in

room temperatures, differences in flame and electrode temperatures, dif-

ferences in sample geometries, etc., may create instrument-response fluc-

tuations that reduce precision and accuracy of an analysis. Each method

of instrumental analysis has its own peculiar problems, and an analyst

must therefore be familiar with the potential sources of error in his instru-

ments.

D. Interpretation

Errors in trace element measurements are sometimes caused by faulty

interpretation of data. These errors most frequently occur when one is

working near the detection limit of the analytical method. For example,

nonlinearity of working curves at very low concentrations may introduce

errors if insufficient data points have not adequately defined the working

curve. Interpretation errors may also exist when one assumes that he is

measuring all forms of a trace element present in the sample, when in fact,

his analytical technique is only measuring one specific form of that ele-

ment. Misinterpretation of curve slopes, optical and emission spectra and

signal-to-noise ratios can all lead to serious errors.

VI. Mercury in the Oceans— A Case Study in Evaluating Accuracy

To illustrate the important parameters which must be considered and

evaluated to ensure accurate and precise measurements of trace elements

in natural waters, I would like to discuss the results of our Hg analysis of

Atlantic Ocean seawater samples made during our present participation

in the Geochemical Ocean Sections Study (GEOSECS). I have singled

out Hg because of the present intense interest in this toxic heavy metal as

an environmental contaminant, and because I feel we have an important

story to tell concerning its distribution and behavior in the oceans. Also,

Hg is a rather difficult trace element to measure and its analysis exhibits

many of the problems encountered during trace element studies of natural

waters.

The GEOSECS project is a multi-institutional program designed to

provide detailed measurements of ocean constituents along Arctic to An-

tarctic sections of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The objectives of this

study are to better characterize the geochemistry of the oceans, and util-

ize the oceans' chemical constituents to trace the large-scale mixing and

circulation processes in the oceans. The GEOSECS program is the most

extensive and sophisticated geochemical study of the oceans that has ever
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been accomplished. Pacific Northwest Laboratory is a participant in this

program, providing measurements of trace element and radionuclide con-

stituents in the oceans (see table 2). The GEOSECS Atlantic and Pacific

Ocean cruise tracks are shown in figure 4. The Atlantic track was

completed in the spring of 1973 and the Pacific track was completed dur-

ing the summer of 1 974. The Atlantic and Pacific tracks occupied 1 2 1 and

147 stations, respectively, providing the most complete set of seawater

samples for characterization that have ever been collected. Figure 5 illus-

trates a cutaway view of the Western Basin of the Atlantic Ocean extend-

ing from the Greenland Sea in the north to the Southern Ocean in the An-

tarctic. Seventy-four stations were occupied along this track; 45 of which

were major seawater sampling stations. At each major station, shown in

figure 5, approximately 44 to 66 seawater samples were collected

between the ocean surface and the sea floor. These samples are

represented in figure 5 by the dots under each station.

Twenty-two of the Western Atlantic Ocean stations have been

analyzed for Hg. Over 1000 seawater samples, blanks and standards have

been analyzed to provide the data to characterize the oceanic distribution

of Hg in the western basin of the Atlantic Ocean.

The analytical method is based on the cold vapor, ultraviolet absorp-

tiometric detection of vaporized elemental Hg. Very high sensitivity is

achieved by sweeping the generated Hg vapor through a long, focusing

absorption cell in a dual beam Laboratory Data Control Mercury

Analyzer^. Briefly, the method, which measures total mercury, consists

of adding 100 ml of seawater or freshwater to a carefully precleaned 250

ml Pyrex glass T/S flask and oxidizing the sample with 2.5 ml of concen-

trated HNO3, 2.0 ml of 5 percent KMn04 and 2.0 ml of 5 percent K2S2O8

at 80 °C for 2 hours in a hot water bath. The samples are cooled to room
temperature and 1 ml of 12 percent NH2OH • HCl is added to reduce the

excess KMn04 and the Mn02 which is formed. The flask is then purged

with air to remove any CI2 gas which interferes with the Hg measurement.

Ten ml of 10 percent SnCl2 is added, the flask is quickly stoppered, and

after a 90-second waiting period the reduced, vaporized elemental Hg is

swept from the flask in a stream of N2 gas into the absorption cell of the

LDC Mercury Analyzer. The absorption of the UV beam by the

vaporized Hg atoms is proportional to the Hg concentration. Quantifica-

tion is made by comparing the peak height response of the sample with

standard curves prepared by spiking seawater with known quantities of

standard Hg solutions. Details of the sampling technique have been

published elsewhere [ 5 ]

.
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Table 2. Trace element and radionuclide constituents measured at Battelle-Northwest
during GEOSECS

Trace elements

Radionuclides

INAA NAA and AA

Zn Hg 7Be

Co Cd
U As 95ZJ. __ 95Nb

Sb Se
Sc Ag
Cs Cr i^^Ce

Rb Mn 239pu

Fe

Figure 4. GEOSECS cruise tracks.
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The Hg concentrations in the Western Atlantic Ocean are highly varia-

ble. Table 3, which presents the Hg analyses of seawater from four widely

separated stations, illustrates the great range of Hg levels in the ocean.

The Hg distribution in the western basin of the Atlantic Ocean is charac-

terized by extremely low concentrations (20 to 40 ng/1) over most of the

ocean between about 60°S to 15°N latitude. At approximately 15°N a

very sharp concentration gradient exists. South of 15°N the Hg concen-

trations range between 2 to 20 ng/1 from the surface to the ocean floor,

whereas north of 15°N the concentrations range between 20 to 80 ng/1.

Between about 20°N to 45°N a large core of water located at depths

between 1500 to 3400 meters was observed to contain highly elevated

levels of Hg (160 to 1370 ng/1; see, for example, Station 27 in table 3). No
systematic concentration gradients of Hg extending from the ocean sur-

face or from the ocean floor were observed at this location suggesting that

the core of high Hg water had not originated from the surface or bottom

waters at 20°N to 45°N. The water masses located between 1500 to 3400

meters at this location have been identified from salinity-temperature-

density data as Labrador Sea water (1500-2000 meters), Iceland-Scotland

overflow water (2800-3200 meters) and Denmark Straits overflow water

(3700-4000 meters). Mediterranean Sea water flows into the western

basin of the Atlantic Ocean at this latitude between a depth of 1 000 to

1400 meters. The observed core of high Hg seawater thus originated in

the north polar regions by chilling and sinking of surface waters, followed

by their subsequent southward transport at mid-depths. Since the north

polar regions have been shown to be relatively pristine and uncon-

taminated by man's industrial wastes, the high Hg concentrations in the

North Atlantic mid-depth water masses must have resulted from natural,

large-scale inputs of Hg to the oceans in the high northern latitudes. The
only mechanism which can be conceived to mobilize such enormous
amounts of Hg into the oceans is degassing of Hg from the Earth's mantle

during submarine volcanism and tectonic activity. The Iceland area is the

most volcanic region of the Earth. Iceland is actually a surface manifesta-

tion of the great Mid-Atlantic Ridge, the gigantic submarine mountain

range which transects the entire Atlantic Ocean floor in a north-south

direction. Near Iceland the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is extremely active vol-

canically, with both surface and submarine eruptions occurring at

frequent intervals due to fresh magma being extruded at the ridge crest.

South of Iceland the Mid-Atlantic Ridge is split by a huge transform fault

known as the Gibbs Fracture Zone. This fault was created when two seg-

ments of the ridge were displaced from each other by oppositely spreading

tectonic plates. As the plates flow from the spreading center, faulting and
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volcanic eruptions occur and lava flows along the length of the ridge,

building mountains and escarpments (see ref. 6 for an excellent detailed

discussion of these processes).

It appears rather certain that these enormous geophysical volcanic and

tectonic processes are the sources of Hg in the deep ocean. Extremely

high concentrations of Hg are associated with volcanic gases and liquids

released to the environment during volcanism and geothermal processes.

Another mechanism by which high levels of Hg could be transported

into the western basin of the Atlantic Ocean between 20°N and 45°N is by
the lateral, east-to-west flow of Mediterranean Sea water across the vol-

canically active seamounts in the region of the Azores. This water enters

the western basin of the Atlantic between depths of about 1000 to 1400

meters.

To obtain an appreciation for the magnitude of these processes, most of

which actually go undetected on the ocean floor, we can evaluate the well-

documented submarine eruption of Surtsey which occurred in relatively

shallow water off the southern coast of Iceland and eventually built up

enough lava and ash to produce a new, permanent island in the North At-

lantic Ocean. Between 1963 to 1967, Surtsey produced over lO^^cm^ of

lava and ash. If we assume that magma contains 1 ppm of Hg, and that

most of it is lost by degassing when the magma is extruded, the Surtsey

eruption could have released:

magma x density x Hg content = total Hg released

(1015cm) (3 g/cm3) (1 x lO-^g Hg/g) = 3 x lO^gof Hg

This enormous amount of Hg is roughly the same order of magnitude esti-

mated to be released to the global environment annually by all of man's in-

dustrial activities [7]. Thus, a single volcanic eruption such as Surtsey

could mobilize enough Hg to rival all of man's industrially derived annual

releases of mercury to the environment.

This knowledge is extremely important since it places the global mercu-

ry pollution problem into a proper perspective. While localized coastal

pollution of the oceans with mercury can present serious problems, the

open oceans are apparently not significantly increased in Hg concentra-

tions by industrially mobilized mercury. These findings emphasize the

fact that we must understand the natural distributions and behavior of

heavy metal pollutants in the environment before we can intelligently as-

sess man-made impacts.
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A. Evaluation of the Accuracy of Mercury Measurements

In any serious attempt to study trace elements in natural waters a com-

prehensive evaluation of the critical parameters mentioned in the forego-

ing sections must be done to ensure the accuracy and validity of the

results. This is especially true for our GEOSECS Hg measurements since

these data are providing the first real comprehensive baseline measure-

ments for this important heavy metal contaminant. In addition, these data

will revolutionize our thinking concerning global pollution of Hg, since

this is the first real evidence which illustrates the enormous magnitude of

natural mobilization mechanisms compared to anthropogenic Hg pollu-

tion.

We know that we are experiencing some minor uncertainties in the

measurement of Hg in our GEOSECS seawater samples. This is apparent

from the analyses of several replicate samples taken at the same depths at

nearly all of the GEOSECS stations. Occasionally, replicate seawater

samples would differ in Hg concentrations by 30 to 50 percent and would

on rare occasions differ by up to a factor of 2. However, these deviations

are not of a high enough magnitude or frequency to obviate the large-

scale, systematic variations of mercury that we have observed in the

oceans. Nevertheless, it is imperative to know just how close we have

come to defining the actual Hg distribution in the western basin of the At-

lantic Ocean. We have therefore carefully evaluated the parameters which

we felt were necessary to authenticate our mercury data and provide a

measure of the degree of accuracy and precision we think we have at-

tained.

The factors that we have considered are shown in table 4.

Table 4. Parameter evaluation for ensuring accuracy in analysis of natural waters

Sampling Techniques

Storage Methods
Consistent and Known Yields of Chemical Manipulations

Consistent Procedural Blanks

Verification by Another Analytical Method
Analysis of Standard Reference Materials

Determine Precision at Representative Concentrations

Chemical and Instrumental Interferences
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B. Sampling Technique

It is always important to determine if the sampling technique is provid-

ing representative, uncontaminated water samples. The sampling devices

used in the GEOSECS expeditions were 30-liter modified, free-flushing

Niskin bottles. The surgical rubber tubing formerly used to snap the end

plugs in place were replaced with Teflon coated stainless steel springs to

prevent serious contamination which results from various metals leaching

from the rubber. The bottles, shown in figure 6, were arranged on two

rosettes, each containing 10 to 12 bottles, respectively. One rosette in-

cluded a custom-made instrument package which contained a conductivi-

ty-temperature-depth sensor, a dissolved oxygen probe, a nephelometer

and a bottom proximity pinger. Upon arriving at a sampling station, the

Figure 6. GEOSECS Niskin bottle water sampling rosettes.
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two rosettes were attached to a coaxial lowering cable and lowered to

within several meters of the sea floor. During descent the in situ salinity,

temperature, oxygen and light scattering were measured as a function of

depth and recorded on shipboard displays and in a computer memory.

Data from the underwater sensor package were transmitted by frequency

shift keying along the coaxial lowering cable. During the ascent the

Niskin bottles were tripped shut at any desired depth to collect samples at

meaningful intervals. Usually a deep and a shallow cast, and sometimes

an additional intermediate cast were taken at each station. Once the

rosettes were brought on board ship, the water samples for trace element

analysis were drained within 1 hour directly into precleaned 2-liter

polyethylene storage bottles.

To determine that no significant positive or negative contamination of

the water samples had occurred during containment in the Niskin bottles,

two 30-liter Niskin bottles were filled with seawater containing an ultra-

low level of Hg. Duplicate aliquots of the seawater were then immediately

removed from the Niskin bottles, acidified, and stored in specially

precleaned glass bottles. This was repeated after intervals of 6 and 18

hours to determine if Hg concentrations in the water contained in the

Niskin bottles had remained constant. Several days later the acidified sea-

water samples were measured for Hg. The results of this experiment are

shown in figure 7. A very slight increase in Hg concentrations in the sea-

water occurred during the 18 hours of storage in the Niskin bottles, rais-

ing from an initial average value of 2 ng/1 to 4 ng/1 after 6 hours, and to 8

20

Oi 1 1 L

0 6 12 18

HOURS STORAGE

Figure 7. Evaluation of Niskin water samplers for mercury contamination.
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ng/1 after 18 hours. However, during the actual GEOSECS expedition the

Niskin bottles were drained within an hour after bringing them aboard, so

any contamination derived from the Niskin bottles would have been es-

sentially negligible.

Attached to each GEOSECS Niskin bottle is a reversing thermometer

to provide a secondary check of the temperature of the water at the depth

where the sample was taken. Occasionally, a thermometer would break

when reversed or the whole thermometer packet would be lost. To deter-

mine if thermometer breakage or losses could contribute to Hg con-

tamination, the sampling log book was searched to record all such in-

stances. Happily, no correlation existed between broken or lost ther-

mometer occurrences and the elevated Hg levels in the Atlantic Ocean,

and the thermometer losses do not appear to influence the data in any

way.

C. Storage

The GEOSECS seawater samples for trace element analysis are

drained directly from the Niskin bottles into precleaned 2-liter Bel-Art^

polyethylene bottles with pure polyethylene screw caps. The bottles were

precleaned by soaking in 3A^ HCl and rinsing with high purity water. The
seawater is then acidified to pH 1 .6 with high purity hydrochloric acid, the

bottles are capped tightly and sealed in plywood boxes which are stored

in the ship's hold. The seawater was not filtered.

To determine if positive or negative contamination of the GEOSECS
seawater samples occurred during the several months of storage before

analysis of Hg, a series of experiments were performed.

In the first storage test to determine if various forms of Hg can be lost

by adsorption onto container walls, mercury-203 labeled ionic Hg++ and

methylmercuric chloride were added to seawater samples contained in

polyethylene bottles. One set of seawater samples was adjusted to pH 1.6

with hydrochloric acid and the other set was maintained at a pH of 8.0,

which is the normal pH of seawater. At scheduled intervals the amounts

of ionic Hg and methyl Hg remaining in solution were determined. The
results are shown in figure 8. At pH 8.0 both ionic Hg and methyl Hg are

nearly quantitatively removed from solution by adsorption onto the con-

tainer walls. However, at pH 1.6 both the ionic and methyl Hg remained

in solution for up to 80 days without any indication that serious losses by

adsorption onto the containers would occur. The GEOSECS seawater

samples, therefore, appear to be adequately preserved to prevent adsorp-

tion losses.
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Figure 8. Behavior of ionic Hg and methyl Hg in seawater stored in polyethylene bottles.

The next storage test was designed to evaluate possible leaching of Hg
from the polyethylene 2-liter Bel-Art^ bottles used for storing GEOSECS
seawater samples. An interlaboratory test was conducted with Michael

Bothner of the University of Washington. Three replicate Bel-Art^ bottles

from the same batch were filled with low Hg seawater at each laboratory,

the pH was adjusted to 1.6 with hydrochloric acid and the Hg content of

the water was measured immediately and then at scheduled intervals ex-

tending over 100 days. One set of samples was placed on the bench-top

and another set was enclosed in plastic bags and placed on the floor.

These samples were compared with seawater which was acidified and

stored in carefully precleaned Pyrex glass bottles. The resuks of this test

are shown in figure 9. We were disturbed to find that the Hg levels in the

seawater stored in the polyethylene bottles drastically increased, whereas

no change in concentration occurred in the seawater stored in the Pyrex

bottles. It was evident that the Hg levels in the polyethylene bottles

placed on the floor increased at a much faster rate compared to the

polyethylene bottles placed on the bench top. This seemed peculiar since

the bottles were all from the same batch and should be expected to con-

tain roughly the same levels of Hg impurities. This experiment was re-

peated with another set of Bel-Art^ bottles from the same batch and again

the results were the same as before. This led us to believe that perhaps

another mechanism besides leaching of Hg from the containers was con-

taminating our seawater samples with Hg — namely, diffusion of airborne
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Figure 9. Hg contamination of seawater samples stored in polyethylene bottles.

Hg vapor through the polyethylene walls of the storage bottles. The dif-

fused Hg appears to accumulate in the. acidified seawater, perhaps becom-

ing dissolved and stabilized as the HgCls" or HgCl4= anionic complex. We
suspected that perhaps during an earlier occupation of the laboratory, ele-

mental mercury from thermometers, manometers or other apparatus

could have spilled on the floor causing tiny droplets of Hg to fall into

cracks of the floor tile or roll behind the baseboards. If this were true rela-

tively high concentrations of airborne Hg could be emanating from the

laboratory floor, with the highest levels being closest to the floor.

The floor was subsequently checked for Hg contamination using a

Bacharach Instrument Company Model MV-2 Mercury Sniffer, which

has a sensitivity of 0.01 mg/m^ of air. Floor level air concentrations of Hg
were less than 0.01 mg/m^, but when the floor was smeared near the

baseboards with tissue paper, detectable Hg vapor was found to emanate

from the tissue, and a reading of 0.08 mg/m^ was obtained when the tissue

was placed near the air intake of the Mercury Sniffer. Mercury vapor

from this source, although undetectable by the Sniffer, was thought to ac-

count for the rapid rate of Hg increase in the seawater samples stored on

the floor in polyethylene bottles.

To prove that mercury vapor can rapidly diffuse through the walls of

polyethylene bottles containing acidified seawater, the following simple

experiment was performed. A 70 mg drop of elemental Hg was placed in

an open vial, and the vial was placed on the bottom of a 20-liter, heavy

walled polyethylene bottle. A 2-liter, precleaned Bel-Art^ polyethylene

bottle was filled with pH 1 .6 seawater having a Hg concentration of 2 ng/1.

The Bel-Art^ bottle was tightly capped and placed on a small stand at the
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bottom of the 20-liter bottle approximately 1 5 cm away from the vial con-

taining the Hg droplet. The 20-liter bottle was tightly closed to seal in Hg
vapor released from the droplet of elemental Hg. If complete equilibrium

was established, the air concentration of Hg within the 20-liter bottle

would be about 20 mg/m^, or about 0.4 mg of Hg in 20 liters of air. After

5 days, the Bel-Art^ bottle containing the acidified seawater was removed

from the sealed 20-liter bottle. The outside surface of the Bel-Art^ bottle

was washed with distilled water and wiped dry to avoid cross-contamina-

tion from surface-adsorbed Hg. The Hg content of the seawater was then

measured and found to be greater than 2000 ng/1, an increase of over

1000-fold. Thus, diffusion of airborne Hg vapor through polyethylene

container walls can create a serious contamination problem if the circulat-

ing ambient air contains significant quantities of Hg.

This newly discovered contamination mechanism caused great concern

to us, but we felt that somehow our GEOSECS samples were not con-

taminated by this source of Hg since hundreds of the seawater samples

that we analyzed contained extremely low (2 to 20 ng/1) concentrations of

Hg. These samples had been stored for a period of up to a year before the

Hg analysis. When it became apparent to us that where the samples are

stored can be a critical factor, we began an experiment to duplicate the

exact method of storage and handling that was followed throughout the

GEOSECS work.

As stated earlier, the GEOSECS seawater samples for trace element

analysis were drawn directly from the Niskin sampling bottles into

precleaned 2-liter Bel-Art^ polyethylene bottles and acidified to pH 1.6

with hydrochloric acid. The filled bottles were then placed into plywood

boxes which were sealed and stored in the ship's hold. The samples were

shipped directly to our laboratory in the plywood boxes and remained in

them until they were transferred to new enclosed storage cabinets located

in our laboratory basement.

To determine if Bel-Art^ bottles could be effectively used for storing

pH 1.6 seawater if they were isolated from Hg-contaminated air, the fol-

lowing test was performed. Eight identical acid-rinsed Bel-Art^ bottles

were filled with pH 1.6 seawater containing 4.0 ng Hg/liter. Four of the

bottles were encased in a sealed plywood box to duplicate the GEOSECS
storage procedure, and four were again placed on the contaminated

laboratory floor. After storage periods of 18, 40 and 100 days, the Hg
concentrations in the bottles were determined (see fig. 10). For com-

parison purposes, the results of the storage tests showing increased Hg
levels in acidified seawater in the Bel-Arf^ bottles stored at benchtop are

included in figure 10. The Hg levels in the seawater stored in the bottles
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Figure 10. Evaluation of storage conditions of seawater in polyethylene bottles.

sitting on the floor again increased at about the same rate as previously

observed, and after 40 days the Hg concentrations rose to levels between

190 and 240 ng/l in the four bottles. However, the seawater in the bottles

stored in the plywood box did not significantly change from a Hg concen-

tration of 4 ng/l after storage for 100 days. Thus, in the case of Bel-Art'^

bottles, leaching of mercury from the bottle walls does not appear to be a

contaminating mechanism, and the bottles appear to be completely suita-

ble containers for storing acidified seawater if the bottles are isolated from

large volumes of circulating, Hg-containing air. Such protection was ap-

parently afforded by the sealed plywood boxes and the new enclosed

storage cabinets. So, we feel rather confident (and lucky) that the sea-

water storage methods used in the GEOSECS program did not result in

serious contamination of the samples with Hg. However, the storage

procedure may have introduced some of the uncertainty observed in the

analyses.

D. Consistent and Know^n Yields of Chemical and
Instrumental Manipulations

Chemical preconcentration and separation manipulations must be free

of large random variations if highly accurate and precise results are to be

obtained. If added tracers are not used to measure the chemical yield for

each sample, the reproducibility of the method must be determined by

replicate analyses of a single sample. As many replicate determinations as
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possible should be made to provide a good statistical estimate of the relia-

bility of the method. Standards prepared in the same matrix as the sample

should be determined with each set of samples to ensure that chemical

yields and instrument responses have not varied with time.

Figure 1 1 illustrates the standard working curve used in quantifying the

Hg measurements of the GEOSECS seawater samples. The curve was

prepared by the method of standard additions using Hg-free seawater as

the solution matrix. The consistency of this curve has been checked on

numerous occasions and has been found to be very reproducible. During

the actual analysis of the GEOSECS samples Hg standards are always

analyzed with the samples to ensure that the chemistry and instrumenta-

tion are responding accurately. The instrumentation has been extremely

stable for over a year's operation.
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Figure 1 1 . Standard working curve for Hg analysis.

E. Consistent Procedural Blanks

One of the biggest problems in trace element analysis of natural waters

is the occurrence of large, random increases in the procedural blank.

These spurious blanks can be caused by a variety of contamination

mechanisms and instrumental errors, and their presence affects the degree

of accuracy that can be attained in an analysis.

In developing our Hg procedure we had to work hard at eliminating

contamination sources which caused high random blanks. The labware

used in the procedure had to be very carefully precleaned numerous times
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before consistently low procedural blanks could be obtained. The labware

had to be frequently used or slight Hg contamination could reoccur and

raise the procedural blank. Surprisingly, the reagents used in the

procedure always gave consistently undetectable (less than 0. 1 ng/1) Hg
concentrations. During the analyses of the GEOSECS seawater samples,

numerous blanks were always included with the samples so that a good

statistical value of the blank could be obtained. On one occasion we un-

knowingly had the opportunity to better evaluate the procedural blank dur-

ing the analyses of 20 GEOSECS seawater samples which had been inad-

vertently unacidified at the time of collection. During the several months

of storage all of the Hg in the seawater had completely adsorbed to the

polyethylene container walls, providing 20 Hg-free seawater samples.

The analyses of these samples gave an average procedural blank of 0.22

nanograms of Hg with a standard deviation of 0.08 nanograms. This is

typical of the blank values obtained when we are routinely measuring Hg,

and we are confident that we have eliminated spuriously high random
blanks from our procedure.

F. Verification of Results by Another
Analytical Method

All methods of analysis, both chemical and instrumental, have potential

sources of error which are peculiar to a given technique. Often these

sources of error are very subtle and can go undetected during the analysis.

A good way to evaluate the accuracy of a measurement is to measure the

constituent by another type of analytical technique.

The accuracy of the cold vapor atomic absorption technique for mea-

suring Hg in seawater has been checked by a neutron activation analysis

(NAA) method [5]. The NAA method involves cocrystallizing Hg with

thionalid, neutron activating the thionalid and then counting the sample

directly on a Ge(Li) gamma-ray spectrometer to measure the ^osfig

neutron activation product. The results of this comparison are shown in

table 5.

Table 5. Analysis ofHg in seawater by flameless AA and NAA

Sample Neutron activation Flameless AA

1 0.05 ± 0.004 0.048 ± 0.005

2 .13 =t .01 .12 ± .01
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The agreement between the two methods was quite satisfactory and in-

dicated that the cold vapor atomic absorption technique was providing ac-

curate results.

G. Analysis of Standard Reference Materials

Another method of evaluating the accuracy of an analytical method is

to analyze standard reference materials of known, well documented com-

position. Usually standard reference materials have been calibrated by a

variety of analytical methods so that the certified values of the measured

constituents are considered to be highly accurate. Excellent geological,

metallurgical and biological standard reference materials have been

developed, but there are few reliable natural water reference standards

available. This is due mainly to our lack of knowledge concerning the op-

timum methods of preparing and preserving such standards without con-

taminating them in one form or another. Usually standard reference solu-

tions used in evaluating the accuracy of trace element measurements in

natural waters are standard solutions, prepared in high purity dilute acids

and containing elemental concentrations 1 to 3 orders of magnitude higher

than normally found in natural waters. Although this is not desirable,

since such solutions are not true standard reference waters, it is probably

a necessary requirement to avoid the problems of storing very low levels

of trace elements in complex natural water matrices. Standard reference

solutions can be diluted to natural water trace element levels just before

analyzing them.

A series of standard solutions containing Hg in various forms were ob-

tained from the EPA. The solutions were diluted to the range of 20 to 100

ng Hg/1 and were analyzed in triplicate. The results, shown in table 6, in-

dicate agreement within analytical uncertainty between the measured and

suggested values.

Table 6. Analysis ofFWQA standard Hg solutions

Sample Chemical form FWQA value ^g/l This study Mg/1

1 HgCl2 0.34 0.33 ± 0.02

2 HgCl2 4.2 4.2 ± .1

3 HgCl, CHsHgCl 6.3 6.5 ± .1

4 CHgHgCl 4.2 4.4 ± .1
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H. Establishing Analytical Precision

Once the accuracy of an analytical method has been evaluated, it is

necessary to establish the degree of analytical precision or reproducibility

of the method. This is important, especially if one is trying to detect small

natural geographical, vertical or temporal variations in concentrations of

trace elements in natural waters. To do this requires a good statistical

knowledge of the variance of the experimental uncertainty, so that the

natural variations may be measured with confidence. The precision is

determined by replicate analysis of a single sample or a set of samples.

Replicate analyses should be performed on samples which are typical of

the range in concentration observed during a study, since the precision

deteriorates as trace element concentrations approach the analytical de-

tection limit of a method.

The precision of our cold vapor atomic absorption method was evalu-

ated by replicate analyses of two seawater samples; one containing 9 ng

Hg/1 and the other containing 130 ng Hg/l. The results are shown in table

7.

Based on six replicate determinations the average Hg concentration in

the low level sample averaged 9.1 ng/1 with a standard deviation of 1.3

ng/1, or 14 percent. The intermediate level sample, based on nine replicate

determinations, averaged 130 ng/1 with a standard deviation of 2.7 ng/1, or

2.1 percent. This precision is quite good and allows rather small natural

variations in the mercury distribution in the oceans to be observed.

Table 7. Precision ofHg analysis by flameless AA

Low level seawater Intermediate level seawater

Hg (ng/1) Hg (ng/1)

1 10 1 125

2 11 2 131

3 8 3 132

4 8 4 132

5 10 5 134

6 8 6 130

Avg. 9.1 7 130

1.3 8 127

% S.D. 14% 9 131

Avg. 130

2.7

% S.D. 2.1%
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I. Chemical and Instrumental Interferences

The chemical constituents in seawater which are known potential inter-

ferences in the UV absorptiometric determination of mercury are CI2 gas,

organic gases or vapors and water vapor.

To give an indication of CI2 and other interferences a mercury trap con-

sisting of granulated silver in Tygon tubing (0.6 cm dia. x 5 cm long) was

inserted in the gas line between the sample flask and the optical cell. This

trap was found to remove mercury vapor from the gas leaving the sample

solution. Since the silver did not remove CL, the trap was useful in analy-

sis of test seawater samples to determine if Ch was still present in the

samples. This trap is also useful for determining the presence of other in-

terfering substances, such as organic vapors and water vapors, provided

they are not also removed from the carrier gas by the silver metal. No in-

terferences were identified in this manner in analysis of seawater contain-

ing effluent from both a sewage treatment plant and a pulp mill, or samples

of interstitial water from sediments.

No special instrumental errors could be identified with the cold vapor

atomic absorption procedure.

VII. Summary

I have demonstrated, using Hg as an example, the parameters which

must be evaluated in the trace element analysis of natural waters if accu-

rate and precise results are to be obtained. If these parameters are care-

fully investigated and corrective measures employed, an analyst can

usually be assured that he is producing reliable results -or. at the worst

will know the degree of reliability of his data. In the case of our Hg
analyses of GEOSECS seawater samples, we feel confident that the

results we have obtained are a reasonably accurate picture of the actual

geographical and vertical distribution of Hg in the western basin of the At-

lantic Ocean. The analytical method certainly has the capabiHty of

producing consistently accurate and precise measurements of Hg. The
modest amount of uncertainty that we have experienced in our Hg study

is undoubtedly due to minor sampling and storage problems. However,

the uncertainty is not of a magnitude which obviates the observed large

scale geographical and vertical variations of Hg in the ocean.
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Methods of measurement in clinical chemistry need to be continuously as-

sessed to determine the degree of accuracy and precision required to ensure

their optimum value for clinical purposes. Constant review is necessary since

improvements in technology often show that much of what was once thought

to be biological variation within and between individuals can be laboratory er-

ror. When biological variation is clearly known, it is pointless to provide mea-

surements which may be costly when done beyond the required degree of ac-

curacy and precision. In many cases however, that degree is not yet attainable

in routine work.

Once determined, these levels of efficiency must be maintained and com-

parability of results ensured between laboratories and nations. Only compara-

tively recently have the principles which are required to achieve this, been for-

mulated and understood. The first stage was the elimination, as far as possible,

of human error by the large-scale introduction of automation and electronic

data processing, then when precision was thus brought under control, it

became possible to investigate accuracy.

Work in this direction using special reference technology, is proving that

many of the well established techniques are far from satisfactory. New sub-

stances are required to be measured increasingly, and often, a technique may
be accurate and not precise or vice versa, only an ability to monitor and main-

tain accuracy and precision with confidence in the clinical chemistry laborato-

ry, will ensure continued progress in the use of clinical measurement in

medicine. Ways of doing this will be discussed.

Keywords: Accuracy; clinical analysis; clinical chemistry; health; preci-

sion.
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I. Introduction

Some of those present may know a publication of the British Society for

Analytical Chemistry — O/j^c/a/ Standardized and Recommended
Methods ofAnalysis. One small section of this book deals with blood and

other body fluids, and has as its preface "Nowhere more than in the field

of clinical chemistry is the analyst likely to work with more complex

material or to encounter a greater variety of potentially interfering sub-

stances." This paper may be taken as a brief exposition of this particular

text.

The quantitative assay of chemical compounds in body fluids now
makes an important contribution to clinical diagnosis, the choice of

therapy, and the monitoring of treatment. Indeed, in his opening remarks,

Dr. Roberts indicated that several billion such determinations are per-

formed each year in the United States, and it is fair to conclude that so

much reliance is placed on the results that a large share of responsibility

in medicine and surgery has shifted from the bedside to the laboratory.

Ten or so years ago, it was generally assumed that if a prescribed

protocol was correctly carried out in the clinical laboratory, the result ob-

tained would be "correct", i.e., reasonably accurate and precise. It has

taken many years to recognize the fallacy of this approach, and Dr. Bout-

well and Dr. Mandel pointed out in their earlier presentations some of the

elaborate techniques now used in clinical chemistry to ensure the quality

of analytical output. So far the emphasis has been on the achievement and

maintenance of good precision, but in the last year or two, attention has

been directed toward the much more difficult problem of assurance of ac-

curacy. It is not easy to identify why this problem has been neglected so

long, but a major factor is probably the belief that if a measurement has an

established clinical usefulness it does not matter greatly what is actually

measured. In other words, provided that there is some confidence that the

same chemical species — whatever it might be — is being measured on each

occasion, then high accuracy is not required. This philosophy is illustrated

by the so-called flocculation tests which have been used for many years in

the investigation of liver function. They undoubtedly had clinical value,

but until recently, little was known of the precise chemical nature of the

flocculants. To be realistic, the empirical approach is still with us, if we
honestly review the chemical processes involved in estimations like

serum cholesterol or protein-bound iodine.

Many hundreds of different compounds, often at trace levels of concen-

tration, are now assayed routinely in hospital laboratories, using a wide

variety of analytical techniques. These substances range from the sim-
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plest species — H"^— through sodium, potassium, calcium, zinc, lead;

through organometallic derivatives such as bilirubin and hemoglobin;

through well-characterized proteins such a*^ albumin and transferrin;

through less well characterized proteins such as the immunoglobulins and

insulin; to enzymes of unknown structure such as creatine kinase and y-

glutamyltransferase. Historically, analytical methods have evolved by a

trial and error, with laboratories in centers of excellence adopting new
methodologies fairly rapidly as they become available, and discarding the

old. This process takes place more slowly in the less advanced or more

remote laboratories, so that in African bush hospitals for example, it is

possible to find many of the unsatisfactory techniques of bygone years

still flourishing, apparently. The problems facing clinical chemistry in the

so-called developing countries of the third world are in many ways dif-

ferent from those in the developed nations, and they require separate in-

vestigation and appraisal. Equipment and procedures designed for indus-

trialized temperate countries may have no useful place elsewhere.

Equipment manufacturers and chemical suppliers have made important

contributions to improving clinical laboratory performance. Thus in the

days when pH was defined as the negative logarithm of hydrogen ion con-

centration, the measurement of blood pH was a highly demanding, and

somewhat irreproducible procedure. This has changed, with the definition

of pH as an operational function and with standard buffers, rugged elec-

trodes and highly stable micro-voltmeters readily available. The quality

control of pH, PCO2, and PO2 measurements is sfill difficult; the state of

the art was indicated by Dr. Boutwell when he spoke of the need for draw-

ing a fresh blood specimen from a member of the laboratory staff in order

to obtain an adequate sample for quality control purposes. In a somewhat

different, but equally important, area of methodology, the last 10 years

have witnessed the widespread adoption of atomic absorption spectrosco-

py in the clinical laboratory. The assays which used to be the prerogative

of extraordinarily skilled analysts with mysterious chelating agents are

now usable by all. Here again, however, it is too easy to lose sight of the

need for vigilant control of both precision and accuracy.

It is also interesting to trace the impact which the advance of technolo-

gy has had, for example, on the measurement of steroids. In the profes-

sional lifetimes of many of today's clinical chemists, such measurements

have advanced from bio-assay, using many thousands of mice, to

colorimetry or fluorimetry, first on crude extracts, and then on fractions

purified by column chromatography, paper or thin-layer chromatography.

Gas chromatography later made its impact, and now radio-immunoassay.

Mass spectrometry is already in use in some laboratories and rapid ad-
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vances are being made in this particular technique.

The armamentarium of methodology available in clinical chemistry is

thus formidable, and the choice of the best technique in any particular

case is not necessarily straightforward. Usually the advantages of anew
technological approach are recognized quite quickly, but change for

change's sake may take place before the real advantage has been proved.

The criteria for excellence of methodology are now accepted to concern

both accuracy and precision (which involve problems of calibration,

reproducibility, and specificity) and also practicability (which involves

problems of labor, skill and time required, together with the capital and

running costs of the instruments or techniques used).

II. Accuracy and Precision Required

In analytical clinical chemistry, possibly more than in other branches of

analytical science, the technique giving the most accurate answer is not

necessarily the one to be selected for routine application. In Mr. Call's

phraseology, the "end use requirement," in the case of the clinician, may
not justify such a high level protocol. In fact the clinician's requirements

for speed and sensitivity impose demands upon the analyst which conflict

directly with the aim of achieving good precision and accuracy. At the

same time, as Dr. Ibbott indicated in his paper, sampling factors are very

relevant. Furthermore, if the concentration of a substance in the blood of

a population of normal individuals varies over a range of ± 10 percent

there is little point in carrying out measurements to an accuracy of ± 1

percent to identify an abnormal individual. The level in a given individual

however, is usually under much tighter control, so that if one particular

person is being studied over a period of time a higher degree of accuracy

may be required. In the past it was commonly assumed that the reported

"normal" or reference range for a concentration of a substance was en-

tirely due to the biological variation, when a major proportion in fact was

due to the unwelcome contribution of imprecision of measurement. On
many fronts, the adeptness of nature to maintain homeostasis has proved

to be more thorough than was originally thought.

It is highly desirable therefore, to delineate biological variation with the

most accurate technique available, thereby determining the degree of

latitude allowable if the requirements of routine clinical work are to be

met by an economical, sufficiently rapid technique. In practice, valid stud-

ies of normal variation are difficult to design, but high speed automated

analysers are now available with sufficiently good precision and
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throughput to justify an attack on the problem using an accurately

calibrated material for standardization. Such a project is jointly being pur-

sued by the Clinical Research Center and the National Institutes of

Health in Bethesda.

This point of view is in no way meant to imply that there is no place left

in the clinical laboratory for relatively simple "screening" techniques,

such as are used in the study of phenylketonuria in infants, or alcohol in-

gestion in car drivers. If the only technique suitable for a clinical require-

ment is not economical or practical for the large numbers which may be

required, then it may be proper to institute a two-tier system, i.e., to adopt

a rapid screening technique which produces a proportion of false posi-

tives, but not false negatives; this is then backed by the more laborious

and/or expensive, but more specific and accurate method. Dr. Young will

no doubt be covering this aspect in his paper on the interpretation of

results.

III. Reference Technology and its Impact on Accuracy

When group quality assurance schemes are introduced into a network

of clinical laboratories, there is usually an initial improvement in preci-

sion. This soon levels out, but often before an acceptable general per-

formance has been attained. Close examination of the findings, either in

the organizing center or in the individual laboratories often reveals that

the different methods used by different laboratories often give different

mean values and coefficients of variation. It is relatively easy to in-

vestigate those techniques which show poor precision, and take the neces-

sary action (hence the reason for initial improvement after a scheme com-

mences), but problems with accuracy cannot be revealed without

knowledge of the true concentration of an analyte in the material being as-

sayed.

As an example, it is pertinent to consider one particularly important

component of blood, calcium. The amount of total calcium is maintained

in the body within very close limits, and any marked deviation from these

reflects serious disease. Accurate measurement is very important and it

was therefore appropriate that NBS and NIH should choose to develop

an accurate serum calcium assay as their first joint venture into clinical

chemistry. The history of this venture has been documented elsewhere by

Mr. Cali; briefly, a definitive method for the assay of calcium was

developed using isotope dilution-mass spectrometry. This was applied to

carefully prepared pooled serum samples to establish accurately the calci-
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um concentrations; using these samples, a reference method based on

atomic absorption spectroscopy was proposed. Our own laboratory set

about to evaluate this Reference Method, and to apply it systematically to

samples distributed by the Wellcome Group Quality Control Programme.

The intention was to test the applicability of the different routine

techniques used for serum calcium measurements in the various laborato-

ries participating in the Programme. To monitor our own accuracy, how-

ever, batches of sera were assayed at the Clinical Research Center using

the Reference Method, and at the National Bureau of Standards using the

Definitive Method. The results were pleasing (fig. 1 ) even though a small

positive bias was evident, which was almost certainly due to a matrix ef-

fect in the atomic absorption process itself [ 1 ]

.

When the results of applying the Reference Method were compared

with the separate mean values obtained by the 300 or so laboratories in

the Programme, it was found that there was a concentration-related bias;

that is, the Group mean values tended to be lower than the Reference

Method values at high calcium concentrations, but higher at low concen-

trations. In an effort to trace the origin of this bias, laboratories were

CALCIUM IN SERUM
ISOTOPE DILUTION - MASS SPECTROMETR IC VALUE v REFEREE METHOD VALUE

Figure 1. Assay of total calcium in serum samples — relationship between results obtained

by the Definitive Method and by the Reference Method. (Figure reproduced, with permis-

sion, from ref. 1).
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grouped according to the type of analytical method used for the calcium

assay. With appropriate statistical methods, it was then established that

the overall performance of laboratories using automated methods was

good, with an even scatter about a line showing a small constant bias, or

inaccuracy, over the working concentration range. Laboratories using

manual methods however, were clearly responsible for the concentration-

related bias found in the overall results (fig. 2).

This is the first time that a reference method has been available to

check accuracy in a proficiency testing survey, and for calcium measure-

ments at least, it is clearly possible to identify analyfical methods which

are liable to be poorly performed and to look forward to improvement in

the measurement of calcium in body fluid. Hopefully, we can also look

forward to having reference technology available for many types of assay,

even though its development and the organization of its worldwide availa-

bility are formidable tasks.

WGQCP CALCIUM VALUES
DEVIATION OF NATIONAL MEAN FROM REFERENCE VALUE

+ 0.125 i-

Reference

Value

-0.125 I 1 1 1

2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75

mmol/l

Figure 2. Assay of total calcium in serum samples — difference between results obtained by

the Reference Method of analysis and the corresponding mean values obtained by partici-

pants in the Wellcome Group Quality Control Programme plotted against the Reference

Method Values.
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IV. Special Analytical Problems for the Clinical Chemist

To recapitulate, the clinical chemist has problems which most other

analysts do not have. The substances to be measured range in nature from

the simplest elements to the most complex molecules, and are present in

a matrix of somewhat variable composition, to which may be added one

or another of a wide variety of drugs. In these circumstances it is impor-

tant to stress the following points:

1. Calibration of a method with an appropriate high purity standard

reference material does not necessarily lead to highly accurate measure-

ments, since the physical and chemical properties of the test samples may
significantly modify the final measurement.

2. Considerable care must be taken in designing an appropriate "blank"

reaction, or in making a decision to dispense with a blank measurement.

3. Enzyme assays are done on a considerable scale, and since in this

context no standard reference material is available, reliance for reproduci-

bility has to be placed solely on the rigorous standardization of assay

techniques.

The importance of reference technology stems from point number 1.,

since it is now realized that accuracy can only be monitored by the com-

parison of actual results with those obtained by a technique whose accura-

cy had been rigorously proved. Many methods and instruments can only

be satisfactorily calibrated using standards with similar composition to

that of the test material. This is particularly evident if high concentrations

of protein are present since the physical properties are changed so as to

modify the performance of pipettes, peristaltic pumps, atomizers, etc. The
problem is particularly acute in the calibration of multichannel machines

when, because of mutual interference with each other's concentration, it

is impossible to make up a standard "cocktail" of more than a small

number of pure components. For this reason, as well as that mentioned

previously, such machines almost always have to be calibrated with a

previously assayed biological material, and the accuracy of the "primary"

measurement is critical.

Many of the techniques in common use lack complete specificity and

give blank measurements of varying magnitude. The measurement of such

blanks often doubles the work, or with an automated method, it may
monopolize a second channel. There is a tendency therefore to advocate

the subtraction of a "serum blank" from the analytical result under the as-

sumption that all sera contain the same amount of nonspecific "impurity."

Such practice can never be completely satisfactory since a constant serum

or other biological fluid blank cannot exist. Even blank measurements
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cannot completely compensate for nonspecificity, since no blank deter-

mination can completely mimic blank interference in the test assay. Either

a reagent is not included, or the test is modified in some other way. When
the nature of the interfering substance is known and is being measured on

the same multichannel instrument, the machine's computer can be made

to "programme the interference out" of the measurement concerned. This

approach is sound, but complicated. Undoubtedly the best answer to the

blank problem is to strive toward techniques giving the highest specificity.

Efforts are constantly being made to modify the chemistries of assay

procedures to this end and to exploit for example, the usefulness of

specific enzymes such as hexokinase, uricase, alcohol dehydrogenase and

cholesterol oxidase. Since all assays differ considerably in the chemistries

used, it is not possible to make general suggestions for improvement.

However, most measurements in clinical chemistry are at present made
by colorimetry, and it is possible to investigate this to see where improve-

ment is feasible and likely. Two approaches are practical:

1. Most assays rely on a single end-point measurement which is usually

taken when a reaction has gone to completion; occasionally, specificity

may be improved by measuring absorption at several wavelengths strad-

dling the absorption peak of the chromophore; this is the basis of the so-

called Allen correction [2], where a simple calculation using three ab-

sorption measurements can compensate for spectral interference.

2. The absorption produced by the analyte may develop at a different

rate from that of nonspecific chromogens present; the contribution of

these components can then be separated by following the optics of the

reaction kinetically. Since the ready availability of facilities to do this

would be a major step toward improving specificity, and thus accuracy, it

is relevant to consider the capabilities of appropriate instruments.

V. Choice of Instruments for Spectrophotometric Measurements

In recent years, several instruments have been developed to measure

enzyme activity by following an enzymic reaction kinetically. Ideally such

reactions should be followed continuously, but single cuvette instruments

can do nothing else during the period of the reaction, and the sample

throughput of such instruments is low.

The problem of simultaneous multiple kinetic measurement was solved

with the introduction of the GeMSAEC principle [3 ] . In this, optical cu-

vettes are mounted at the periphery of a centrifuge rotor, and centrifugal

action is used to mix reagents and samples so as to initiate reaction. Opti-
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cal density is monitored by a light beam which passes through the cu-

vettes as they rotate so that scanning is in effect continuous. A computer

monitors and processes the information from the detector so as to calcu-

late the rate of the reaction proceeding in each cuvette. Extraordinarily

high precision can be attained with this technique, but a major disad-

vantage is the need for batch operation since the rotor has to be stopped

after each set of measurements, and at least part of it removed for reload-

ing. There is also difficulty in adapting the principle to multichannel work-

ing.

The Vickers multichannel analyzer, accepting 300 samples for analysis

per hour, is the fastest multichannel machine at present available, but it

will not do kinetic measurements. At the Clinical Research Center we are

studying the possibility of combining the advantages of the GeMSAEC
and Vickers approaches, and have evolved a system which we have

termed DACOS (Discrete Analyzer with Continuous Optical Scanning)

[4] . In this system a rotating beam of light of suitable wavelength passes

through a reaction cuvette and is reflected back to the optical axis, and

thence to a detector, by a mirror and prism arrangement (fig. 3). By rotat-

ing the prisms, the beam can be made to traverse successive cuvettes ar-

ranged in two concentric rings (figs. 4 and 5). The cuvette assembly is it-

Figure 3. Optical layout of the experimental kinetic analyzer DACOS (Discrete Analyzer

with Continuous Optical Scanning).
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Figure 5. Pattern of light signals indicating the optical absorbances of solutions in succes-

sive cuvettes in the kinetic analyzer DACOS.
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self also rotating in a stepwise manner, so as to utilize the Vickers tube

laundry and filling devices, and the net result is that 300 samples can be

analyzed every hour, but with a 5-min scanning period for each reaction.

By incorporating a fast wavelength switching device in the optical path,

successive scans of a given tube can yield the information needed for dual

wavelength normalization.

It can be envisaged that a system of 2, 3 or 4 such assemblies could be

designed, with a common sampling device, so as to afford a 4-, 6- or 8-

channel instrument. It would therefore be possible to cover in one such in-

strument, many of the measurements which are routinely required, and at

the same time, obtain specificity from the colorimetric reactions involved.

VI. Instruments for the Future

There is no reason why colorimetric techniques should remain the basis

of the majority of analytical methods used in clinical chemistry; in fact the

accurate calibration of spectrophotometers over a wide range of

wavelengths and absorbances is very difficult.

The popularity of colorimetry has stemmed from its relatively simple

chemistry, ease of end-point measurement and ready adaptability to auto-

mation. Even reagent preparation is now being done in the factory where

the quality control of bulk production can reduce this major source of

error considerably. Perhaps the factory should be asked to take over

much more of the responsibility for analytical procedures by further ex-

ploiting the photographic principle of carrying out reactions in layers of

material on film. There is no reason why chemistry done in this way
should have less precision and accuracy than that done more conven-

tionally, and it could well be more precise and accurate. Advantages in

other directions would be considerable.

Mass spectrometry has recently become available to all chemists and is

no longer the sole province of the specialist physicist or physical chemist.

Instruments are still expensive and beyond the reach of most hospital

laboratories, but small relatively simple quadrupole machines are already

in use for specific tasks, and with the rapid advance of technology in this

field, the principle of mass spectrometry, especially with regard to ease of

operation, will be immunoassay with end-point measurement based either

on radioisotope counting or some other highly sensitive and specific

system of detection. The prospects for enzyme immunoassay, for exam-

ple, are very bright.
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VII. Laboratory Management

Thus far, only errors emanating from the shortcomings of technology it-

self have been mentioned. Wherever human intervention is necessary,

however, human error is to be suspected, which increases with the

throughput of work, and with boredom or fatigue. Robinson [5], has

shown that there is a linear decrease in the precision of measuring serum

potassium by flame photometry as the number of assays completed

without a break increases. When a 20-min break was allowed between

batches, precision plateaued at an acceptable level. This effect is referred

to in industry as 'The 4 o'clock phenomenon."

The relationship between physical and environmental working condi-

tions and the quality of output has been well documented. Effective

management can be brought to bear with success in such areas as labora-

tory design (including decor, spacing, height of benches, stools, shelves,

etc.), environment (including heating, humidity, lighting, noise prevention,

etc.), ergonomics and equipment maintenance. Good work cannot come
out of a laboratory with unhappy, discontented staff.

Undoubtedly the greatest impact on the reduction of errors in clinical

chemistry has been through the introduction of automation and electronic

data processing. Prior to this, random error in the best laboratories af-

fected at least 5 percent of all results; in fully-automated computerized

laboratories, this has now been reduced to less than 1 percent. Improve-

ment beyond this is difficult since the remaining errors are truly random

{e.g., the collection of blood from the wrong patient), and are difficult both

to detect and to trace.

In his book Zero Defects, J. F. Halpin [6] pointed out that throughout

their lives, people are conditioned to accept the fact that they are not per-

fect and therefore expect to make mistakes: in fact it might be said that a

few mistakes a day are required if one is to be accepted as a human being!

This state of affairs can largely be corrected by good management if it is

realized that the reason behind a lack of perfection can simply be that per-

fection has not been expected. When it is demanded, it is achieved. Hal-

pin's programme for introducing near perfection into an organization is a

management technique aimed at getting the employee to think positively

about each and every task, and to realize that both he and the manage-

ment share a common aim. The series of steps to be followed by manage-

ment are: to present a challenge; to back the challenge with action of its

own; to establish high standards; to check results; to act in accordance

with the results to recognize accomplishment. The Zero Defects concept

was bom in the U.S. missile industry where the smallest imperfection in

construction could have the most disastrous consequences. Institution of
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the programme in general industry has achieved dramatic results, e.g., a

54 percent drop in hardware faults in missile part production, a 98 percent

improvement in delivery and shipping actions, hundreds of thousands of

payroll computations made without error, etc. A Zero Defects pro-

gramme applied to laboratory work might also produce dramatic results.

Having introduced this paper with a quotation from a British author,

and gone on to discuss the work of an American writer, it may be ap-

propriate to close with the words of a French philosopher. Needless to

say, these words demonstrate strong negative bias— "London is the city

where they purvey the most inaccurate news and produce the worst possi-

ble arguments, based on information which is entirely false" (Voltaire).
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The triclosan (2-hydroxy-2'.4',4-trichlorodiphenyl ether) content in various

substrates, for example, blood, can be determined by extraction into hexane,

formation of the acetyl derivative, and gas chromatography over OV-17 with

an electron capture detector, either with or without aldrin as internal standard.

The precision and accuracy of this method is discussed.

Keywords: Bacteriostats; blood analysis; gas chromatography; trace analy-

sis; triclosan; 2-hydroxy-2',4',4-trichlorodiphenyl ether.

I. Introduction

Practicing analytical chemists are faced almost routinely now with

problems which are related to trace analysis. This emphasis on parts per

billion and picograms, instead of the usual percent and milligrams, has

refocused the interest on a completely new set of factors which limit the

precision and accuracy of analytical techniques.

In this paper we shall discuss, with a practical example, some of the in-

tricacies of trace analysis and show that even a limited statistical analysis

may assist in the localization of errors.

The method we use as an example is the determination of triclosan (2-

hydroxy-2',4',4-trichlorodiphenyl ether) in blood [1]. Our involvement

with this method was based on the need to establish triclosan concentra-

tions in a large number of blood samples, as part of a comprehensive tox-

icological investigation of bacteriostats. We, therefore, needed a simple,

highly sensitive and accurate procedure, which would also be adaptable

to automation.

851
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11. Method Development

Gas chromatography with an electron-capture detector was selected as

the method of measurement because the triclosan molecule includes three

chlorine atoms and this detector system is highly sensitive to chlorine. An
additional feature of the method was its suitability for automation. Auto-

matic injectors allow almost continuous operation and consequently, the

analysis of a large number of samples with a minimum of work. We have

also found that aldrin could be utilized as an internal standard and that

acetylation was an excellent derivation technique for triclosan in blood

extracts.

The details of the method are shown in figure 1 . The procedure consists

of three distinct parts: the extraction of triclosan from blood (part "E"),

the addition of internal standard and derivatization of triclosan (part "D")

and the gas chromatographic analysis (part "G"). Figure 2 shows the con-

ditions for gas chromatography.

1) Dilution:
Add 1 ml diluted Heparin*
Add 1 ml pH 2.2 buffer**

2) Extraction:
Add 10 ml hexane
Shake 3 minutes
Separate organic phase***

Blood (3.0 ml )
|

[
Spent Blood | [ Extract

Pi scard Derivati zation:

Take 1 ml extract
Add 1 ml 17.5 ppb aldri n/hexane solution
Concentrate to ca. 0.5 ml****
Add 0.1 ml 1:1 pyridi ne/Ac20
10 minutes at 600C
Make up to 1 ml with hexane
Wash with 1 ml water

D

[Acetyl ated Extract ]•
1

GLC Analysis:
Inject 4 ul sample
GLC analysis
Interpretation of chroniatogram

G

Result

Sodium Heparin Injection USP diluted tenfold with deionized water.

1.07 g Na2HP04-7H20, 20.6 g citric acid in 1 liter deionized water.

Freeze at -20°C, thaw at room temperature, centrifuge at moderate speed
At room temperature under a stream of nitrogen.

Figure 1 . Analysis Procedure for the determination of free triclosan in blood by gas chro-

matography.
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Gas Chromatograph : Hewlett-Packard 5750 equiped with
Xi-63 electron capture detector

• GC Column: 4 feet bv 1/4 inch packed with 2 percent
OV-17 on' 80/100 mesh Chromasorb WHP or
3 percent OV-17 on Supelcoport

• Column temperature: 230 °C

• Detector temperature: 290 °C

• Injection port temperature: 240

• Carrier gas

:

5 percent methane in argon; carrier
gas flow = 45 to 50 ml /mm

Figure 2. Gas chromatography conditions for triclosan analysis.

in. Qualitative Discussion of Procedure

This analytical method yields chromatograms (fig. 3), in which aldrin

and acetylated triclosan have clearly resolved peaks with retention time

of ~ 1 and 2 minutes respectively. The quantitative interpretation is

therefore easily done, and the sensitivity of the method is such that 5 per-

cent of a full scale deflection can be observed for 100 pg of triclosan. This

is equivalent to a lower detection limit of 6 ppb triclosan in blood, which

could be further improved by inclusion of an additional concentration step

in the method, or by decreasing the amount of hexane used in the extrac-

tion. It should be noted that high quality chromatograms were obtained

only when the samples were washed {i.e., extracted with water) after

acetylation. Without such a washing, considerable tailing of the solvent

peak was observed as shown on the right side of figure 3. Without washing

of the sample, aldrin cannot be used as internal standard because solvent

tailing interferes with the aldrin peak.

Another problem faced during method development was the limited

dynamic range of the electron-capture detectors. Thus, for the triclosan

signal, a linear relationship was observed between the amount injected

and the signal intensity for injections up to 800 pg of material (fig. 4). This

upper limit was increased at will by diluting the eluate of the chromato-

graphic column with purge gas prior to admitting it to the detector. How-
ever, dilution with purge gas naturally decreased the sensitivity of the

method, consequently utilization of purge gas depended on the triclosan

concentration of the sample analyzed. For aldrin, a linear relationship was

observed between the amount injected and the signal intensity for up to

130 pg of material. Our method, which uses 65 pg of aldrin as internal

standard, can therefore accommodate considerable fluctuations of the in-
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ALDRIN

TRICLOSAN

I

10

RETENTION TIME (mIN)

Figure 3. Gas chromatograms for the determination of triclosan in blood, a. Including

water washing in the analytical procedure; b. without this water wash.

250 -

3 150

WITH PURGE GAS FLOW

O WITHOUT PURGE GAS FLOW

500 1000 1500 2000

AMOUNT OF TRICLOSAN APPLIED (pg

)

Figure 4. Typical calibration curves for the gas chromatographic determination of triclosan.
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jected volumes. This was important, for automatic injectors have the dis-

advantage that injected sample volumes may fluctuate (for example due

to air bubbles in the syringe).

Utilization of the acetate derivative of triclosan produced a peak which

was sharper and more symmetrical than that of the underivatized materi-

al. Acetylation was chosen over other commonly used derivatizing

techniques, since it has been reported [2] to be the only quantitative

reaction of phenols in blood extracts. It was interesting to observe that

acetylation increased the area of the triclosan signal by only 13 percent,

while it increased the signal intensity of bi-phenolic bacteriostats, such as

hexachlorophene, by a factor of ~ 1 00 [ 3 ]

.

In closing the discussion about the chromatogram, we want to mention

that sometimes we observed up to three negative signals that followed the

triclosan peak. To prevent interference of these negative signals with the

peaks of the next chromatogram, we had to set the interval between sam-

ple injection at 1 2 minutes.

Utilizing a 12 minute analysis cycle, and assuming single injections for

each sample, one gas chromatograph equipped with an automatic injec-

tion system was able to handle 1 20 samples per day.

IV. Quantitative Discussion of the Procedure

After the method development work was finished, we wanted to deter-

mine how the individual steps influenced the precision of the whole

method. For this purpose, the procedure was divided into the three major

parts, extraction, derivatization and gas chromatography, and special

experiments were designed which made their statistical analysis possible.

The first investigation included only the gas chromatography portion of

the methpd consisting of injection of the sample, the effects of instrumen-

tation, separation on the column, detector sensitivity and quantitative

evaluation of the chromatogram. The precision of this portion was

established by 9 injections of a hexane solution containing acetylated

triclosan (146 ppb) and aldrin (17.5 ppb). This study resulted in a standard

deviation of 2.0 percent (table 1 ).

Next, the additions of the internal standard and the acetylation were

studied as variables. A simulated blood extract was prepared by dilution

of a hexane stock solution. One ml of this hexane solution containing 146

ng triclosan was submitted to the steps of parts D and G of the method

(see fig. 1) including addition of internal standard, acetylation and gas

chromatography by single injection. This analysis was repeated 9 times
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independently, and table 2 shows the results of the study. The standard

deviation for parts D and G of the method was 2.9 percent. This error was

not due to incomplete acetylation since it had been shown prior to this

study that the experimental conditions of the method led to complete

acetylation of triclosan.

Table 1. Gas chromatographic analysis of acetylated triclosan

Sample
No. Aldrin

Peak height

Triclosan Ratio

1 59 156 2.64

2 61
^

159 2.61

3 60 159 2.65

4 64 160 2.50

5 62 157 2.53

6 62 158 2.55

7 61 158 2.59

8 62 158 2.55

9 60 157 2.62

X 2.58

s 2.0%

Table 2. Triclosan determination by gas chromatography

Peak height

Sample
Aldrin Triclosan Ratio

J,

1 79 136 1.72

2 83 137 1.65

3 73 119 1.63

4 72 120 1.67

5 93 147 1.58

6 72 122 1.69

7 90 143 1.59

8 91 146 1.60

9 84 138 1.64

X 1.64

s 2.9%
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Finally, the complete method, including the sampling of the blood and

its extraction with hexane, was carried out nine times, analyzing dog

blood containing 1 90 ppb triclosan (received from an oral toxicity study).

This test established that the standard deviation for the complete method

was 6.0 percent (table 3).

Table 3. Triclosan determination in blood by gas chromatography

Sample
Aldrin

Peak height

Triclosan Ratio

1 56 57 1.02

2 61 16 1.00

3 52 54 1.04

4 56 60 1.07

5 61 56 0.92

6 60 56 .93

7 60 61 1.02

8 53 59 1.11

9 55 54 0.98

X 1.01

s 6.0%

Application of the principle of additivity of variances to these results

shows that, while step G (gas chromatography) and step D (addition of al-

drin and derivatization) each introduces a standard deviation of only

about 2 percent to the overall error, more than twice this deviation is in-

troduced by sampling of blood and its extraction (fig. 5).

Our present efforts are concentrated on investigating these parts of the

method. We hope to improve the overall precision of the method by im-

proving sampling and extraction.

The accuracy of the method was determined in two different ways. In

one study blood was spiked at different levels in the range of 10 to 100

ppb with triclosan and the recovery checked at each level. It was found

that the recoveries were all above 93 percent (table 4), with a standard

deviation of 2 percent between these three recovery values. Another

study compared the results obtained from radioactive measurements and

from gas chromatographic analysis of blood of dogs which had been fed

appropriate doses of radio-labelled triclosan. For this study the method

had to be altered by treating of the blood with 1 ml of concentrated

hydrochloric acid at 100 °C for 1 hour to hydrolyze the conjugates of

triclosan and by repeating the extraction with hexane. Also here the

recoveries were better than 93 percent (table 5).
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Experimental PART Conclusion

values
METHOD

Figure 5. Analysis of the precision of the determination of triclosan in whole blood by the

principle of additivity of variances. s = relative standard deviations; V = variances.

Table 4. Recovery of triclosan from fortified whole blood

Triclosan

added
(ng/ml)

Recovery (%)

1st

determination

2d

determination

Average

100

50

12.5

92.4
98.6
96.0

95.2

97.5

96.0

93.8

98.1

96.0

Table 5. Recovery of total triclosan from whole blood

Concentration

by LSC
(yug/ml)

Recovery (%)

1st 2d

determination determination

3d

determination

Average

7.28

13.93

96.3

95.0

97.7

88.4

98.6
96.9

97.5

93.4
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In summary, we have described a typical biochemical analytical

method which can determine trace level triclosan for which we show

recoveries of at least 93 percent and a standard deviation of 6 percent for

analyses by single injections. Statistical analysis of the precision of this

method led to the conclusion that the largest error was introduced in the

method by the sampling and extraction steps and that further improve-

ments of the method may be realized by changing these steps.
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Thin layer electrochemical measurements and constant current coulometry

can provide useful absolute methods for trace analysis.

The difficulty in distinguishing the coulombs consumed by the Faradaic

process from the total coulombs consumed in the experiment can be

minimized by the use of a null concept with constant current coulometry. After

adjustment of the system to the null point, for example potentiometric, the

sample is added and the system returned to the null by coulometric titration.

Since the electrochemical potential of the system is the same before and after

passage of the electrolysis current, no charge can be lost or gained from charg-

ing or discharging of the double layer. Several examples of determinations

based on this concept are presented.

The coulometric method involves the use of an electrogenerated titrant in al-

most all cases. A more direct approach to the use of Faraday's Law is pro-

vided by thin layer methods, where direct electrochemical conversion of the

species of interest is carried out stoichiometrically. Corrections for

background coulombs must be made with these techniques. Very small

volumes of solutions as dilute as lO-^M can be handled and several examples

are presented. In addition, it is possible to combine thin layer methods with

electrochemical preconcentration techniques to yield a versatile tool for trace

analysis.

Keywords: Automatic titrations; coulometric titrations; current integra-

tion; digital timing; epinephrine; linear sweep voltammetry;

manganese; micrometer cell; thin layer electrochemistry:

vanadium.

I. Introduction

Faraday's Law of Electrolysis is the basis for a riumber of methods of

electrochemical analysis. The advantages and disadvantages involved in
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its application are well known but among the former, freedom from the

need for chemical standards or standard solutions is very appealing in

terms of trace analysis. The purpose here is to discuss two such methods,

coulometric titrations and thin layer linear sweep voltammetry, in an ef-

fort to point out their potentialities.

II. Coulometric Titrations

Coulometric titration is a well established method for the determination

of a number of substances but work at the sub-microgram level is not

common [1-11]. Roughly, 10 ng of material require about ten microcou-

lombs of electricity for complete electrolysis. The typical solution volume

is 50 ml so the corresponding concentration would be about 0.2 parts per

billion (ppb). The measured variables in the experiment are the cell cur-

rent, which is usually held constant, and the time of electrolysis. The cell

current is regarded as the sum of the current due to the Faradaic process

of interest plus current due to all other processes such as charging current,

adsorption current, or current due to Faradaic impurities. It is necessary

that the latter processes constitute a negligible fraction of the total cell

current to obtain accurate results. Further, the magnitude of the total

background current establishes a lower limit on the cell current which can

be used with a given error. The background current (residual current) de-

pends on a number of instrumental and chemical variables and is difficult

to predict but a reasonable rule of thumb might be a current density of 1

^LA/cm2. Thus a cell current density of 1 mA/cm^ could be used with an

error of — 0. 1 percent relative. Such a current passed at a 1 cm^ electrode

would produce 10 microcoulombs of electricity in only 10 milliseconds.

Two problems arise from this conclusion: the times of electrolyses usually

encountered in the literature of coulometric titrations are much longer

than this (several hundred seconds), and the time required to charge the

double layer is longer than this (perhaps 50 milliseconds). Neither of these

difficulties is fatal.

The first problem has resulted from the desire to make the time mea-

surement with a precision of a few ppt and the common practice of using

electric stopclocks for this purpose. A remedy is to use solid state devices

to generate and measure timing signals. Digital readout of time to the

nearest microsecond is readily achieved in this fashion. Figure 1 shows a

block diagram of the timing section of a coulometric titrator we have

developed [12]. Four timing ranges of 0 to 0.999999, 0 to 9.99999, 0 to

99.9999, and 0 to 999.999 seconds are provided. The electrolysis may
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Figure 1. Digital timing section.

either run continuously or until a preset time is reached when a logic pulse

is generated to shut off the current. Switching times of less than a

microsecond have been achieved.

Before discussing the performance of the titrator it is necessary to

return to the double layer charging problem. While not a true capacitor,

the electrode-solution interface has capacitive properties and it requires

a change in charge to change the electrode potential. These coulombs are

normally lost or gained as far as the Faradaic process is concerned and, of

course, it is necessary to change the electrode potential to generate a

titrant. However, if the generator electrode potential is the same at both

the start and finish of the experiment no loss or gain of coulombs can oc-

cur. The price which must be paid for this is to wait long enough for the

double layer to charge or discharge. With this stipulation, the procedure

of pretitration which is commonly employed in coulometric titrations

achieves this result. It is most easily seen in terms of potentiometric end

point detection. The solution to which the sample is added is brought to

some preselected end point potential by the generation of titrant. The
sample is added and titrant generated until the indicator electrode returns

to the preselected potential. At equilibrium, the generator and indicator

electrodes must be at the same potential. At the generator electrode, the

double layer charges or discharges through the Faradaic reaction to return

to equilibrium. Clearly, the elapsed electrolysis time can be less than the

time it takes to change the charge on the double layer provided the

elapsed experiment time is longer.

Table 1 shows some data and results obtained by L. B. Jaycox [12] for
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Table 1. Data and results for the coulometric titration of vanadium {V) with iron (JI)

Amount Amount Average end Relative Relative

taken found point time* precision error

(Mg) (s) % %

225.8 226.0 44.38 ± 0.1 +0.1
22.58 22.58 4.432 ± .1 ±.0
4.516 4.510 0.8852 =h .1

2.258 2.255 .4425 ± .1 -.1
0.2200 0.2116 .0415 ± 2.5 -3.9
.1100 .1046 .0205 ± 1.5 -4.9

* Average of six determinations.

the determination of vanadium (V) in sulfuric acid solution by elec-

trogenerated Fe(II) with potentiometric end point detection using a

platinum indicator electrode and a platinum generator electrode. The
reactions are:

Fe+3 + le-^Fe+2

and

VO2+ + 2H^ + Fe+2 — + Fe+3 + H2O

All of these titrations were done manually in a solution volume of about

50 ml. Successive sample of V(V) were added using either a micrometer

driven microburet or calibrated pipets. Samples containing more than 2

fjig of V(V) were determined with a precision and accuracy of 0. 1 ppt.

Elapsed electrolysis times to reach the end point were as little as 442.4

milliseconds. Samples containing 110.0 ng of the metal ion were deter-

mined with a precision of± 1.5 percent and a relative error of — 4.9 per-

cent. The average end point time was 20.5 milliseconds and around 2.5

minutes were required for each determination after addition of sample.

The solution concentration is about 2 ppb in V(V).

The titrator will also run in an automatic mode and table 2 has some

results for the coulometric titration of permanganate ion with elec-

trogenerated ferrous ion in sulfuric acid solution [12]. Supporting elec-

trolyte volumes in this case were 10 ml. A platinum-iridium alloy was

used as the indicator electrode and its potential was measured against a

lead amalgam-lead sulfate reference electrode using a very high input im-

pedance differential amplifier circuit. The output of this electrode pair

was sent to a comparator circuit which developed a logic pulse to turn off

the current when the preset end point potential was reached. Timing cir-

cuits were also used to provide end point anticipation. The generator elec-
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trode was platinum. A hydrazine solution was used in the counter elec-

trode compartment to prevent the generation of oxygen. Two and one-half

ppb solutions were determined with a precision and accuracy of 2 percent

and much higher accuracy and precision were found for more concen-

trated samples.

The data in tables 1 and 2 serve to show the potential of coulometric

titrations for determinations at the ppb level. They are fast, accurate,

precise and readily automated. The latter three are well known ad-

vantages of coulometric titrations in general. The former has not been

considered adequately in the past. To take full advantage of these at-

tributes, improvements in end point detection are needed. Existing

methods should be examined to see if their full capabilities are being util-

ized in terms of sensitivity and new, highly sensitive methods are

required. Some of our work using fluorescent indicator dyes in this regard

has been reported [13].

III. Thin Layer Electrochemistry

Electrochemical thin layers of solution are those which are dimen-

sionally thinner than the thickness of the diffusion layer which arises from

diffusional mass transport of material from the bulk of solution to the elec-

trode surface. Typically they are 5 x 10-^ cm or less. Since mass transport

is not a consideration, such a process cannot be rate controlling and an

array of normally steady-state techniques become stoichiometric when
carried out in thin layers. In other words, complete conversion of the elec-

troactive species takes place. Three reviews of the subject are available

[14-16]. In many instances, the area under the response curve is either

the current-time integral or proportional to it. Faraday's Law is therefore

readily applied. Background currents must again be considered and a

separate experiment with only the supporting electrolyte will yield the

number of coulombs which must be subtracted from the sample result.

The above comments apply to the technique of linear sweep voltam-

metry, and to cyclic voltammetry, in thin layers. The shape of the current-

voltage curve in the former case is a normal distribution curve with the

peak current occurring at the polarographic half-wave potential for a

reversible system. In a cyclic experiment, the first half of the voltage

sweep corresponds identically to the linear sweep experiment and the

second half of the sweep returns the electrode to its initial potential. If the

system is reversible, all of the material which was reduced or oxidized in

the forward sweep must be oxidized or reduced during the backward
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sweep and the current-voltage curve for the reverse process is the mirror

image on the voUage axis of that for the forward process. The method is

nondestructive in this instance. If the electrode reaction has irreversible

character, the curve shifts on the potential axis and a skew in the shape

appears for the linear sweep case. The same skew will appear in the cyclic

response curve and the peak potentials will shift apart.

Work in our laboratories was performed by R. R. Fike [17]. Current-

voltage curves were studied using a PAR Model 170 Electrochemistry

System (Princeton Applied Research Corp., Princeton, N.J.). Although

an integration mode exists in this instrument, it was desired to record the

response curve and obtain the current-time integration simultaneously.

The output of the current-to-voltage conversion amplifier is available on

the instrument. Its maximum value is ± 10.00 V for each full scale setting

of the current selector control. This signal was processed to introduce the

numerical value of the Faraday and presented to a voltage-to-frequency

converter (Model 2210. Hewlett Packard Co., Dymac Division, Palo

Alto. Calif.). The output of this unit was processed to produce one posi-

tive going pulse for every cycle of output and then made TTL compatible

to drive events counters. This integration system proved to be electroni-

cally accurate to a few ppt and provided a readout directly proportional to

equivalents. The proportionality constant, k. depended only on the cur-

rent setting of the PAR and had values ranging from lO'^^ iq \o-i6

equivalents per count for full scale currents of 1 mA to 0. 1 ptA respective-

ly.

The design of a thin layer cell is critical. The chief difficulty is to

produce a cavity to confine the solution to thin layer conditions which will

not allow material to enter or leave and which will provide reasonable

means for introducing electrodes having the proper geometrical relation-

ships. The latter point refers to the fact that the working and counter elec-

trodes are optimally plane parallel and facing each other and that the

working and reference electrodes have as uniform and as small an IR loss

between them as possible. All of these features are necessary to prevent

diffusional and IR drop distortion of the response curve and are particu-

larly important when working with very dilute solutions. A number of

designs are based on standard micrometers [16]. A report of an early

version of our cell has appeared elsewhere [18]. The essential feature is

a thin layer cavity defined by the face of the working electrode which is

mounted on the detachable anvil of the micrometer and a porous bounda-

ry of Vycor glass which has been heat treated to reduce its pore size. The

cylindrical wall of the cavity is sealed by a paint or a mechanical shield

surtounding the anvil. A unique feature is placement of both the counter
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and reference electrodes below the porous boundary. This arrangement,

in conjunction with positive feedback to minimize uncompensated IR
drop, provided good performance and permitted study of solutions as

dilute as 10-^ M.
Catecholamines are readily oxidized at a platinum electrode. The reac-

tion for epinephrine has been reported as a quasi-reversible two electron

oxidation to the quinone in 1 M sulfuric acid [19]. The oxidation is more
complex than this at lower acidities and the rates of coupled chemical

reactions differ for different catecholamines at the same acidity but this

need not concern us here. Table 3 shows some results for the determina-

tion of epinephrine using thin layer linear sweep voltammetry with current

integration [17]. The sweep rate was 5 mV/s and the potential span

covered was +0.490 to +0.690 V versus a saturated calomel electrode

constructed with NaCl instead of KCl. Very good accuracy was obtained

as revealed in column five of the table. Results correct to within a few ppt

were found for samples containing as little as 36 picomoles of

epinephrine. The error increased to + 10 percent for the 8 picomole sam-

ples. The precision is not as good as the accuracy. This was a severe test

of the cell in that the micrometer was reset for every determination. It

would appear that the cell volume cannot be reproduced to better than 1

or 2 percent relative. This is reasonable for cavity volumes of less than a

microliter and cavity thicknesses of 2 to 4 x 10-^ cm. A cell having fixed

dimensions would undoubtedly improve the precision. The time required

for each potential sweep was 40 seconds.

Table 3. Thin layer electrochemical determination of epinephrine by linear sweep voltam-

metry and current integration

Sample* Picomoles^ Relative Concentration Recovery
concentration found precision found %

(mM) % (mM)

4.596 3604 ±1.2 4.95i 99.9

0.991 721.7 ±0.3 0.991 100.0

.4956 357.9 ±2.6 .4916 99.2

.0991 72.78 ±1.6 .1000 100.9

.04956 36.21 ±5.9 .04974 100.4

.00991 7.965 ±16.5 .01096 110.4

* Based on independent assay of the epinephrine.

^ Average of five determinations.

Based on an average volume of 0.728 ± 0.004 fx\ calculated from the information in

columns 1 and 2 using the first five entries.
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These data demonstrated that thin layer electrochemical techniques are

applicable to quantitative determinations of solutions with concentrations

in the part per million range. Very little sample is needed and high preci-

sion and accuracy is possible. Further development appears warranted for

applications in trace analyses.
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The dropping mercury electrode, with its continually renewed fresh surface,

offers advantages for real sample analysis. However, continuous expansion of

the electrode drop requires a continuous non-faradaic current to maintain the

charge density on the electrode surface. The techniques of pulse polarography

attempt to minimize this non-faradaic component by differencing currents

flowing before and after application of a potential step to the drop. Neverthe-

less, since these currents are measured neither at the same potential nor at the

same time in drop life, the difference current will contain a non-faradaic con-

tribution, which is dinonlinearfunciion of a potential.

Extensive computer simulations of the effect of the non-faradaic

background on the analytical utility of pulse polarography at trace concentra-

tions indicate that inaccurate results may be obtained if the true baseline is not

known (as is likely for a real matrix). The magnitude of the background limits

the amount of analyte that may be detected and the nonlinearity of the

background determines the accuracy with which the superimposed faradaic

signal may be measured.

Recognizing that the double layer charging current is dependent only on the

potential and the time in drop life at which the current is measured while the

faradaic current depends on the history of the entire drop, we have devised

three variants of pulse polarography which compensate for the non-faradaic

background current. These variants of pulse polarography are: 1. Alternate

drop pulse polarography. The output current is the difference in current for a

drop whose potential is changed late in drop life and a drop maintained at the

step-to potential throughout its life. 2. Twin electrode pulse polarography.

The current output is the difference in current between two matched drops,

both in the test solution, one of which is pulsed while the other is maintained at

the step-to potential.

Keywords: Background correction; differential pulse polarography:

dropping mercury electrode: electroanalysis; pulse polarog-

raphy: trace analysis.
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I. New Pulse Polarographic Techniques

At high sensitivities, pulse polarography at the dropping mercury elec-

trode is ultimately limited by the dc double layer charging current due to

expansion of the drop. This limitation is most severe in the analysis of real

samples for which the true blank current in the absence of the material of

interest cannot be determined.,

Three procedures to eliminate the problem of the dc capacity current

have been devised [ 1 ]

.

Recognizing that the measured current, in dc polarography is the

sum of the faradaic plus charging currents, we may write, assuming that

the faradaic current is given by the Ilkovic equation

km2/3 3 V^ril + e) 3

where 6=exp [(^F/RT)(E -Ei/?.)] and where k is 0.8515 cm2/g2/3, qm
is

the surface charge density, t is the time in drop life at which the current is

measured.

For normal pulse polarography, the equivalent equation for the current

is

- km2/3 km2/3 3 (r + 5)''

where

(2)

-
^1/251/2(1 +

where r is the delay time and 8 is the pulse width. The potential is held at

El during the delay time; the pulse potential is E2.

If we subtract an ordinary polarogram for t = 6 + r (eq 1) from a normal

pulse polarogram for the same system, the resultant difference contains

no double layer charging contribution and will be purely faradaic.

This faradaic current will be the difference between the faradaic pulse

current (eq 3) and the faradaic dc polarographic current (the first term of

the r.h.s. of eq 1):

km2/3 ~
VttCI + €2) LV 6 V 3 (r + 6)

1/2
(4)

The price paid for elimination of the capacitative term is that this current

difference is smaller than the pulse faradaic current by the factor

[1 — V78/3(t+ 8)]. For all reasonable values of 6/t, this factor will be
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greater than 0.5. (For a 4 s delay time, and a 40 ms pulse width, the factor

is 0.848 —a 15% diminution in normal pulse wave height.)

A. Alternate Drop Pulse Polarography

This new technique derives its name from the characteristic that only

every other drop is pulsed from Ei to E2; the intervening drop remains at

potential E2 throughout its entire life. The output is the difference in cur-

rent flowing at time (t+ 6) for the pulsed and the nonpulsed drops. Since

these currents are measured at the same potential and at the same time in

the life of the drops, the double layer charging component is absent from

the difference. In the normal pulse alternate drop mode, Ei is constant and

the output current difference is given by eq (4). The current difference has

the same potential dependence as the faradaic normal pulse current, but

is diminished by the diminution factor [1 — V76/3(r-h 8)].

In the differential alternate drop mode, the potential Ei varies along

with E2 such that E2— Ei==AE is a constant. The difference in current

flowing at T+ 6 for the pulsed drop and the current for the nonpulsed drop

is then given by

A/>= idp - [ ipoiEo , T+ S) - /po(Ei , T+ 6) ] (5)

where

Idp

with

(6)

0-2 = exp

and ipo, the polarographic current

7 k77Fm2/H^/6Di/2c

3 VttCI + e)

(7)

Since the term in brackets in equation (5) has exactly the same potential

dependence as idp. we can write

18

3(r + 5).

(8)

As before, the differential alternate drop pulse current will be of the

same form as the ordinary differential pulse current, but will be
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diminished in magnitude by the diminution factor [i — V78/3(t+S)].

The double layer charging current is again absent.

The potential wave-forms and timing for alternate drop pulse polarog-

raphy are shown in figure 1

.

POTENTIAL

NORMAL MODE

POTENTIAL

DIFFERENTIAL MODE

DROP FALL

CURRENT MEASUREMENT

Figure 1 . Schematic wave-forms and timing for alternate drop pulse polarography.

B. Twin Electrode Pulse Polarography

Rather than using one electrode and applying the pulses only to al-

ternate drops, an equivalent result may be obtained by using two matched,

synchronized dropping electrodes and applying the pulse to only one elec-

trode. This use of twin electrodes differs from the more normal usage in

which the two electrodes are in different solutions, e.g., one electrode is

in a "blank" solution, and the same potential wave-form is applied to both

electrodes. In twin electrode pulse polarography, both electrodes are in

the same test solution, but the potential wave-forms applied to the two

electrodes are different. Specifically, a pulse polarographic wave-form is

applied to one electrode, while an ordinary polarographic wave-form is

applied to the other. The wave-forms for differential twin electrode pulse

polarography are shown in figure 2. If the capillaries are exactly matched,

the measured current difference will be the same as for alternate drop

pulse polarography.

Since it is impractical to exactly match the flow rates of two different

capillaries, we must consider the effect of capillary mismatch. Figure 3

shows calculated twin electrode differential pulse polarograms for 5 per-

cent mismatch; also shown for comparison is an ordinary differential
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pulse polarogram. It should be noted that the capacitative background

arising from capillary mismatch in twin electrode differential pulse

polarography has the form of an integral capacitance curve, rather than a

differential capacitance curve as in ordinary differential pulse polarog-

raphy. This combination of a peaked faradaic response and a diminished

and flattened baseline is an attractive feature of the twin electrode

technique.

ELECTRODE 2

ELECTRODE 1

POTENTIAL

DIFFERENTIAL MODE

DROP FALL

CURRENT MEASUREMENT

Figure 2. Schematic wave-form and time for twin electrode differential pulse polarography.

0 -200 -m -500 -800

E. mV SCE

Figure 3. Simulated twin electrode differential pulse polarograms for Pb(II) in 0.1 F KCl.

Curves a and b are for ± 5 percent mismatch of flow rate. Curve c is a simulated ordinary

differential pulse polarogram on the same scale. Pb(II) = 0.1 /xF: 8= 10 ms: (-+8)^2.0

s;AE = 50mV.
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C. Constant Potential Pulse Polarography

The simple recognition that the non-faradaic current depends only on

the potential and the time in drop life while the faradaic current depends

on the history of the drop leads to the third and simplest new variant of

pulse polarography. If all measurements are made at the same time in

drop life and at the same potential, the capacitative contribution will be

constant. A new pulse polarographic wave-form which allows such mea-

surement is shown in figure 4. The name —constant potential pulse

polarography — derives from the fact that all pulses are to the same poten-

tial E2 while the potential Ei is variable. This wave-form might be con-

sidered the inverse of the ordinary normal pulse polarographic wave-

form.

POTENTIAL

DROP FALL

CURRENT MEASUREMENT

Figure 4. Schematic wave-form and timing for constant potential pulse polarography.

This new variant will give a wave-shaped output superimposed on a

constant capacitative component. The faradaic current for any values of

El and E2 will be given by

Mr =
(t + 8y"^'"c ( 1 / 1 1 \

+
3 V r + 5 1 +

(9)

We can assess the height of the wave as follows: Let E2 be very cathodic

of the half-wave potential so that 1/(1 + €2)= 1. If Ei is very anodic of the

half-wave potential, the current will be the normal pulse polarographic

current (let 1/(1 +ei) = 0 in eq 9). If Ei is very cathodic of the half-wave

potential, the drop is on the diffusion plateau during its entire life and the
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current is simply the polarographic current (let 1/(1 +ei)= 1/(1 + €2)= 1

in eq 9). The wave height is therefore the difference:

, . ,
nFkm2/3(r + 5)2/3Di/2C V I ^5 "l

wave height = y--= 1 - 00)V 7r5 L V 3(t + a)J
^

Similar arguments will give the same value for the wave height indepen-

dent of the value of E2 relative to the half-wave potential.

II. Experimental Results

A. Alternate Drop Pulse Polarography

In figure 5 are shown normal mode ordinary and alternate drop pulse

polarograms for ~ 150 ppb Pb(II) in 1 F HCl. We see immediately that

' e baseline for the alternate drop pulse polarogram is not flat, as theory

W' »uld lead us to expect, but rather that the baseline has a definite upward

j/cpe. We attribute this sloping baseline to the phenomenon which Barker

called "capillary response" and which he has discussed in some detail

[2] . This capillary response results from the slow relaxation of the poten-

tial of the solution layer between the mercury thread and the capillary wall

and in the cracks in the end of the capillary. The current due to this capil-

lary response decays as t"-^ where x > 1/2 and increases with pulse am-

plitude (with a power dependence somewhat greater than unity). This

capillary response current thus results in an upward sloping baseline and

leads to an erroneous pulse width dependence of the pulse current. Some
expedients have been suggested for capillary treatment [3,4] which

might alleviate this problem. Some of these expedients are under in-

vestigation in our laboratory [5 ]

.

For a constant pulse amplitude, the capillary response might be ex-

pected to be constant and therefore should have less effect on differential

pulse polarograms. In figure 6 are shown ordinary and alternate drop dif-

ferential pulse polarograms for ~ 60 ppb Pb(II) in 1 F HCl. The short

drop time of 0.5 s was chosen as a worst case. The superiority of the al-

ternate drop variant is seen most clearly in this figure. The baseline is

quite flat, in marked contrast to the ordinary differential pulse curve; the

noise levels are about the same. The diminution in the peak height seems

to be about that predicted by theory although it is impossible to determine

the true height of the peak in the upper curve.
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-300 -m
Ej mV A6/AgCl(satd. NaCl)

-500

Figure 5. Normal pulse polarograms for ~ 150 ppb Pb(II) in 1 F HCl. Pulse widths 10 ms;

drop tinie= 1 s. (a) Ordinary; (b) alternate drop.

10 nA

a

1 1 1 1

-200 -300 -400

E, mV Yi Ag/AgCl (satd. NaCl)

-500

Figure 6. Differential pulse polarograms for ~ 60 ppb Pb(II) in 1 F HCl. Pulse width = 10

ms; drop time = 0.5 s; AE= 50 mV. (a) Ordinary; (b) alternate drop.
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B. Constant Potential Pulse Polarography

Figure 7 shows constant potential pulse polarograms for Pb(II) in 1 F

HCl for E2 values after the wave, in the wave, and before the wave; also

shown for comparison is an ordinary normal pulse polarogram for the

same system on the same scale. In these curves we see the capillary

response effect quite clearly, but we also observe a marked decrease in

the slope of the baseline due to the elimination of the effect of drop

growth.

J
50 nA

•• b

d ..
•

'

I J I I I _i
-200 -300 -400 -500

E, mV Ag/AgCl (satd, NaCl)

Figure 7. Constant potential pulse polarograms for ~ 100 ppb Pb(II) in 1 F HCl. Pulse

width= 10 ms; drop time = 0.5 s. (a) £2= - 500; (b) £2= - 350; (c) £2= - 200; (d) ordi-

nary normal mode.
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The unfavorable "signal to noise" ratio obtained during measurements car-

ried out in very dilute metal ion solutions sets the lower concentration limit in

anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) determinations. The noise, deriving lar-

gely from the background current during the stripping step, is composed of a

capacity current and afaradaic current contribution. DASV (differential ASV)
and ASWC (anodic stripping with collection), carried out with in situ mercury

film formation at rotating glassy carbon disc or ring-disc electrodes respective-

ly, efficiently reduce residual current interference and significantly improve

the reliability of ASV methods, as applied to real sample analyses.

DASV is carried out at identical twin working electrodes balanced against

each other and immersed in the sample solution, to which Hg+2 ions have been

added. Preelectrolysis, carried out at both electrodes at the same potential but

for different deposition periods, is followed by a stripping step during which

the oxidation currents are substracted.

In ASWC, a rotating ring disc electrode is employed; conventional ASV at

the disc is supplemented, during the stripping step, by simultaneous redeposi-

tion at the ring, kept at a suitably constant cathodic potential throughout the

stripping scan, allowing unequivocal quantitative evaluation of collection

current peaks. Very rapid scan rates may be employed during the disc stripping

steps, resulting in improved sensitivity without any loss in accuracy.

The method, combined with thin film ASV, with the mercury film co-

deposited in situ with the trace metals present on a glassy carbon ring disc

electrode, yields excellent results in the analysis of trace metal solutions in the

ppb (and lower) range.

Keywords: Anodic stripping voltammetry; background current compensa-

tion; differential anodic stripping voltammetry; electrochemical

analysis; twin electrode balancing.
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I. Introduction

The everwidening significance attached to the presence of minute con-

centrations of metal ions in a variety of complex materials, as related to

environmental, clinical or technological considerations, has led to con-

tinued efforts aimed at enhancing the sensitivity of methods used for their

analytical determination. Ideally this should be achieved without unduly

sacrificing either the precision, accuracy or ease associated with routine

operation.

The extension of unmodified anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) to

very low metal ion concentration ranges is largely limited by the un-

favourable signal to noise ratio, arising from the compounded contribu-

tions of charging current (/c) and faradaic currents {if,r) due to electrolysis

of the medium or of other electroactive species present (residual or

background current, ir= ic + if,r) [ 1 ,2 ] . Methods suggested for decreasing

this background current {e.g., [1,3]) have, in general, been only partly

effective.

Differential measurement, well established for the compensation of

background signals in a variety of techniques, has also been early

proposed for voltammetry {e.g., [4,5]); problems incurred in matching

the two working electrodes involved limited its analytical exploitation.

Differential anodic stripping voltammetry (DASV), exploiting identical

twin working electrodes immersed in the cell containing the sample solu-

tion but subjected to different deposition times was proposed by Kemula

[6] and used, among others, for the determination of zinc ions in sea

water [7] and the overcoming of dissolved oxygen interference [8].

In this work, experimental parameters involved in DASV were studied;

their appropriate control turns DASV into a remarkably effective, inter-

ference free electroanalytical tool.

Two approaches, both exploiting glassy carbon based, twin thin film

mercury (TMF) electrodes were exf)lored: DASV (r), using different

deposition times {t) and DASV (w), hitherto unreported, using different

rates of electrode rotation (w) during the deposition step. In both, all

residual currents arising from factors other than deposition time

(DASV(r)) or rotation rate (DASV(a>)) are compensated by recording the

difference of the currents obtained during the deposition step. Since the

charging current is completely compensated, very rapid potential scans

may be used, enhancing sensitivity and shortening the duration of the

determination.

In situ mercury film deposition [9] , ensuring the continuous renewal

of the electrode surface and permitting the use of extremely thin films,
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further enhances sensitivity and reproducibility. Solutions of may
be analyzed using short (1 to 3 min) deposition periods: linear standard

addition curves are obtained, with a 10 percent relative standard devia-

tion.

In contrast to unmodified AS\'. undistorted. easily evaluable stripping

current peaks are recorded even in the vicinity of the limits set by the use-

ful potential range of the system; in addition, oxidation or reduction cur-

rents due to the presence, in the sample, of significant concentrations of

nonamalgam forming electroactive components, which would have

swamped the sought for stripping current, are effectively compensated in

DAS\' (fig. 1). These advantages, together with the extreme operational

simplicity of the technique, make Dx\SV an attractive analytical tool.

Figure 1. DAS\" -background current compensation. Curves (a) and (b). AS\' and

DASVifi voltammograms recorded in deaerated 4.9 x IQ-^M cupric ion solution, in acetic

acid/ammonium acetate (0.02.V//0.02M) supporting electrolyte buffer: cur\es (c) and (d),

as for (a) and (b) respectively but without deaeration. Deposition at — 1.0 V for 1 minute:

potential scan rate 6 \' min-^.

Z
LU

cr

D
U

VOLTS VERSUS Ag/AgCI (sat KCI)
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II. Experimental

A. Apparatus

A 300 ml pyrex glass cell and a 5 hole Teflon cover were employed,

with twin glassy carbon (GC 305 Tokai Electrode Mfg. Co., Ltd., Tokyo)

electrodes [9] symmetrically flanking an Ag;AgCl (KCl(sat) reference

electrode (to which all potentials reported in this work are referred) (fig.

2)). In DASV(a)) the mutual effect of electrode rotation on each other's

diffusion layer was minimized by placing a glass partition between them.

Figure 2. Synchronous motor and electrochemical cell.
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A synchronous motor, capable of independently rotating each electrode

at 0. 1410 or 2675 rpm was used. A localK built potential alternator [10]

imposed a chosen controlled potential on the ""background"" electrode

during the deposition step in DAS\'(n. A PAR Model 174 Polarographic

Analyzer, equipped with the P4/51 Accessor}-, for differential work

[11] and a recorder (either a Leeds and Northrup X/L 680 or a Servogor

RE 511) completed the instrumental setup. The cell and stock solutions

were protected from airborne contaminants b\" placement in a laminar air-

flow cabinet.

B. Reagents and Solutions

Suprapur (Merck) nitric and acetic acid, ammonium hydroxide and tri-

ple distilled water [12] were used. Metal ion stock solutions. lO-^M,

prepared by dissolving the metal in nitric acid and diluting as required,

were stored in polyethylene containers. Solutions 10-=A/ were freshly

prepared dail\\ A 5.7 x lO-^M mercuric ion solution was used for the in

situ mercury film deposition. Stock buffer solutions were: acetic acid/ am-

monium acetate (0.4A//0.4A/) (pH-4.8) and ammonium hydroxide/am-

monium chloride (0.5A//0.53/) (pH-8) solutions.

C. Procedure

The sample. 5 ml of the mercuric ion solution and 4 ml buffer stock

solution (total approximate volume. 100 ml) are introduced into the cell

and purged (when required) with purified nitrogen. During deaeration the

working electrodes are kept at — 0.4 \' and rotated. Balancing is next ef-

fected by carrying out simultaneously on both electrodes a deposition

step, using identical deposition potential, period and rate of electrode

rotation. This is followed by concerted rotation stoppage, a 15-second rest

period and a linear potential scan, to - 0.05 W during which the dif-

ference of the currents passing through the electrode is recorded. Perfect

balance should result in a straight horizontal line: imperfect balance may
be corrected using the electrode and potential compensators [11]. The

success of this operation is checked by repeating the above deposi-

tion-stripping cycle and inspecting the resulting voltammogram.

(Further problems encountered in balancing are discussed below.)

The procedure, up to this point is common to both DASV(r) and

DAS\'(a;): from now on it differs, according to the method chosen.

In DAS\'(r) one of the working electrodes is kept at a suitably cathodic
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potential, during deposition, while the other, "background" electrode, is

kept by the potential alternator, at — 0.05 V; both are rotated at the same

rate. At the end of the deposition period, rotation is stopped, the deposi-

tion potential imposed on both electrodes during a 15-second rest period,

followed by a rapid, anodic potential scan to — 0.05 V and accompanied

by the recording of the differential voltammogram. Deposition periods

and rates of potential scan, adjusted according to sample concentration,

range from 5 minutes for a \0-^M to 0.5 minutes for a 10-^M sample and

up to 12 V • min-i.

In DASV(a)) the balanced background current is recorded after deposi-

tion on both electrodes, both rotated at the higher rate of the two rates to

be used in the subsequent differential step, at the same deposition poten-

tial. Maximum sensitivity is achieved with one of the working electrodes

rotated at the highest rate available (cu= 2675 rpm) and the "background"

electrode at rest (w = 0 rpm) (the deposition current at a RDE is propor-

tional to cu^/^ [13]).

After deposition, electrode rotation is stopped; a 15-second rest period

is followed by the stripping step and the differential current recorded as in

DASV(0.
Between determinations, the electrodes are kept at — 0.05 V, to

remove possible contaminants.

The required standard additions are introduced through an opening in

the cell cover, using microliter pipets (0.2 ml maximum volume).

At the end of a day's work the mercury film which has accumulated is

wiped off the electrode face with a soft tissue wet with 2M nitric acid and

the electrode is rinsed with distilled water.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Electrode Balance-Evaluation of Results

The linear correlation obtained between the peak stripping current

(measured by taking the distance between the differential voltammogram

peak and the background current at the peak potential) and the concentra-

tion of the metal ion determined (fig. 3) justifies the use of the method of

standard additions for quantitative evaluation. A linear correlation is also

obtained between peak areas (charge) and ion concentration; this proved

useful whenever split or distorted peaks had to be evaluated [ 10]

.

Electrode balancing, a required operation before the differential deposi-
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Figure 3. Cadmium (DASV(/)) and lead (DASV(co)) standard addition curves, (a) cadmium

ion in ammonium hydroxide/ammonium chloride (0.02A//0.02M) and (b) lead ion in acetic

acid/ammonium acetate (0.02M/0.02M) supporting electrolyte buffer. Deposition (a and

b) at - 1.1 V for 3 minutes. Rates of electrode rotation in DASV(aj) (b), (2765-0) rpm.

Potential scan rate (a and b), 6 V min^^

tion step, is often tedious and especially so in low concentration ranges.

Perfect compensation of the charging current is not accompanied by the

simultaneously complete compensation of the faradaic current of the

deposited metal ion {e.g., fig. 4); the residual, unbalanced faradaic current

may be up to 20 percent of the peak current recorded in the subsequent

differential step. This effect, not yet completely understood, may be

caused by differences in morphology of the twin TMF electrode surfaces,

resulting from experimental parameters [3,14]. Since the charging cur-

rent is determined by the real and the faradaic current largely by the

geometric area of the electrode, their complete compensation cannot be

expected to occur at the same compensator setting.

In the case of DASV employing hanging mercury drop electrodes

balancing is easy [10] ; this further supports the ''morphology" assump-

tion (obviously, in this case, the real and geometrical areas are the same).
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Fortunately, the residual (unbalanced) faradaic background current and

the differential peak current are additive (fig. 4), Linear calibration

curves, extending over a wide concentration range, are obtained when-

ever the differential peak current, corrected for this residual current, is

plotted against metal ion sample concentration. Considerable time and ef-

fort may therefore be saved by limiting the balancing step to complete

compensation of the charging current and correcting the subsequently ob-

tained differential stripping peak current by adding (or subtracting, as the

case may be) the residual, unbalanced faradaic background current. This

approach requires the same deposition time to be used in the final balanc-

ing and the differential stripping step.

Ol^A (c)

. I . ^ I
I I

-0.6-0 5 -04 -06 -0 5-04 -06-05-0 4

VOLTS VERSUS Ag / AgCI (sat KCl)

Figure 4. Differential stripping current voltammograms and corresponding residual (un-

balanced) faradaic background currents, (a) and (d), (b) and (e), (c) and (f), 2.7 x IQ-^M,

4.0 X 10-9M and 5.3 X IQ-^M, lead ion in acetic acid/ammonium acetate (0.02M/0.02M)

supporting electrolyte buffer. Deposition at - 1.0 V (d), (e) and (f) 4 minutes, both work-

ing electrodes; (a), (b) and (c) 4 minutes, one electrode only, with the "background" elec-

trode at — 0.05 V. Potential scan rate 6 V min-i.
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B. Advantages OF THE Method

Unmodified ASV and DASV (both at TMF electrodes) were applied

to systems in which the first does not seem fully satisfactory; the results

obtained were unequivocally in favor of DASV.

C. Shortened Analysis-Increased Sensitivity

ASV sensitivity at TMF electrodes as compared to ASV at the HMDE
is enhanced by the favorable surface to volume ratio. Further attempts to

increase sensitivity by using rapid potential scans are defeated by the con-

siderable charging current (ic) obtained {e.g., fig. 5, right side; ic=Cd Av;

A-electrode surface area, v-rate of potential scan). The nonlinear relation-

ship between the differential capacity, C^, and electrode potential,

presents difficulties in electronic charging current compensation.

In contrast in DASV the complete compensation of the charging cur-

rent permits rapid scans to be used in the stripping step; in view of the sig-

nificantly increased sensitivity (the stripping peak current at a TMF elec-

trode is proportional to scan rate [15]), deposition periods may be shor-

tened.

Figures 6 and 7, comparing ASV and DASV voltammograms obtained

with a solution (10-W) of a number of metal ions, under identical experi-

mental conditions, illustrate this fact.

The shorter deposition periods employed in DASV {i.e., the lower

metal concentrations attained in the mercury film amalgam) lessen the

danger of intermetallic compound formation; time dependent changes in

film morphology {e.g., slow adsorption) are also minimized.

Calibration curves for cadmium and lead ions, obtained with 3 -minute

deposition periods are shown in figure 3. Relative standard deviations for

3 X 10-W— 2 X solutions were 2 to 7 percent respectively.

Response rate of available recorders, instrument noise and reagent purity

set the detection limit of the method.
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Figure 5. Influence of potential scan rate, (a), (b) and (c) DASV(r) voltammograms

recorded in deaerated 2.3 x \0-^M cadmium ion solution, in acetic acid/ammonium
acetate (0.02M/0.02M) supporting electrolyte buffer, at different potential scan rates, (a)

12 V min-i, (b) 3 V min-i and (c) 0.6 V min-i; (d), (e) and (f) ASV voltammograms

recorded under conditions identical to (a), (b) and (c), respectively. Deposition at — 1.1 V
for 1 minute.
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Figure 6. Comparison of DASV(r) and ASV. (a) and (b) DASV(/) and ASV voltammo-

grams recorded in deareated 2.5 x IQ-W cupric ion solution, in ammonium hydrox-

ide/ammonium chloride (0.02M/0.02M) supporting electrolyte buffer. Deposition at —

1.1 V for 1 minute. Potential scan rate 1 2 V min-i. The smaller peak at — 0.7 V, is due to

cadmium ions present in the blank solution.
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-0.9 -0.7 -0.5 -0.3

VOLTS VERSUS Ag/AgCI (sat KCl)

Figure 7. Comparison of DASV(a>) and ASV. (a) and (b) DASV(w) and ASV voltammo-

grams recorded in deaerated 2.3 x cadmium ion solution, in ammonium hydrox-

ide/ammonium chiloride (0.02M/0.02A/) supporting electrolyte buffer. Deposition at —

1.0 V for 5 minutes; rate of electrode rotation, ASV 2765 rpm, DASV(w) (2765-0) rpm.

Potential scan rate 12 V min i. The smaller peak, at ~ — 0.4 V, is due to cupric ions

present in the blank solution.
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D. Background Current Interference

Electroactive interferents present in the sample solution and causing

background currents which distort or even swamp ASV stripping current

peaks may be subdivided as follows:

The ASV determination of a number of metal ions is hampered by the

overlap of their stripping current peaks and currents resulting from elec-

trolysis of the medium. Methods proposed to overcome this problem e.g.,

[16] usually complicate the determination by introducing additional

steps. In DASV, medium electrolysis currents (independent of the

deposition period) are fully compensated during the balancing step (fig. 8);

metal ions such as copper (near the mercury oxidation limit) and zinc

(near the hydrogen evolution limit) are easily determined.

1 . Medium Decomposition

3
u

0.5 nA

-II -0.9 -0.7 -0.5 -0.3

VOLTS VERSUS Ag/AgCI (sat KCl)

-0.1

Figure 8. DASV background current compensation, (a) and (b) ASV and DASV voltam-

mograms, respectively, showing improved peak shapes obtained with the latter for zinc

(Ep ~ - 1.2 V) and copper (Ep ~ OV).
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2. Electroactive Macro Components

a. Dissolved Oxygen. This is an interferent prevalent in many elec-

troanalytical determinations; its removal, aside from being time consum-

ing, is sometimes impossible or inadvisable {e.g., in situ determinations in

large sample reservoirs or in the case of environmental water samples,

where deaeration also removes carbon dioxide, affecting car-

bonate — bicarbonate equilibria). In the present work DASV without prior

removal of dissolved oxygen was thoroughly studied.

Figures 1 and 9 illustrate the effect of dissolved oxygen for a sample

containing cadmium, lead and copper ions. Dissolved oxygen affects

Z

I
\ I I I I I -I

-1.0 -0 8 -0 6 -0 4

VOLTS VERSUS Ag/AgCI (sat KCl)

Figure 9. The effect of dissolved oxygen on voltammogram shape, (a), (b) and (c), 4.6 x

10-W cadmium ion, 2.7 x lO^W lead ion solution, in acetic acid/ammonium acetate

(0.02A//0.02M) supporting electrolyte buffer, (a) ASV, oxygen removed prior to deposi-

tion; (b) ASV, dissolved oxygen present; (c) DASV(r), dissolved oxygen present. Deposi-

tion at - 1.0 V for 3 minutes. Potential scan rate 6.0 V min-i.
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ASV through 1) high background currents due to its reduction; 2)

precipitation of metal hydroxides by hydroxyl ions formed during the

reduction of oxygen in neutral media [8]: and 3) chemical oxidation of

metals in the electrode amalgam. The rate of the latter depends on the na-

ture of the metal, its concentration in the amalgam (which in turn, depends

on factors such as the concentration of the metal ion in the sample, the

length of the deposition period and the volume of the TMF). In contrast

to stripping current peaks which, when obtained for copper, cadmium and

lead in DASV at HMDEs in the presence and absence of dissolved ox-

ygen, were of similar height [10], DASV at TMF electrodes, in the

presence of oxygen, resulted, for some metals and concentration ranges,

in lowered peaks (figs. 1 and 9). In spite of this, the linear correlation

between peak height and metal ion concentration which continues to hold

in most cases, permits quantitative determinations to be carried out

without prior oxygen removal.

b. Non amalgam forming electroactive metal ions. Their presence in

significant concentrations, frequently incurred in complex samples, con-

stitutes an interference in unmodified ASV; methods for overcoming it

(for methods for the elimination of ferric ion interference see [16-18])

often complicate routine procedures. DASV provides an elegant solufion;

figure 10 illustrates this for the case of copper determination in the

presence of a thousandfold concentration of ferric ions.

To sum up DASV, as compared to ASV, offers increased ease, rapidity

and sensitivity. The use of an in situ deposited TMF is but one instance of

a number of possible variations, such as thicker films whenever the ex-

tremely thin film constitutes a disadvantage {e.g., in the presence of dis-

solved O2) or the use of predeposited films for in situ determinations. De-

tection limits may be further lowered by employing more sophisticated

potential functions in the stripping step [ 1 ] . by prolonging the deposition

period or further increasing the potential scan rate.

Recently published modificafions of ASV [2,3] solve some of the

problems discussed: ASWC [3] offers similar sensitivity and ease of

determination near the limits of the useful potential range to those

achieved by DASV and is free of charging current background problems;

it does not, however solve the problem of dissolved oxygen and electroac-

tive macro components. Rapid ASV [2] shortens the durafion of analysis

but does not compensate any background currents. DASV does it all; its

operative simplicity makes it a fitting method for semiautomatic or auto-

matic operation and especially for determinations to be carried out /// 5/7//

by remote control. Work towards this goal is currently in progress.
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Figure 10. DASV in the presence of a major electroactive solution component, (a) and (b),

ASV and DASV(r) voltammograms recorded in deaerated 2.4 x 10-^M cupric ion, 2.5 x

lO-^M ferric ion solution, in acetic acid/ammonium acetate (0.02M/0.02M) supporting

electrolyte buffer. Deposition at - 1.0 V for 0.5 minute. Potential scan rate 1.2 V min-i.
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The application of an ion-selective electrode method for continuously moni-

toring Cu++ in seawater, without sample pretreatment, is described.

The necessary sensitivity of the Cu++ selective electrodes was achieved by

preconditioning the electrodes and by use of a flow cell configuration.

Response times, even at trace concentrations, were found to be adequate for

monitoring small changes in the Cu++ concentration of seawater.

Evaluating the effects of solid materials on the chemistry of Cu++ in sea-

water was simplified by the speed and convenience of the ion-selective elec-

trode technique. In addition to the adsorption of metal ions on solid surfaces,

Cu++ electrode analysis indicated that contaminants from some solid materials

form complexes with Cu++ in solution. Other materials apparently introduce

cations such as Fe+++ which can liberate Cu++ from some complexes. It was

also found that changes in chemical properties such as pH measurably affect

the distribution of Cu++ in seawater.

Operation of a trace sampling and analysis system aboard a ship is com-

plicated by chemical and electrical effects of the ship's hull on the continuous

seawater flow stream. A method was found for minimizing electrical ''noise"

in the flow stream and to distinguish the Cu++ potential of chemical contamina-

tion due to the ship from the ambient background of natural seawater.

The results indicate that it should be practical to develop trace analytical

methods which require little or no sample pretreatment for true in situ analysis

thus avoiding many of the problems of sampling and sample handling.

Keywords: Adsorption; copper; cupric ion; flow cell; ion-selective elec-

trode; seawater analysis.
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I. Introduction

Ion-selective electrodes based on insoluble metal sulfides have been ap-

plied to determination of trace cations in aqueous solutions. The first of

these, Ag2S electrodes, respond to as little as 1 /JLg Ag+/1; even lower

concentrations of free Ag+ can be measured when Ag+ complexing

agents are present [1]. Mixed metal sulfide/silver sulfide electrodes

were then developed to extend the response to other cations, i.e., those

which form sulfide precipitates more soluble than Ag2S; electrodes

sensitive to Cu++ are made from a mixture of CuS and Ag2S [1]. Cu+ +

electrodes of this type have been applied to the determination of Cu++

to 9 /xg/l in simple aqueous solutions [2]. The response of such electrodes

to Cu++ in sea-water has recently been accomplished and the detection

limit extended to less than 2 /xg/1 [3].

This development has made possible a technique for the continuous in

situ monitoring of Cu++ at sea which is the subject of this paper. The
specific factors to be discussed are the following:

1. Steady-state electrode response to Cu++ concentrations in natural

seawater.

2. Extraneous factors which might offset electrode potentials such as

temperature response and chemical interference.

3. Chemical effects of materials which might contact seawater samples,

specifically the sampling system which supplies a continuous flow of sea-

water for analysis.

4. Problems with obtaining significant electrode data in flow streams at

sea.

5. The performance of the analytical method and sampling procedures

at sea.

II. Experimental

Orion Cu++ electrode potentials were measured with a precision of ±
0. 1 mV vs. Orion double-junction reference electrodes (referred to here

as DJ) by a Corning Model 101 Digital Electrometer as previously

described [3]. Steady-state electrode potentials were defined for this

study as potentials changing by less than 0. 1 mV/ min. A Corning Model

103 three-channel amplifier was added to the instrumentation to allow

simultaneous measurement of as many as four electrodes vs. a single

reference electrode in the same solution. The multi-channel amplifier also

provided electrode potentials on analog outputs which were recorded vs.
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time by a Texas Instruments Servo-Riter II dual channel strip chart

recorder.

All laboratory ware was acid washed, and the general laboratory

procedures to minimize contamination were adapted as previously

described [3]. Samples collected at sea were shipped and stored in acid-

washed polyethylene bottles. Cu concentrations in seawater samples

returned to the laboratory were determined by atomic adsorption spec-

trometric analysis of Cu extracted into a solution of 2 percent oxine in

ethyl propionate [3].

III. Electrode System

The potential, E, of an electrochemical cell selective to Cu++ follows

the form of the Nernst equation:

E=Eo+Slog [Cu++].

The constant term, Eo, contains thermodynamic constants, reference elec-

trode potential, liquid junction potentials, and activity coefficients. Ab-

solute accuracy (reproducibility) of the electrode measurement depends

on the constancy of Eo which is experimentally assured only by standards

and samples having identical chemical composition and temperature (at

normal pressure). "Electrode slope," S, which is equal to

AE/Alog [Cu++] , determines the sensitivity of the measurement.

Electrodes once preconditioned (see below) in seawater typically ex-

hibit reproducible linear slopes of at least 50 mV/log[Cu++] which is

larger than the thermodynamically predicted 30 mV/log[Cu++]. A slope

value, once obtained, is stable (for a given electrode) and can be treated as

an empirical constant which remains invariant as long as the electrode is

exposed to a limited Cu++ concentration range (approximately 2 orders of

magnitude).

For a constant slope of 50 mV/log[Cu++] a measurable potential

change of 0. 1 mV corresponds to a change in [Cu++] of only 0.5 percent.

An especially attractive feature of potentiometry in trace analysis is that

this sensitivity is maintained throughout the concentration range over

which the slope remains constant. The slope of Cu++ electrode response

in seawater decreases at low Cu++ concentration (fig. 1), but it will be

shown that under certain conditions the region of constant slope may be

extended to at least the 1 /xg/1 level.

The initial pretreatment of Cu++ electrodes by long-term immersion in

seawater was necessary before adequate sensitivity to trace Cu++ could
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be obtained [3]. This preconditioning, in the laboratory, was typically

carried out with 500 ml of stirred seawater in a Teflon beaker. Recorded
potentials of new electrodes or electrodes previously exposed to relative-

ly high Cu++ concentrations (greater than 1 g/1) exhibited a decaying

approach to a steady-state potential when placed in new seawater. When
steady potentials were achieved, the electrode solution was replaced

with more new seawater. This process was repeated until the potential

change on transfer to new seawater became small (< 1 mV).
The response of such preconditioned electrodes to additions of Cu++ to

seawater collected 10 miles off Port Isabel, Texas, is graphed in figure 1

where the Cu concentration for the first data point was established by

atomic adsorption analysis (AA). Responses of three different Orion Cu++

electrodes and one Orion S= electrode (Ag2S) illustrate potentials of elec-

trodes with different response characteristics. These changes in electrode

response due to preconditioning and the stirring rates dependencies have

produced data from which some electrode-solution interactions can be

elucidated.

Preconditioning processes have also been noted by others to increase

the sensitivity of Cu++ electrode response to low free Cu++

concentrations in laboratory solutions. A preconditioning procedure of

1 3 10 20

TOTAL Cu** CONCENTRATION
{

fiq/l)

Figure 1. Response of electrodes to additions of Cu++ to seawater. First data point at 0.9

/Mg/l from atomic absorption analysis.
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soaking Ag2S/CuS on graphite electrodes in CN- or EDTA solution [4]

has been attributed to a decrease in free Cu++ concentration at the elec-

trode surface; the sensitivity of these electrodes was increased at very low

free Cu++ concentrations in metal-ion buffered solutions. An acid clean-

ing procedure has been recently described for increasing Orion Cu++

electrode sensitivity in solutions with low concentrations of Cu(N03)2

[5].

This cleaning procedure and the data in this paper can be explained by

a depletion of CuS from the electrode surface. In figure 1, Cu++

electrodes with greater sensitivity near 1 /xgCu^ + /l also had potentials ap-

proaching that of Ag2S in the same solution indicating that precondition-

ing indeed decreased the Cu++ concentration (activity) at, or in, the elec-

trode-solution interface.

Stirring rate also has an effect on electrode potential. The fact that

lower flow rates across the electrode surface result in more positive

potentials has been attributed to dissolution of Cu++ or Ag+ from the elec-

trode surface [3 ] . Further data is shown in figure 2 which compares the

flow rate dependency of a sensitive (No. 2) electrode with one that was

TOTAL Cu**
(
/ig/l)

Figure 2. Dependence of potentials on flow rates across ion-sensitive surfaces of two Cu++

electrodes with different sensitivities. Flow rates were varied by changing stirring speed.
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less sensitive (No. 4). Besides more negative potentials, the more sensi-

tive electrode shows less effect from changing flow rate. Also, the sen-

sitivity of electrode No. 4 was increased slightly at low Cu++

concentrations by increased flow across the electrode surface.

That both the pretreatment and flow rate effects imply a dissolution

process was verified by the observation that formerly polished ion sensi-

tive surfaces had an etched appearance after prolonged exposure to sea-

water. Further evidence of dissolution was provided by previously

preconditioned electrodes which detected an increase in Cu++ (or Ag+)

concentration in the seawater sample used to precondition insensitive

electrodes.

Even in the "preconditioned" low dissolution rate state it is likely that

the potentials of Cu++ electrodes were still, at least partially, determined

by a slow dissolution process. A slow dissolution rate proportional to

Cu++ concentration in seawater, through a S= equilibrium shift or another

process, would produce the expected potential change from increased

Cu++ concentration as well as an additional increase in potential from dis-

solution products at the electrode-solution interface, i.e., a mixed poten-

tial. Such a process could help explain the observed electrode responses

larger than 30 mV/log [Cu++ ]

.

IV. Temperature Response

Since an electrode system in a seawater flow stream would be subjected

to some viriation in sample temperature, the effects of temperature on

electrode potential were determined over a small temperature range.

Variation of electrode potentials due to temperature can be described by

the temperature differential of the Nernst equation [6] , but uncertainty

in the evaluation of some of the resulting terms usually requires that tem-

perature coefficients be determined experimentally. This is especially true

for applications in seawater where the distribution of complexed Cu++ is

shifted by changing temperature.

Temperature effects were determined from. Cu++ and DJ electrodes

stirred and thermostated in natural seawater in an electrode cell which

was partially sealed to retard evaporation. The electrode potentials,

plotted in figure 3 , varied nearly linearly over the small temperature range

(8°). The slope in figure 3 represents the temperature response, dE/dT, of

— 1.5 mV/deg for this electrode system.
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25 27 29 31 33

TEMPERATURE i'C)

Figure 3. Temperature response of Cu++ vs. double-junction electrode pair in natural sea-

water.

V. Chemical Interference

A positive interference from Fe^+ has been reported with Orion Cu+^

electrodes [2], Since monitoring was to be carried out at sea aboard a

steel-hulled ship, the effects of Fe^^ on the Cu^^ electrode potential in

natural seawater were determined. Fe^^ did not affect the Cu^^ electrode

potential of Port Isabel seawater until more than 100 fxgll of Fe^^ had

been added. Since the potential decreased rather than increased it is possi-

ble that ferric hydroxide coprecipitated Cu++. Further addition of larger

amounts of Fe^^, up to 1.2 mg/1, had only minor effects on the Cu-^

electrode potential.

It was determined, however, that seawater which had been exposed to

latex tubing gave electrode potentials more negative than usual, and when
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Fe^+ was added to this water, the electrode potential increased. These

results are interpreted as complexation of Cu++ by some material leached

from latex and subsequent displacement of Cu++ from the complex by

Fe3+. Equilibrium displacement of Cu++ by Fe^^ is reasonable since most

organic ligands form Fe^+ complexes which are more stable than the cor-

responding complex with Cu++ [7]. There were some seawater samples

which gave varying degrees of positive potential increase on addition of

Fe3+. But throughout this study all responses of Cu++ electrodes due to

the addition of Fe^+ to seawater could be attributed to displacement of

complexed Cu++.

VI. Sampling Equipment Construction Materials

The material of choice for containing seawater to be analyzed by Cu++

electrodes is Teflon; polyethylene is a good second choice [3]. In either

continuous or discrete seawater sampling systems mechanical require-

ments or the commercial use of available components may result in other

materials containing the seawater sample. For this reason, a brief evalua-

tion was carried out to determine what effect, if any, seawater sample con-

tact with various materials would have on the results of analysis by Cu++

electrodes.

The simplicity and speed of the ion-selective electrode for determining

changes in trace Cu++ concentration makes the method well suited for

surveying candidate materials for use in a sampling system. The change in

electrode potential was determined on immersion of a test material into a

stirred seawater solution. The potential change, AE, due to contact of sea-

water with selected materials are listed in table 1 where AE= (E after con-

tact)— (E for natural seawater). Negative AE values were interpreted as

adsorption of Cu++ or introduction of complexing agents which decreased

the concentration of free Cu++. Positive AE values indicated that free

Cu++ (or Ag+ or Hg++) concentration was increased by seawater contact

with the test material. Positive AE's can be translated into equivalent

Cu++ concentrations by use of the response curve for electrode No. 3 in

figure 1

.

Some additional information was obtained by measuring AE for the ad-

dition of Cu++ to the seawater in contact with the test material. Examples

of this data in table 1 represent the effect of material contact on seawater

as Cu++ concentration varies.

The first four materials in table 1 are flexible polymers commonly used

for seals in pumps and valves. Obviously, use of those materials which
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Table 1. Cm"*"^ electrode potential shift due to contact of seawater with solid materials

Material

AE(mV)
(Natural seawater + 1.3 ^tg/1 Cu

or natural seawater*)

Viton A
Kel F
Hapalon
Nor del

Stainless steel tubing

316 Stainless steel fitting

Latex tubing

Latex tubing

PVC pipe

Nylon

+7.8 T (3 h)

+ 109 T ^ (10 min)

-41.3
-23.4 i (18 min)

-3.1*

+5.9
-27.1
-187.4

+22.0
+6.2

* Analyzed by emission spectrograph; contained approximately 500 ppm Cu.

produced the largest changes in potential should be avoided. The potential

increase from one piece of 3 16 stainless steel was unexpected since Cu is

not specified in the composition of this material [8], and the seawater

used for this study did not exhibit a significant response due to addition of

Fe3+. Analysis of this piece of stainless steel revealed that it did, in fact,

contain Cu.

The actual monitoring of dissolved Cu in seawater was carried out at

sea onboard the USNS Mizar, a Naval oceanographic research ship. The
sampling system consisted of Teflon tubing extended through an amid-

ships well to a depth of 1 meter below the ship's hull. (Sampling depth was
approximately 6 meters below the surface.) A submersible pump (nylon

impeller and housing) forced seawater to an on-board analytical system

where the seawater in a flow manifold was maintained at a constant level

by a continuous overflow to waste. Taps on the manifold provided con-

tinuous sources of seawater to two Cu++ electrode flow cells.

The body of the Cu++ flow cell, which is detailed in figure 4, was
machined from a block of solid Teflon. The Cu++ electrode was locked

into place by a compressed O-ring with its ion-sensitive surface facing up-

ward into the flow channel. An Orion double-junction reference elec-

trode, with its annular junction surface machined flat, was locked in place

opposite the Cu++ electrode. A special machined plastic gage inserted

VII. Shipboard System
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0-RING

ORION Cu**
94-29A

Figure 4. Cu++ electrode continuous flow cell.

through one end of the flow passage assured proper placement and spac-

ing of the two electrodes. An interelectrode spacing of 0.8 mm gave a

cross-sectional area between the electrodes equal to that of the flow

passage, but the spacing was found to be not critical as long as flow was

not restricted.

Seawater from the manifold flowed by gravity to the Cu++ cells so that

flow rates were easily controlled at 400 to 600 ml/min by adjusting cell

height with respect to the water level in the flow manifold. With the

reference electrode removed, high velocity flow could be observed across

the entire Cu++ sensitive surface which, according to the data in figure 2

should have contributed to maximizing sensitivity at lowest concentra-

tions.

Usually two Cu++ flow cells were operated simultaneously and both

cell potentials were recorded on strip chart. When the Cu++ flow cells

were first operated in the continuous flow stream at sea, the recorded

potentials exhibited rapid variations which would normally be associated

with electrical interference. The problem was traced to a variable poten-

tial between the ship's hull and seawater in the flow stream. This potential

signal was recorded in figure 5(A) vs. the DJ reference electrode in one of

the Cu++ flow cells. The signal probably represents variation in corrosion

potentials caused by the ship's motion (one frequency component seemed

to be correlated with ship's roll); power leakage from on-board electrical

equipment to the sea may have contributed to the problem.
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TIME (min)

Figure 5. Potentials of ship's hull vs. DJ reference electrode in flow cell. Trace A was be-

fore and B after grounded Pt screen was placed in the flow system.

The potential variations were minimized, as shown in figure 5(B), by a

cylindrical Pt screen electrode (2.5-cm-diameter by 5-cm-long) placed in

the flow manifold and connected to ship's ground (hull). This Pt electrode

was evidently sufficient to capacitively couple the seawater flow stream

to the ship's hull through an electrode double layer established by a 14 /jlA

current passed through this electrode. After the flow stream "noise" was

drained to ground, stable potentials could be recorded with a resolution

limited only by a 5 Hz 0.06 mV peak-to-peak signal from a chopper circuit

in the electrometer.

VIII. Cell Response

In situ continuous Cu++ cell potentials were recorded for seawater

through an area of the Caribbean Sea south of Cuba and in the Atlantic

Ocean off the coast of Florida. The cell potentials indicated that free Cu++

concentrations in these waters were considerably less than that of the sea-

water used for the laboratory development of the electrode system. AA
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analysis of samples returned to the laboratory revealed ambient total

Cu++ background concentrations of 0. 1 5 to 0.50 (± 0. 1 2) )Ltg/l f
~ 10-^ M).

Since no more than about 1 percent of the total Cu++ in seawater is not

complexed [9] , the electrode has to be responding to free Cu++ on the

order of lO-i^ M in order to measure total Cu++ concentrations at the 0.5

/u-g/1 level, i.e., that copper in equilibrium.

That response at this level was indeed achieved with the free Cu++ ions

was demonstrated by removing one electrode from a flow cell after 2

weeks of daily operation and measuring its response to Cu++ additions.

This addition data, plotted in figure 6, was obtained at sea, and the Cu
concentration for the first data point was determined by AA analysis of a

sample returned to the laboratory. The results in figure 6 show response

to at least ambient Cu++ concentrations (0.48 /itg/l for this sample).

On comparing figure 6 with figure 1 (data taken before electrode No. 3

had been exposed to flow cell operation), the increase in sensitivity

(slope) at lower concentrations is evident. This increase in electrode sen-

sitivity and limit of detection is attributed to a continuation in the flow cell

of the previously described electrode conditioning process. The slope in-

crease in the region of Cu++ concentrations greater than 1 /xg/1 ap-

proached a value of 70 mV/log [Cu++] which, in figure 1 , was established

only at concentrations at least five times higher. This increase in sensitivi-

1—I—

r

I I LJ \ L I

0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 4 6

TOTAL Cu**(^g/0

Figure 6. Response of Cu++ electrode No. 3 after extended operation in a seawater flow

cell.
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ty linearized the slope to 1 ^u-g/l in figure 6, and has the important con-

sequence that absolute concentrations can now be accurately determined

by the known-addition method [10].

This increased sensitivity of the flow cell electrodes combined with the

stability of electrode potentials thus made possible the detection of Cu^^

concentration changes of less than 1 percent at the ambient /xg/1 level.

IX. Cu" Concentration Anomalies

Since the flow system intake was mounted only 1 meter below the ship,

chemical contamination of the sample by the ship's hull could be ex-

pected. That this was indeed the case was determined by observing

changes in Cu^' cell potential as a function of the ship's speed. Slower

speeds resulted in more positive cell potentials which fluctuated as the

ship rolled about while dead in the water. As the ship started moving again

cell potentials returned to their normal, more negative values. This is illus-

trated for a "worst case" in figure 7.

Usually, however, the effects illustrated in figure 7 were much smaller,

and. in some seawater. barely detectable which leads to the conclusion

that something more than simple Cu~^ contamination of seawater by the

ship was involved. In any case, with the sample intake only 1 meter below

the ship, seawater contaminated by the hull was available at the inlet. The
potential data indicate that with the ship underway most seawater con-

15 30 45

TIME (mm)

Figure 7. Recorded potentials of two Cw- flow cells with the ship drifting and potential

change with ship underway. The two Cu-- cells had slightly different sensitivities, and the

time offset of corresponding peaks was due to a recorder pen offset.
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taminated by the hull was swept away and was not accessible to the sam-

ple intake. These results imply that for monitoring aboard a moving ship

sample intakes far removed from the ship's hull (where at 15 knots,

mechanical requirements become formidable) may not be necessary.

However, the minimum speed for contamination-free sampling would

have to be determined for each application.

Another example of anomalous Cu++ cell potentials is shown in figure

8, while the ship was drifting shoreward near Cat Island (24.5° N, 75.5°

W). These results were repeated several times in the same area. It seems

unlikely that the dissolution rate of any Cu++ source on the surface of the

ship would vary so much from one seawater to another; therefore, the

results in figures 7 and 8 are ascribed not to changes in total Cu++

concentration (supported by AA analysis of samples returned to the

laboratory) but rather to differences in the distribution of complexed

Cu++, and subsequent displacement by Fe^+ as discussed above. During

a later laboratory investigation seawater collected at approximately the

25-min mark on figure 8, indeed, did produce a positive potential change

when a pure Fe wire was immersed in the stirred sample. These results

are consistent with Cu++ behavior in near-shore waters previously re-

ported [3].

-J i_

15 30

TIME (min)

Figure 8. Cu++ cell potentials v/hile drifting toward the shore of Cat Island.

J.
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X. Sampling Devices

A satisfactory grab sampler for use in trace determinations was devised

by modifying a sterile bag sampler manufactured by General Oceanics for

biological sampling. The principle of the device entails a sealed

polyethylene bag with an inlet which is cut open on messenger activation

at depth. Spring loaded flaps then unfold the bag filling it with seawater

after which a pinch clamp securely closes the inlet while the sample is

retrieved. Contamination of sample by exposed metal parts is minimized

by the capability of the sampler to rotate about the sample line and direct

the intake tube into ambient ocean currents. As the data in table 1 in-

dicate, it was necessary to modify this system by replacing latex tubes

used in the necks of the bags with similar tubes of thin-wall Teflon. The

inlets to the bags were not resealed; therefore, the sampler was lowered

rapidly and used only for depths of less than 20 meters. Results of atomic

absorption analysis of organic extractions of some samples obtained from

the bag sampler are listed in table 2.

Seawater samples from multiple depths were obtained throughout the

cruise in Niskin bottles which are commonly used for oceanographic

sampling. These bottles were made of PVC and had end closures

operated by latex tubes which were extended longitudinally inside the

bottle. The previous laboratory study of the effects of PVC and latex on

trace Cu++ in seawater (summarized in table 1) had indicated that these

bottles would be unsuitable for obtaining samples for electrode measure-

ment.

The effect of these materials on seawater to be analyzed for Cu++ by

AA was not known. Therefore, a sample of seawater from 15 m was taken

in two 8-liter Niskin bottles. AA analysis was made on composite samples

collected from the two bottles a few minutes after retrieval and after 4 and

24 hours. The results are reported in table 2.

Table 2. Atomic absorption anaylsis of Cu++ in seawater

Sample source Time of sample contact, (h) Cu, (^g/l)

Modified bag, 10 m 0.19

Modified bag, 10 m .16

Modified bag, 15 m .18

Niskin bottle, 15 m 0 2.44

Niskin bottle, 15 m 4 0.14

Niskin bottle, 15 m 24 < . 10

Niskin bottle with latex removed 15 .23

Latex tube from Niskin bottle 15 < . 10
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The Cu++ concentration was abnormally high at t= 0, but analysis of

samples which had longer contact times with the Niskin bottles indicated

that after only a few hours most of the Cu++ originally present was lost. In

order to separate effects of the PVC bottle from those of the latex tubing,

a Niskin bottle, with the latex tube removed, was filled with seawater

from the flow stream and allowed to stand for 1 5 hours before a sample

was taken for AA analysis. Simultaneously, the latex tube was soaked in

approximately 4 liters of seawater during the same 1 5 hours. The results

of AA analysis in table 2 indicate that the latex tube was the main cause

for the loss of extractable Cu++ in the Niskin bottle.

XI. Conclusions

The real-time response of Cu++ electrodes to trace Cu++ in flow cells at

sea has been demonstrated at total Cu++ concentrations of less than 0.5

^tg/1. Advantages of the ion-selective electrode method of trace analysis

are excellent sensitivity at trace concentrations, simplicity of procedure,

and low cost. The small space requirements of flow cells and supportive

instrumentation makes the electrode system well suited for submersed in

situ applications which would allow profiling Cu++ concentration as a

function of depth as well as minimize some of the sample contamination

problems.

There are identifiable applications in the fields of geochemistry and

oceanography for a technique which can detect Cu++ concentration

anomalies at the trace level. Cu++ sources and sinks in the oceans can be

located and defined which has direct applications to mineral exploration

and pollution detection and mapping. The continuous, real-time analysis

capability of the electrode method makes it a viable survey technique for

determining where to sample for trace elements. Biological investigations

of Cu toxicity and the role of Cu++ concentrations in primary producfion

will be facilitated by the electrode technique. Since ion-selective elec-

trodes actually measure ion activities, electrode data is directly applicable

to developing and testing thermodynamic models of chemical systems.
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Anodic stripping methods have been widely applied during the last 1 0 years

for determination of some heavy metals in natural water systems. However,

relatively little has been done on the physicochemical characterization and

determination of species actually present in aquatic systems, which is of spe-

cial importance for elucidation of respective biogeochemical cycle and fate of

radioactive or industrial waste.

The experience on application of electroanalytical techniques is presented

and discussed with regard to: 1) direct determination of concentrations of

some metal ions; 2) characterization of the species actually present; 3) study

of chelation, hydrolyzation and other interactions between metallic ions and

organic ligands in natural aquatic system.

Anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) with rotating glassy carbon electrode

was used for determination of Cd, Pb, and Cu and slowly dropping mercury

electrode was used for determination of Zn in the North Adriatic. The

reproducibility of measurements, behavior of electrodes, the role of cell and

storage bottle materials and sampling procedures are discussed.

A new method for characterization of the ionic state of metals at very low

concentrations (Kh^ to 10-^M), based on voltammetric measurements with ac-

cumulation at various constant potentials, is proposed.

Keywords: Adriatic Sea; cadmium; copper; electrochemical analysis;

heavy metals; lead; seawater analysis; speciation; stability of

water samples; zinc.
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I. Introduction

Until now the knowledge on physicochemical characteristics (the spe-

cies distribution, chemical behavior, interactions and kinetics of equilibra-

tion) of trace metals in natural waters has mostly been based on theoreti-

cal predictions [ 1 -5 ] . Only a limited number of papers are supported by

experimental studies taken on model systems. Because of lack of suffi-

cient sensitivity the concentrations in the method studied may be several

orders of magnitude higher than their occurrence under natural conditions

[6-10].

Recently, a method suitable for direct characterization of trace metals

in natural concentration levels [11] has been proposed based on ASV
with accumulation at various potentials.

One of the greatest problems in trace analysis (at ppb level) is how to

keep the concentration unchanged during the sampling, sample storage

and determination procedure. Several papers are published describing

losses of trace metals from samples due to adsorption and/or contamina-

tion because of container materials [12-15].

Anodic stripping voltammetry (ASV) has been successfully applied for

the determination of certain soluble fractions of some trace metals in sea-

water due to its high sensitivity and simplicity. Several reviews on ASV
[16-19] and its application to the analysis of seawater [ 20,2 1 ] have been

published.

In recent years the most frequently used electrodes were the composite

mercury graphite electrode [22,24] or the rotating mercury film glassy

carbon electrode [25,26]. Their appUcation to the analysis of seawater

has also been published [27-29]

.

Generally, the anodic peak current in the ASV is proportional to the

concentration of the electroactive metal ions in the solution. The propor-

tionality depends on several parameters including temperature, rate of

stirring, cell geometry, electrode surface and others, and is very difficult

to be predicted theoretically. The standard addition method overcomes

the problem of reproducibility because it is not very difficult to keep ex-

periments at constant conditions during the analytical procedure. Besides

the problems of adsorption or contamination processes, the quantity of

added metal ions must satisfy the same species distribution as the metal

ions present in the sample. Sometimes the equilibria in natural waters are

reached very slowly [30,3 1 ]

.

The rotating glassy carbon electrode (RGCE) with mercury deposition

in situ [25] has very reproducible hydrodynamic conditions. At the same

time the thickness of the mercury layer is changed due to continuous elec-
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trolysis and deposition of some impurities, which may disturb the deter-

mination [32].

The aim of the present paper is to present additional information on ap-

plicability, characteristics and reproducibility of the ASV with RGCE
employed for determination of trace metals in seawater, connected to the

problems of sample storage. The rotation speed of 1500 rpm was kept

constant.

A. Reagents and Solutions

Standard solutions of metal salts of lO^^^M to lO-^M were prepared by

diluting 0. IM reagent grade solutions standardized by means of complex-

ometric titration [35]. The diluted solutions were stored in acid rinsed

polyethylene bottles and were acidified with diluted double distilled

hydrochloric acid to pH = 3.

The seawater samples were stored in 2-liter polyethylene containers at

low temperature. The samples for determination of trace metals were col-

lected in polyethylene bottles of 250 ml and stored at 0 °C.

B. Procedures

The published procedures for determination of Zn with slowly dropping

mercury electrode SDME (Macchi [36]) and of Cd, Pb, and Cu with

RGCE (Florence [29]) were modified as described in a previous paper

[21].

The adsorption/contamination processes in polyethylene storage bot-

tles of traces of some heavy metals were studied as follows.

Thirty polyethylene bottles of 500 ml were filled with \N hydrochloric

acid, for at least 2 weeks, and then carefully washed with tetradistilled

water. Then they were filled with the same seawater (previously analyzed

for Cd, Pb, and Cu by ASV). Seawater in 1 0 bottles was acidified to pH =
2 by the addition of hydrochloric acid. The trace metals were determined

every day during the first week, taking the samples always from a dif-

ferent bottle. Three weeks later only three measurements were done.

Storage temperature was 0 °C and 20 °C, respectively.

II. Results and Discussions

The anodic peak heights of Cd, Pb and Cu depend on the thickness of
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the mercury layer at the RGCE. It has been measured as a function of a

number of repetitive current-voltage cycles and different experimental

conditions. In figure 1 this dependence is shown at concentrations of 2 •

10-8M Cd and Pb, and 4 • IQ-W Cu.
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Figure 1 . Dependence of peak heights of cadmium, lead and copper in a seawater sample on

sweep numbers. The electrode surface was wiped after the twentieth cycle. Deposition

time, 5 min at -0.9 V {vs. Ag/AgCl). O) Cu naturally present, (O) 2 • 10-«M Cu added,

() 2 • lO-W Pb added, (V) 2 • 10 W Cd added.

In a single seawater sample the peak height of lead remains constant

even after 30 repeated cycles. The cadmium peak increases in the first 4

to 5 cycles, but after that, remains also constant in the next 25 cycles. The
peak height of lead and cadmium is constant between and 5 •

10-^M of mercuric chloride. The heights of peak of copper are more com-

plicated. At the beginning the peak height decreases toward a constant

height after 10 to 15 cycles. The stabilization occurs earlier by increasing

the concentration of mercury ions and decreasing the concentration of

copper. The peak heights at the first cycle are not proportional to the con-

centration of Cu, as they are after stabilization. The effects mentioned for

Pb, Cd and Cu peaks are observed again after wiping the mercury film

from electrode surface.

The continuous decrease of the peak height of Cu is probably due to the

increase of the dissolved amount of Cu in the mercury layer, which is

limited by the low solubility (0.002% Cu/Hg) [37] supposing the same

rate of electrolysis. At the given experimental conditions saturation can

be reached easily, i.e., at 2 • \0-^M of Hg2+ and lO-W to lO-W of Cu in

seawater. However, higher concentrations of Hg^+ are not recommended,
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because of very high residual currents. Because of high solubility of Cd
and Pb in mercury (5.9% and 1 .3%, respectively) [37] similar effects for

these metals have not been observed.

The increasing peak height of cadmium during the first few cycles can

be ascribed to the shift of accumulation potential of Cd to more positive

values by increasing of thickness of the mercury film [33 ]

,

The shift of the accumulation potential to more positive values with in-

creasing the thickness of the mercury layer is presented in figure 2,

wherefrom it is evident that during the first few cycles the deposition

potential of — 0.9 V lays on the rising part of the curve representing the

Cd anodic peak current vs. deposition potential. On increasing the

thickness of the mercury layer, the curve is shifted to more positive values

and the deposition potentials of — 0.9 V reach the plateau. This is the

reason why the curve constructed on the basis of peak current vs.

deposition potential shows a hysteresis when the potential is increased

and decreased (without wiping the electrode surface). One can conclude

that the deposition of cadmium must be done at more negative potentials

than — 0.9 V (at about — 1.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl), or by using a thicker mer-

cury layer with the RGCE.
For solution with pH = 2, some difficulties arise. The slope of the curve

representing the peak height vs. deposition potential is suppressed

70

60

50

I 40

30

20

1 1 1 1

-
I] pH=8

1

-0.7 -0 8 -09

POTENTIAL OF DEPOSITION

10 -11

(V vs. Ag/AgCl)

Figure 2. Dependence of peak current of cadmium vs. deposition potential. A, stepwise in-

creasing negative deposition potential (forward), B, stepwise decreasing negative deposi-

tion potential (backwards after curve A) at pH = 8, and C, stepwise increasing negative

deposition potential at pH = 2. Deposition time 3 min.
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because of the interference of hydrogen ions of the reduction and the

plateau cannot be reached in the working potential range of the glassy car-

bon electrode. To avoid the erroneous determination of Cd (at pH = 2 by
the standard addition method) long mercury depositions (prior to deter-

mination) and precise potential control are recommended.

The measurements show that a procedure consisting of 20 min inten-

sive deaeration and simultaneous mercury deposition at —0.9 V (2 to 3 •

IQ-^M HgCl2) from a seawater sample is enough to obtain a suitable mer-

cury film for determination of Cd, Pb and Cu by the standard addition

method. After application of this procedure, followed by one or two cy-

cles of 5-min depositions and strippings, reproducible peak heights of Cd,

Pb, and Cu can be obtained. A calibration curve for Cd at the concentra-

tion level lO-^^M is shown in figure 3.

CONCENTRATION OF THE ADDED Cd,(mol/l)

Figure 3. Calibration curve of cadmium (three successive determinations) in seawater by

the standard addition method. Deposition time 10 min at — 1.0 V {vs. Ag/AgCl).

The reproducibility of determination of cadmium, lead and copper in

seawater samples by the standard addition method has been measured in

polyethylene cells with 50 and 300 ml of samples (at pH 8 and 2). The
results are summarized in table 1 . The reproducibilities of the values ob-

tained are more uniform with 300 ml sample solutions. In 50 ml samples,

especially at pH= 8, high dissipations may occur due to a relatively large

surface to volume ratio (1.4 cm^/ml). A general conclusion is that using

ASV with RGCE, Pb and Cu can be determined with a relative standard

deviation of about 10 percent and Cd of about 20 percent at their natural

concentration range in seawater.
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The effect of cell and container walls on the trace metal concentrations

has been examined in several experiments. From the results (table 1) it is

evident that there is no significant difference between values determined

in a volume of 50 ml and volume of 300 ml {i.e., at cell surface to volume

ratios from 1.4 to 0.7). One can conclude that during the determination

procedure (which lasts 30 to 50 min) no significant concentration change

occurs due to adsorption/contamination processes in the cell. However,

for seawater samples containing 2 • 10-W Cd and Pb and 2 • 10-W Cu
(at pH = 8) in a polyethylene cell with a volume of 50 ml (stored over-

night), the peak heights for Cd and Pb decrease about 20 percent and

those for Cu about 50 percent.

The change of the concentration of Cd, Pb and Cu in a seawater sam-

ple, stored in 500 ml polyethylene bottles at 0 °C and 20 °C temperature

(at pH = 8 and 2) is presented in table 2.

The concentration of Cd, Pb and Cu during the first 7 days was con-

stant with relative standard deviations similar to those presented in table

1 . After 3 weeks storage the concentration of cadmium was considerably

increased in all samples investigated,* which indicates that there was a

contamination process, probably from the container walls.

The concentration of Pb and Cu was slightly, but not significantly

changed after 3 weeks of storage.

Similar results were obtained with seawater samples stored in

polyethylene bottles of 250 ml at 0 °C for 14 days (table 3). According to

the results one can conclude that the relatively high concentration

decrease (in 50 ml cell) is probably due to the adsorption of metal ions on

working and counter electrode compartments. It can also be concluded

that the storage procedure may change the composition of a seawater

sample in respect to the trace metal content due to contamination or ad-

sorption. The most significant errors are found for the determination of

Cd, which naturally appears in seawater in lowest concentrations (~
10-ioM). Therefore, samples should be analyzed as soon as possible,

avoiding long storage.

The metal ion concentrations in seawater at pH = 8 and 2 are different,

except for copper (table 1). It is probably due to transformation of elec-

troinactive into electroactive species by decreasing the pH from 8 to 2.

The ratio of concentrations obtained at the mentioned pH is not constant,

i.e., changing from one to another seawater sample.

The concentrations of Zn, Cd, Pb and Cu have been determined in

more than 400 seawater samples (at pH = 8) collected in the North

Adriatic sea in the period from May 1973 to April 1974, using the

described analytical procedure. The samples were collected in 250 ml
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polyethylene bottles and stored at low temperature not longer than 1

week. The results of measurement are summarized in table 4.

Table 4. The concentrations o/Zn, Cd, Pb, and Cu in the North Adriatic

Metal No. of

samples

Average

mol/1

Relative

standard

deviation

%

Median
mol/1

Concentration range

Zn 461 9.2-10-8 50 6.910-8 1.7-10-8-4.8-10-^

Cd 454 8.0-10-i« 56 8.9-10-10 4. 5- 10-19-6.6- 10-9

Pb 463 2.9-10-9 44 2.7-10-9 4.8-10-i°-5.6-10-8

Cu 456 1.4-10-8 56 7.9-10-9 1.6-10-9-2.0-10-6

The question is in which forms these metals are actually present in the

sea. Calculations (using stability constants and data on the chemical com-

position of the seawater) may be used to indicate the ionic forms of trace

metals, but direct measurements in natural conditions and actual concen-

tration level have not been available so far.

However, ASV may be a very powerful tool for solving these problems

[11,33]. A correlation (experimental or theoretical) can be made

between the polarographic half-wave potential and the position of curves

representing anodic peak current vs. deposition potential. On the basis of

such curves (the potential changes with the composition of solution) the

distribution of ionic species can be determined at concentration levels as

low as the detection limit of the ASV.
Using this method the predominant ionic species of Cd naturally

present in seawater were determined as mono and bichloro complexes.

The ASV is therefore a useful technique not only for analytical purposes,

but also for the study of complexation, hydrolyzation and chelation of

trace metals at concentration level about lO-^W.
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The accurate determination of lead in biological and environmental samples

has become of great interest due to health considerations. Isotope dilution

mass spectrometry (IDMS) has proven to be precise and accurate to within

0.15 percent. The IDMS method has permitted the accurate determination of

trace quantities of lead in samples of biological and environmental interest as

well as determining the inhomogeneity of the lead content.

IDMS has been utilized to provide certified lead values in Standard

Reference Materials used by the fuel industry (coal, fuel oil and fly ash). These

materials are to be used for comparison standards, quality assurance and

developing or verifying analytical methods. The lead content of a series of

blood samples has also been determined by IDMS to provide accurate values

in the development of a clinical reference method.

The method consists of taking a weighed aliquot of the sample, adding a

known amount of separated isotope, decomposing the material with suitable

acids, separating the lead by anion exchange, purifying the lead by elec-

trodeposition, determining the lead isotope ratios by thermal ionization mass

spectrometry and calculating the lead content of the sample.

Keywords: Accurate and precise analysis; biological and environmental

samples; blanks; homogeneity of lead content; isotope dilution

mass spectrometry; lead analysis.

I. Introduction

The accurate determination of lead in biological and environmental

929
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samples has become of great concern due to health considerations. Sam-

ples of known lead content are needed for comparison standards, quality

assurance, accuracy verification of present analytical methods and use in

new method development. Isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS)
has proven to be an accurate analytical method [ 1-3 ] . The IDMS method

is best used for providing accurate values for reference materials and not

for routine analysis because of the time and expense involved. The major

advantages of the IDMS technique are the high accuracy that can be at-

tained (0. 1% for some elements, including lead) and the fact that chemical

separation and recoveries do not have to be quantitative after the

separated isotope and the sample have equilibrated. The major require-

ments for this method are to provide uniform, purified samples for the

mass spectrometric measurement and to keep the blank both low and con-

stant. A uniform, purified lead fraction can be separated from most sam-

ples by using anion exchange and electrodeposition. The blank has been

reduced to a few nanograms by using a Class 100 [4] clean air environ-

ment for all chemical operations and by using specially purified reagents.

II. Facilities

Lead contamination from airborne particulates has been a major

problem for low level accurate lead analysis for all methods. A clean room
facility was a necessity for lead determination, especially at or below the

/Ltg/g level. Particulate contamination was held to a minimum throughout

the procedure by using a Class 100 work area for the chemical prepara-

tion of the sample and for the mass spectrometer filament loading.

III. Reagents

Reagents were another potential source of high lead blanks and high pu-

rity reagents were necessary to keep the reagent contribution to the blank

at a minimum. The acids and water used were prepared at NBS by sub-

boiling distillation [5 ] . Typical lead concentration in these reagents were

0.2 ng/g in HCIO4, 0.02 ng/g in HNO3, 0.07 ng/g in HCl, 0.05 ng/g in HF
and 0.008 ng/g in H2O.
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rv. Mass Spectrometers

Isotopic measurements were made on NBS constructed solid sample,

single focusing thermal ionization mass spectrometers. Detailed descrip-

tions of these spectrometers have been discussed in other publications [6-

8].

V. Procedure

An appropriate sample size was weighed, usually 1 g, and transferred to

a Teflon beaker. A weighed aliquot of separated ^^^Pb isotope solution

was added to each sample using a syringe [9]. The samples were then

decomposed by heating with suitable acids, HNO3 and HCIO4 and in ad-

dition, HF for some samples. The samples were evaporated to dryness,

the residue was dissolved in \.5N HCl and the lead was separated from

most elements using a small anion exchange column. After evaporating to

dryness with a few drops of HCIO4 and HNO3 the residue was dissolved

in dilute HCIO4 and the lead was electrodeposited onto high purity

platinum wire as a final purification step. The Pb02 was dissolved off the

platinum electrode and the solution was evaporated to dryness. The
206pb/208Pb ratio was then determined by mass spectrometry using silica

gel-phosphoric acid as an ionization enhancing agent [10]. Each step of

the mass spectrometric analysis was rigorously controlled in order to ob-

tain the highest accuracy. Samples of Standard Reference Material

(SRM) 981 (Common Lead) were used to determine the mass spectrome-

ter bias and to ensure that the mass spectrometer was operating correctly.

The lead concentration in the sample was then calculated.

VI. Results and Discussion

A. Isotopic Composition

Separate samples of each material, without any ^^^Pb solution being

added, were carried through the procedure and the isotopic composition

of the lead in each material was determined. The isotopic composition of

lead can vary from one material to another and must be determined for

each material. Table 1 shows the variations in isotopic composition that

were found on lead from four different sources. An error of several per-
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cent could be introduced if these variations were not taken into considera-

tion.

Table 1 . Isotopic composition of lead in four samples

Isotope Coal Fuel oil Fly ash Tuna

208pb atom % 52.217 51,.975 52.025 52.134

2<'7pb atom % 21.276 21,.268 21.034 21.515

206pb atom % 25.146 25,.340 25.598 24.966
204pb atom % 1.361 .417 1.343 1.386

208pb/206pb 2.077 2 .051 2.032 2.088

B. Blanks

Three blanks for each set of samples were carried through the same

procedure used for the samples. The lead blanks for these materials

ranged from 2 to 8 ng and represented from 0.02 to 10 percent of the lead

in the sample. The precision of an analysis can be no better than the un-

certainty in the blank determination. The largest range for any set of three

blanks in this study was 2.5 ng. Great care must be taken to achieve a low

lead blank. Some of the precautions used in this study are: using a Class

100 environment to reduce particulate contamination; using high purity

platinum wire (SRM 680) for electrodes in the electrodeposition; keeping

a separate set of beakers, ion exchange columns, and platinum wires for

blank, isotopic composition and isotope dilution samples; rigorously

cleaning beakers, platinum wires and ion exchange columns before use;

and using only high purity reagents. These precautions have resulted in

reducing the lead blanks from greater than one microgram to a few nano-

grams.

C. Lead Concentration

Table 2 shows that IDMS can be quite precise as well as accurate.

These aqueous lead nitrate solutions were prepared for use in developing

a clinical reference method for lead analysis in blood. The 95 percent con-

fidence limit for the three solutions is 0. 1 2 percent and the average values

checked the known concentration to within 0. 10 percent. The second step

in this clinical program was to distribute three samples of porcine blood in

order to evaluate various methods by using IDMS values as the

benchmark values. Table 3 shows the values obtained on these samples
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Table 2. Analysis of known aqueous lead solutions

933

Solution 1

Mg/g

2

Mg/g

3

Mg/g

U. 13923 U . 4y

1

d4 U. OV /DO
1 1Q1 ^

.13928 .49159 .89795

.13910 .49151 .89774

.13918 .49210 .89764

.13917 .49184 .89705

Average 0.13918 0.49177 0.89750

Standard deviation .00006 .00023 .00039

95%CL. .00016 .00059 .00100

Known value* .13910 .49162 .89666

* High purity lead metal was used to prepare these solutions.

Table 3. Lead concentration in Porcine''s blood

Bottle Aliquot Lead Average

Mg/g Mg/g

7 1 0.7847

2 .7840

9 1 .7748 0.7797

2 .7752

23 1 .3244

2 .3215

27 1 .3191 .3220

2 .3228

12 1 .0320

2 .0328

20 1 .0293 .0302

2 .0266

using two aliquots from each of two bottles for each lead concentration

level. The highest level shows good agreement between aliquots but some

difference between bottles. The results for the other two levels show what

may be a few nanograms variation in the lead blank or some inhomogenei-

ty of the blood.
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Table 4 shows the results on four different types of samples. The coal

and tuna samples show inhomogeneity for lead. The results for the fly ash

samples show a slight inhomogeneity and for the fuel oil the lead concen-

tration is at a level where blank variation could cause most of this spread

in results.

Table 4. Lead concentration in four materials

Material Coal Fuel oil Fly ash Tuna

Mg/g Mg/g Mg/g Mg/g

Average
Range

32.90 0.0403 70.95 0.490

25.99 .0442 71.01 .743

30.22 .0396 71.30 .457

24.22 71.11 .456

27.23 .494

35.60 .498

26.13 .402

32,94 .424

31.34 .447

.492

29.6 0.0414 71.09 0.49

11.4 .0046 0.35 .34

D. Conclusion

Lead analysis by IDMS can be accurate and precise to within 0. 15 per-

cent. This method is quite useful for homogeneity studies and in providing

a lead value for SRM's or benchmark values in method development.
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At Stony Brook we have been analyzing igneous rocks, granites through

gabbros, basalts, and ultramafic rocks for rare earth elements (REE) as well as

the other major, minor, and trace elements in order to determine the origin of

these rocks utilizing quantitative trace element models. For rare earths we are

using the analytical procedure of J. G. Arth, USGS, Reston, Virginia, which

utilizes two Dowex 50Wx8 cation columns, one for nitric acid to get a group

separation of the REE and the other for hydrochloric acid to separate the

specific REE. The rare earth elements La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Dy, Er, Yb.

and Lu can usually be analyzed in three to four mass spectrometric runs with

a total time for analysis of about 8 hours. The number of REE analyzed should

not be reduced or the great advantage of the REE, the regular but not con-

sistent variation from element to element, cannot be fully utilized in an in-

terpretation. Precision is about 1 percent for all elements except for Lu and

Gd. The uncertainty in the accuracy is somewhat greater.

Much of the REE data in the literature has uncertainties of about 5 percent

or greater, and for gross comparison of rock types this data is adequate. REE
data, however, with uncertainties much greater than 10 percent are no longer

acceptable, as they are not useful even for gross comparisons of rock types.

In a detailed study of a magmatic sequence in order to distinguish dif-

ferentiated fractions versus different original parents and to determine which

residual or fractionating minerals are involved, then high precision on the

order of 1 percent is absolutely necessary. In such a sequence, since it is only

necessary to compare samples with each other, high precision is adequate as

one can normalize all samples to a sample in the sequence. In order to compare

data with other laboratories, however, high accuracy is also necessary. The

uncertainty in the accuracy is mainly in not having adequate rare earth stan-

dards.

Keywords: Analytical techniques; fractional crystallization: geochemistry;

isotope dilution; partial melting; rare earth elements; trace ele-

ment models; volcanic rocks.
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I. Introduction

The derivation of quantitative trace element models using mineral/melt

distribution coefficients for partial melting and for fractional crystalliza-

tion processes has changed rare earth element (REE) geochemical in-

vestigations from comparative studies of rock types and minerals to quan-

titative studies relating to the genesis of igneous rocks [1,5,7,20,23]. The
REE are particularly good for these trace element studies, because they

are geochemically similar, but different enough so that the various

residual minerals in partial melting or fractional crystallization processes

affect the REE patterns of the resulting melts in different, but interpreta-

ble ways. Thus, since the late 1960's there has been intensive analysis of

REE for genetic interpretations of both lunar and terrestrial rocks as well

as a strong emphasis on determinations of mineral/melt distribution coef-

ficients (Krf) for REE in rocks and by laboratory experiments. Articles

reviewing REE geochemistry include Haskin et al. [8], Haskin and

Schmitt [ 9], and Haskin ^/fl/. [10].

In order to compare REE in different rocks on a simple graph and to

eliminate the Oddo-Harkins effect resulting in high concentrations for the

even and low concentrations for the odd atomic numbered REE, concen-

trations for REE in rocks are generally normalized to chondrites. Four

values used for normalizing are shown in table 1 . The first three sets of

REE values for chondrites in table 1 are similar and variations are a result

of variability within the chondrites and interlaboratory precision and

calibration. Masuda, Nakamura and Tanaka [14] review the REE
analyses of chondrites in the literature and present new high precision,

high accuracy REE analyses for chondrites. They recommend that the

Leedey chondrite be used for normalization. As can be seen in table 1 the

Leedey chondrite has a 20 to 25 percent higher REE content than the

three other values used, except for La and Lu which are only about 1 5 and

10 percent higher respectively.

A. Analytical Techniques

All but four of the naturally occurring REE can be analyzed by isotope

dilution (fig. 1). Pm has no stable isotopes and does not occur in nature.

Pr, Tb, Ho, and Tm have only one stable isotope each and cannot be

analyzed by isotope dilution. Sm and Nd have neither interfering elements

nor oxides. If Ba is separated from the sample, Eu is also easily analyzed.

All of the other REE, however, have rare earth element or rare earth

oxide interferences and good chemical separation is necessary for their
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Table 1. Rare-earth element concentration values for chondrites used for normalizing

Concentration, ^g/g
Element

Lab 1 Lab 2 Lab 3 Lab 4

La 0.325 0.330 0.378

Ce .798 .880 0.787 .976

Nd .567 .60 .580 .716

Sm .186 .181 .185 .230

Eu .0692 .069 .071 .0866

Gd .255 .249 .256 .311

Dy .305 .303 .390

Er .209 .200 .182 .255

Yb .210^ .200 .188 .249

Lu .0349 .034 .034 .0387

* Recalibration of tracer concentration shows that the previous value of 0.231 yug/g for

Yb should be reduced 9 percent to 0.210 /ig/g (N. Hubbard, oral communication, 1974).

Notes

:

1. Chondrite composite CCS-3 from R. Schmitt, analyzed by Hubbard and Gast, 1971,

precision and accuracy is 3 percent or less [11].

2. Composite of nine chondrites, Haskin et al., 1968, precision and accuracy is 5 to 15

percent [10].

3. Chondrite normalizing values of Philpotts, Martin and Schnetzler, 1971, precision

and accuracy 5 percent or less except for Lu which is 10 to 15 percent [17].

4. Leedy chondrite, Masuda, Nakamura, and Tanaka, 1973, precision and accuracy is

2 percent or less [14].

analysis. It is sufficient to separate the REE into a heavy REE fraction,

light REE fraction, a Ce fraction free of Nd, and a La fraction free of Ce
and Ba. After the rock or silicate mineral is dissolved in HE and HCIO4,

the REE are eluted on a column employing Dowex 50Wx8 cation resin

with HNO3 or HCl in one or two steps [see for example 12,13,22]. At

Stony Brook we use a chemical technique modified by J. G. Arth, U.S.

Geological Survey (1973, written communication) using two separate

columns. The sample is first loaded on a 1 x 20 cm column prepared with

2A^ HNO3 acid to separate the major elements, Ba and Sr from the REE,
which are separated as a group with HNO3. The REE are then

separated into fractions on a 1 x 27 cm column using 3>N HCL
We run the REE except La using rhenium triple filaments with the

center filament temperature at 2000 °C for the light REE and 2100 °C for

the heavy REE. Because of the small enrichment of ^^^La tracer and

because of the possible interference of i^^Ce and i^sga, La is analyzed as

LaO+ on a single filament of rhenium. The heavy and light REE mass

spectrometer runs require monitoring of possible interfering elements or

oxides. This is not as difficult as it may seem because the differing work
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functions allow an element either to be analyzed before it is interfered

with by another element or oxide; or to be burned off before the element

with which it may interfere is analyzed. Usually the heavy REE fraction,

including Eu and the heavier elements, can be made in a run of less than

5 hours— it is important to have a source pressure of less than 4 x 10-^

torr to reduce oxide interferences. A gauss meter is extremely useful for

locating the various isotopes and makes it unnecessary to memorize all of

the REE isotopes and the effects of adding isotopically enriched tracers.

Gd and Lu may present problems during analysis. Gd along with Sm, is

very important in determining the extent of the Eu anomaly. However,

Gd may be difficult to measure because of oxide interferences from La
and Pr and the relatively poor ionization of Gd. Oxide interferences can

be reduced using the procedure recommended by N. Hubbard (personal

communication NASA, JSC Houston). In this procedure after the more

easily ionized REE have been analyzed and the source pressure has

reached about 1 x 10"^ torr, the liquid nitrogen is removed from the cold

finger. After 5 minutes liquid nitrogen is added to the cold finger and Gd
is analyzed immediately. This procedure is repeated until Gd gives the

same ratio before and after outgassing. For Lu analysis it is generally very

difficult to eliminate the interference of Yb, which is easily ionized.

Because of this interference, possible interferences of oxides of Dy, Tb,

and Gd, and particularly because of its relatively low abundance, some
laboratories do not analyze for Lu.

B. Application of Trace Element Models to REE

In applying partial melfing or differentiafion models in trace element

studies it is necessary to know mineral/melt distribution coefficients which

are determined either experimentally or on volcanic rocks with a fine-

grained or glassy matrix and coarser grained minerals (phenocrysts). A
relatively large number of distribution coefficients (K^) for REE for vari-

ous minerals are available in the literature and typical examples are shown

in figure 2. Although the effects on the distribution coefficients of tem-

perature, pressure or the major element composition of either the minerals

and melt are poorly understood, it is still possible to use the quantitative

models to great advantage because the patterns for the distribution coeffi-

cients are similar for a given mineral even though the values for the dis-

tribmion coefficients for the individual REE may vary greatly. Thus,

although it may not be possible to determine the exact percentage of a

mineral left in the residue, it is possible to determine whether that mineral

played a significant role in the genesis of the igneous rock studied. If a
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Figure 2. Representative distribution coefficients (Ka) for clinopyroxene, amphibole and

feldspar (plagioclase) from Schnetzler and Philpotts [21].

suite of differentiated volcanic rocks is studied, analysis of phenocrysts

and matrix in the volcanics make it possible to determine the distribution

coefficients for the minerals involved in fractional crystallization.

The effects on the trace element concentration of melts derived by dif-

ferent extents of a simple partial melting and fractional crystallization (as-

suming an approach to equilibrium) for various bulk distribution coeffi-

cients, D, are shown in figures 3 and 4. An important consideration for

partial melting processes (assuming the melt is in near equilibrium with

the residuum) is that when a mineral is no longer present in the residuum

due to reaction or melting, the trace element concentration of the melt

reflects only the minerals remaining in the residuum and not those that are

no longer present. Thus, the trace element concentration of a melt reflects

only the mineralogy of the residuum at the time the residuum and melt

separate. This is not true, however, of fractional crystallization processes.

For either model if the minerals in the residue have no affinity for the

element under consideration, i.e., D approaches O, then the concentration

of the trace element in the melt relative to the concentration in the parent

rock or melt, CilCo approaches 1/F. The element goes completely into the

melt, therefore the more melt the more dilution of the element. Thus the

enrichment of a trace element with a very small D gives the extent of par-
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F

Figure 3. The concentration of a trace element in a melt relative to its concentration in the

parent rock, C//Co, versus the fraction of partial melting, F. The calculation assumes the

melt stays in equilibrium with the residual minerals until the melt separates from the

residue. D is the bulk distribution coefficient for the minerals in the residue, D = 2 X'Kd'^'.

X' is the weight fraction of each mineral, Kd'/' is the mineral/melt distribution coefficient

(weight), / is the mineral, / the melt. This calculation is based on a modal melting model for

partial melting, in which D remains constant during melting, presented by Shaw [23 ]

.
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Figure 4. The concentration of a trace element in a melt relative to its concentration in the

parent melt, C//Co, versus the weight fraction of melt remaining during fractional crystal-

lization, F for fixed bulk distribution coefficients, D. This model is based on the Rayleigh

[19] fractionation law.

tial melting or fractional crystallization, if the concentration of the parent

is known.

If D for a given trace element is about 1 or greater the concentration of

that element varies by less than 30 percent for up to 25 percent melting. If

only one mineral has a large Kd for the given element, and its Kd is known,

the percent of that mineral in the residue can be calculated. For a large D,

C,/Co approaches 1/D and D-X«Krf«/'. Thus C,/Co- l/X«Kd«/^.

Whereas in fractional crystallization, because the minerals are continually

being removed from the melt, trace elements with large D's will be strongly

depleted with a small percent of fractional crystallization. Thus, if in a se-

ries of related igneous rocks the concentration of a trace element

presumed to have a large D stays nearly constant the process is probably

partial melting. If the trace element's concentration varies strongly with
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a good correlation with the major element composition the process is

probably fractional crystallization.

To show actual REE data and to show the effect of uncertainties on the

interpretation of the data, REE concentrations normalized to chondrites

of selected samples of a differentiated volcanic sequence from Ross

Island, Antarctica are presented in figure 5 [24]. There is a factor of 55

difference between the smallest heavy REE concentration and the largest

light REE concentration whereas the maximum range for any one REE is

a factor of 4. In order to appreciate the details and to take advantage of

our 1 percent precision, figure 6 shows the same samples normalized to

the basanitoid with the lowest REE concentration. Figure 6 also allows an

easier comparison of the effects of minerals such as are shown in figure 2

on the REE concentration of volcanics derived by fractional crystalliza-

tion from a parent basanitoid. To a first approximation the effect of the

removal of a mineral on the REE pattern is the reciprocal of the

mineral/melt Kd pattern shown in figure 2 which is enhanced roughly pro-

portional to the percent of the mineral in the residue and to the extent of

fractional crystallization.

Figure 5. Rare earth elements normalized to chondrites (Hubbard and Cast [11]) for

selected volcanic rocks from Ross Island, Antarctica [24]. The numbers are the weight

percent silica for each sample.
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Figure 6. Rare earth elements of rocks in fig. 5 from Ross Island, Antarctica normalized to

basanitoid with lowest rare earth element concentration. The precision of 1 percent is

represented by the size of the symbols. For comparison of the effect of a 10 percent uncer-

tainty in the analysis, a 10 percent error bar is also shown.

Sun and Hanson [24] have made preliminary model calculations using

distribution coefficients from the literature as well as those determined on

phenocrysts from the Ross Island volcanics taking into account the varia-

tions in the major element concentrations [6] . The calculations show that

the REE concentrations can be derived by fractionally crystallizing

clinopyroxene, amphibole, olivine, feldspar, apatite, and spinel. Except

for the sample with 58.1 percent Si02, Eu anomalies are less than 5 per-

cent which indicates that plagioclase and anorthoclase feldspar are not

major differentiating minerals. If the same data were looked at with a 10

percent rather than the actual 1 percent precision much of the details of

the patterns would be lost and some gross features would be less obvious.

The small positive Eu anomaly suggesting feldspar (anorthoclase) accu-

mulation rather than precipitation for the sample with 55.7 percent, Si02

would be indistinguishable. For all samples feldspar precipitation or accu-

mulation of up to 10 percent of the parent liquid would be indiscernable

with a 10 percent uncertainty.
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C. REE Reference Standard

Although many analysts using isotope dilution claim precision of 2 per-

cent or less, isotope dilution analysis of the same U.S. Geological Survey

standard BCR-1 by a number of selected laboratories shows maximum
deviations of up to 16 percent (table 2). Gd with a maximum deviation of

only 2 percent is difficult to analyze by isotope dilution because of oxide

interferences (fig. 1), whereas, Sm with 1 1 percent maximum deviation is

much easier to analyze. Lu with the 16 percent maximum deviation is dif-

ficult to analyze because of oxide and Yb interferences and its relatively

low abundances. It would appear then that the major source of uncertain-

ty for absolute abundances is not necessarily the analytical techniques but

the lack of adequate reference standards such as are available for U, Pb,

Rb, Sr and K analysis by isotope dilution from the National Bureau of

Standards.

Table 2. Comparative concentrations of rare earth elements in BCR-1 in ixg/g from
selected laboratories

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

La 26.1 24.4 25.5

Ce 53.6 54.9 54.3 54.3 54.3 54.4 52.3 53.9

Nd 28.2 28.8 27.7 28.3 28.9 29.1 28.9 29.0

Sm 6.60 6.74 6.38 6.57 6.73 6.59 7.11

Eu 1.94 1.96 1.91 1.94 1.98 2.00 1.92 1.94

Gd 6.64 6.56 6.60 6.67 6.79 6.54 6.6

Dy 6.36 6.20 6.20 6.25 6.36 6.46 6.12 6.3

Er 3.55 3.71 3.52 3.59 3.69 3.71 3.48 3.59

Yb 3.40 3.35* 3.35 3.47 3.39 3.38 3.42

Lu 0.540 0.590 0.546 0.552 0.501 0.499 0.55

1. Philpotts et al., 1972, LD. Ave. of 2, NASA Goddard [18],

2. Gast et al., 1970, LD. Ave. of 2, NASA, Houston [5].

3. Arth and Hanson, in Press, LD. Ave. of 2, SUNY, Stony Brook [2].

4. Arth, Oral Communication, LD. Ave. of 3, U.S.G.S. Denver.

5. Nakamura and Masuda, 1973, LD. Ave. of 2, University of Tokyo [15].

6. Sun, Simmons, Walker—LD. Ave. of 3, SUNY, Stony Brook.

7. O'Nions and Clarke, 1972, LD., Oxford [16].

8. Recommended values of Flanagan, 1973 [3].

* Recalibration of tracer concentration shows that the previous value for Yb should be

reduced 9 percent to 3.35 /xg/g. (N. Hubbard, Oral Communication 1974).
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Rock reference samples such as BCR-1 are valuable for comparing

results among laboratories, but the absolute abundances and the

heterogeneity for the REE are not known. With our present understand-

ing of REE geochemistry, the absolute concentrations of REE for a sam-

ple would not be necessary if a known homogeneous reference sample

were available. Investigators of REE concentrations in rocks could then

analyze the reference sample, normalize their sample concentration data

to their reference sample analysis and report their concentration values

for the standard, making interlaboratory comparisons at the level of

laboratory precision possible. If, however, standards for spike calibration

were available as well as the absolute values for a homogeneous rock

standard, this would allow individual laboratories to judge the reliability

of their analytical techniques.
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Concentrations of the electrolytes Li, Mg, CI, K and Ca were determined in

three different lots of blood sera by isotope dilution mass spectrometry.

Descriptions of the chemistry, mass spectrometry, and some of the precau-

tions necessary to obtain an accurate measurement are given. An internal nor-

malization technique which eliminates a systematic bias component due to

variable isotopic fractionation between different analyses, was used to signifi-

cantly improve the accuracy of the magnesium measurement. The experimen-

tal values for the three lots of sera followed a pattern of low, intermediate and

high concentration levels for each electrolyte. The magnesium values in /i-g/g.

for example were 8.546 ±0.064, 24.52 ±0.08, and 41.27-0.10. The esti-

mated limit of error for a single analysis, based on the 95 percent confidence

limit and the effect of sample impurities, ranged from 0.75 percent for magnesi-

um in one lot of serum to 0.2 percent for the potassium concentrations.

Keywords: Accurate; blood; concentrations; determination; dilution; elec-

trolyte; isotope; mass spectrometry; serum.

I. Introduction

The basic principles of isotope dilution mass spectrometry have be^n

described [ 1 ] and also well established by extensive research in the

geochronology of terrestrial and extra-terrestrial materials. The most at-

tractive feature of this analytical technique is applicability to a variety of

sample matrices with high accuracy from the nanogram/gram to the per-

951
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cent concentration range. At the nanogram level the limiting factor on ac-

curacy is the blank, while in the macro range variability of the isotopic

fractionation is the limiting factor.

Applicability of the technique is generally restricted to the ability to dis-

solve the sample and to thermally ionize the analyte during mass spec-

trometric analysis. While sample dissolution and thermal ionization of the

analyte are necessary conditions, they are not sufficient for high accuracy

measurements. Other critical factors are loss of sample or separated

isotope (spike) before mixing and equilibration, loss of analyte after

equilibration, separation of the analyte free of matrix interferences,

calibration of the concentration of the spike solution and precise measure-

ment of the isotopic composition of the spike, analyte, and isotope dilu-

tion (ID) samples. Because different sample matrices frequently present

different problems at various steps in the procedure, research is

frequently required to locate and eliminate these problems in both the

chemistry and mass spectrometry. Preliminary investigations, especially

for a new or different sample matrix, are a first step in an accurate concen-

tration determination.

II. Experimental

A. Chemical Facility

Since environmental particulate matter is a major source of contamina-

tion, a clean room facility is a prerequisite for accurate isotope dilution,

especially at or below the microgram level. Efforts to minimize particulate

contamination must start in the chemical preparation and continue

through the mass spectrometric analysis. All chemistry was performed in

a specially designed vertical flow clean room.

B. Instrumentation

Isotopic measurements were made on four NBS constructed, solid

sample, single focusing, thermal ionization mass spectrometers. Essential

detailed descriptions of these instruments have been published [2,3 ]

.
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C. Reagents

High purity reagents are necessary to keep the reagent contribution to

the blank at a minimum. The concentration of most elements in high puri-

ty reagents prepared at NBS by sub-boiling distillation in quartz or Teflon

stills is less than 1 ng/g [4]. The entire distillation apparatus is located in

a Class 1 00 clean air environment.

D. Chemical Procedure

1. Multiple Spike

The number of samples and the random selection of ampoules to be

sampled were determined by a statistical method. A 5 g sample was taken

from each of six ampoules for each of the three lots of serum. The method

of adding the spike to the sample was weight aliquoting [5,7]. This

method of aliquoting is accurate to within 0.01 percent and the effect on

the concentration calculations is negligible. The serum samples were

spiked with separate weighed aliquots of ^Li, ^iR, ^^Mg and '^''Ca solutions.

Five g of HNO3 and 5 g of HCIO4 were added to the sample containers

which were covered and heated at a low temperature until the serum was

digested. The containers were uncovered, the solutions evaporated to

dryness, and the residues, taken up in H2O, were added to a cation

exchange column, 10x0.7 cm, filled with Bio Rad AG 50W-X8 resin.

Prior to loading the column, precleaning was accomplished using 55 ml of

6 mol/1 HCl and rinsing with water. The Li and K were eluted in separate

fractions using 0.3 mol/1 HCl, the Mg was eluted with 0.5 mol/1 HCl and

the Ca was eluted with 6 mol/1 HCl. The fractions were evaporated to

dryness, heated with a small volume of HNO3 to destroy organic matter,

and the Li and K were converted to chlorides by adding a small volume of

HCl

2. Chlorine Chemistry

A 1 g sample was taken from six randomly selected ampoules from each

of the three lots of serum and a weighed aliquot of ^^Cl spike solution was

added. After equilibration the protein was precipitated with ammonium
molybdate solution. The chloride in the ''protein-free" fihrate was

precipitated as AgCl, removed by centrifuging the solution, and dissolved

in concentrated ammonium hydroxide solution. The concentration of

chlorine was adjusted to 3 mg/ml.
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E. Mass Spectrometric Procedures

Irrespective of the element or the extent of previous analytical ex-

perience, a major concern in all isotopic ratio measurements by thermal

ionization is variable fractionation between analyses. For ID samples

with less than the optimum amount of spike, this bias is enhanced when
propagated through the concentration calculation. In NBS thermal-

ionization mass spectrometry research the traditional and well established

method of controlling isotopic fractionation is to identify all critical

parameters and determine optimum conditions for each parameter. The
end product is an analytical procedure in which all parameters must be

reproduced for each analysis and strict adherence to analytical rules ob-

served [3 ] . Under ideal conditions this method is capable of reproducing

the fractionation bias to less than 0.05 percent. However, ID samples are

something other than ideal because two critical parameters, sample size

and chemical purity, are not always uniform or well known. Under these

nonideal conditions a shift from the normal plot of the fractionation curve

is obtained and the concentration data will be biased.

Details of the mass spectrometric procedures for Mg [6], CI [7], K
[8] and Ca [9] have been published. The lithium procedure for elec-

trolytes in blood serum was similar in most aspects to the published potas-

sium analytical method.

A recently developed internal normalization technique [10] accurately

corrects each analysis for fractionation bias. This procedure is applicable

to polynuclidic elements, with three isotopes being the minimum necessa-

ry for a solution to the algebraic equations for fractionation corrections.

The general approach of the method is to utilize one isotopic ratio for ID
measurements and another isotopic ratio for normalizing purposes.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Isotopic Composition

For most elements it can be safely assumed that variations in natural

isotopic composition are small (less than 0.25%). This assumption is not

necessarily applicable to certain matrices, such as biological materials or

to a limited number of high purity commercially processed elements. In

our work the isotopic composition of the analyte element is always deter-

mined unless the amount of material available is too small. The elec-
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trolytes in each lot of serum were therefore compared to NBS natural

isotopic standards (Standard Reference Materials). Each was found to be

experimentally identical with its respective standard.

Although the isotopic composition of Li in the serum samples is experi-

mentally identical to the Li isotopic standard, a statement of caution about

commercially processed samples is necessary. A significant amount of the

high purity, commercially available Li is depleted in ^Li. An observed

depletion of approximately 100 percent (7.4 to 3.5% relative abundance)

has been found for a limited number of shelf samples. Thus, the only relia-

ble method of having precise knowledge of the isotopic composition of

this element is an isotopic analysis or use of a standard of known composi-

tion.

B. Blank and Matrix Interference

The maximum blank correction for any of the electrolytes was 0. 1 per-

cent for lot I Mg samples. The isobaric background contribution of ^^K to

the total 40Ca signal was much less than 0.01 percent. Sodium, which was

the only other interferential element, has a general deleterious effect on

many elements, but was not a significant problem because of its low con-

centration. For the magnesium analyses the effect of Na+ was minimized

by using a baffle to reduce the x-axis aperture into the collector. This

restriction effectively removed Na+ from the collector when Mg+ was

focused on the faraday cage.

C. Concentration of Electrolytes

7. Lithium

Concentrations of the electrolytes from each of three lots of serum are

shown in table 1. Variability in isotopic fractionation was the major

source of error in the Li measurements. The ^Li/^Li ratio was observed to

behave anomalously in several respects when using a tantalum triple fila-

ment mode of ionization. An allowance was made for these effects by

using the maximum observed range in the isotopic standard as the limit of

error for Li analyses.
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Table 1 . Concentration of electrolytes in serum

Blank correction, —
Concentration, mmol/1

% Lot 1 Lot III Lot V

<0.01 1 .004 1.968 2.954
± .005 ±.010 ±.015

Mg <0.1 0.3593 1.032 1.738
± . UU/o ± . UUj 1 r\f\c\± .009

CI <0.05 91.56 102.4 114.0
±.50 ±.5 ±.6

K <0.01 2.794 4.765 6.867
±.006 ±.010 ±.014

Ca <0.3 1.282 2.253 3.264
±.004 ±.007 ±.007

2. Magnesium

Original plans for Mg measurements were to use an empirically deter-

mined correction factor by analyzing the 24Mg/26Mg of the isotopic stan-

dard, SRM 980. The internal normalization approach was adopted after

chemical preparation of the samples was completed. This precluded some
essential planning necessary for best results. Matters were further com-

plicated when the samples were overspiked for Mg, because an incorrect

preliminary value for the concentration was provided. Finally it was

discovered, several months after completing the serum analyses, that the

voltage-to-frequency converter was slightly nonlinear (0.1%) in the scale

range where the 24Mg signal was measured for the ID samples. This con-

dition probably existed at the time of the serum measurements.

The burden of these handicaps is reflected in the data shown in table 1

.

The ratio 24Mg/26Mg was used for ID purposes and normalization was ac-

complished with the 24Mg/25Mg ratio. The importance of internal nor-

malization was immediately demonstrated, when for some inexplicable

reasons samples of lot I responded quite differently than samples of the

natural standard and lots III and V. A comparison of concentrations, em-

pirical versus internal normalization, revealed an average systematic bias

of approximately 1 percent in the empirical values of lot I samples and

less than 0.5 percent for the other lots.

^ \^ .- 3. Chlorine

To the best of our knowledge, this work represents the first determina-

tion of chlorine by isotope dilution mass spectrometry. It was anticipated
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that blank contributions and memory (the latter is due to cross-contamina-

tion between the sample on the filament and residual chlorine in the mass

spectrometer) would be major obstacles. Preliminary investigations

demonstrated that the blank would not be a significant factor. Although

not anticipated, gross fractionation did occur under certain conditions and

rigid adherence to an analytical procedure was necessary.

Memory problems were minimized by reserving one mass spectrometer

for blank and separated isotope analysis and a different instrument for ID
samples and the natural standard. All ID samples were analyzed in order

of increasing ^^^Cl/^^Cl ratio. A maximum range of 3 percent in the isotopic

ratio was used as a predetermined condition for removing and thoroughly

cleaning the source. Immediately before each source cleaning, SRM 975,

Chlorine Isotopic Standard, was analyzed to evaluate memory effects

(which proved to be undetectable). The indicated uncertainty in table 1 is

an estimated limit of error and is slightly larger than the to- value calcu-

lated from the concentration data. The additional allowance is made for

the effects of trace impurities and possible loss of chlorine during the sam-

ple mounting procedure.

4. Potassium

The vital factor in potassium isotope dilution analysis is purity of the

sample matrix on the filament surface. The isotopic fractionation is af-

fected by the relative amount of potassium to impurity, whether organic

or inorganic. A plot of the fractionation curve (fig. 1), ^^K/^^^K versus time,

for an impure sample is anomalous with the ratio slowly increasing for

long periods of time, while the same plot for a high purity standard reflects

a decreasing "^^K/^^K ratio. In both cases the effect appears to be strictly

a change in the ratio due to fractionation. (This problem is being studied

as part of a potassium mineral survey and atomic weight determination

which will be reported elsewhere.)

Although the range of potassium values in table 2 for the six ampoules

of each lot was approximately 0. 1 percent and the 95 percent confidence

limit for the mean is about 0. 1 percent, an additional allowance was made
for the effects of impurities. The estimated limit of error is 0.2 percent and

is based upon observed variation ofSRM 985 under variable sample puri-

ty conditions.

5. Calcium

Precise isotopic measurement of calcium isotopes is dependent upon

preheating the samples and producing a transition characterized by a
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Figure 1 . Potassium fractionation.

Table 2. Concentration ofpotassium in serum

110

Ampoule
Concentration, ^g/g

Lot I Lot III Lot V

1 106.86 182.07 262.07

2 106.90 182.20 262.35

3 106.93 182.13 262.28

4 106.92 182.18 262.34

5 106.83 182.20 262.28

6 106.90 182.15 262.17

Average 106.89 182.16 262.25

±.21 ±.36 ±.52

rapidly growing signal and a significant change in ^^Ca/^^Ca [11]. After

the transition has occurred, the ^'^Ca/'^'^Ca ratios are reproducible to less

than 0.2 percent (95% confidence limit). The amount of calcium on the

filament appeared to affect the relative ease of producing the transition.

Failure to produce the transition for each element and/or the same degree

of fractionation would systematically bias the concentration.
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The 95 percent limit of error for lots I and III were expanded to reflect

greater difficulty in reproducing the prescribed analytical conditions for

Ca analysis. This type of expansion of the error is avoidable with the in-

ternal normalization technique. Ca satisfies the requirements for this

procedure but the spike (^^Ca) necessary to use internal normalization

was not available at the time of the serum analyses.

IV. Conclusion

The role of sample impurities in isotope dilution analyses is not usually

well understood, but the effect on the ionization process and the isotopic

composition is measurable and may be profound. The difficulties with im-

purities generally translate into a systematic bias which is propagated

directly through the concentration calculation. Thus, it is rarely possible

to determine the concentration of a trace element with the same degree of

accuracy as a high-purity solution or standard.

In mass spectrometric analysis it must be realized that isotopic frac-

tionation is inherent in the thermal ionization process. Evaporation or

volatilization of a solid sample will produce some degree of mass depen-

dent fractionation of the light isotopes. This effect has been observed to

some degree at NBS in the relative and absolute isotopic abundance stu-

dies of nearly 30 elements. A necessary and sufficient fractionation

requirement for accurate isotope dilution analyses is relative precision in

the isotopic ratio measurement. This precision cannot be achieved

without taking steps to minimize the variability of the fractionation

between analyses.

Although accurate measurements of trace concentrations by isotope

dilution require careful attention to procedures and are time consuming,

they can be made in a routine and cost competitive manner. The lack of

speed in the technique is more than offset by the benefits which accrue

with high accuracy measurements.
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Isotope dilution is based on the isolation of a constant substoichiometric

amount. This method can be completed by a group of techniques in which this

amount is a function of the concentration to be determined. This approach ena-

bles the routine analysis of aqueous samples. The practical difference with

normal isotope dilution is twofold: a) the activity is added as a spike to both the

standard and the sample solution and b) the count rates obtained for the frac-

tions isolated from the standard solutions, are plotted against the concentra-

tion in such a way that a linear calibration curve is obtained. Some methods

which can be used in the application of this principle are discussed and com-

pared to "classical" isotope dilution. Expressions are derived for the relative

statistical error and the limit of detection. As a practical example of these

techniques, the determination of fluorine is discussed. The radionuclide used

is ^^F (T 1/2=110 min), which is prepared carrier free by irradiation of

Li2C03. The substoichiometric amount is taken by either absorption on glass

beads or by imperfect liquid-liquid extraction with (CH3)3SiCl dissolved in

benzene. The glass beads or the organic extract are counted integrally. The

reciprocal of the count-rate is a linear function of the concentration to be deter-

mined. The limit of detection is usually 0.01 ^tg/ml, while the limit of deter-

mination is — 0.05 /xg/ml. The method is applicable to both F' and SiFe^ and

is not sensitive to appreciable NaCl concentrations. The error is depending on

counting statistics and on the ratio reagent amount to be determined. The

method can be extended to dried plant material by ashing and dissolving the

sample, using ^^F tracer for chemical yield determination.

Keywords: Absorption isotherm; environmental samples; fluorine; isotope

dilution; radionuclides; substoichiometry.
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Definitions

The variables which figure in a quantitative treatment of isotope dilution are:

The concentration of the substance to be determined c [M/1]

The concentration of the added "spike" c. [M/1]

The minimal concentration which can be detected above the Cmin st [M/1]
statistical fluctuation

Sample-weight G [g]

The volume of the sample solution V [1]

The amount of reagent m [M]

The (substoichiometric) amount, isolated by the reagent y [M]

The ratio amount of reagent/amount of substance p [—

]

The fraction of the total amount of the substance to be deter- q [—

]

mined, that is isolated

The number of counts obtained under certain standard con- T [T]

ditions for an isolated fraction

The number of counts, added to the solution To [—

]

The ratio substance (reagent in the compound formed by a. [—

]

chemical reaction)

I. Introduction

Radioanalytical methods are based on the general equation

c*T= y-—-,-y (1)

Equation (1) indicates the existence of three analytical techniques.

1. The ratio c*/c is constant and much smaller than unity. This holds

for activation analysis and radiometry. Equation (1) reduces to

T= y y (2)
c

In instrumental activation analysis one has y=cG or y=cV. Thus T is

directly proportional to c. This proportionality is preserved when a con-

stant fraction is taken. Calibration is performed by identical processing of

standards.
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2. The concentration c* is constant and of the same order as c. This

situation is met in "classical" isotope dilution. The active standard has a

concentration of c*. The sample is made active by addition of an equal

volume of the standard solution [ 1 ] . Experimental conditions are chosen

in such a way that y is constant. This is usually achieved by liquid-liquid

extraction with a substoichiometric amount of reagent. Application of

equation (1) results in

T - ^
-'sample T ' , j,

'

I

C + C*

^standard = 7 * >^

c = c
^standard

j

Tsample
(3)

3. The concentration c* is constant and much smaller than c. This con-

dition holds when a spike with a high specific activity is added to the sam-

ple. It is obvious that should not be proportional to c, in order to have a

relation between T and c. Consequently, separation methods which take

a constant fraction are not applicable. A calibration curve can be con-

structed by processing a series of standard solutions. This technique is

called "spiking isotope technique." The difference with classical isotope

dilution is twofold: a) the activity is added as a spike, if possible carrier-

free, to both standard and sample solutions and b) the count-rates, ob-

tained for the fractions isolated from the standard solutions, are plotted

against the concentration in such a way that a linear calibration curve is

obtained. This method enables the application of all systems in which the

substoichiometric amount taken is not directly proportional to the con-

centration to be determined [2,3 ]

.

II. Principle

A. The Relation >'=/(cj

In spiking isotope dilution analysis, a constant amount of reagent is

added to a constant volume of a solution, which contains a variable

amount of the substance to be determined. Thus, the ratio /7=amount of

reagent (amount of substance) = m/cF will vary from sample to sample.

This causes a corresponding variation of the extracted fraction q. It is ob-

vious that equation (4) gives the relation between q, y and c.

q= y\cV (4)

The variation of q with p can be measured by means of radiotracers.

Apart from classical isotope dilution, at least three variations of spiking
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isotope dilution can be distinguished:

Partial liquid-liquid extraction.

Absorption according to a Langmuir isotherm.

Absorption according to a Freundlich isotherm.

Table 1 gives the corresponding ^ functions.

B. The Relation r=/fcj

The calibration curve gives T, the number of counts obtained for the

isolated fraction, as a function of c, the concentration to be determined.

The relation with the q=f(p) curve is given by equation (5).

T=qTo (5)

Insertion of the experimentally determined relation q=f(p) will give T as

a function of p. Substitution ofp= mjcV gives the T=f(c) curve. Table 2

gives the equations which will lead to linear calibration curves in the four

different cases (classical isotope dilution and the three variations of spik-

ing isotope dilution).

C. The Relative Statistical Error

It is useful to calculate the value of p at which the relative statistical er-

ror, due to counting statistics, is minimal. If the average concentration in

the samples is known, the optimal amount of reagent can be calculated

from this average and the optimal /?-value. Table 3 and figure 1 give the

relations between relative error,
|

Ac/c| , and p for the four different cases.

Table 4 gives the relation with the empirical constants Ki and K2.

D. The Limit of Detection

If counting statistics are the only source of error, the limit of detection

can be calculated easily. It depends on the smallest significant difference

between the obtained result T and the number of counts when only the

spike is present, To. If this difference is to be at least three times the stan-

dard deviation in To, the value of the minimal detectable concentration,

(Cmin)st' can be calculated from the equations, given in table 5.

III. Determination of Fluorine in Environmental Samples

Spiking isotope dilution can be applied profitably to the problem of

fluorine determinations in environmental samples. The radionuclide ^^F
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Figure 1 . Relative error,
|

Ac/c| in percent. The square root factor which contains To has

been put equal to 10^ in all cases.
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(T 1/2=110 min) can be prepared carrier-free by irradiation of Li2CO:}

with thermal neutrons, using the reactions ^L\{n,a)^H and ^^0{t,n)^^F. The
following types of samples are to be analyzed:

Type of sample

Sample weight

or volume Fluorine content

1) Bone ju 10 juu mg modern 1 to 6000 Mg/

g

fossile 10^ to 3.10*

2) Teeth 50 to 1000 mg 100 to 400 Mg/g

3) Dried plant material 50 to 5000 mg 0.1 to 100 fxg/g

4) Air dust on filter paper <10 mg <500 Mg/g

5) Tap- and surface-water <1 1 0.05 to 2 Mg/ml

6) Urine < 500 ml 0.01 to 10 Mg/ml

7) Air 100 to 1500 m^
Sampling by
impinger

~0.01 Mg/m^

The determination in bone can be performed by instrumental neutron

activation analysis, using either thermal or fast neutrons. The analysis of

teeth can be done by instrumental photon activation analysis, or, for con-

centrations higher than ^ 100 ^g/g, by instrumental thermal neutron ac-

tivation analysis. More accurate data can be obtained by dissolving the

sample in 3N HNO3 and applying the spiking isotope dilution technique,

discussed in section 5.

Instrumental activation analysis cannot be applied to dried plant

material. However, it is possible to use the following procedure:

a. Dry ashing at ^ 600 °C, and dissolution of the ash in dilute

HNO3. The recovery of this step is about 70 percent, depending

on the temperature and the time needed to mineralize the sam-

ple. If necessary, the solution is filtered. A carrier-free ^^F spike

can be used to measure the final recovery after ashing and filtra-

tion.

b. Determination of fluoride in the resulting solution, using the

technique discussed in section 5.

Air dust on filter paper can be dissolved by combustion in a Schoninger

flask, containing OAN NaOH as an absorber. The resulting solution can

be analyzed by spiking isotope dilution, using the method discussed in

section 4. It is also possible to apply fast neutron activation, followed by

steam distillation as H^SiFe from concentrated H2SO4, and anion-

exchange [4]. Tap water and urine can be analyzed rapidly by spiking

isotope dilution. The same holds for air, if sampled with an impinger.
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IV. Determination of Fluoride in Aqueous

Samples by Adsorption on Glass Beads

A. Principle

1. Calibration Curve

The technique is suited for the analysis of large 50 ml) samples. The
solution to be analyzed is spiked with i^F" and a concentration-dependent

fraction of the fluoride is taken by adsorption of HF on glass-beads [5].

After adsorption, the beads are washed with demineralized water and

counted. The reaction between the glass surface and the HF can be

described by a Langmuir isotherm. According to table 2, this situation can

be described by the empirical relation

l/r=Ki + K2C (6)

The constants Ki, in (counts)-^ and K2, in [counts (g/ml)-i] -1 have to be

determined experimentally. The adsorption is in all probability due to

chemisorption of HF. The pH-dependence of the adsorption can be ex-

plained in terms of the mechanism for the adsorption of anions and their

conjugated acids, as discussed by Hingston et al [6]. However, the

agreement between theory and reality is only qualitative (c/. fig. 2).

2. Influence ofContact Time

The kinetics of the adsorption process can be described by the empiri-

cal formula

Tt=TM-e-^') (7)

where Tt and 7^ stand for the counting results of the glass absorber after

time t and after a very long contact time respectively.

3. Statistical Errors

The value of (Cniin)st can be calculated by application of the formula

given in table 5. The relative statistical error due to variations of the con-

tact time can be found by differentiation of equation (7). The relative error

due to irreproducible losses of HF during the handling of the glass beads

after the adsorption is independent of the concentration. Thus:

\^y|y\=\^T|T\=ary (8)
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The relative statistical error in the final result, is given by

I

AcVcU= I/CK2 • A ( l/D - (Ty/cK^T (9)

Combination of (6) and (9) results in

\^clc\y=(Ty{l^(KjK2)'(\/c)) (10)

The value of o-y can be derived from measurements on standard solutions.

Figure 2. Influence of the pH on the adsorption behavior of SiO:

B. Experimental

/. Chemicals andApparatus

Double distilled water

Demineralized water

Double distilled 0.0 IN and 2N HNO3
"Analytical grade" Li2C03

"Analytical grade" NaF
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Glass beads of 3.1 mm diameter; Kugelfabrik Gebauer, Fulda, Ger-

many
50 ml polyethene weighing flasks

200 ml polythene beakers

Quartz capsules of 50 x 5 mm
A micropipette with disposable polythene 1000 tips

Plastic sieves

Magnetic stirrers with polythene-covered propellors

15 ml test tubes.

2. Procedure

1) Glass beads are cleaned in portions of ^ 10^ by repeated washings

with distilled 0.0 IN HNO3 and, finally, with double distilled water. They
are then dried.

2) Portions of 100 beads are weighed out in 50 ml polythene weighing

flasks.

3) About 25 mg of Li2C03, packed in a quartz capsule, is irradiated for

20 minutes in a thermal neutron flux of 5 x lO^^ • cm-^ • s-i. After dissolu-

tion in 34 ml 0.0 IN HNO3, the pH is adjusted to 2.5 by addition of 2N
HNO3.

4) The solution to be analyzed is transferred to a 200 ml polythene

beaker and the pH is adjusted to 2.5 by addition of 2N HNO3.
5) A spike of 1000 /jlI of the ^^F- solution is added and the solution is

stirred for a few seconds to ensure good mixing.

6) A batch of 100 glass beads is added and the solution is stirred for 10

minutes.

7) The beads are filtered off in a plastic sieve and washed for 1 minute

in a stream of demineralized water.

8) The beads are transferred to a 15 ml test tube and counted for at

least 1 minute with a 3"x 3" Nal well-type crystal, connected to a one-

channel analyzer. A correction is applied for dead-time. All data are then

corrected for decay, using an arbitrary reference time.

9) Standards are made by dissolving "analytical grade" NaF in double

distilled water, diluting to the appropriate concentration range adjusting

the pH to 2.5. The calibration curve is obtained by applying the method of

least squares to the results. The calibration curve is valid only for the

combination of the involved batches of beads and Li2C03.

10) An aliquot of the spiking solution is measured the same geometry,

to determine To.
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C. Results

7. Calibration Curve and Statistical Error

At the working conditions of pH = 2.5 and V= 100 ml, the following

average values are observed.

/Ci-0.75 X 10-Mc/min)-i

K2=\.5x 10-5 (c/min ()Ltg/ml)-i)-^

/Lt=(4.0±0.3 • 10-3.s-i,atpH = 2.5

o-y= 0.03 - 0.05

For a counting time of 1 minute, (Cmin)st= 5-10-3 /itg/ml. It follows from

equation (10) that the error due to the handling of the glass beads limits

the method to solutions with concentrations above 0.02 /itg/ml. The uncer-

tainty in the contact time is ^ 10 seconds. The resulting statistical error is

^0.8 percent.

2. Synthetic Samples

Three synthetic samples were prepared and analyzed repeatedly.

Calculated F content observed F content

1) 15.85 mg NaF, dissolved in 0.72 ^g/ml 0.79 ± 0.07 Mg/ml
10 liter double distilled water o- = 9%

2) 2.0 mg NasSiFe in 1 liter 1.21 1.44 ± 0.10 Mg/ml
double distilled water o- = 7%

3) 2.0 mg NasSiFe in 1 liter 1.21 1.40 zt 0.10 Mg/ml
double distilled water, con- o- = 7%
taining 310 mX CI".

The observed differences are partly due to the contribution of the doubled

distilled water 0.05 /itg/ml) and partly to the nonstoichiometry of the

Na2SiF6. The addition ofCh to the solution does not affect the result.

3. Surface Waters

Two samples of surface water were analyzed, both by direct analysis

and standard addition.

Direct analysis Standard addition

(1) 0.57 ± 0.05 (a) Mg/ml 0.55 ± 0.05 (a) ml

(2) 0.32 ± 0.03 0.34 ± 0.03
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4. Urine

Aliquots of one great urine sample were analyzed directly and by stan-

dard addition with Na2SiF6 results are

Direct analysis: 0.54 ± 0.05 /u,g/ml o-= 9%
Standard addition: 0.52±0.13 jLtg/ml (t=15%.

The direct method was then applied to a few hundreds of urine samples.

The obtained data lie between 0.5 and 3 ixglmX. The relative standard

deviation per measurement is again 7 to 9 percent.

D. Conclusion

The radiometric determination of fluoride in aqueous samples is possi-

ble down to concentrations of ^ 0.02 /xg/ml. The method is rapid and

cheap. Small changes in the ionic strength do not result in systematical er-

rors. The statistical standard deviation per measurement is 9 percent.

V. Determination of Fluoride in Aqueous

Samples by Substoichiometric

Extraction with Trimethylchlorosilane

A. Principle

1. Calibration Curve

This method is suited for the analysis of small (0.5 to 10 ml) samples. It

is based on the partial extraction of HF from a dilute HNO3 solution by

(CH3)3SiCl (TMCS), dissolved in benzene. The reagent reacts in the

aqueous phase with HF forming (CH3)3SiF. Again, equation (6) holds.

The value of fCmin^t can be calculated from the expression given in table

5.

2. Influence ofNondissolved Fluoride

If the sample contains an appreciable amount of nondissolved fluoride,

which can exchange with the added ^^F , the result of the determination

will be too high. It can be proved easily that the following expression
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holds for the concentration c' , derived from the measurement:

c' = c+fg/F)(l+(Ki/K2c)) (11)

Here, g stands for the amount of nondissolved but exchangeable fluoride.

It is possible to measure the ratio g/cF by a separate spiking experiment

and thus to correct the obtained value c'.

3. Influence ofpH

The recovery of a ^^F spike by extraction from dilute nitric acid was

measured as a function of the acidity. The extraction was performed with

an equal volume of a 4 x lO-^M solution of (CH3)3SiCl in benzene. As the

fluoride concentration due to the spike is virtually zero, the variation of

1/Ki with the acidity is measured in this way. Figure 3 gives the result. It

100 -

90 •

80

-2 -1 0 *^ -2 *3

Figure 3. The percentage extracted ^^F as a function of the pH.
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should be kept in mind that below pH = 2 all fluoride is present as HF. It

can be concluded that in the analysis the solution should have an acidity

of at least OAN. The variation of the recovery 1/Ki with the pH in the re-

gion below pH = 0 can be described by

l/Ki-0.56 -0.15pH (12)

Thus
- \

d(l/Ki) 0.15^ -AC^^'] = [^ At//-] (13)

An error of 5 percent in the acidity will result in less than 1 percent devia-

tion in the recovery.

4. Influence ofStirring Time

The extraction of fluoride by an equal volume of a 4 x lO-^M solution

of (CH3)3SiCl in benzene from 5 • lO-*' to 5 • lO-W solutions of NaF in

3N HNO3 was measured as a function of time. The rate of extraction was

found to be independent of the fluoride concentration. Figure 4 gives the

result obtained using a laboratory flask shaker. Equilibrium is reached

after — 5 minutes.

Extracted amount
of fluoride in

relative units

-concentration range: 5 10-510*M

0123456789 10

Time in minutes

Figure 4. The extracted amount of fluoride as a function of the stirring-time.

J. '
•
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5. Influence ofIndifferent Electrolytes

Experiments as described in the previous section were performed with

solutions of NaCl. Mg(N03)2 and Ca(N03)2 in HNO.i of various acidities.

The concentration of the salts varied from 0. 1 percent to 5 percent. No in-

fluence of the added electrolyte was observed.

B. Experimental

7. Chemicals and Apparatus

Double distilled water

Double distilled water HNO3 (

1

5N)

3N HNO3, prepared from double distilled cone. HNO3 and double

distilled water.

NaF
U,COs
Benzene

(CH3)3SiCl

Quartz capsules of 50 x 5 mm.
10 ml polythene vials with snap cap.

20 ml polythene bottles with screw cap.

A 50 ml polythene bottle with screw cap.

100 ml polythene bottles with screw cap.

A 1 -litre polythene bottle.

Two 1 -litre brown glass bottles.

A 5 ml glass pipette with suction balloon.

A micropipette with disposable polythene 100 /xl tips.

A micropipette with a steel plunger in a ground glass barrel.

A flask shaker.

A 3" X 3" well-type Nal crystal, connected to a one channel analyzer

and mounted in a sample changer for test tubes.

A "Griffin" flask shaker.

2. Procedure

Preparation of the Reagents

1) About 25 mg Li2C03 is put into a polythene vial with a snap cap and

irradiated for 4 minutes in a thermal neutron flux of 5 • 10^^ • cm"- • s~^
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The Li2C03 is then dissolved in 25 ml 3N HNO3 in a 50 ml polythene bot-

tle with screw cap.

2) A 4.3 X 10-^M solution of TMCS in benzene is prepared by adding

1 ml TMCS to 200 ml benzene in a brown glass bottle. One millilitre of

this stock solution is pipetted to 1 litre benzene in a brown glass bottle.

3) A stock solution of dilute HF, containing 5.3 x 19-W hydrofluoric

acid (10 /Ltg/ml) is prepared by dissolving 23 mg NaF in 1 litre 3N HNO3 in

a 1 -litre polythene bottle. From this stock solution, standards with concen-

trations between 5.3 x \0-^M (0.1 figlml) to 5.3 x lO-W (10 /ig/ml)

are prepared in 50 ml polythene bottles.

Extraction Procedure and Counting

1) Four ml of the (approximately neutral) sample is transferred to a 20

ml polythene bottle with screw cap. One ml of double distilled HNO3
15Njis added.

2) Four ml aliquots of the standards are pipetted in identical 20 ml

polythene bottles, and 1 ml of \5N HNO3 is added.

3) An aliquot of 1 ml of the H^^F solution and 5 ml of the diluted

TMCS solution are added. The bottles are closed immediately. They are

shaken for at least 5 minutes.

4) The phases are allowed to separate; this takes 2 to 3 minutes.

Aliquots of 3 ml are taken with a micropipette with a steel plunger, and

transferred to 10 ml polythene tubes, which are closed immediately.

5) The aliquots are counted integrally for 1 minute in the energy region

of 0.40 to 0.65 MeV. The observed count rates vary between 5-103 ^nd

5-10'* c/min. The loss due to dead time {t= 3 to 4 /jls) is negligible, as is

the influence of the background.

C. Results

7. Calibration Curve and Statistical Error

Figure 5 gives a calibration curve obtained for the extraction of fluoride

from 5 • 10-6 iq 5 . iQ-W solution in 0.6N HNO3. The organic phase was

a 4 • \0-^M solution of (CH3)3SiCl in benzene. The volume of both the

aqueous and the organic phase was 5 ml. The straight line can be

described by the equation

l/r= 1.8 X 10-5+ 1.6 X 10-5 c • (counts/min)-i

Here, c is expressed in /icg/ml. The value of To was 1.05 x 10-^ c/min. In-
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sertion of the values of Ki and K2 in the appropriate equation (table 3)

yields Ac/c = 6 • 10-^ for a concentration of 1 /xg/ml. The limit of detection

according to table 5 is ^ 0.02 pig/ml.

Figure 5. Calibration curve for the extraction from 0.6A^ HNO3.

2. Fluoride Standard

A neutral aqueous solution, containing (1.89 ± 0.01) /xg/ml fluoride was

analyzed. The result was (1.85 ± 0.03) /tg/ml, with a standard deviation of

0.05 g/ml.

3. Tap Water

Unfluoridized and fluoridized tap water was analyzed. The values ob-

tained are:

Unfluoridized (0.61 ± 0.02) /xg/ml (n = 5) (Petten)

(0.46 d= 0.005) Mg/ml (n = 5) (Amsterdam)

Fluoridized (1.03 ± 0.04) ^g/ml (n = 5)
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These values are in good agreement with the official data.

4. Urine

Urine of a healthy person was filtered and analyzed. The result was

(0.82 ±0.02) /xg/ml (n=5). The method was then applied to a few hun-

dred urine samples.

- D. Conclusion

The determination of fluoride by partial liquid-liquid extraction is rapid

and accurate. The method is not sensitive to appreciable variations in the

ionic-strength. The lower limit of determination is — 0.05 /xg/ml.
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The paper describes the results of a thorough experimental investigation

into the origin and reduction of the blank during sample handling and sample

analysis in the determination of the total nitrogen content in plain carbon steels

at levels of 0.002 percent and less. Attention is paid to atmospheric contribu-

tions, to the blank and to their prevention. The possible harmful effect of nitrite

or nitrate compounds on the analytical result is pointed out. Finally a method

is recommended which is especially adapted for the determination of very low

levels of nitrogen.

Keywords: Atmospheric contamination; blank value; indophenol blue reac-

tion; Kjeldahl digestion technique; limit of detection; nitrogen

in steel.

I. Introduction

With the trend in recent years towards new steelmaking and annealing

processes with lower nitrogen levels, the need to determine small amounts

of nitrogen in steel has increased. It is now often necessary to determine

nitrogen levels of less than 20 ^tg with great accuracy. In determining such

small amounts of nitrogen the analytical chemist has to deal with the fol-

lowing general aspects:

A. Sampling, with attention to homogeneity, representativeness and

contamination during sample preparation.

B. Sample handling, with attention to contamination from the outside,

i.e., atmospheric or environmental contamination.

983
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C. Analysis, with attention to the choice of the most appropriate

method of analysis as well as to the control and to the meaningful mea-

surement of the blank.

Although by this time quite a few physical techniques are available for

determining small amounts of nitrogen in steel, all these physical

techniques suffer from the fact that they require calibration. In Europe it

is a well-established opinion that the best approach to a meaningful

calibration is the use of standard reference steel samples with a similar

composition as the sample to be analyzed and with known nitrogen con-

tents, preferably analyzed by an independent technique. Therefore, in Eu-

rope the Kjeldahl dissolution and distillation technique has been officially

accepted in the European standard reference method (Euronorm) for the

determination of nitrogen in steel [ 1 ] . Since this European standard

method does not cover the lower nitrogen contents, the analytical labora-

tories of Hoogovens started some years ago an investigation into the

problems especially related to the determination of low levels of nitrogen

in steel. According to Kaiser [2 ] the limit of detection (A) of a determina-

tion depends on the standard deviation of the blank value and can be esti-

mated with 95 percent confidence limit from the relationship:

A = A'-Zb=1.96o-bV2~

where: jc^ the total amount of nitrogen in fjug found in the determination;

Xb = the amount of nitrogen in /xg found in the blank determination; and o-g

= the "within days" standard deviation of the blank value.

This relationship emphasizes the special need for tracing and con-

trolling the various factors which may contribute to the overall standard

deviation. Generally speaking, the value of the standard deviation in-

creases with the level of the blank itself. Therefore the blank should be as

low as possible. This explains the special attention paid in this paper to

the origin and reduction of the blank and the special concern with the dis-

solution and distillation equipment used in the analysis. A further require-

ment for the blank is that it should be a meaningful representative of the

determination itself. Since the harmful effect of nitrate or nitrite com-

pounds on the determination is often underestimated, special attention

has been paid to this problem too. The paper finally ends with a descrip-

tion of a recommended method taking into account all factors which were

found to have an effect on the limit of detection and on the accuracy of the

determination.

J
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II. Sampling, Sample Handling, and Analysis

A. Sampling

The analytical procedure is based on the use of 2 g of sample. If this

quantity is obtained by milling or drilling of the sample material, it may be

considered sufficiently representative and homogeneous. During sam-

pling the usual precautions must be taken such as a clean sample prepara-

tion equipment, a dust-proof environment, no smoking, no manual con-

tact, etc. Before analysis the sample should be washed several times with

acetone and stored in a weighing bottle placed in a desiccator.

B. Sample Handling

/. Environmental-Atmospheric Contamination

For the determination of nitrogen at the levels being considered it is es-

sential that the analysis should be earned out in a room specially reserved

for this purpose. This room should be as far as possible removed from

chemical laboratories where ammonia, nitric acid or other nitrogen-bear-

ing compounds are used. Smoking in this room should be forbidden. All

reagents used should be stored under impeccable environmental condi-

tions.

2. Dissolution and Distillation Equipment

Contrary to the European method, micro-scale equipment was

developed in such a way that both the dissolution-decomposition step and

the distillation step are carried out protected from atmospheric contact

(figs. 1-4). The figures illustrate that arrangements have been made to

minimize the atmospheric contact between the inside of the dissolution-

distillation equipment and the environment. The sample is dissolved in the

reaction vessel A (fig. 1), the hydrogen evolved escapes through the trap

G. The water, condensed from vapor liberated during the dissolution and

the subsequent fuming step is collected in vessel F. After fuming and

cooling, the vessel A is quickly transferred to the distillation equipment

(figs. 2 and 4). The sodium hydroxide solution is added by means of the

vessel J; any ammonia produced on contact with the sample solution is

then liberated inside the distillation vessel. The condenser outlet is sealed

from the atmosphere as shown in figure 2.
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0 5 10 15 20 cm

A. Reaction vessel

B. Splashball

C. Connection -

protection tube

D. Sulphuric acid

trap

E. Condenser

F. Water trap

G. Sulphuric acid

trap

H. Electrical

burner

1 and 2 stop-cocks

Figure 1. Equipment for the determination of nitrogen in steel (dissolution - decomposition

step).
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Vess el , containing
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Glass connection

tube

Condenser (with

glass valve

Volumetric flask

( 100 ml)

C on nect ion tube

Flex i be tubing

resistant to sodium

hydroxide

0 2^ 5 7^ 10 cm

Figure 2. Equipment for the determination of nitrogen in steel (distillation step).
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During the whole operation nitrogen gas (or any other inert gas) is

passed through the distillation equipment to avoid the introduction of con-

taminants from the atmosphere and bumping. The nitrogen flow also

serves as the carrier for the ammonia during distillation.

Greatest care should be taken to ensure that all glassware used is kept

scrupulously clean and washed well with nitrogenfree water before use.

This water should be reserved specially for this work. Figures 3 and 4 il-

lustrate how the individual dissolution and distillation devices can be easi-

ly installed in a batch position arrangement,

C. Analysis

1. Choice ofAnalytical Method

Among the many chemical and physical methods available, considera-

ble attention has been paid by many workers to the specific and sensitive

determination of ammonia based on the reaction between the ammonium
ion, sodium phenolate and sodium hypochlorite with sodium nitroprusside

as a catalyst [3 ] . This indophenol blue reaction has been accepted in the

Euronorm and has been the subject of an investigation in the Analytical

Figure 3. Dissolution — decomposition arrangement.
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Figure 4. Distillation arrangement.

Laboratories of Hoogovens. Figure 5 shows the absorption spectrum of

a test solution and the reagent blank solution against water. Figure 6

shows a calibration graph covering the range 0 to 50 fxg of nitrogen in 100

ml, which indicates the extreme sensitivity of the reaction.

Due to its sensitivity the method proved to be extremely suitable for the

determination of low nitrogen contents. However, the whole procedure

must be carried out under carefully controlled analytical conditions; i.e.,

special attention must be paid to the pH during the formation of the inten-

sive blue color complex. Following carefully the procedure and the in-

structions as described in Appendix I, reproducible results can be ob-

tained.

In further agreement with the Euronorm the Kjeldahl dissolution and

distillation technique was chosen for the conversion of the nitrogen from

the sample into ammonia and for the subsequent separation of the am-
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1-2 -

10-

500 600 700 800

wavelength nm

Figure 5. Absorption spectrum of a test solution (50 fxg N/100 ml) I and a reagent blank

solution II both measured against water.

amount of nitrogen ( )j g N / 100ml)

Figure 6. Absorbance versus concentration of nitrogen.

monia by distillation. At variance with the traditional Kjeldahl equipment

and the Eutonorm, a dissolution-distillation equipment on microscale was

developed in view of the low level of detection (fig. 1 .)

2. Blank: Origin and Reduction

Once the method of analysis, that is semi-micro Kjeldahl technique in

combination with indophenol blue reaction under optimum experimental

conditions, has been chosen, it remains a well-recognized fact that the

determination of small amounts of ammonia is only possible with a blank

value as low and as reproducible as possible. In many laboratories this

requirement has been the most exasperating obstacle.
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As mentioned in the introduction, the effect of the blank value is

demonstrated in the well-known relationship of Kaiser [2 ]

:

A= 1.96o-bV2"

Therefore, a good understanding of the origin of the blank is most impor-

tant. The possibility of the environmental contributions to the blank and

their prevention have already been pointed out. Other sources are found

in the reagents employed in the method. The water used throughout the

procedure must be free from amonia and may easily be prepared from a

mixed bed deionizer. Distilled water may have a residual ammonia con-

tent. This can be eliminated by passing the water through a cation

exchange resin. It is essential that the resin column should be acid-washed

before use to ensure its conversion into the hydrogen form. With the ex-

ception of the sulphuric acid all the other reagents in practice offer little or

no problems. The sulphuric acid reagent generally offers some problems.

Various chemical firms market sulphuric acid which is specially reserved

for determining low levels of nitrogen. According to the specifications

given by these firms, this acid contains a maximum of 0.0002 percent

NH3. If this maximum concentration is really present, then the contribu-

tion to the blank will be 24 fig N per analysis. This value is inadmissible.

When analyzing various lots of sulphuric acid from three suppliers, we
found that the amount of ammonia actually present was much lower.

Under the optimum laboratory conditions described above, total blanks

of 4 to 5 /Ltg N per analysis can be obtained with sulphuric acid from two

of these suppliers. The highest values found with acid from other sup-

pliers were, under the same conditions, approximately 12 />tg N, which is

rather high for the determination of very low amounts of nitrogen.

3. Blank: Meaningful and Representative Measurement

It stands to reason that the blank determination should be representa-

tive of the actual determination. In case the diluted sulphuric acid, ob-

tained by diluting sulphuric acid 18 M with water, contains nitrate and/or

nitrite, this may cause too high analytical results. When the sample

material is being dissolved in the diluted sulphuric acid, these nitrogen

compounds are reduced to ammonium by hydrogen; this in contrast with

the blank procedure where no iron is present. The extent to which this

happens, depends on the type of the steel, the amount of the sample, the

size of the sample particles and the amount of the nitrogen compound.

The Euronorm claims to eliminate the blank problem by taking two dif-
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ferent sample weights: 1 g and 2 g. The difference between the two results

represents the amount of nitrogen in 1 g of sample.

Upon further investigation of this procedure, especially the effect of

NOa" and N02~ on the blank, we found that an incomplete recovery of

N03~/N02~ nitrogen may be obtained. In figure 7 the amount of nitrogen

recovered from NOs" reduction is plotted against the weight of the sample

using three different types of steel. Each point in the figure has been cal-

culated from the difference between two individual analyses: (sample +
20 fig NnoJ — sample. From this figure it can be seen that with an addi-

tion of 20 /Jig of N as NO3- to 1 g of BCS 260/2 only 60 percent is

recovered. Furthermore this recovery depends upon the weight of the

sample and the steel concerned. Consequently the Euronorm procedure

of using 1 and 2 g will fail under certain conditions. A British suggestion

[4] to remove the blank by adding 0.250 g of reduced iron to the sample

and referring this to a second analysis of only 0.250 g of reduced iron, will

fail too unless a special kind of reduced iron exists which is capable of

jjg N recovered from NO-^ - reduction

24

22

>jg N added as N0_-

2 -

0.2 5 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75

weight of sample
, g

2.00

Figure 7. Effect of sample type and sample weight on recovery of nitrate reduction ( Iron

reduced G. R. Merck cat. no. 3819; • Iron sponge Johnson Matthey cat. no. 847; BCS
260/2).
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reducing nitrate and/or nitrite readily and quantitatively. Bearing in mind

that the aim of the investigation was the accurate determination of very

low levels of nitrogen, all this means that it is necessary to confirm the

near absence of nitrogenous oxides in the sulphuric acid used. A
procedure for doing this is described in the Appendix II. In case that the

amount of ^tg N originating from nitrogenous oxides exceeds 1 /xg N per

50 ml sulphuric acid, a higher grade and/or better water should be taken.

The sulphuric acid brought upon the market by various chemical firms,

especially that recommended for the use of Kjeldahl determinations, con-

tains, according to their specifications, a maximum of 0.00002 percent

NOs". This equals 0.6 /tg N per analysis. In our current experiences this

maximum concentration was never found.

Typical blank values obtained by applying the full blank procedure

described in Appendix I are shown in table 1 . The table shows the results

of five blank determinations being carried out on each of 6 days, covering

a period of 2 weeks. A statistical examination of these results gives an

overall mean value for the blank of 4.4 fig N with a standard deviation of

0.60 fig N. Applying to this reproducibility figure the relationship of

Kaiser (see before) a limit of detection of approximately 1 .6 ^tg N is calcu-

lated. This equals to 0.00008 percent of nitrogen in steel when using a 2

gram sample. Table 2 shows the results obtained on Johnson Matthey iron

Table 1. Blank values for nitrogen on six separate days over a period of two weeks

III. Experimental Results

A. Total Blank Value — Limit of Detection

Day
Nitrogen, ^tg

2 3 4 5 6

4.0

3.8

5.2

4.0

4.0

4.2

4.9

4.6

4.0

3.6

5.3

4.7

5.0

4.5

4.8

4.8

4.0

5.4

4.2

3.9

3.3

2.9

3.3

4.2

3.0

4.8

5.6

6.0

5.3

4.0

Mean value 4.2 4.3 4.9 4.5 3.3 5.1
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sponge covering a period of 6 days having five test and five blank deter-

minations each day. Referring to only one single test determination in

combination with one single blank determination, the nitrogen content of

the Johnson Matthey sample cannot be distinguished from the limit of de-

tection, i.e., 1.6 /Ltg N or 0.8 ppm N when taking a 2 gram sample. If how-

ever the mean value of the five test determinations after correction for the

mean of the five blank determinations is taken, a limit of the detection of

1.6/V5~~ 0.7 fjig N or 0.3.5 Ppm N is found. The values in table 2 (a - b)

just exceed this limit of detection, consequently estimating a nitrogen con-

tent of the Johnson Matthey iron sponge of 0.00006 percent.

In the concentration range being considered (< 0.002%) no officially

recognized standard sample is available. Some years ago a sample from

the French Institute IRSID was distributed among the members of the

European study group for nitrogen in steel. Although the results between

the various laboratories showed a very large spread, a mean value of 12.9

parts per million was calculated upon statistical evaluation. In the

framework of this investigation this sample IRSID 021-1 was analyzed 24

times over 8 separate days, performing three determinations each day.

The results shown in table 3 have all been corrected for the corresponding

blank values. From the results an overall mean value of 12.8 parts per mil-

lion in the sample is calculated with a standard deviation of 0.58 for a sin-

gle determination and of 0.58/V24 = 0. 1 2 in the mean value.

Table 3. Results after blank correction for the sample IRSID 021-1 on eight separate days

B. Results on Standard Samples

Day
Nitrogen, ppm

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

12.2

13.2

12.7

13.4

13.1

13.1

13.7

13.9

13.3

11.9

11.9

12.3

12.3

12.5

12.1

12.7

13.7

12.7

12.8

12.8

13.4

13.2

13.4

12.4
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IV. Conclusions

Starting from the information available from the European standard

method for nitrogen in steel which uses the Kjeldahl dissolution and distil-

lation technique in combination with the indophenol blue reaction as the

method of analysis, a further expansion towards the lower concentration

range appears to be possible. The limiting factor seems to be brought

about by the level and the reproducibility of the blank rather than by a lag

in sensitivity of the indophenol blue reaction. Reduction of the blank

requires special experimental conditions such as a remote laboratory, spe-

cially selected reagents and equipment protected from atmospheric con-

tact. The absence of nitrate or nitrite compounds in the reagents will lead

to a more meaningful assessment of the nitrogen content in the sample. It

is found that under optimum laboratory conditions total blank values of

the order of 4 /xg N per determination can be obtained in combination

with a standard deviation of approximately 0.6 /xg N. For a single deter-

mination this will correspond to a limit of detection of ~ 0.00008 percent

N in steel based on 2 gram of sample.
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APPENDIX I

PHOTOMETRIC DETERMINATION OF SMALL AMOUNTS
OF NITROGEN (0-20 ppm)

IN PLAIN CARBON STEELS

Contents

1. Scope

2. Field of Application

3. Principle of Method
4. Reagents

5. Apparatus

6. Sampling and Samples

7. Procedure

1 . Test Portion

2. Determination of the Blank

3o Determination

1. Dissolution

2. Distillation

3. Photometric Determination

4. Determination of the Calibration Factor

8. Expression of Results

1. Scope

This method describes a photometric determination of the nitrogen con-

tent of plain carbon steel.

2. Field ofApplication

It is possible with this method to determine photometrically the

nitrogen, which is transformable in ammonia, to a level of 0.003 percent.

3. Principle ofMethod

The sample is dissolved in dilute sulphuric acid. After the water has

been evaporated, the mixture is fumed for 2 hours at 300 to 340 °C, during
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which nitrogen is converted into ammonium. The ammonium formed can

be liberated by distillation from an alkaline medium and carried into a

distillate receiver by nitrogen or air as a carrier gas. The amount of am-

monia-nitrogen is determined photometrically by . measuring the ab-

sorbance of the blue complex, produced when sodium phenolate, sodium

nitroprusside and sodium hypochlorite are added in succession to the

distillate.

4. Reagents

1 . Distilled or deionized water, specially reserved for determining very

low levels of nitrogen.

2. Sulphuric acid 18M (p= 1.84 g/ml), specially reserved for determin-

ing very low levels of nitrogen.

3. Sulphuric acid 3M (1 + 5), specially reserved for determining very

low levels of nitrogen; 167 ml of sulphuric acid (4.2.) is added to about

800 ml of water (4. 1.) in small amounts with cooling; cool, dilute to 1000

ml and mix.

4. Sulphuric acid 0.018M ~ add 10 ml of sulphuric acid (4.2.) cau-

tiously to about 900 ml of water (4.1.) and dilute with water (4.1.) to 1 1;

take from this solution 100 ml and dilute again with water (4. 1.) to 1 1.

5. Sodium hydroxide solution 500 g/1 ~ dissolve 500 g of sodium

hydroxide in pellet form in about 700 ml of water (4.1.); heat the solution

and boil for 10 minutes; cool and dilute with water (4. 1 .) to 1 1.

6. Sodium phenolate solution - dissolve 8 g of sodium hydroxide in pel-

let form in 200 ml of water (4.1.); dissolve in this solution 15 g of distilled

phenol under stirring and dilute to 250 ml in a volumetric flask with water

(4. 1.); prepare this solution shortly before it is required.

7. Sodium nitroprusside solution - dissolve 0.5 g of Na2Fe(CN)5NO •

2H2O in water (4.1.) and dilute with water (4.1.) to 1 1 in a volumetric

flask.

8. Sodium hypochlorite solution 4.5 g/1 - store the solution in a

refrigerator at a temperature of about 2 °C. Note: a) At room temperature
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the hypochlorite solutions are unstable. When stored in a refrigerator

(temperature between 0 and 10 °C) the stability is better; at a temperature

of about 2 °C the solution can be kept for months, b) The concentration of

the sodium hypochlorite solution must be checked after preparation with

an iodometric titration. Pipette for this check 10.0 ml of the solution into

a conical flask which contains already 25 ml of water, 30 ml of hydrochlo-

ric acid (3M) and 30 ml of a potassium iodide solution (100 g/1). Titrate

the liberated iodine with a sodium thiosulphate solution (0.05M), using a

starch solution as indicator. The use of sodium thiosulphate solution must

be 1 1 to 1 3 ml.

9. Nitrogen or inert gas, free from ammonia - instead of an inert gas

compressed air can also be used; the used gas can be purified from am-

monia by passing it through sulphuric acid (4. 13).

10. Standard nitrogen solution, 250 ^tg N/ml - weigh out accurately

1.179 ±0.001 g of dry ammonium sulphate and dissolve this in water

(4.1.) in a volumetric flask of 1 1; dilute with water (4.1.) to the mark and

mix.

1 1. Standard nitrogen solution, 5 fxg N/ml - pipette 10.0 ml of the stan-

dard nitrogen solution (4. 10.) into a volumetric flask of 500 ml; dilute with

water and mix.

12. Devarda's alloy

13. Sulphuric acid 18M

5. Apparatus

Normal laboratory appliances

Glassware for the dissolution and decomposition of the sample (fig. 1).

Glassware for the ammonia distillation (fig. 2). Both the glassware for

the dissolution and for the disdllation should be present in manifold.

Spectrophotometer or filterphotometer equipped with a filter with suffi-

ciently small band width for measurements at 640 nm in cells or .5, 1 and
2 cm.
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6. Sampling and Samples

Sampling and sample preparation are carried out according to Eu-

ronorm 18.

7. Procedure

Note: Perform the experimental work in a specially reserved laboratory

free from nitrogenous compounds.

1. Test portion - weigh to the nearest 0.001 g, exactly 2 g of the test

sample.

2. Determination of the blank - determine the blank as described in

paragraph (7.3.) by analyzing 50.0 ml of sulphuric acid (4.3.) at the same

time as the sample, ensuring that the whole procedure is followed under

identical conditions; measure the absorbance A of this blank solution

against water at 640 nm in a 1 cm cell.

3. Determination

1. Dissolution - the sample is dissolved and decomposed, protected

from the laboratory atmosphere, in a destruction apparatus as shown in

figure 1. Transfer the sample into the reaction vessel (A) and add 50.0 ml

of sulphuric acid (4J.). Next the vessel (A) is put immediately into the

position shown in figure 1 , after which the dissolution can start. Stop-cock

1 must be opened and stop-cock 2 closed. Heat with an electrical heater

(H) till the hydrogen development has finished, during which the solution

is not allowed to boil. Raise the temperature and evaporate the solution to

fuming. Continue fuming at a minimum temperature of 320 °C for two

hours avoiding dryness. Next cool while stop-cock 1 is closed and stop-

cock 2 is opened.

2. Distillation - use for the distillation an apparatus as shown in

figure 2. Transfer before starting the distillation 40 ml of sodium hydrox-

ide solution (4.5.) into vessel (J) and switch the three-way stop-cock (3) of

this vessel to position I. Connect the volumetric flask (M) which contains

already 12 ml of sulphuric acid (4.4.) to the condenser (L). Disconnect the

reaction vessel (A) from the destruction apparatus, add as quickly as

possible 60 ml of water (4.1.) to the reaction vessel (A) and connect it im-

mediately to the distillation apparatus in the position shown in figure 2.
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Introduce a gas stream (4.9.) with a gas flow rate of approximately 20 1/h.

Transfer then the 40 ml sodium hydroxide solution from the vessel (J) into

reaction vessel (A) by switching the three-way stop-cock (3) to position

II. Heat the solution in reaction vessel (A) till boiling and finish the distil-

lation when about 50 ml has been distilled. Rinse the end of the condenser

(L) with water (4.1.) when removing the volumetric flask (M) containing

the distillate.

3. Photometric determination - transfer to the volumetric flask (M)

the following reagents in succession, using pipettes:

5.00 ml of sodium phenolate solution (4.6.)

5.00 ml of sodium nitroprusside solution (4.7.)

5.00 ml of sodium hypochlorite solution (4.8.)

Mix well after each addition. Dilute to the mark with water (4. 1.) and mix

again. The solution is allowed to stand for colour development during one

hour at room temperature in a dark place.

Note: The pH of the final solution must be 11.6 after addition of all the re-

agents. If all the reagents have been prepared with sufficient care and if all

the volumes of reagent solutions have been measured accurately, this con-

dition will be fulfilled.

Measure the absorbance (A) of the solution at 640 nm in a 1 cm cell with

reference to water. When the absorbance is high or low a .5 cm cell or a 2

cm cell can be used after which the absorbance is recalculated on the basis

of a 1 cm cell.

4. Determination of the Calibration Factor

Transfer to each of seven 100 ml volumetric flasks the following por-

tions of the standard nitrogen solution (4.11.): 0.00, 1.00,2.00,4.00,5.00,

8.00, 10.00 ml. Add 12.0 ml of sulphuric acid (4.4.) to each and dilute with

water (4.1.) to about 60 ml. Proceed with the solutions as described in

paragraph (7.3.3.).

Prepare a graph in which the measured absorbances are plotted against

the concentration of nitrogen in {fig). Calculate the calibration factor/,

based on a straight line characteristic of the calibration curve, in terms of

fjig N per absorbance unit, measured in a 1 cm cell.

8. Expression ofResults

The blank rrio paragraph (7.2.) is given in /xg by the following equation:
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in which:

Ao^ the absorbance of the blank solution based on a 1 cm cell

/= calibration factor, determined as described in paragraph (7.4.).

The nitrogen content of the sample is given in percent (m/m) by the equa-

tion:

pQTceni (mlm) N= (A 'f — mo)l {10"^ - m)

in which:

nio= the blank value in /itg

m = the weight of sample in g

A = the absorbance of the test solution at 640 nm against water,

based on a 1 cm cell

f= the calibration factor, determined as described in paragraph (7.4.).
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APPENDIX II

TEST TO NO3 /NO. CONTAMINATION
OF DILUTED SULPHURIC ACID

In this test Devarda's alloy is used, which reduces in alkaline medium
all the nitrate/nitrite into ammonia. Because the Devarda's alloy itself

may contain nitrogen and the used diluted sulphuric acid can be con-

taminated with ammonia, the test is rather laborious. For this test the

distillation apparatus, as shown in figure 2, is used.

The following sequence of determination is carried out:

1. the direct distillation of 40 ml of sodium hydroxide (4.5.) added

through vessel (J)

2. the distillation of 50 ml of sulphuric acid (4.3.) to which 40 ml of

sodium hydroxide (4.5.) is added through vessel (J)

3. the distillation of 0.500 g of Devarda's alloy (4.13.) to which also

40 ml of sodium hydroxide (4.5.) is added through vessel (J)

4. the distillation of 0.500 g of Devarda's alloy (4. 13.) plus 50.0 ml of

sulphuric acid (4.3.) to which again 40 ml of sodium hydroxide

(4.5.) is added through vessel (J).

For each determination the procedure as described in paragraph (7.3.3.)

is followed. Measure the respective absorbances /^2. ^3 and/i4 against

water at 640 nm in a 2 cm cell. The absorbance as a result of the con-

verted nitrate/nitrite in the dilute sulphuric acid can be calculated as fol-

lows:

A = (Ai - A3) - (Ao - Ar)

in which: Aa — ^3 = the absorbance as a result of nitrate/nitrite and am-

monia in the sulphuric acid (4.3.); and A-i — Ai = i\\Q absorbance as a

result of ammonia in the sulphuric acid (4.3.).

The number of ^tg of nitrogen that has come from the nitrate/nitrite in

50.0 ml of sulphuric acid (4.3.), is calculated by the following equation:

iig NN03- N02- = ^'-z

in which: A' = absorbance A recalculated on a 1 cm cell; and/=the
calibration factor, determined as described in paragraph (7.4.).
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Trace element analysis has been a frontier in the field of analytical chemistry

for many years. Twenty years ago 0.01 percent was considered a "trace.'"

Today, specifications require certain nickel-base alloys to have no more than

0.00003 percent (0.3 ppm) of some elements. The everchanging definition of

the word "trace" has made trace element analysis a continuing challenge to the

analytical chemist. This paper reviews the various approaches to this elusive

problem and outlines potential solutions. The emphasis is on elements

categorized as being detrimental to the mechanical properties of nickel-base al-

loys since these are of the greatest concern.

Among the methods reviewed are spark source mass spectrometry, emis-

sion spectroscopy, x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, spectrophotometry,

polarography, and atomic absorption spectrophotometry.

Keywords: Atomic absorption spectrophotometry; emission spectroscopy:

nickel; nickel-base alloys; polarography; spectrophotometry; x-

ray fluorescence spectroscopy.

I. Introduction

The detrimental effect of certain trace elements on the mechanical pro-

perties of nickel-base alloys has been well established. Wood and Cook

[ 1 ] demonstrated that not only do certain trace elements have detrimen-

tal effects on the creep rupture properties of nickel-base superalloys, but

that the effect is additive. In 1972 Morykwas [2] published the rigid

specification for the acceptable amounts of various trace elements in

nickel- and cobalt-base alloy investment castings set by the General Elec-
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trie Company in 1970. In these specifications the maximum allowable

limits for bismuth, thallium, and tellurium were: 1,3, and 5 parts per mil-

lion, respectively. For lead and silver, 10 ppm was allowed. Since 1972,

new specifications have been announced. German specifications for pri-

mary nickel are as follows: bismuth, 0.2 ppm max; thallium, 1 ppm max;

tellurium, 0.5 ppm max and lead, 1 ppm max.

These stringent specifications are met by a high purity nickel pellet

produced by the Inco carbonyl nickel process. With the increasing de-

mand for purer nickel, followed by the commercial production of extreme-

ly pure nickel, the analytical chemist was faced with the challenge of

analyzing this material.

The purpose of this paper is to highlight some of the responses to this

challenge and to review some of the various approaches and techniques

used to solve this elusive problem.

II. Symposia and Reviews

Growing out of this everincreasing interest in the need for analytical

methods for trace element analysis, an ASTM Symposium on Spec-

trochemical Analysis for Trace Elements was held in 1957 [3]. The
paper by Norris [4] on trace elements in metals presents a variety of ap-

proaches to this problem, and includes 39 references. Although this paper

deals with spectrographic methods, an outline of various "indirect"

methods is presented. These involve some type of chemical preconcentra-

tion of the trace elements. Obviously not as desirable as direct methods,

the "indirect" or preconcentration techniques allow tremendous flexibili-

ty in lowering the limit of detection or operating range of concentration. In

discussing various separation or concentration techniques, Norris states:

"The usefulness of the precipitation method is limited only by the broad

range of precipitating agents available and the ingenuity of the person

developing the method." The determination of quantities below 1 ppm is

cited.

In 1966, a "Symposium on Trace Characterization — Chemical and

Physical" was sponsored by the National Bureau of Standards and was

held in Gaithersburg, Maryland [5]. This was international in scope and

covered a wide variety of techniques in many materials, largely other than

alloys. Pertinent to traces in alloys were the papers by Cheng (Paper No.

36, Ref. 5) and by Maienthal and Taylor (Paper No. 5, Ref. 5). The latter

paper compared results for trace amounts of tellurium in brass obtained

by polarographic, neutron activation and spectrochemical analysis.
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Trace elements affect temper embrittlement in steels. An ASTM task

force was formed to study this effect and establish appropriate methods of

analysis for the detrimental trace elements. In 1967 a "Symposium on

Temper Embrittlement in Steel" was sponsored by the ASTM task force

on large turbine and generator rotors (Subcommittee VI of Committee A-

1 on Steel). This symposium of course focused on steels, rather than on

nickel-base alloys, but it, and the review paper by Nadalin, Penkrot, Ru-

dolf, Wolfe and Byrne [6] presented at this symposium are cited here

since many of the analytical techniques and approaches are common to

both iron- and nickel-base alloys.

In 1970 at the National Meeting of the ASTM, a task group was formed

to establish wet chemical methods for the analysis of trace elements in

nickel which would finally appear in the ASTM book of standards. This

task group is under Subcommittee E-3.05 of Committee E-3 on Chemical

Analysis of Metals. Prior to the formation of this task group a similar

group was formed for spectrochemical methods for the analysis of trace

elements in nickel-base alloys. This group is under E-2 on Spectrochemi-

cal Analysis of Metals. In conjunction with the Annual Meeting of the

Electrochemical Society in Miami Beach, Florida in October 1972, a

symposium on "Trace Elements in High-Temperature Alloys" was

chaired by Golden [7]. A variety of papers were presented at this sym-

posium, some on the role of certain trace elements in nickel-base alloys

and some on methods of analysis of certain trace elements. Among the

techniques discussed were polarography, spark source mass spectrosco-

py, preconcentration followed by x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, direct

and solution methods using x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, solvent ex-

traction followed by atomic absorption spectrophotometry (a report on

the progress of the ASTM task group on chemical methods for traces in

nickel) and others.

From the above it is evident that considerable work has been done in

the area of trace element analysis. The remainder of this paper will deal

with specific methods, instruments and techniques from which one may
choose the most suitable approach to this problem in his own laboratory.

III. Direct Analysis Techniques

In the search for the ideal method of analysis for sub-ppm quantities,

the criteria of accuracy and precision are sometimes compromised. Sen-

sitivity (or detectability), the nature and precision of the blank, and the

potential for contamination and control of the blank assume much more
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importance than when higher quantities are analyzed for. In any event,

controlling the blank and avoiding contamination can be improved by

selecting methods requiring a minimum of sample preparation and chemi-

cal treatment prior to making a measurement of concentration. These

methods are often called "direct" methods, as compared with the indirect

methods which involve the use of chemicals and usually chemical separa-

tion techniques; e.g., ion-exchange, solvent extraction, and coprecipita-

tion.

Outstanding among the direct methods are: spark source mass spec-

trometry, optical emission spectrography, and the x-ray spectrograph. On
the horizon is another promising direct technique: flameless atomic ab-

sorption spectrophotometry, where fine chips of metal are placed directly

into the sample compartment of the instrument rather than oxides or a

solution of the sample. This technique is currently being investigated by

several laboratories.

Of the techniques just mentioned, the one quite capable of measuring

quantities well below the parts per million level is spark source mass spec-

trometry. Brown [7] reported that many elements could be measured

down to 0.05 ppm or lower using a pair of pins machined from the metal

sample. Brown et al. [8] reviewed the appHcations of the spark source

mass spectrometer to "high-duty alloys" as well as many other materials.

A high degree of accuracy is not required when 0. 1 ppm is being mea-

sured. The blank is not a serious problem since no chemical treatment is

required, and contamination can be controlled by meticulous sample

handling. Contamination from a previous sample, "memory effects," can

be controlled by proper cleaning and care. One outstanding drawback to

this technique is the cost of the equipment. Most laboratories cannot af-

ford the capital outlay for the spark source mass spectrometer.

The optical emission spectrograph, now past its 100th birthday, may be

classified as a "direct technique" since the point-to-plane method does

not involve a chemical treatment of the sample. The ignited dc arc source

on the spectrograph has been used when sensitivity was required. How-
ever, the sensitivity was increased by conversion of the sample to the

oxide and packing it into a cratered electrode after being mixed with gra-

phite [9]. Later, it was found that by mixing it with a carrier further in-

creases in sensitivity were obtained [10]. In the latter work, a silver

chloride-lithium fluoride carrier dc arc technique was used and the stated

measurable concentration range for bismuth, lead, and tin in nickel-base

alloys was found to be 0.5 to 15 ppm.

A more sensitive method using the optical emission spectrograph was

published by K. Thorton [11] of the Henry Wiggin and Company, Ltd.

in 1969. In this method, a demountable hollow cathode lamp is attached
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to the emission spectrograph. The sample, in the form of small metal

chips, is placed directly into a graphite electrode, the hollow cathode,

which is then placed in the housing. Excellent sensitivity is obtained for

bismuth, lead, tin, antimony, cadmium, zinc, thallium, silver, and telluri-

um. This technique has been used by International Nickel for over a year

for the analysis of the high-purity nickel pellets produced by the Inco car-

bonyl process. Most of these elements can be measured down to 0. 1 ppm,

some below 0.1.

Other uses of the optical emission spectrograph in conjunction with

separation techniques will be discussed later.

X-ray spectroscopy (fluorescence) is a completely nondestructive and

usually direct method of analysis. It has been found to be quite sensitive

with the detectors now available. However, the sensitivity is insufficient

to measure elements below 1 ppm in a nickel matrix. Because of the excel-

lent precision of this technique it has become useful for trace element

analysis after preconcentration. This will be discussed under "Indirect

Methods."

IV. Indirect Methods

Common to the experienced analytical chemist is the concept that when
lower quantities of an element are sought, a larger sample size is used.

This assumes that a separation technique is employed to separate the

matrix from the element sought. It also assumes that the blank is control-

lable and can be measured. Of course, there is a limit to the size of the

sample and amounts of reagents used in this approach. Nevertheless, in-

direct methods covering a wide range of separation techniques and mea-

suring instruments have been published. A few of these will be cited to

assist the chemist faced with selection of the best method for his laborato-

ry. A brief review of the popular chemical separation techniques follows.

A. Solvent Extraction

Probably the widest used method for the preconcentration of trace

metals is solvent extraction. This technique involves the partition of two

immiscible liquids, the element sought being separated by being selective-

ly soluble in one liquid and not in the other. The technique involves the

formation of a metallo-organic compound containing either the elements

sought or the matrix element. In the latter case the matrix is removed,

thereby concentrating the remaining elements. Solvent extraction is w ide-
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ly used because of its simplicity and the speed of the separation. An
ASTM symposium [12] was devoted to the subject. Morrison and

Preiser [13] presented an outstanding treatise which not only discusses

the theory, but cites many references to practical applications of this

powerful technique. Another more recent book by De et al. [14] states

that over 5,000 papers have been published on this useful and versatile

technique.

^ B. Co-Precipitation

This technique, referred to earlier [4], requires the presence of a

second element, usually in larger quantities than the element sought,

which precipitates under similar conditions as those of the element

sought. This second element is often referred to as the "collector" or

"carrier." The availability of the micropore filter has contributed to the

use of this technique. Applications using precipitation and co-precipita-

tion in conjunction with the optical emission spectrograph and x-ray spec-

trograph will be cited later.

C. Ion Exchange

This valuable method serves to remove the matrix metals or the ele-

ments sought, depending on the nature of the resin, the pH, the stability of

the compounds present and other factors. Samuelson [15] gives an excel-

lent introduction to this technique.

These methods of separation have been reviewed in the April issue of

Analytical Chemistry for many years. In addition, there is an outstanding

paper by Kraus and Nelson [16] with 47 references.

These techniques, as well as others, will be found in the references

which follow. It should be emphasized that they may be used in conjunc-

tion with almost any of the instrumental techniques which are described

below.

V. Spec^rop^sotometric Methods

Sandell [17] also discusses the above separation techniques, and

describes how the final measurements are done using the spec-

trophotometer or filter photometer. An excellent treatment is also

presented on the problems of determining microgram quantities of lead
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using dithizone. This reagent, soluble in carbon tetrachloride and

chloroform, has been used for the solvent extraction and color measure-

ment of lead for many years, and it is still used in many laboratories. In

our laboratory we have abandoned the use of dithizone primarily because

of inconsistent blanks and the need to analyze smaller quantities. Bismuth

also forms a colored dithizonate and may be measured spectrophotometri-

cally. In our laboratory arsenic is measured after reduction to the molyb-

denum blue color spectrophotometrically after preconcentration by sol-

vent extraction.

Color-forming reagents are available for almost all elements of interest

in nickel and nickel-base alloys. In the annual reviews of Analytical

Chemistry and in Sandell's treatise [17], thousands of references to

published procedures demonstrate the broad applicabihty of the spectro-

photometer to trace element analysis.

In 1959, Luke [18] published a colorimetric procedure for trace

amounts of tellurium in copper and lead. This method has been adapted

by Lewis, Ott and Sine [19] to traces of tellurium in nickel. One part per

million of tellurium can be determined spectrophotometrically after com-

plexing the nickel with potassium cyanide.

VL Polarographic Methods

Since the printing of the authoritative treatise, "Polarography", by

Kolthoff and Lingane [20] in 1941, many papers and books have been

published showing the usefulness of this technique in trace element analy-

sis. The cathode ray polarograph has extended downward the limits of de-

tection and thereby has made this technique very practical. One of the

major advantages is that no separation is required to measure in the parts

per million range. Lead and bismuth can be measured with very good

precision. At the symposium on trace elements at the Electrochemical

Society Meeting in 1972 [7] , Maienthal of the National Bureau of Stan-

dards presented data for the determination of traces of antimony , cadmi-

um, lead, bismuth and tellurium in matrices such as steels, nickel-base al-

loys, cast irons, brasses and bronzes. The results compared favorably

with data obtained by other techniques. Though simple in operation, the

equipment requires a skilled and experienced analyst to keep it in good

operating condition.
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VII. Optical Emission Spectrographic Methods

The classic method for direct analysis of trace elements is optical emis-

sion spectroscopy employing the dc arc as the excitation source. When
emission spectroscopy is coupled with separation procedures, many ele-

ments may be measured below 1 ppm.

In 1966, Balfour, Jukes and Thorton [21] described a preconcentra-

tion spectrographic procedure for determining down to 0.5 ppm of Ag,

As, Au, Gi, Cd, Ge, In, Mo, Pb, Sb, Sn and Tl in nickel-base alloys.

These elements were co-precipitated with copper as sulfides. The
separated precipitate was excited using the dc arc using copper as the in-

ternal standard.

Later, in 1970, Golden and Atwell [22] modified the above procedure

by using molybdenum as the carrier in the precipitation of the sulfides, as

well as the internal standard for the measurements. Multiple (triple) expo-

sures on the same photographic plate, as well as the preconcentration, al-

lowed concentration of traces to be determined well below the 1 ppm
level.

Another preconcentration technique used prior to spectrographic anal-

ysis is solvent extraction. Using essentially the extraction technique

pubHshed by Burke [23], the trioctylphosphine oxide-methyl isobutyl

ketone (TOPO-MIBK) method for isolating lead and bismuth. Harper

[24] extracted lead and bismuth then back-extracted these elements into

dilute (1:1) nitric acid. The acid solution containing the lead and bismuth

was evaporated to dryness after addition of indium as an internal stan-

dard. The residue was then analyzed by emission spectroscopy. Down to

0.2 ppm of lead and bismuth is determined in this manner.

VIII. X-Ray Emission Spectroscopy

Though not as inherently sensitive as optical emission spectroscopy (dc

arc) the x-ray spectrograph is a practical, useful instrument. It presents a

simple spectrum which is readily interpreted. Primarily used for the deter-

mination of major and minor elements in alloys, it has taken its place as a

very popular method for trace analysis. Coupled with preconcentration

techniques, particularly co-precipitation, it has proven to be a very ver-

satile and valuable instrument.

In 1967, Davis, Burke and Yanak [25] reviewed the published work

including methods for tellurium and selenium. Using tin (II) as a reduc-

tant, tellurium, in trace amounts, is reduced to its elemental state. Using
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a microprobe filter the tellurium is separated and the elemental tellurium

measured by x-ray spectroscopy without removal from the filter pad.

Using this method we are able to analyze nickel and nickel-base alloys

down to 0.1 ppm tellurium. This work was published by Burke et ai

[26]. Selenium has also been reduced to its elemental state, filtered and

measured with the x-ray spectrograph. Albright et ai [27] reported very

good precision for the analysis of 1 to 100 ppm Of selenium by the x-ray

spectrometer after reducing selenium to the elemental state and filtering

on a millipore filter.

Later, Burke and Yanak [28] found that trace amounts of arsenic

could be separated from nickel-base alloys by co-precipitation with tellu-

rium using sodium hypophosphite as a reductant. Excellent recovery of

the arsenic was found when tellurium was used as a collector. Efforts to

separate the arsenic without the tellurium were unsuccessful.

IX. Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry

Atomic absorption spectrophotometry is the newest method for trace

element analysis. This technique has become well-established in most

metal analytical laboratories because of the relatively simple sample

preparation procedure, and ease and rapidity of measurement. The sam-

ple preparation for many analyses is simply to weigh the sample, dissolve

and dilute to a fixed volume.

Lewis, Sine, and Ott [19] reported that lead and zinc can each be

determined in electrolytic nickel down to 2.5 ppm, without separation or

preconcentration. In the search in our laboratory for a method to analyze

nickel for elements down to 1 ppm, Burke [23] concentrated bismuth,

lead, antimony, and tin by solvent extraction (trioctylphosphine oxide in

methyl isobutyl ketone) and then aspirated the organic phase directly into

the flame of the atomic absorption spectrophotometer. This method,

adopted by the ASTM task group on analysis of nickel for traces yielded

very good precision at the 1 ppm level when the method was submitted to

round-robin testing of the procedure [7 ]

.

Burke also found that other elements are also extracted by modifica-

tions of the same procedure and can be readily measured in the nonaque-

ous phase. The procedures for traces of silver [29] and thallium [30]

have been published.

Using a larger sample weight; e.g., 10 grams, and smaller volumes, this

technique has now been extended to 0. 1 to 0.2 ppm of these elements (and

others) and is now used in our laboratory to confirm results obtained by
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the hollow cathode source on the optical emission spectrograph. This

confirmation by using two procedures is especially important for the

analysis of our high-purity carbonyl nickel products.

Flameless atomic absorption, a still more recent development, shows

great promise in the analysis of sub-ppm quantities of certain critical ele-

ments in nickel and nickel-base alloys. The tremendous sensitivity of the

nonflame technique eliminates the need for prior concentration

techniques, and thereby reduces contamination or high blanks. Welcher,

Kriege, and Marks [31] found that this new technique has a detection

limit for bismuth, lead, selenium and thallium of 0.1 ppm, and for Te, 0.2

ppm. The background due to the nickel matrix was reduced by using a

deuterium background correction system carefully aligned with the hol-

low cathode beam. Sample preparation consisted of acid dissolution in a

Teflon beaker, reducing the volume by evaporation, cooling and diluting

to volume in a plastic volumetric flask.

In a later paper, Welcher et al. [32] extended the nonflame atomic ab-

sorption technique to sub-ppm quantities of tin, indium, antimony, ar-

senic, germanium, and gallium in nickel-base alloys. Interelement inter-

ferences and instrumental variables are discussed.

X. Conclusion

The commercial production of an extremely pure nickel, produced by

the carbonyl process, resulted from the need for such material. Simultane-

ously, the rigid specifications for purity have challenged the chemical

analyst to devise methods and techniques to analyze nickel and nickel-

base alloys at the sub-ppm level. It is hoped that this brief review of the

state of the art will be helpful to those presented with this elusive problem.
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Because low melting metals such as bismuth, lead, selenium, tellurium and

thallium can have a harmful influence on the mechanical properties of high-

temperature alloys, the accurate determination of 0.3 to 10 ppm of these

metals is of considerable importance. In developing reliable methods for the

determination of trace elements in complex, high-temperature alloys, major

sampling problems were encountered. Significant variations in trace metal

concentrations were frequently noted in different parts of the same casting.

For example, marked variations were sometimes observed between the top

and bottom of small cast parts, other specimens had significantly different

amounts of trace metals at the surface than at the center of the coating, while

the concentration of certain trace metals was a function of wall thickness in

some hollow parts. The common practice of sample selection by removal of

material from noncritical regions of a casting to preserve the part can evidently

lead to serious errors in cases when macro-segregation of trace elements exists.

Various production practices which have produced analytically important

macro-segregation are summarized in detail.

In addition to macro-segregation, significant intergranular segregation has

been observed in high-temperature alloys. There is a pronounced tendency for

certain trace elements to concentrate at grain boundaries rather than at the

center of grains. With the increased commercial importance of directionally

solidified and other large grain cast materials, the importance of this micro-

segregation is increased, particularly when methods are used which involve

the analysis of very small amounts of sample. Techniques for proper sampling

of nonuniform, high-temperature alloys are reviewed.

In addition, those methods which are currently used to determine low con-

centrations of trace metals in high-temperature alloys are reviewed.

Keywords: High-temperature alloys; intergranular segregation: macro-

segregation; sampling problems; trace elements.
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Trace amounts of several low melting metals such as bismuth, lead,

selenium, tellurium and thallium have a deleterious influence on the

mechanical properties of high-temperature alloys. Consequently, it has

been necessary to develop reliable procedures for the determination of 0.3

to 10 ppm of these metals in complex alloy systems. In the process of

developing these methods, significant segregation of trace elements was

noted in many conventionally cast alloy parts. Precise analysis for trace

elements in these castings necessitates the utilization of specialized sam-

pling procedures to permit the measurement of both the amount and the

location of the contaminant. The various types of segregation which have

been observed in castings will be detailed and the effect on sampling

noted.

Perhaps the most familiar type of alloy segregation, and one of the easi-

est to detect, is tramp contamination of the master melt. With the in-

creased use of reclaimed materials, it is possible for an unsuspected trace

element to be present in concentrations sufficient to affect high-tempera-

ture alloys. Another source of contaminants in the master melt is the ore

body from which metals have been extracted. Provided the concentration

of the tramp element is no less than the detection limit of the analytical

method used, analysis should not be difficult because the element will nor-

mally be quite uniformly distributed throughout the melt. No special sam-

pling techniques are required since any portion of the melt will probably

be representative of the whole.

Specimens prepared from an uncontaminated master melt may be con-

taminated in several ways during the casting operation. Depending upon

the mode of contamination, the concentration of impurity may be uniform

in the casting or appreciably segregated. In either case, considerable

problems for the analyst can result. If the specimen is homogeneous with

respect to contamination, but there is no technique for rapid nondestruc-

tive identification of those castings of a particular master melt which are

contaminated, then all castings from that melt are in a questionable status.

In some cases, it is possible to remove a small amount of material from

noncritical regions of a casting without damaging the part; however, it is

essential that the concentration of trace element in the portion analyzed

is representative of the entire specimen.

Often tramp metal contamination results in a nonhomogeneous casting.

Low melting alloys such as solder or "Cerro alloys" can fall into molds

and melt when molten metal is added. In this case, the impurity is usually

nonuniformly distributed in the casting. A second source of contamina-

tion is from metal-containing binders used in the fabrication of molds. In-

troduction of hot metal causes the transfer of low melting metals to the
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casting, the contamination being present both on the surface of the casting

and in discrete deposits in subsurface grain boundaries. The nonuniformi-

ty of contaminant concentration makes effective sampling of these cast

specimens extremely difficult. Trace metals can also be introduced into

high-temperature alloys through contamination of the wax mold prior to

utilization for ceramic mold fabrication. Again, the location of the impuri-

ty may be significantly nonhomogeneous. Complete analysis of non-

uniform castings necessitates not only measurement of the concentration

of the trace metal but also a detailed indication of location as well. In this

way, the analyst may aid significantly in the determination of the method

of contamination.

The increased utilization of directionally solidified and other slowly

cooled casting techniques can present additional problems to the analyti-

cal chemist. In some cases, a type of zone refining takes place such that

there is a significant difference in the concentrations of impurities (and

sometimes minor alloying elements as well) in different parts of the cast-

ing. When molten metal is in contact with a ceramic mold or shell for ex-

tended periods, there is an increased possibility for interaction. A highly

active metal can diffuse from the melt and form an oxide or silicate at the

casting/ceramic interface resulting in a region as much as 10 mils in depth

which is depleted in the active element. Diffusion of elements from the

ceramic to the melt can also be significant when slow casting methods are

utilized. Certain sampling techniques such as polishing of solid specimens

prior to x-ray fluorescence, or removal of sample turnings for dissolution,

can result in serious errors if the region selected for analysis is not

representative of the casting.

Castings with large grain size can have important metallurgical ad-

vantages: however, accurate analysis necessitates understanding certain

types of segregation which can be present. Some constituents (major,

minor or trace) in complex alloys tend to be concentrated in grain bounda-

ries while others are enriched in the central portions of each grain. For al-

loys having fine grain structure, enough material is usually removed for

analysis that a representative sample is obtained; however, for coarse-

grained materials, significant errors can result if the sample utilized for

analysis is enriched or depleted in intergranular areas. This is particularly

true for those analytical techniques which utilize small amounts of sample

such as spark source mass spectrometry or solid x-ray fluorescence, since

the average grain size in a directionally solidified casting may average 1/4"

to 1/2" in diameter. Recent studies of concentration gradients within

grains have been made using solid x-ray fluorescence or diffused beam
microprobe and have confirmed that this type of segregation is quite

pronounced for certain elements. It is evident that proper sampling is a
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critical part of the analysis of complex alloy systems and an elaborate

analytical procedure may be invalidated if the sample is not representa-

tive, or if the exact location of the sample is not specified.

Once a proper sample has been obtained, various methods for the deter-

mination of trace metals may be considered. Techniques most often util-

ized for the determination of trace elements in complex alloys include

atomic absorption spectrometry, optical emission spectroscopy, x-ray

fluorescence and mass spectrometry. The most versatile of these methods

for the determination of trace elements in alloys is atomic absorption anal-

ysis using both flame and nonflame atomization. When sensitivity per-

mits, the flame offers a precise and rapid technique for trace amounts of

lead, manganese, copper, zinc, silver and cadmium in high-temperature al-

loys. Relatively large samples (~ 1 g) are dissolved, thus eliminating many
errors due to segregation in these alloys. Carefully matched solutions are

utilized for easy standardization. Nonspecific background absorbance

should always be measured, and significant corrections made when trace

elements are determined without prior separation. In many cases, this

correction is the limiting factor in determining precision and detection

limits; consequently, proper alignment of analyte beam and correcting

beam (either continuum or nonabsorbing line) are essential. Extraction

techniques [ 1 ] are sometimes used to concentrate trace elements and to

remove matrix elements prior to measurement by the flame atomic ab-

sorption method; however, these methods are to be avoided when possi-

ble because of lengthy procedures and additional possibilities of sample

contamination.

The most important recent advance in the determination of trace ele-

ments in complex alloys has been the application of the nonflame

atomizer. The excellent sensitivity of the technique makes possible the

determination of most trace elements of interest without concentration or

separation. Proper choice of acid media, heating programs and simultane-

ous background correction are essential for best results. This method can

give precisions of 5 percent in the determination of ppm of trace elements

in complex alloys. Solution standards may be utilized. Methods have been

published for the determination of lead, bismuth, selenium, thallium and

tellurium [2], while procedures were described at the 1974 Pittsburgh

Conference for gallium, indium, tin, antimony and germanium [3] in

high-temperature alloys.

Recent work in our laboratory has been concentrated on the develop-

ment of methods for the direct atomization of important trace elements

from solid alloy turnings or chips. Adequate sensitivity has been demon-

strated for several elements (lead, bismuth and selenium) and the new
technique offers significant time savings. Trace element segregation can
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be a problem with direct atomization of solids since samples exceeding 5

mg are not effectively atomized. Multiple analysis can somewhat reduce

segregation effects on accuracy of analysis. Proper solid standards are

required.

Emission spectroscopy incorporating the carrier distillation technique

was first used in the determination of traces of lead, bismuth and tin in

high-temperature alloys [4]. Moderately large samples (0.2 g) are dis-

solved in acid, thus reducing segregation effects on analysis, and then con-

verted to oxides by ignition. The oxides are mixed with silver chloride-

lithium fluoride carrier and ignited in the dc arc. The procedure is capable

of good precision but is time consuming and requires an experienced spec-

trographer for proper results. Aqueous solution standards are utilized.

More recently a procedure for the determination of lead and bismuth was

described in which metal chips are arced directly after mixing with lithium

carbonate [5]. Sensitivity is better than for the carrier procedure; how-

ever segregation effects are more pronounced because of the smaller sam-

ple size. Other emission spectrographic procedures have been described

for the determination of several trace elements in complex matrices after

first separating the trace elements by precipitation [6,7]. Extraction of

tri-n-octylphosphine oxide has also been used to concentrate a number of

trace elements before emission spectrographic analysis [8]. Large sam-

ples reduce segregation errors to a minimum in both concentrafion

methods.

X-ray fluorescence has been utilized for the measurement of selenium

[9] , arsenic [10] and tellurium [10] after separating the trace elements

by precipitation as metals and collecting on a Millipore pad. Standards

preparation is easy and large samples can be used; however, sensitivity

for selenium and tellurium is poor. Spark source mass spectrometry has

been used for the characterization of complex alloys for trace elements.

The method has the advantage of good sensitivity for most elements in the

periodic chart and is an adequate survey technique; however, segregation

effects and lack of proper standards are problems that must be overcome

before the method can be seriously considered for the quantitative mea-

surement of trace elements in alloys. At present, the best overall

technique for the quantitative determination of a broad spectrum of trace

elements in metallurgical samples is nonflame atomic absorption, because

of advantages of simplicity and cost of equipment, availability of stan-

dards, ease of sample preparation, sensitivity and accuracy of results.
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A method has been devised to monitor the reproducibility of an atomic ab-

sorption spectrophotometer utilizing statistical control charts. Standard curves

for five elements. Cu, Pb, Zn. Mn. and Cd have been monitored to determine

if the cumulative sum type control charts with "V" mask can detect incipient

changes in sensitivity of the atomic absorption spectrophotometer caused by

alteration in lamp output, fuel, air mixtures and electronic gear. The cumula-

tive sum chart is easily computed and allows the operator to quickly detect sig-

nificant changes in the sensitivity of the machine.

Keywords: Atomic absorption: cadmium: copper: lead; manganese: sen-

sitivity; spectrophotometry; statistical methods; zinc.

I. Introduction

Accuracy in trace metal determination will depend on the sensitivity of

the detection instrument. If the sensitivity decreases, thereby changing

the lower limit of detection, then the accuracy will decline when determin-

ing low levels of trace metals.

There was no system of continuous quality control for the output from

our atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AAS) except that of the sub-

jective viewpoint of the technician. This viewpoint is a function of the ex-

perience and skill of the technician and can vary greatly. The need for an

objective method to continuously monitor the output of the AAS was

made apparent during a random sampling of the trace metal standard

curve regression equations, specifically the slopes. An alarming change

was noticed in the sensitivity levels obtained as compared to the manufac-

turer's specification [10]. A method was needed to detect and allow cor-
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rection for significant changes in sensitivity. The quality control method,

to be effective, must be simple and continuously and easily operated by a

relatively unskilled technician. The use of quality control charts was

pioneered by Page [8,9] and was augmented by the use of "V" masks as

proposed by Barnard [ 1 ] . A nongraphical method was proposed by Evan

and Kemp [3]. The method used in this study was taken from the

procedure in Guttman et al. [6], and includes a combination cumulative

sum (Cum Sum) chart and "V" mask.

The use of (Cum Sum) quality control charts, [2,5] is based on the as-

sumption that when a cumulative sum for a normal population, as defined

in Eq. (1) is computed,

m

rm = E (^1 - mo) (I)

where m is the sample number, Xi is the parameter being sampled and pto

is the theoretical reference value for the parameter, the resulting Cum
Sum should fluctuate randomly around zero [6] when Tm is plotted on

the ordinate versus m on the abscissa. However, if the average value ofX
increases, then the slope of the Cum Sum (Eq. 1) would increase rapidly.

Similarly, if the reverse occurs, the general slope would decrease rapidly

[6]. One of the main values of a Cum Sum chart is that relatively small

changes in the mean value, X, produce quite different slopes. However,

sometimes it is difficult to make an objective decision as to when the

process is out of control. The "V" mask technique furnishes a method to

rapidly note an unacceptable change in the process mean. The level of

unacceptable change is determined by the analyst. In effect a "V", as

shown in figure 1 , with angle theta was located a distance, from the last

plotted Cum Sum. Theta was computed as in Eq. 2 [6]

:

b
Tan theta = — (2)

The distance, J, was computed as in Eq. 3 [6]:

5

where 6 is effectively the upper and lower limits for the theoretical

reference values, S is the standard deviation of the theoretical reference

value, /xo, ^ is the probability of a type \\ error and a is the probability of

a type I error. The Cum Sum (Tm) on the ordinate was altered by a con-

stant, k, to make the plot more compact [6] . When this is done then Tan

theta must be altered in the same manner. An equivalent unit on the or-

dinate should be two times the standard deviation of the process mean

In
a/2

(3)
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e Angle of "V" mask (Eq 2)

k Constant

Figure 1. Typical cumulative sum chart with "V" mask.

[11]. The use of a Cum Sum chart is preferable over other quality control

charts as it controls both Type I and II errors [6].

II. Method

The elements Zn, Cu, Cd, Pb, and Mn were determined by using a Per-

kin-Elmer Model 303 atomic absorption spectrophotometer (AAS) with

a Perkin-Elmer Model 165 recorder, automatic null recorder readout

(303-10103), burner control (040-0139), air/acetylene flame and a 4 inch

single slot burner. The wavelength, slit, current, gas flow rates, and stan-

dard concentrations used for each metal are shown in table 1 . The theoret-

ical slope for the standard curve was obtained from the manufacturer's
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manual [10]. The atomic absorption spectrophotometer model was

adjusted until that sensitivity was obtained. The aqueous trace metal

standards were prepared weekly and stored in 50 ml linear polyethy-

lene bottles. To compute the cumulative sum (Eq. 1) the mean slope

of the trace metal standard curve was used as the theoretical reference

value, /Lto. The (jlo was computed from the linear least squares equation:

TAbsorption = fJ^o X ppm mctal (4)

To obtain the natural variation(s) of this slope, for Zn+ and Cu+, a set of

5 standards, all within the linear part of the curve (table 1 ), was run every

half hour for 8 hours. The slopes obtained over this 8 hour period were

supplemented by slopes obtained from standard curves run over a 3

month period using the same machine settings (table 1). The air flow to

the burner or the wavelength setting was altered slightly and the same

standards rerun every half hour for 8 hours. The Cum Sum chart was then

plotted. The "V" mask was produced using the 95 percent confidence

limits of fjLo for 6 in Eq. (2) and (3), for Zn, Cu, and Cd. The 90 percent

confidence limits were used to compute 6 for Pb and Mn. The standard

deviation of and probabilities of 0.05 and 0. 10 for Type I and Type II

errors were used to compute d (Eq. 3). The Cum Sum, Tm, was multiplied

by a constant k to shrink the ordinate value. Further /jlo values of Cd, Pb

and Mn were obtained using the ideal conditions in table 1 over a 3 month

period. The values for /xo under rich flame conditions were obtained from

past records. The computed theta and d values for the ''V" mask are

shown in table 1. The "V" mask was drawn on a plastic overlay. The apex

of the "V" was placed d units ahead of the last computed cumulative sum.

If all the previous cumulative sums are within the ''V" mask arms then the

process was considered under control When a cumulative sum was out-

side the "V" mask the process was considered out of control.

IIL Results

The cumulative sum chart for Zn is shown in figure 2. The ideal operat-

ing conditions produce a slope of 0.217, 5 = 0.0202. The slope, as taken

from the manufacturer's manual, is 0.215 [10]. The cumulative sum chart

indicates that the process was in control bet\^'een point A to B (sample

number 1 through 30), A definite change in slope was noted from point B
to C when the wavelength was decreased by 0.2 nm from the ideal

process. However, the process was not considered out of control until 14

more standard curves were produced. The Cum Sum chart for Cu is
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Figure 2. Cumulative sum chart for zinc using a mean slope, /ao of 0.217, SD 0.0202. The
ordinate and Tan 6 for the "V" mask are multiplied by 100.

shown in figure 3. The ideal operating conditions produced a slope of

0.0592, 5 = 0.0036. The slope according to the manufacturer should be

0.050 [ 10] . The Cum Sum chart indicates that the process was in control

from point A to B (sample number 1 through 35) (fig. 3). When the flame

was made richer (point B to C) (sample number 30 through 41) (fig. 3) the

Cum Sum decreases somewhat but the process was still considered "in

control." From point C to D (sample number 42 through 47) (fig. 3) the

flame was made leaner, as compared to the conditions used for samples B
to C, and the Cum Sum appears to level off However, as the flame was

changed to a rich mixture (point D through E) (fig. 3) the accumulative

slopes of less than 0.0592 produced a definite and swift decline in the

Cum Sum, and the process was out of control within three samples.
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A-B Ideol operating conditions

B-C Air flow decreased (flome ricf.er)

C-D Aw flow increased (flame leoner)

D-E Rich flome

Excluded slope Pomt at which

process slope changes significantly

Figure 3. Cumulative sum chart for copper using a mean slope, /ito of 0.0592, SD 0.0036.

The ordinate and Tan 6 for the "V" mask are multiplied by 1000.

The Cum Sum charts for Cd, Pb and Mn (figs. 4, 5, and 6) are not as

sensitive as the Zn and Cu Cum Sum charts (figs. 2 and 3). This was

probably due to the smaller number of standard curve slopes used to ar-

rive at the ideal reference value ^to. The sample numbers for Zn and Cu,

to obtain /txo, were 30 and 35 respectively. The sample numbers for Pb,

Cd, and Mn were 20, 19, and 12 respectively. Although the calculated /ulq

values for Pb, Cd and Mn were very close to the suggested values from

the manufacturer (table 1), the 6 value in Eqs. (2) and (3) was derived from

the 95 or 90 percent confidence limits of the calculated /xo. Therefore, the

8 value was a function of the sample size used in computing fxo. The larger

the sample size, the smaller the confidence limits and hence the value 6

(Eq. 2 and 3) would decrease. The smaller the value 8 the smaller the

angle theta (Eq. 2) for the ''V" mask. A small change in S causes a very

large change in theta. The ability of the ''V" mask to quickly detect an

unacceptable change in the process slope, was based on both the angle

theta and d. It is possible to obtain values for theta and d where the unac-
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Figure 4. Cumulative sum chart for cadmium using a mean slope, /u,o, of 0.168, SD 0.0085.

The ordinate and Tan 0 for the "V" mask are muhiplied by 1000.

ceptable change in standard curve slope would be immediately detected.

However, the normal variation in the slopes of the process would also

cause all the slopes, even the correct slopes, to be unacceptable. The
selection of d and theta (Eq. 2 and 3) must therefore necessarily rest on

the experience of the analyst and the past history of the instrument [4,7 ]

.

IV. Discussion and Conclusion

The Cum Sum chart with "V" mask is an easily used and computed

quality control chart for the monitoring of an atomic absorption spec-

trophotometer. The slope of the standard curves for the five metals ex-

amined was affected the most by a change in the acetylene/air gas mixture

(fig. 2). However, a definite decrease in the Cum Sum was noted (B to C,

fig. 2) when the wavelength was decreased 0.2 nm for Zn. This decrease

would probably have caused a definite out of control indication if the
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Figure 5. Cumulative sum chart for lead using a mean slope, /ito, of 0.009, SD 0.0008. The

ordinate and Tan 6 for the "V" mask are multiplied by 10,000.

system was run for a longer length of time. The Cum Sum chart for Cu
was manipulated differently from the chart for Zn. The flame was made
richer from samples B to C (fig. 3) and the Cum Sum immediately

decreased. This decrease was arrested by making the gas mixture leaner

(C to D) and the Cum Sum leveled off. When the gas mixture was made
very rich (sample D to E, fig. 3), the Cum Sum responded rapidly and

within four samples the process was out of control.

The Cum Sum charts for Cd, Pb, and Mn (figs. 4, 5, and 6) were not as

sensitive as the Cum Sum charts of Zn, and Cu and needed at least 1 1 to

14 sample slopes before the system was considered out of control. This

insensitivity, as denoted by the large theta and d values, can be remedied

by computing the jxo from a larger sample size. If Zn and Cu Cum Sum
charts can be used as an example, it would appear that a minimum sample

size of 30 would be necessary to ensure a 6 value of sufficient magnitude

to obtain the requisite theta and d values.
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Figure 6. Cumulative sum chart for manganese using a mean slope, /xo, of 0.0821, SD
0.0077. The ordinate and Tan ^ for the "V'mask are multiplied by 1000.

This method, although very seldom used in an analytical laboratory, has

been found to be very useful in monitoring the output from an atomic ab-

sorption spectrophotometer. The technique will be extended to include

the monitoring of a DU spectrophotometer and CHN analyzer.
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Some of the errors encountered in atomic absorption spectrometry are

broadband absorption due to light scattering by particles and absorption by

molecular species originating from the sample matrix. Instrumentation for

microsample techniques have been developed for typical volumes of 50 /xl or

less. The resultant transient absorbance signals are from one to several orders

of magnitude greater than the same concentration in the 1-ml or more sample

volume typically required by conventional solution aspiration methods.

Background signals associated with the microsample methods are sometimes

a major fraction of the total absorption signal. Literature dealing with these

methods has emphasized the ubiquitous nature of background absorption and

so-called "smoke" peaks. Specific absorption by atomic species might be

mistaken for nonspecific background absorption resulting in significant errors.

An example is given of this potential problem and how mistakes can be

avoided.

Absorption signals characteristic of those from nebulizer-burner systems, as

well as those from microsam.ple systems are discussed. The conclusion drawn

on the basis of the experimental evidence is not that the "smoke" peak at-

tributed by others to nonspecific absorption is actually due to atomic absorp-

tion, but rather, when in the use of the microsample atomic absorption

techniques, sequential absorption peaks are observed. Each of these peaks

must be studied objectively or serious analytical errors may occur.

Keywords: Atomic absorption; background correction; Delves Cup; lead;

spectrophotometry.
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I. Introduction

Atomic absorption spectrometry has become one of the most exten-

sively used techniques for elemental trace analysis applicable to a wide

variety of materials. The first commercial instruments that appeared in

the early 1960's were simple adaptations of flame photometers or spec-

trophotometers, but even at that early state of the art, practitioners

quickly became aware of the relative ease and rapidity with which results

could be obtained by this new technique as compared to the previously

used methods. The simplicity of sample preparation and instrumental

operation made atomic absorption spectrometry especially appealing to

many who had little training in chemistry and none in spectroscopy. As a

consequence, problems affecting analytical results often went undetected

by the analyst who lacked adequate background and training [ 1 ] . The
situation was made more hazardous for the uninformed by repeated state-

ments in the early AA literature and in advertising media that the method

was entirely free of spectral interferences [2 ]

.

One of the most serious of spectral interferences is broadband absorp-

tion due to light scattering by particles, and absorption by molecular spe-

cies originating from the sample matrix. The effect on analytical results is

a positive error which can be several hundred percent at trace levels,

especially in biological materials and alkali halides [3]. The analytical

error goes undetected in the traditional method of standard additions

because the background contribution to the absorbance values for the

sample and to each standard addition is a constant. Identification of the

background effect and means for compensation were first reported by

Koirtyohann and Pickett in 1965 [3 ] , and in 1967 an instrumental acces-

sory was commercially made available for automatic background cor-

rection [4]. Yet, as recently as 1972, official procedures have been

published [5 ] in which the authors ignored or were not aware of the need

for background correction. Currently published work, however, is

generally consistent in the recognition of the effect of this factor, and al-

most all commercial instruments include as standard or optional equip-

ment means for automatic correction for background absorption. Simul-

taneous background correction of absorption signals in single-beam in-

struments can be made by instrumental means devised by Koirtyohann

and Pickett [ 3 ] , and by Dick et al. [ 6 ]

.

Instrumentation for microsample techniques of AA has been

developed, such as the L'Vov [7] and Massmann furnace [8], Delves

Cup [9] , carbon rod [ 10] , and tantalum strip [ 11 ] , by which sample-

solution volumes typically of 50 jjlI or less produce transient absorbance

signals one to several orders of magnitude greater than are obtained for
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the same analyte concentration in the 1-ml or more sample volume typi-

cally required by conventional solution-aspiration methods.

Background signals associated with these microsample methods are in

some cases a major fraction of the total absorption signal, especially for

trace metals in biological materials; and the literature dealing with

microsample atomic absorption methods has made a strong point of the

ubiquitous nature of background absorption and so-called "smoke"

peaks. This greatly heightened awareness of workers to background ab-

sorption paradoxically can result in oversights similar to the earlier years

of atomic absorption spectrometry before background effects were recog-

nized. Objective and systematic investigation is required to correctly

characterize the transient signals of the microsample AA methods, for

there are again pitfalls along the way in which the unwary analyst might

incorrectly mistake specific absorption by atomic species for nonspecific

background absorption, and thus incur significant negative errors in the

analytical results.

An example will be presented of this potential problem affecting

analytical accuracy and how mistakes can be avoided.

II. Characteristics of Absorption Signals from Nebulizer-Burner Systems

Absorption signals from conventional solution-aspiration atomic

absorption systems are essentially constant with respect to time, since

the processes of nebulization, desolvation and dissociation are main-

tained at steady-state conditions by the continuous a d controlled uptake

of sample solution to the nebulizer. For a given sample, the absorption

signal at the analytical wavelength is the sum of specific absorbance

by the analyte atom population plus broadband absorption and light

scattering by the particulate matter and molecular species originating

from the sample. Correction for this nonspecific background absorption

is made through the use of a nearby "nonabsorbing" line of the analyte

element, or a spectral continuum over the instrumental bandwidth at the

analytical wavelength [3].

In the steady-state absorption signals of solution-aspiration methods,

the analyte and background signals occur simultaneously with respect to

time; and the signals remain essentially unvarying over the time interval

that sample solution is aspirated. Absorbance specific to the analyte

element is obtained by subtracting the time averaged background ab-

sorbance from total absorbance over a time interval appropriate to pre-

cision requirements.
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III. Characterization of Absorption Signals

from Microsample Systems

The character of absorption signals produced by microsampling

atomization techniques are markedly different from the steady-state

signals of solution-aspiration methods in two principal ways. First, in

microsampling techniques sl finite very small volume of sample solution,

placed in a metal or graphite cuvette or tube, is vaporized and transferred

through an absorption cell by atomization processes not in equilibrium.

The resultant absorption signal is a transient which describes the build-up

of analyte atom concentration in the cell, a momentary equilibrium when
the rate of entry and loss of atoms in the cell is equal, followed by an expo-

nential decay to zero. For a given concentration of analyte, the peak ab-

sorbance and time-related half width of the transient absorption signal are

functions of atomization rate and residence time in the absorption cell;

and factors affecting the rate of the atomization and transfer process pro-

portionally affect peak absorbance [12]. Absorption measurement

methods involving peak height rather than the area of the absorption

profile must take these factors into consideration. Second, the transient

absorption signals describe timiC-related thermal decomposition and dis-

sociation processes of the sample in sequential peaks of nonspecific ab-

sorption in combination with atomic absorption specific of the analyte ele-

ment. A given absorption profile may have both nonspecific and atomic

absorption components, and so correct characterization of the peaks as

well as measurement of atomic and nonspecific absorbance of a given ab-

sorption profile is necessary for accurate analytical results.

An example of sequential absorption peaks is shown in figure 1 from

the original report by Delves [9] on the determination of lead in blood by

the now familiar method bearing his name. Here a blood sample partially

oxidized by hydrogen peroxide in a nickel cup undergoes pyrolysis and

so-called "smoke" absorption signals precede the lead absorption signal.

Delves attributed the first peak (B) to background absorption by excess

hydrogen peroxide, the second, (C), to combustion products of the sam-

ple, and the third, (D), to specific absorption by lead atoms. The analytical

measurement for lead was made on the basis of the height of the third

peak. No mention was made of background correction.

Another example (fig. 2) taken from a report by another author [13]

shows the effect of ashing time of a dried blood sample on the sequential

peaks by the Delves Cup method. The author in this case attributed the

first peak, (A), to molecular absorption. No mention was made of

background correction.
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Cup technique.
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In current investigations in the authors' laboratory concerned with

anomalies of the Delves technique with respect to the determination of

lead in animal and plant tissue, the strip-chart recordings frequently

showed sequential absorption peaks similar to those of the previous illus-

trations. In figure 3, absorption peaks of standards and standard additions

1 ^ 1 I \ I \ I I 1

(25) (20) (15) (10) (5) 0 5 10 15 20

Pb, ng

Figure 3. Standard addition plots of lead in dry-ashed animal tissue, (hi and h2 are peak

heights of peaks 1 and 2. A, and A2 are the integrated areas of peaks 1 and 2.)

to dry-ashed animal tissue samples dissolved in 3A^ HCl show a con-

sistent pattern of multiple peaks. The first (and predominant) peak ap-

pears in the standard additions to the sample, but is essentially absent in

the "unspiked" sample as well as the standards. All absorption profiles in

figure 3 were corrected for nonspecific absorption. Thus, it was found that

an absorption peak similar to the "smoke" absorption peak reported by

others also appears from samples containing no combustible material; and

more significantly, when the absorption signals are corrected for non-

specific absorption. To test the hypothesis that the first peak might be due

to molecular lead species [13] (a PbCl2 band system in the UV has a

principal (0,0) band head at 283.3 nm), strip-chart recordings of

background-corrected lead absorption signals from Delves cup prepara-

tions were obtained at Pb 283.3 nm and also at Pb 217.0 nm— the latter

wavelength being free of molecular lead spectral bands. The resultant
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strip-charts showed the same double peaks at both 283.3 nm and 217.0

nm, thereby not supporting the hypothesis that molecular absorption was

responsible for the first peak.

The analytical evidence indicates that, in this example, both of the

sequential absorption peaks are due to atomic lead and consequently ab-

sorbance measurements must include both peaks. Typical tissue samples

which displayed the multiple peaks had been ashed at 490 °C and the

residue then dissolved in 3N hydrochloric acid. Twenty-microliter

ahquots were placed in the Delves cups and dried at approximately 140

°C before insertion into the flame cell. Standard additions were made from

standard lead solutions also in 3N hydrochloric acid (table 1).

Table 1. Digital analysis of the data for the standard addition plotj of lead in dry-ashed
animal tissue^

Measurement method
Correlation Coefficient

Sample +
standard addition

Standard

addition

Analysis result

Pb, ng

Peak height 1 + 2^ 0.9953 0.9990 21. ± 2%

Peak height 2 .8170 .9990 19. ± 22%

Peak area 1 + 2 .9841 .9988 20. ± 5%

Peak area 2 .8607 .9988 16. ± 20%

^ See plots in figure 3.

^ Measurement of peak height 1 is normalized by relative half-widths to peak 2 as

follows: h\n = hik, where k = Wi/w-i.

The sequential lead absorption signals were evolved in a consistent and

reproducible pattern. In a given series, the two peaks had remarkably

reproducible relative half-widths approximating a ratio of 1:3. This was

useful when, in the occasional cases where two peaks were not evolved,

the identity of the peak could readily be made from the half-width. Infor-

mation on half-width is of primary importance because analytical use of

peak height as the concentration parameter must take into account dif-

ferences in half-widths, especially if the sum of two peak heights is used

as a measure of absorbance. A practical method found for summing peak

heights is to treat the areas under the peaks as triangles, and to normalize
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peak heights to the half-width of the second peak. Through exercise of

reasonable care in procedural manipulations and reproducing of analytical

conditions, the use of normalized peak height measurements gives ap-

proximately the same precision as integrated absorption measurements.

Since the transient absorption signals from Delves Cup and other

microsample AA techniques are similar to those of gas chromatography;

techniques used in processing of chromatographic data in terms of peak

and baseline detection, peak area integrations, and baseline correction

[14] also are directly applicable to the evaluation of the transient absorp-

tion signals in atomic absorption spectroscopy.

IV. Conclusions

The conclusion to be drawn on the basis of the experimental evidence

presented is not that the so-called "smoke peak" attributed by others to

nonspecific absorption is actually due to atomic absorption; but rather,

when in the use of microsample AA techniques sequential absorption

peaks are observed, an objective study of the absorption components of

each peak must be made, or serious analytical errors may occur.
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In atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) the nonflame devices for produc-

ing atomic vapor have recently received wide attention. In cornparison to the

traditional flame technique they offer increased sensitivity for many elements.

On the other hand they seemed to suffer from poorer precision. In this study

several of the parameters affecting the precision of the carbon furnace were

evaluated and data were compared with NBS Standard Reference Materials

(Fly Ash, Coal, and Orchard Leaves). Operating conditions, such as the sam-

ple volume, and the temperatures of the drying, ashing and atomization con-

trolled the precision and accuracy of the measurement. The main advantage of

the graphite furnace was the elimination of the preconcentration step and its

inherent problem of larger blanks.

Keywords: Atomic absorption spectrometry; nonflame graphite furnace;

sensitivity vs. precision and accuracy; Standard Reference

Materials.

I. Introduction

The current study was undertaken to evaluate the precision and accura-

cy of nonflame atomic absorption spectrometry. Historically, aflame was

the original mode of producing atomic vapor in AAS [ 1 ] . The relative

merits of this technique have been reviewed [2]. Recently, greater atten-

tion has been given to nonflame devices. These devices can be grouped

into categories such as (a) cathodic sputtering, (b) graphite furnace or car-

bon rod devices, (c) tantalum ribbon, and (d) cold vapor. These methods

differ from flame methods in that a more conducive environment is pro-

vided in which the ground state atoms are produced. Also, for the graphite
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furnace or carbon rod, a relatively small quantity of sample (1 to 50 /xl) is

used for an analysis, thus providing improved sensitivity over flame

methods. However, the nonflame method has an inherent disadvantage in

that high precision is difficuh to attain.

A major cause of imprecision arises from the interferences encountered

in nonflame atomization. These interferences are classified as physical,

chemical and interelemental [3]. The physical or nonspecific inter-

ferences by light scattering from the incomplete volatization of matrices

are of major importance. To minimize this type of interference, the

operating parameters (drying, ashing and atomization) of the nonflame

cell must be carefully selected and controlled. Even then, background cor-

rection may be required.

Early methods of background correction involved the measurement of

the unknown solution at a nonabsorbing line which is close to the analyti-

cal line and then subtracting this value from the absorbance obtained at

the analytical line. This technique suffers from the following disad-

vantages for nonflame atomic absorption spectrometry, e.g., (1) since two

measurements must be made and then subtracted, the two-line sequential

method introduces a loss of precision, (2) a nonabsorbing line may not be

found closely adjacent to the analytical line thus making background cor-

rection difficult for some elements, and (3) the two measurements require

additional time for the analysis.

The most recent method for background correction uses a continuous

source, either a hydrogen or a deuterium lamp which allows the correction

to be made at the same time as the analyte is measured [4] . However, the

radiant intensity of these sources is limited to a narrow spectral range in

the near ultraviolet region.

To extend the range a xenon arc lamp was used in place of a deuterium

lamp. The optical arrangement of the xenon arc has been described previ-

ously [5]. This modification increased our capability for simultaneous

background correction from a range of 200-350 nm to 200-600 nm.

Again, since chemical interferences in nonflame atomization are dif-

ferent in nature and magnitude than those encountered in flame systems,

several operational parameters were investigated to alleviate these inter-

ferences. The variables which were studied included the sample size; dry-

ing, charring and atomization temperatures; and the effect of single or

multiple standard addition.
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II. Experimental

A. Apparatus

A double-beam atomic absorption spectrometer with a premixed

laminar flow burner with 5 or 10-cm slot burner heads was used for all

flame measurements. Depending upon the analyte, the oxidant-fuel con-

sisted of air-acetylene or nitrous oxide-acetylene.

For the nonflame system, a graphite furnace (HGA-2000), 0.5-m

monochromator, hollow cathode lamp, continuum source (xenon or deu-

terium lamp) and rotating sector mirror were arranged on an optical bench

for single or double beam applications [6]. The associated components

consisted of power supplies for the graphite furnace, the hollow cathode

lamp, the xenon lamp, phototube with a lock-in amplifier, and a chart

recorder.

The instrumentation used for the cold vapor technique has been

described previously [7].

B. Sample Preparation

Fly Ash —A 1-gram test portion of SRM-1633 (Fly Ash) is transferred

to a 100-ml Teflon beaker. A mixture of 5 ml of HCl, 5 ml of HNO3 and

5 ml of HF is added. The beaker is covered with a Teflon lid and the

solution is digested for 1 hour. After cooling, 10 ml of HCIO4 is added

and the digestion is continued until all the carbonaceous material has

been destroyed. The cover is then removed, and the sample is evaporated

to dryness and baked until the solids turn brown around the edges. A
mixture of 4 ml of HCl and 75 ml of water is added and the solution is

heated at low temperature until all the solids dissolve. The solution is

then transferred to a 100-ml volumetric flask and diluted to a calibrated

volume.

Coal —A 1-gram test portion of SRM-1632 (Coal) is transferred to a

Teflon beaker. The sample is slowly digested for several hours in 25 ml of

HNO3 and cooled. A mixture of 5 ml of HF and 10 ml of HCIO4 is added

and the digestion is continued at low heat. An excessively high hotplate

temperature may cause decomposition and explosion. Digestion is con-

tinued until all the carbonaceous material has been destroyed and fumes

of perchloric acid appear. The solution is then transferred to a 50-ml volu-

metric flask and diluted to calibrated volume.

Fuel Oil -A 2-gram test portion of SRM- 1 634 is transferred to a Teflon

beaker. The sample is slowly digested for 2 hours in 20 ml of HNO3. After
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cooling, 10 ml of HCIO4 is added and digestion is continued until all car-

bonaceous material has been destroyed. The solution is then transferred

to a 25 -ml volumetric flask and diluted to a calibrated volume.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Selecting the Drying, Charring and
Atomization Temperatures

The temperatures selected for drying, charring and atomization can be

expected to greatly affect the analytical results in nonflame techniques.

The operating parameters provided by the instrument manufacturers are

to be used only as a guide and failure to carefully check when dealing with

a specific matrix will lead to erroneous results. In this respect, the drying,

charring and atomization temperatures for lead were investigated. Initial

studies showed if the drying temperature of the furnace was above 105 °C,

splattering occurred which gave rise to low recoveries.

The charring step is intended to remove the chemical matrix. This

process involves fractional distillation of volatile organic and inorganic

compounds. The selection of the proper charring temperature is a critical

variable in the operation of nonflame AAS. If the temperature is too low,

an extra ''nonatomic" absorption peak will occur during the atomization

step. This "nonatomic" or scatter peak is difficult to separate from the

analytical absorption peak. On the other hand, if the temperature is too

high, some of the analyte will be lost and the subsequent atomization

signal will be reduced. With two nanograms of lead in a nitrate or chloride

medium, no significant loss of lead was observed at temperatures of up to

700 °C. Welcher et al. [8] reported no significant loss of lead in a nickel

matrix at temperatures as high as 1000 °C. However, in the presence of

organic materials (whole blood or methyl isobutyl ketone) losses of lead

were observed to occur at temperatures above 400 °C. Under these condi-

tions, when lead is being determined, some of the inorganic components

will not be removed from the organic materials and a "nonatomic" con-

tribution will be observed during the atomization step. To correct for this

type of interferent, a continuum source (xenon arc) was used. Since the

radiant intensity of the xenon arc from 200 to 600 nm is too high, a neutral

density filter was installed in the optical system to facilitate the balancing

of the intensities of the xenon arc against the lead hollow cathode lamp.

The stability of the xenon arc lamp was better than 0.5 percent.
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Table 1 . Ejfect of atomization temperature on absorption of lead^

Atomization temperature Percent absorption ± standard deviation

1600 24.6 ± 1.7

1800 31.1 ± 0.56

2000 43.9 ± 0.86

2200 42.7 ± 0.44

2400 43.6 ± 1.1

Two nanograms of lead, wavelength--283. 3 nm.

The data on the effect of atomization temperature are shown in table 1

.

While a temperature of 2400 °C produced the highest percent absorption,

the best precision was attained with an atomization temperature of 2000

°C. However, this is dependent in part on the matrices and for some the

1800 °C temperature produced the highest precision although with some

loss of sensitivity. In the case of lead this is due to its very high volatility

and rapid evolution, in many instances the response of the recorder

(0.2 s full scale) was insufficient to follow the signal.

B. Effect of Sample Volume

Since the sample in nonflame AAS must be dried, charred and then

atomized, the sample volume would be expected to drastically affect the

signal and also influence the degree of encountered interferences. In our

study 2 nanograms of lead were transferred with an Eppendorf pipet in a

sample of 2 to 100 ix\. The best precision was attained with sample

volumes from 10 to 50 ix\ (table 2). However, with the higher sample

volume, a corresponding loss of sensitivity was observed. The extent of

spreading of sample over a larger area may contribute to the subsequent

loss of sensitivity.

Table 2. Effect of sample volume on absorption of two nanograms of lead^

Sample volume

Ml

Percent

absorption^

Standard

deviation

Relative standard

deviation, percent

2 40.2 2.2 5.4

5 44.3 0.97 2.2

10 44.2 .66 1.5

20 43.9 .86 2.0
50 39.4 .63 1.6

100 28.1 .88 3.1

* Atomization temperature of 2000 °C.
^ Eight consecutive samples.
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C. Standard Reference Materials

In tables 3, 4, and 5 are presented the values obtained by AAS (flame

and nonflame) for NBS-SRM's Fly Ash, Coal, and Fuel Oil. All the AAS
values are in agreement with the certified values. Cadmium in SRM Fly

Ash could not be directly determined by the flame method and required a

separation and a preconcentration step. It was extracted with ammonium
pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate-methyl isobutyl ketone (APDC-MIBK) and

then the cadmium was stripped from the organic phase with IN HCl. The
backstripping step yielded quantitative recovery of cadmium and im-

proved the precision of the flame method. With the graphite furnace

preconcentration was not necessary; however, a 50 percent suppression

of the cadmium signal was observed. To overcome this difficulty, the

standard addition method was used [8]. Cadmium in SRM's Coal and

Fuel Oil could not be determined by the extraction procedure. The high

reagent blank was the limiting factor. Since AAS with the graphite fur-

nace or by atomic fluorescence has greater sensitivity, separations were

not required and cadmium could be determined directly.

In general, the analytical values by AAS with flame and nonflame

methods for Standard Reference Materials were in good agreement. The
precision of all flame methods was better than the precision obtained with

the graphite furnace. Based on our current experience, the graphite fur-

nace offers a unique advantage for elements present at the subtrace levels

(10-9 to 10-6 g) On the other hand, whenever higher concentrations of the

analyte are encountered, the flame method is preferred.

Table 3. Trace elements in fly ash, NBS-SRM 1633 by atomic absorption spectrometry

Element AAS value

Mg/g

Standard

deviation

Relative standard

deviation, percent

Certified

value, Mg/g

Be 12.4 0.31 2.5

Cd 1.46b .05 7.4 1.45 d= 0.06
1.50« .15 10

Cr 132 3.3 2.5 121 ± 2

Cu 130 2.2 1.7 128 ± 5

Hg 0.1 34d 0.004 2.9 0.14 =t 2

Mn 493 4.1 0.8 493 ± 7

Ni lOI*^ 3.3 3.2 98 ± 3

Zn 216 2.4 1.1 210 d= 20

^ Not certified, for information only.
b Preconcentration with APDC.
" Graphite furnace.

^ Cold vapor method.
^ Preconcentration with dimethylgloxime.
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Table 4. Trace elements in coal, NBS-SRM 1632 by atomic absorption spectrometry

Element ASS value Standard Relative standard Certified

Mg/g deviation deviation, percent value, Atg/g

Cd 0.18* 0.014 8.

1

0. 19 ± 0.03
.2lb .02 9

Cr 20.2 .4 2.1 20.2 ± 0.5

Cu 17.9 2 1 I 1 0 ± L

19.4 \.9 10

Hg 0.126« 0.006 4.5 0.12 rt 0.02

Zn 38.4 .9 2.5 37 ±4

* Atomic fluorescence.

^ Graphite furnace.
<= Cold vapor method.

Table 5. Trace elements in fuel oil, NBS-SRM 1634 by atomic absorption spectrometry

Element AAS value Standard Relative standard

Mg/g deviation deviation, percent

Cd 0.005^

Fe 14.1 0.6 4.2

Ni 31.1 2.1 6.8

Pb 0.05-

V 326 6.8 2.1

* Graphite furnace.
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Several techniques for the preparation of air paper tape samples for trace

metal analysis by Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry (AAS) have been in-

vestigated. Known amounts of Cr, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd, and Pb were used

to study the recovery of each under the effects of several preparative and

digestion procedures. Conclusions obtained by means of a statistical analysis

of the results are given. Statistical analysis of data obtained from the applica-

tion of the most successful techniques when applied to natural air particulate

samples are also presented.

Keywords: Air sampling; atomic absorption spectrophotometry; high tem-

perature ashing; trace elements.

I. Introduction

A review of the literature indicated that several chemical elements in

chloride, nitrate, and fluoride forms can be volatilized at high ashing tem-

peratures (HAT) [1,2]. Sulfatation of the samples can reduce this

volatilization, thus increasing the recovery of metals [3 ] . It has also been

found that salts of these metals, under the influence of HAT, can form

some more insoluble compounds with glass mats [3 ]

.

II. Experimental

A. Preliminary Experiments

In order to test the results from these investigations in our facilities, 20

replications of air tape samples (10 x 2.54 cm) were cut from a paper tape
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roll (Type W-41 Bendix Environmental Division) and placed in 100 ml

Pyrex beakers which had been washed three times with hot HCl (2A^),

rinsed with deionized distilled water, and dried. Standards of the metals

Cr, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd, and Pb (Instrumentation Laboratory, Inc.)

were added with a certified micropipette over the paper tapes. The con-

centration of the standards was selected to obtain an easily readable per-

cent of absorption (> 5 percent). The standards were chlorides except for

lead which was used as a nitrate. The samples were then dried under an

infrared lamp and later put into a muffle oven, first for 30 minutes at 300

°C and then for 1 hour at 430 to 450 °C. Residues were leached with hot

HCl {2N). Hydrochloric acid was used in order to reduce the acid inter-

ferences [4]. The atomic absorption (AA) analysis was carried out using

a Perkin Elmer Model No. 303, and for each element the manufacturer's

recommendations were followed [5 ]

.

B. Preliminary Results

Table 1 shows the low recoveries of the chlorides of Zn, Cd, Cu, Ni,

and lead nitrate and indicates the tendency of these compounds to volatil-

ize at the muffle temperatures used in these investigations. Results com-

ing from the sulphuric acid treatment show the effect of the H2SO4 as an

ashing aid to suppress the volatilization of the metals.

It may also be indicated that under the influence of the heat treatment

in the muffle, some kinds of more insoluble compounds are formed

between the traces of these metals and Pyrex glass of the beakers. In most

cases, an increase in the yield of metal recuperation is found in samples

submitted to several washing-extractions with hot HCl (2A^). A statistical

analysis of this data points out the convenience of repeating the HCl treat-

ment on the calcination residue of the paper tape samples.

C. Other Experiments

Other experiments were conducted with the following conditions:

a) a 95 percent recovery of the metals would be acceptable;

b) a 5 percent standard deviation from the mean was considered

reasonable;

c) perchloric acid should not be used, and Pyrex beakers should be

used instead of Teflon beakers and/or platinum crucibles;

d) the acid inventory should be kept as low as possible;
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e) organic matter should not be present in the metal solutions in

order to avoid enhancement of the signal in the spectrophotom-

eter detector.

In order to satisfy these requirements the following was agreed:

a) perchloric acid could be replaced by hydrogen peroxide;

b) the acid inventory could be reduced if the air tape samples were

burned with alcohol prior to their acid dissolution.

Table 2 shows the variables taken into account in the design of experi-

ments for this new phase of the investigation. Additional notes for table 2:

a) Alcohol burning: after the addition of the standards, the samples

were dried as in previous experiments, wetted with 2 ml of alcohol of

spectroscopic quality, and burned.

b) Chemical treatment (1): to each of the samples, 6 ml of inverse aqua

regia (3HNO3 + IHCl) were added. The beakers were covered with

watch glasses 7 cm in diameter and put on a hot plate at a slow boil. The
watch glass permits some reflux of the acids, and the reaction may last up

to the time that the paper tape should dissolve. The samples were then

brought to a rapid boil, and the evaporation was continued almost to dry-

ness. Four ml of concentrated HNO3 and 1 ml of H2O2 (30% by volume)

were added. The samples were again boiled, first slowly and then at higher

temperatures. When the samples were almost dried, three drops of con-

centrated H2SO4 were added to test for the presence of organic matter

(found to be negligible or nonexistent). Samples were then evaporated

until the SO3 fumes had completely disappeared. Samples Code P and T
were submitted to the heat treatment in the muffle oven following the ex-

perimental procedures previously described.

c) Chemical treatment (2): the residues of the calcination, as well as

those coming from the other chemical treatments, were extracted three

times with hot (2N) HCl. The results obtained in these experiments are

presented in table 3.

D. Discussion

Table 3 indicates that samples submitted to treatments P and Q show

the lowest metal recovery. Table 4, column one, indicates no statistical

difference in the results. These two sets of samples were submitted to a

common procedure, i.e., alcohol burning of samples prior to other treat-

ments. Table 4, column three, also indicates that the statistical com-

parison between P and T is significantly favorable for T for Ni, Cu, Zn,

Cd, and Pb. These two sets of samples were submitted to the H2SO4
treatment and later to the effects of heating at high temperatures in the
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Table 2. Experimental design to test the effects of different variables used in the chemical
preparation of air tape samples^

Variables^

Experiment

code Alcohol Chemical Muffle Chemical

burning treatment (1) heating treatment (2)

p * * * Hi

Q * * _ *

R - * _ *

'Y _ * * *

* Five replications for each one of the code set of samples,
b * = Presence of the variable.

- = Variable absent.

Table 3. Average percent of metal recovery from filter paper tape samples submitted to

different chemical treatment

Variables involved as indicated in Table 2

Elements

P Q R T

Chromium 87.5 94.0 99.1 90.0
(T 10.3 5.5 0.6 7.8

^% 11.43 5.85 0.60 8.67

Manganese 90.2 91.9 97.5 96.2
a 6.4 4.6 2.3 4.1

^% 7.09 5.04 2.35 4.26
Cobalt 91.5 98.7 98.0 94.5

a 6.0 1.0 1.6 4.3

^% 6.55 1.01 1.63 4.55
Nickel 81.7 87.5 98.0 92.4

cr 7.9 6.7 0.8 4.7

^% 9.67 7.66 0.82 5.08

Copper 82.9 90.0 95.5 97.6
cr 10.5 6.0 2.3 1.8

12.66 6.67 2.41 1.84
Zinc 46.0 57.0 96.5 90.4

cr 8.4 8.7 2.0 5.9

cr% 18.26 16.26 2.07 6.52
Cadmium 36.5 35.0 94.5 88.6

a 3.0 5.7 3.8 6.0

8.21 16.28 4.02 6.77

Lead 55.0 63.0 100.0 100.0

cr 10.1 8.5

18.15 13.49

Total average 71.5 77.0 97.1 93.7

(T 22.8 22.7 1.8 4.0

<t7o 32.09 29.48 1.90 4.26

Notes: cr = standard deviation from mean
0-% = standard deviation from mean percent
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Table 4. Statistical analysis on data obtained by atomic absorption spectrophotometry
from samples submitted to different chemical treatments

Ele- PQ PR PT QR QT RT
ments

Cr 1 . 244 (N) 2.517 (Y) 0.432 (N) 2.061 (N) 0.937 (N) 2.601 (Y)

Mn 0.255 (N) 2.326 (Y) 1.765 (N) 3.044 (Y) 1 . 850 (N) 0.703 (N)

Co 2.647 (Y) 2.701 (Y) 0.908 (N) 0.829 (N) 2. 127 (N) 1 . 705 (N)

Ni 1.252 (N) 4.590(Y) 2.603 (Y) 1.822 (N) 1.338 CN) 2.626 (Y)

Cu 1.312 (N) 2.621 (Y) 3.086 (Y) 1.914 (N) 2.713 (Y) 1 . 608 (N)
Zn 2.034 (N) 13.078 (Y) 9.672 (Y) 9.895 (Y) 7.105 (Y) 2.189(N)(90%)
Cd 0.411 (N) 26.789 (Y) 17.434 (Y) 19.423 (Y) 14.402 (Y) 2.613 (Y)

Pb 1.363 (N) (Y)* (Y)* (Y)* (Y)* (N)

Notes

:

"r" Student distribution function at P (0.05) and 8 degrees of freedom = 2.306.

(N) = no statistical significance.

(Y) = statistical significance at P (0.05) confidence level.

* = the difference is so large that it is accepted as significant.

muffle, but T was not submitted to alcohol burning. As observed in table

4, there is a difference in the results, and these differences are statistically

significant and are especially shown for the more easily volatilized ele-

ments; their low recovery could be attributed to the high temperatures as-

sociated with flaming that had been produced by the alcohol burning of

the air paper tapes.

For all the chemical elements studied in this investigation there are sig-

nificant favorable statistics on data obtained from the set of samples R
compared to samples P. Samples R received the aqua regia-HN03-H202

treatment (ANH) and were not submitted to any alcohol burning or muf-

fle treatments. This is clearly seen in column two of table 4.

The statistical comparison of data between Q and R and Q and T also

indicates significant difference in favor of sets R and T in chemical ele-

ments that could be more volatilized at higher temperatures. Samples

called R and T, as indicated before, were not submitted to alcohol burn-

ing, and the negative effect of paper flaming can be observed in columns

four and five of table 4.

Table 3 shows that the yield of metal recovery from samples submitted

to the ANH treatment (R) are higher than those submitted to the H2SO4
muffle heating (T); it also indicates that the overall percent of metal

recovery is higher and the variations in the data are smaller. If the same

statistical analysis already mentioned is applied for the overall data

between samples R and T, it is found that the differences are statistically

significant at P (0.05); (tc = 2.953). In data from table 4, column six, these

differences are statistically significant for Ni, Cd, and Cr. This can be at-

tributed to the fact that Ni and Cd could be volatilized by muffle treat-
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ment, and Cr under heat could be retained in the Pyrex beaker and ex-

tracted with more difficulty by the HCl (IN). All of this is an indication

that improved recovery is obtained when samples are submitted to wet

ashing compared to ashing at high temperatures, even when samples first

receive the H2SO4 treatment.

ni. Application to Natural Aerosol Samples

The investigated chemical treatments (sulfatation of samples prior to

HAT, alcohol burning, and wet digestion of the samples using the inverse

aqua regia-nitric acid-hydrogen peroxide method (ANH)) were used to

determine the yield of metal recovery from natural aerosols obtained from

Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, during December 1973. For this purpose, three

air tape Bendix Model 23,000 machines were operated at the same time

for 5 days. The air particulate material obtained during one day was made
up into samples, and the paper tapes obtained from each machine were

analyzed for their metal content. Results are presented in table 5.

Data from table 5 indicate that the blanks of the filter paper tapes did

not have any metal contaminant except zinc. For all the analyses that

were carried out, the best yield of metal was obtained from samples sub-

mitted to wet ashing with the HAT method. A statistical analysis of data

also indicates that the results obtained by this method are highly signifi-

cant compared to data obtained from samples submitted to the other

methods, alcohol burning and sulfatation coupled with HAT. Data for Zn
and Pb also indicate the convenience of not using the alcohol burning

procedure for sulfatation prior to the HAT.
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Table 5. Analysis of Mayaguez, Puerto Rico, air particulate matter on paper tape filters as

a function of different chemical treatment of samples {ng/m^)

Element
ACH3CH2OH

Chemical treatment

H2SO4; A430 °C ANH

Mn

Blanks

(1) <0.105 (6) —
(2) <.105 (7)-

<.105 —
In other samples Mn was not detected.

(11) <0.105
(12) <.105

Cr

Co
Cu

Neither samples nor blanks showed traces of this metal.

Minimum concentration was 0.264 Aig/m^
Samples and blanks did not show traces of these metals.

Minimum concentration for both metals was 0.105 ng/m^

Ni

Blanks

(2) 0.210 (7) 0.295

(4) <.105 (9) <.105
<.105 <.105

In other samples Ni was not detected.

(12) 0.338

(14) .105

<.105

Cd Sample (11) had a concentration of 0.058 jug/m^- No other samples

or blanks showed traces of this metal.

Zn (1)0.074 (6)0.102 (11)0.179

(2) .074 (7) .058 (12) .128

(3) .074 (8) .088 (13) .169

(4) - (9) .088 (14) .215

(5) .081 (10) .088 (15) .185

Blanks .158 .132 .145

Pb (1)0.507 (6)0.507 (11) 1.373

(2) .391 (7) .507 (12) 1.214

(3) .253 (8) .253 (13) 1.098

(4) .507 (9) .507 (14) 1.056

(5) .253 (10) .391 (15)0.792
Blanks
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Bluegills {Lepomis machrochirus) of the same age and approximately the

same size after acclimation were exposed to known amounts of cadmium (ppm

level), sacrificed at selected time intervals and frozen whole in plastic bags

until dissection and analysis. The heart, liver and kidney were removed entire-

ly and portions of skin, muscle, gill, gut and bone were taken at the same time.

Analyses were made by atomic absorption, following wet digestion in concen-

trated acid. All results are expressed as micrograms cadmium per gram of wet

tissue. Typical values reported are in the range of 0.2 to 20 /u,g Cd per gram of

wet tissue with a typical precision of 10-15 percent rsd for repetitive aliquots

from the same organ. Corresponding organs from different fish, however, gave

mean values differing from one another by as much as a factor of five.

Keywords: Atomic absorption; bluegills; cadmium; fish; heavy metal; tis-

sue; trace element analysis; water pollution.

I. Introduction

Cadmium is increasingly recognized as an important environmental pol-

lutant with toxic effects on human and animal life at relatively low levels

[ 1-3 ] . Continuing and increasing usage of cadmium by battery, alloy, pig-

ment, plastics, electroplating and semiconductor manufacturers has

resulted in the release of large quantities to the atmosphere and into

waterways [4-6]. Environmental concentrations of cadmium are of seri-

ous concern because cadmium accumulates in the human body

throughout life—from approximately 1 yug at birth to about 30 mg with

about one-third to be found in the kidneys [7]. Based on animal studies,

cadmium is preferentially retained by the kidney and liver [2 ]

.
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In view of the known accumulation of cadmium in biological tissues a

detailed study was begun to determine the rate of uptake in the common
bluegill {Lepomis macrochirus Raf.) exposed to known amounts of cadmi-

um in a carefully controlled aquatic environment. An important objective

was the relative rates of uptake in vital organs including: heart, skin,

muscle, gut, gill, kidney, liver and bone. A recent study of the toxicity of

ZnS04 to rainbow trout dealt with only acute toxicity as measured by fish

mortality [8]. Another study examined the chronic toxicity of copper,

cadmium and zinc mixtures at sub-lethal concentrations to the fathead

minnow using mortality, physical characteristics and reproduction as

bioassay methods [9]. While these studies increase our understanding of

biological effects for relatively concentrated heavy metal pollutants in

aquatic systems, they provide no evidence for the actual rate of accumula-

tion of toxic metals nor the distribution of these in vital organs. Moreover,

only rarely in natural waters do the concentrations of toxic metals attain

the levels used in most acute and chronic bioassay studies. Thus, experi-

mental evidence for heavy metal accumulation and distribution in organ-

isms exposed to environmentally realistic levels of heavy metal pollutants

in natural waters should make possible more reliable and general predic-

tions for the long term effects of such pollutants.

The present work is a study of analytical methods for the analysis of

cadmium in fish tissue by atomic absorption spectrophotometry using the

higher sensitivity afforded by flameless atomization of the sample.

II. Experimental

All analyses were performed on an Instrumentation Laboratory (IL)

Model 153 Double Beam Atomic Absorpdon Spectrophotometer,

modified electronically to allow subtraction of nonspecific absorption

from a hydrogen continuum placed in channel B as previously described

by Hwang [10]. Samples were dried and vaporized on the tantalum rib-

bon of an IL Model 355 Flameless Sampler. Instrumental parameters

were optimized according to procedures previously described [10,11]

and are given in table 1

.

All solid reagents and concentrated acids were A.C.S. reagent grade

and were used without further purification. Distilled water, which had

been passed through a mixed bed ion exchange column, was used

throughout this work. Glassware, polypropylene test tubes and

polyethylene storage bottles were standard laboratory equipment. Glass-

ware was cleaned with concentrated H2SO4 containing KMn04 followed
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Table 1. Instrumental parameters
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Model 153 A. A. Spectrophotometer

Mode
Hollow cathode A

B

A-B (background correction)

Cadmium
H2 continuum

Lamp current A
B

3.5 mA
20 mA

P.M. voltage

Slit width

Wavelength

700 V
320 Mm
228.8 nm

Model 355 Flameless Sampler

Mode
Purge gas

Gas flow rate

Dry setting

Dry time

Analyze setting

Automatic
Argon
10 S.C.F.H.

170 C (2.5 turns)

140 seconds

1600 C (7.0 turns)

by repeated water rinses. Polypropylene test tubes were soaked at least

24 hours in 5 w/v percent Triton X-100 solution followed by water rinses.

Hatchery obtained fish were approximately the same size and weight (5

to 10 cm, 3 to 5 g). Twenty-eight fish were placed in all glass aquaria con-

taining reconstituted water (30 mg MgSOJl, 30 mg CaSOJl, 48 mg
NaHCOs/l and 2 mg KCl/1). After 2 weeks of acclimation, sufficient

CdCl2 was added to obtain 3 ppm CdCl2 in each tank. Fish were removed

at set intervals throughout the 2-week experiment and frozen in plasfic

bags until analysis.

For analysis, the digested sample was diluted to 25 ml in a volumetric

flask and 20 /utl aliquots were removed immediately for analysis with an

Eppendorf pipet to prevent adsorption of cadmium onto the glass sur-

faces. Since peak heights observed for cadmium standards decreased ap-

proximately 20 percent during the lifetime of a tantalum ribbon (50 to 100

aliquots) and varied from ribbon to ribbon, no attempt was made to use a

standard curve. Instead, the unknown concentration was calculated from

the ratio of peak heights of a cadmium standard chosen to have a similar

peak height. The normal analysis procedure was to analyze two aliquots

of standard, four of the sample followed by two of the standard. Any ob-

served irregularities in the standards resulted in the analysis of additional

aliquots.
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III. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the typical effects of using the background correction

made on a 5.0 ppb cadmium standard. Each peak is from a 20 jjd aliquot

from an Eppendorf pipet. The background correction made for standards

typically gave 1) absence or sharply reduced matrix forepeak, 2) in-

creased noise level, 3) reduced precision (higher rsd) and 4) approximate-

ly a 5 percent change in mean peak height.

In an effort to improve the relative precision of the analyses, the use of

a micrometer syringe was investigated. Analysis of successive aliquots of

a 5.0 ppb solution gave 1 .5 and 3.0 percent rsd for the micrometer and Ep-

pendorf pipets respectively (10 aliquots). However, significantly, such

precision with the micrometer syringe was attainable only with very care-

ful technique because significant loss of peak height was observed when-

ever the solution remained inside the syringe for even a few minutes, in-

dicating rapid adsorption of cadmium onto either the glass or needle

which is consistent with other recent work [12]. The increased con-

venience of use, the freedom from adsorption and the freedom from cross-

contamination (using disposable tips) were judged to be well worth the

loss in relative precision. Also, in agreement with these adsorption studies

[ 12] , peak heights for freshly diluted 1 ppb or 5 ppb standard solutions

were (within day to day reproducibility) the same as for solutions aged for

periods of several months in polyethylene bottles. Nevertheless, stan-

dards were usually freshly diluted every few days from more concentrated

stock solutions and contact time with glass vessels was minimized.

Typical results using background correction for the analyses of the vari-

ous fish organs are shown in figure 2. Cadmium peaks were typically 10

to 20 percent lower using background correction indicating a significant

nonspecific absorption (or light scattering) during the analyze cycle.

Background correction was therefore routinely used.

During the initial phases of this work, 10 ml glass vials with snap caps

were used as containers for the wet acid digestions. In agreement with

other recent work [3], reproducibility was found to be very poor with

recoveries of standards as low as 74 percent; therefore, all further acid

digestions were done in polypropylene test tubes.

Two wet acid digestion mixtures were compared for the analysis of fish

tissue. In the first, 1 milliliter of the acid mixture (3 parts cone HNO3 by

volume: 1 part cone H2SO4 : 1 part cone HCIO4) was placed together with

a weighed sample in a covered 3.5 ml polypropylene test tube for 2 hours

at 74 °C in a water bath and finally, diluted to 25 ml. The second

procedure, reported recently [13], was initiated by addition of 1 ml of
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50mS

B, B2 B3

216 +11 (5 1%)

A3

20.6 ± .85 (41%)

Figure 1. Effect of background correction on 5.0 ppb cadmium standard. Repetitive

vaporization of 20 fxl aliquots of 5.0 ppb aqueous CdCl2 solution using a tantalum ribbon

heated electrically to 1600 °C. Peaks Ai, A2 and A3 were obtained in normal mode using

a Cd lamp at 228.8 nm. Peaks Bi, B2 and B3 were obtained in A-B mode (background cor-

rection).

concentrated HNO3 to the sample, heated for 15 minutes at 80 to 90 °C

followed by addition of 1 ml of 10 percent H2O2 and heating for an addi-

tional 1 5 minutes.
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2 3

50mA

52 3 60 2 57 7 30 1 25 4

Figure 2. Effect of background correction on cadmium analysis in bluegill skin. Twenty-

microliter aliquots were dried at 170 °C for 140 seconds and analyzed at 1600 °C in the

flameless sampler. The samples were: (l)Bluegill skin with hydrogen lamp background

correction, (2,3) same as 1 but with no background correction, (4) 5.0 ppb CdCl2 without

background correction, and (5) 5.0 ppb CdClo with background correction.

Results for samples digested by both procedures are given in table 2.

Analysis of National Bureau of Standards SRM 1577 by both digestion

procedures gave results within the error tolerance given but the

HNO3/H2O2 method gave only 85 percent recovery as compared with 95

percent for the HNO.3/H2SO4/HCIO4 method in good agreement with the

recovery of a 0.500 ppm standard run through the identical digestion

procedures.
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Table 2. Recovery of cadmium after acid digestion of standards
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Percent recovery

Sample
HNO3/H2O2 HNO3/H2SO4/HCIO4
digestion digestion

Bovine Liver

(NBS SRM 1577) 85 93

0.27 ± 0.04 ppm (0.23 ppm) (0.25 ppm)

0.500 ppm CdCl2 88.6 99.9
79.2 95.7

83.5 93.1

87.9 96.1

mean 84.8 mean 96.2

Table 3. Comparison of cadmium found in Bluegill tissue after acid digestion

Sample* ppm Cd^ r.s.d. ppm Cd r.s.d.

(HNO3/H2O2) (%) (HNO3/H2SO4/HCIO4) (%)

Muscle 0.91 9.9 1.25 15.9

Muscle 1.41 7.6 2.87 14.5

Skin 8.6 3.2 10.9 7.0

* A portion of the wet homogenate from a ground glass homogenizer.
^ ppm Cd is ixg Cd per gram of wet tissue.

Additional comparison of the two digestions is possible using the data

in table 3 for muscle and skin. The muscle sample was carefully

homogenized before weighing portions for the digestions so that the dif-

ferences in the ppm Cd found reflect real differences in the digestion step

or matrix interferences in the subsequent analysis. Although the relative

precision was better for the HNO3/H2O2 method, the percent recovery

was always smaller indicating systematic errors. Additionally, although

the HNO3/H2O2 digestion appears to require less operator time, it ac-

tually requires more time when multiple samples are run because it must

be watched constantly whereas the HNO3/H2SO4/HCIO4 digestion can

be left unattended. Furthermore, several samples foamed over the test

tube upon addition of H2O2 necessitating repetition of the experiments.

For these reasons, the HNO3/H2SO4/HCIO4 digestion method is recom-

mended for fish tissue. The concentrated acid mixtures were found to

have 7.5 and 10.3 ppb Cd for the HNO3/H2O2 and HNO3/H2SO4/HCIO4
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mixtures, respectively, which was low enough for most of the samples
analyzed so that the use of expensive ultrapure acid reagents could be
avoided. All sample and standard peak heights were corrected for the con-

tribution of the acid blank, which was 0.41 ppb after dilution to 25 ml.

Typical results for eight organs of three bluegills digested with the

HNO3/H2SO4/HCIO4 acid mixture are given in table 4. In the case of the

heart, kidney and liver the sample weight reflects the entire organ which
was excised without connective tissue. Samples of the other organs were
chosen from representative portions. The analyte concentrations after

correction for the acid mixture blank (0.41 ppb) ranged from 0.1 to 9 ppb
and were comparable to blank levels only for the heart and muscle. Since

Table 4, Cadmium in fish exposed to 3 ppm CdClz for one week

Sample weight ppm Cd* Absolute r.s.d. Average r.s.d.

Organ (ma) (each fish) standard (%) ppm Cd (%)\ /or

deviation

1.8 1.52 \0. 18 12

Heart 2.1 6.34 .57 9 4.5 58

2.4 5.62 1.01 18

22.3 1.61 0.24 15

Skin 48.

1

1.07 .13 12 1.3 21

17.8 1.26 .38 30

45.1 0.20 .02 10

Muscle 85.0 .14 51

29.0 .075 .02 27

34.3 5.25 .11 2

Gut 26.6 .61 .02 3 3.6 72

20.6 5.02 .10 2

10.6 6.67 .33 5

Gill 15.1 6.49 .45 7 4.7 69

9.6 .94 .56 60

17.8 4.13 .37 9

Kidney 9.7 2.26 .79 35 3.1 30

10.8 3.04 .33 11

19.9 4.91 .20 4

Liver 38.0 5.18 .21 4 5.6 17

17.7 6.71 .81 12

8.9 2.28 .34 15

Bone 4.9 2.59 .60 23 1.7 71

4.8 .32 .04 12

* ppm = Atg Cd per g of wet tissue.
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20 microliter aliquots of a 1 ppb solution exceed the detection limit for

cadmium by this technique (2 x 10-^2 g) ^ factor of 10 and since the

amount of cadmium per aliquot could be further increased by increasing

the size of the aliquot to 50 /xl, dilution of the digested sample to a smaller

volume or increasing the sample size, instrumental sensitivity is more

than adequate for analysis of all organs studied here. For analysis of still

lower levels than detected here the use of specially purified reagent acids

will result in an acid blank concentration of cadmium reduced by a factor

of- 10.

Comparison of the relative standard deviations in table 4 for each organ

with those for aqueous standards at comparable concentrations indicates

a loss in precision due to the matrix remaining after acid digestion only for

the skin, kidney and bone. The loss in precision for the heart and muscle

is attributable to nearness of the sample concentration to the acid blank

for the reagent acid used. Examination of the last column in table 4, com-

paring organs from three fish exposed to the same amount of cadmium,

reveals that reproducibility is far worse between fish than could be ac-

counted for by the precision of the method or the accuracy of analysis

(from the Bovine Liver data). Thus the variation in cadmium levels is at-

tributed primarily to physiological differences between fish. Similar varia-

tions in the cadmium content of human liver from different portions of the

same liver have been attributed to the heterogeneous distribution within

the organ [13].

In conclusion, flameless atomic absorption with background correction

has been shown to have adequate sensitivity and reproducibility for the

analysis of eight fish organs to permit detailed studies of uptake and dis-

tribution of cadmium in fish exposed to elevated levels in aquatic systems.
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Trace element measurements on western Lake Superior water were taken

as a function of geographical area and distance above and below the water-

sediment interface. The objective of detecting gradients of certain constituents

in the system, however, required an extensive examination of required

methodology. Investigations of this methodology indicate that the values ob-

tained from a particular sample type are constrained by a number of uncertain-

ties and operational definitions. Data were taken using different methods and

experiments were conducted at various points in the analytical scheme to

determine the influence of sample collection, handling and analysis steps.

Results were of aid in determining where emphasis should be placed to im-

prove the end result.

Keywords: Anodic stripping voltammetry; flameless atomic absorption; in-

terstitial water; Lake Superior chemical analysis; trace element

water analysis; water filtration; water sampling apparatus.

I. Introduction

During the summer of 1972, a new program of studies was initiated by

the National Water Quality Laboratory to determine effects from iron ore

taconite tailings being discharged into western Lake Superior. Laboratory

studies [ 1 ,2 ] characterizing the tailings indicated that at least portions

could dissolve and release certain elements such as manganese and silica.

Providing realistic values for parameters describing the lake conditions

and detecting any significant differences between the appropriate tailings

and nontailings areas of the lake were goals of the study [ 3 ,4 ]

.
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Previous works [5-8 ] on the chemistry of natural aquatic systems have

suggested that sediments play a significant role in lake dynamics. Since

sediments vary considerably, they can possibly act as reservoirs or sinks

for substances in the water column, particularly trace elements. The basic

approach applied in this work consisted of obtaining chemical analyses on

water samples which corresponded closely to total dissolved concentra-

tions. Chemical compositions were obtained on both water and interstitial

water as a function of geographical area and distance above and below the

water-sediment interface and this helped to provide some needed informa-

tion describing the chemical dynamics of the lake's western arm.

The object of this paper is to briefly convey some considerations in the

methodology which includes sampling methods, comparisons of sample

preparation steps, comparisons of analytical methods, effects of analytical

working parameters, blanks, and reproducibility. The results are largely

viewed as routine considerations for establishment of appropriate

methods for the particular monitoring requirements.

II. Sampling

Western Lake Superior has a typical water temperature of about 4 °C at

depths which reach down near 300 meters and trace element concentra-

tions tend to be extremely low. Sampling and field experiments were per-

formed aboard a 98 foot vessel utilizing Van Dorn and Niskin water sam-

plers (1 to 30 liter capacities), an epoxy encapsulated submersible pump
(Model 1 P683A TeelO a Shipek dredge, a Phleger gravity corer (3.8 cm x

61 cm cellulose acetate butyrate liner) and a Benthos type 217 gravity

corer (6.3 cm x 122 cm cellulose acetate butyrate liner). Mid-depth sam-

ples were taken with 30 liter Niskins at 3 1 and 180 meters above the sedi-

ment surface and at 30 meters below the lake surface with the submersible

pump and the 30 liter Niskin samplers. The pump also provided water for

core storage baths at lake temperature and for washing equipment. Figure

1 conceptually indicates some simple modifications that were made with

the commercially available apparatus to facilitate sampling possible con-

centration gradients in the top 10 centimeters of interstitial water and in

the water column from approximately 0.03 to 3 meters above the sedi-

ment surface. For bottom water, the arrangement of sampling bottles (c)

was simultaneously triggered to the closed position by the action of the

foot contacting the sediment surface as the assembly was slowly lowered.

The Benthos corer check valve (b) assembly was modified to allow more

'The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency neither recommends nor endorses any commercial product; trade names are

used only for identification.
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Figure 1 . Modified samplers for sediment and bottom water, a) Benthos corer showing at-

tached Niskin tripping mechanism, b) Check valve assembly showing enlarged vent holes,

spring, and valve stem, c) Arrangement of Van Dorn and Niskin water samplers with the

foot-bottom contact tripping mechanism.
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efficient water flow through the core tube as it was dropped. This was ac-

complished by boring larger vent holes and compressing the spring-loaded

valve completely open with a cord attachment from the valve stem to a

tripping mechanism of a Niskin sampler. The mechanism (a) was simply

bolted to a length of angle iron mounted on the core body and the valve

was closed via messenger immediately after the corer was dropped. The
flushing efficiency was checked by filling the corer with a known concen-

tration of dye solution, dropping it from 0.7 meters above the sediment

surface and obtaining a core. The dye concentration remaining in the

water above the core was measured to be about 1 0 percent of the original

concentration. This experiment did not take into account any velocity dif-

ferences during the actual core sampling. In further sampling, water above

the core sample was defined to be that immediately above the sediment

surface.

III. Sample Handling

Water samples were routinely collected in polyethylene containers

which had been initially washed with 25 percent perchloric acid followed

by storage of a 0.01M solution for at least 1 week prior to use. For core

samples, one group was sectioned into polyethylene whirlpak^ bags

(Matheson) on board and generally treated in an aerobic fashion. Another

group was kept intact in stoppered core tubes containing overlying water.

Precautions were taken to minimize disturbance, temperature changes,

and exposure to light and air until after processing under anaerobic condi-

tions. As soon as possible after collection, sample filtration was routinely

performed utilizing 0. 1 /xm membrane filters (Millipore). Each sample had

its own filter blank and the procedure with observed typical blanks and

lake sample analyses are reported in table 1. The deionized (Millipore)

distilled water employed for the blank was of high quality and generally

had little or no detectable concentrations of the elements under study.

Although this blank could not be considered a strict sample correction

blank, it was a good approximation and it did provide for individual

checks on sample contamination. A new membrane was used for each

sample and the apparatus was routinely acid and deionized water rinsed

to reduce contamination. To further minimize the contamination poten-

tial, all filtrates were collected directly in the decontaminated storage bot-

tles. Both unacidified samples and those acidified to be 0.0IM in perchlo-

ric acid (G. F. Smith, double vacuum distilled) were routinely stored at

5 °C in the absence of light and analyzed as soon as possible.

^Registered trademark.
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Table 1. Routine water filtration procedure with typical blank and Lake Superior
sample concentrations

Element Blank concentration

(Mg/1)

Lake water range

(Mg/1)

Interstitial water range

(Mg/1)

Mn <0.2 <0.2-2 4-8,100
Cu <0.5 1.0-1.6 1-17

Fe <1 <l-2 17-10,000
Cd 0.07 0.01-0.02* 0.2-2
P <1 <1 <60-2,100
SiO <50 2,500-2,900 21,000-64,500
Ca <200 12,300-13,000 14,000-66,000
Mg <40 2,700-2,800 4,000-13,000
Na <0.05 1,000-1,200 2,700-9,000
K <0.05 330-400 1,200-2,600

Unfiltered samples from laboratory lake water intake.

Notes: lake water filtration procedure (0.1 ijlVo):

1. 100 ml Lake Superior water wash.

2. 100 ml deionized water wash.

3. 50 ml deionized water collected (blank).

4. 50 ml sample collected.

Table 2 shows the combined analytical and sample processing reprodu-

cibility for both Lake Superior water containing suspended taconite

tailings and interstitial water of sediment core samples which were

processed utilizing the aerobic and anaerobic sample processing methods,

subsequently discussed. Selected samples were homogenized, split, and

taken through the preparation and analytical procedures in a duplicate

fashion. For water samples, elevated standard deviations are observed for

manganese and iron; however, this is at least partially due to the fact that

about half the samples were near the analytical detection limit. In the case

of sediments, interstitial water standard deviations of 10 percent or

greater are attributed not only to analysis variations but also to variations

associated with the sample preparation step. This was observed for man-

ganese, copper, cadmium, phosphorous, and particularly iron. In the case

of manganese, the precision appears to be better for the anaerobic

method. For the major constituents and copper, overall variations given

for sampling, handling, and analysis in reference [4] were generally

found to be similar to or only slightly greater than the variations due to

just the sample preparation and analysis steps presented here.

To investigate any possible absorption or leaching effects by the filter

and apparatus, a selection of lake water samples was (in triplicate)

passed through 0.45 (xm membrane fiUers. Half the volume for each of the

filtrates was again passed through 0.1 ^tm filters. Measured constituent
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Table 2. Reproducibility of duplicate sample processing and analysis

Sample Relative standard Number of

Element Sample type concentration deviation of duplicate

range duplicate samples

(Mg/1) samples

Mn a U. 3-31 30 14

b 1-3,200 12 6

c 000-3 , oOO 0.0 4

Cu a 1-3 12 9

b 2-14 19 5

c 1-6 25 4

Fe a 1-5 18 9

b
c 17-60 66 4

Cd a

b

— —

c 0.2-1 L

—
22 A4

P a 8-24 5.8 4

b

c

< 25-60 30 2

Si02 a 3,000-12,000 4.3 17

b 20,000-53,000 3.1 6

c 21 ,000-30,000 3.2
><

4

Ca a 10,000-14,000 1.4 17

b 3,000-24,000 2.4 6

c 25,000-34,000 4.7 4

Mg a 2,000-3,000 2.5 17

b 700-6,000 2.8 6

c 5,000-7,000 5.9 4

Na a 1,000-8,000 4.6 17

b
c

1,000-3,000 7.9 6

K a 400-15,000 3.4 17

b 1-2 16 6

c

a = Lake Superior water.

b = Sediment interstitial water, aerobic sample processing, method A.

c = Sediment interstitial water, anaerobic sample processing, method C.
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concentrations of the single filtration were divided by those of the double

filtration and the calculated mean ratios for copper, manganese, iron, sil-

ica, calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium were 0.90, 1.05, 0.69,

1.02, 1.03, 1.03, 1.04, and 1.02, respectively. This did not indicate signifi-

cant uptake or release of constituents during filtration steps, except for

iron. In addition, filtrate concentrations were measured as a function of

volume filtered and little or no dependence was observed.

The selection of a filter membrane pore size was a particularly signifi-

cant consideration since the lake contained high concentrations of par-

ticulates in certain locations [9] and the data of most relevance was that

corresponding closely to the dissolved fraction. Figure 2 depicts results

for at least duplicate experiments where membrane filter pore sizes of

0.45, 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01 /xm were employed to filter a Lake Superior

water sample containing particulates due to taconite tailings. It is seen

that manganese concentrations significantly decrease with decreasing

pore size down to 0.1 /Ltm which then shows no further dependence.

Copper concentrations remain relatively constant throughout the entire

range; however, iron shows a continual decrease possibly due to the

characteristic colloidal forms of iron normally present in natural waters.

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

-LOG (nominal pore size)

Figure 2. Effect of filter pore size on constituent concentrations of Lake Superior water

containing particulates due to taconite tailings.
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Silicon dioxide, calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium concentra-

tions also did not show any measurable pore size dependence within this

range. These data and similar filtration experiments on additional samples

indicated that except for iron, 0.1 /xm membrane filtration was a better

choice for these samples than the commonly employed 0.45 jjim mem-
brane filtration.

Different handling and sample preparation steps for removing water

from sediments can give rise to large analytical differences. Introduction

of oxygen into these reduced systems can obviously oxidize elements, and

thus affect the chemistry. Such processes as absorption, complexation,

precipitation or coprecipitation reactions of course can play major roles

in affecting the fraction of an element in the dissolved state [10-13]. It

has also been suggested that feldspar particulates can be a factor in oxida-

tion processes [14]. In addition to these considerations, effects from

changes in hydrostatic pressure, light, biomass, and temperature during

the sampling and handling processes may be additional variables. It is

emphasized at this point that the terms "oxidized" and "reduced" used

here are meant only in a relative sense for differentiation purposes.

With these thoughts in mind, essentially two classes of interstitial water

sample handling were employed— aerobic — and anaerobic methods. The
results from each method were used to establish a range of concentrations

corresponding to dissolved components in oxidized versus reduced sedi-

ment types. Several methods have been employed for sediment-water

exchange studies [15-19]. In this work, three specific routes were em-

ployed for separating water from the sediments (34 to 85% moisture con-

tent) and they involved the following methods: A) aerobic — refrigerated

centrifugation of approximately 25 grams of homogenized sediment sam-

ple in filtering centrifuge tubes (Millipore) resulting in about 10 ml of sam-

ple; B) anaerobic —mixing approximately 70 grams of sediment with

about 50 ml of nitrogen purged deionized distilled water (2- to 3-fold dilu-

tion) and immediately filtering the homogenized mixture under a water-

saturated blanket of nitrogen utilizing an aseptic membrane filtration ap-

paratus (Millipore) producing about 30 ml of sample; C) anaerobic—
utilizing the simple interstitial water preparation cell, illustrated in figure

3 , which was constructed from commonly available PVC pipe fittings and

epoxy glue. The design provided for use of an inert atmosphere during the

steps of centrifugation and subsequent filtration of an undiluted sediment

sample. Filtration subsequent to the centrifugation step avoided plugging

of the filter, especially by glacial clays. Polyethylene glove bags, filled

with water-saturated prepurified nitrogen, were employed to maintain an

inert atmosphere during sample handling. After adding about 50 grams of

sediment to the cell, it was pressurized through the check valve with
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Figure 3. Interstitial water preparation cell A) plastic in-line 47 mm diameter Millipore filter

holder employed with 0. 1 micron filter, B) 2x1/2 in reducer coupling (not shown is l/2x

1/4 in reducer bushing between A and B). C) polypropylene pressurizing check valve

(Belart), D) 1/4 in plug (pressure release valve), E) 2 in end cap (permanently attached to

C with epoxy glue).

water saturated nitrogen and centrifuged at 2400 rpm for 1 hour. The
resultant supernatant (—20 ml) was filtered by carefully inverting the cell

with the attached filter and applying additional nitrogen pressure.

For several elements, the results of about 40 direct comparisons of

method A with method B on split homogenous samples are given in table

3. One half of a split sample was treated anaerobically and the other half

aerobically. Contrast between methods is quite obvious, particularly in

the cases of manganese, iron, and phosphate where method A gives mean
values which are more than an order of magnitude below those of method

B. Except for copper, all other parameters tend to show higher values for

method B. This may be due in part to the dissolution of sediment when

water was added in the preparation step for method B. However, mea-

sured concentrations for several samples processed by method C agreed
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Table 3. Comparison of anaerobic and aerobic methods for interstitial water preparation.

Element
Mean
ratio*

Standard

deviation

of ratio

Number of

samples

Mn
Cu
Fe
P
Si02

Ca
Mg
Na
K

453

25

51

1.7

2.1

2.4

1.4

1.2

1.1

467

30

117

0.5

1.2

1.4

0.4
0.4

1.0

43

37

7

37

43

43

43

43

38

* Ratio = method B concentration/method A concentration.

with those obtained by method B on similar sediment samples which sug-

gested that increased dissolutions was not a major reason for the observed

differences. In the case of copper, there seems to be a 1:1 correlation

between methods A and B, however, the variability is quite high. Calci-

um, magnesium, and silica show consistently lower values by method A.

It is interesting to note that a remarkably consistent 1:1 linear correlation

between calcium and magnesium is obtained if the ratio of the concentra-

tion by method A divided by that of method B for calcium is plotted

versus the same ratio for magnesium. This may be indicative of related

mixed phase reactions occurring for calcium and magnesium.

These considerations indicate that the amount of dissolved element in

sediments can change markedly depending on the oxidizing conditions

during sample handling. It is felt that anaerobic sample handling is the

procedure that best approximates the actual interstitial water conditions

existing in Lake Superior. In addition, these thoughts likely have implica-

tions with regard to proper sampling procedures for anoxic bottom waters

in stratified lakes and harbors.

Flameless atomic absorption was employed for the analysis of man-

ganese, copper, iron, and cadmium utilizing either Perkin Elmer Models

403 or 305B spectrophotometers coupled to the HGA-2000 graphite fur-

nace and a model 56 recorder. Nitrogen purge gas was employed in the in-

terrupt mode. The flameless technique was particularly advantageous

IV. Analytical Considerations
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because of its capability to handle the low concentrations and limited sam-

ple volumes encountered, but, still avoiding potentially contaminating

steps associated with other methods. Standard flame atomic absorption

methods were employed for calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium

using the model 403 and spectral settings were those suggested by Perkin

Elmer [20,21]. The heteropoly blue method [22a] for reactive silicon

dioxide and the ascorbic acid method for reactive orthophosphate [22b]

were routinely employed colorimetric methods using a Cary model 14 uv-

visible spectrophotometer. As alternative analytical methods, flameless

atomic absorption for silica, anodic stripping voltammetry with a mercury

film electrode [23,24] for copper and the standard colorimetric

procedures for iron, as iron (II) orthophenanthroline [22c], and man-

ganese, by persulfate oxidation to the permanganate [22d], were em-

ployed. Considering all the procedures, estimates of standard curve

reproducibility ranged about ±2 to 10 percent relative, depending on the

method.

Flameless atomic absorption tended to show drift in response of stan-

dards due to gradual deterioration of the graphite tube. Injection volumes

from 10 to 100 /il were routinely employed; however, only one size was

generally used for the analysis of some samples because of a nonlinear

volume-response relationship, especially for cadmium. Figure 4 illustrates

typical instrumental responses for the flameless technique.

Mn

2795 i

50 pi

Loke Water

l.8>jg/l

Fe

2483 A

50 yl

Cu
Cd

2288 i

25)jl

Interstrtlol Water

22 0 yg/l

3247 A
50 yl

Lake Water

I 4>jg/l

Irterstttlol Water

0.47 yg/i

Filter

Blank

0.2 pfl/l

Figure 4. Flameless atomic absorption analyses of Lake Superior samples.
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Working standards were regularly prepared by appropriately diluting

1000 mg/1 stock solutions with deionized distilled water which was rou-

tinely checked for impurities. Storage was in either decontaminated

polyethylene or FEP Teflon bottles and heavy metal solutions were

usually made 0.0IM in perchloric acid, which was also checked for impu-

rities. Stock solutions were prepared from reagent grade sources by direct

weighing or a standardization procedure.

In addition to using deionized water standard curves, the method of

standard addition was also routinely applied to selected samples and a

standard sample of Lake Superior water. The slope of the standard addi-

tion curve divided by the slope of the deionized water standard curve was

defined as the recovery and this was generally within 10 percent of 1.00

for all the elements except for cadmium which tended to be low for in-

terstitial water (0.78).

To determine the extent of background absorption for flameless AA
analyses, several interstitial water samples were analyzed with and

without deuterium arc background correction. With about 18 samples

analyzed for manganese, copper, and iron, the average quotients of the

nonbackground corrected values divided by the corresponding

background corrected values were 1.03, 1.12, and 1. 15, respectively. For

cadmium, reproducible results could be obtained only with background

correction. Data indicated that an abnormally large background absorp-

tion was not present; however, the background correction was generally

beneficial.

Effects of graphite furnace temperature settings on analytical results for

interstitial water samples are illustrated in figures 5 and 6. The ratio of the

average peak height for the sample divided by that of the deionized water

standard is plotted versus temperature setting. For charring, the peak

heights and peak ratios remained essentially constant for copper, man-

ganese, and iron in a temperature and time range where the metals are

normally nonvolatile. Cadmium shows considerable variation within the

studied temperature range, which can neither be attributed to a volatiliza-

fion loss at or below 800 °C nor to nonspecific background absorption. In-

crease of atomization temperature shows pronounced changes in the

plotted ratios for copper and cadmium. The peak at 2000 °C for copper is

likely due to background absorption. The uses of higher atomization tem-

peratures (2600 °C) and 0.0IM perchloric acid in the samples tended to

minimize matrix effects and produce well-formed and reproducible

atomization peaks. For the case of cadmium, the ratios changed from

about 1.2 at 1500 °C to L8 at 2000 °C. At 1500 °C, atomization peaks

were irreproducible and irregularly shaped. The presence of the 0.0IM
perchloric acid in the samples was observed to improve reproducibility
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CHARRING TEMPERATURE SETTING (X)
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Figure 5. Effect of charring temperature on the ratio of sample to standard response

(average of duplicate experiments on interstitial water).
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2000 2400
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Figure 6. Effect of atomization temperature on the ratio of sample to standard response

(average of duplicate experiments on interstitial water).

and decrease the volatility of cadmium such that 800 °C charring tempera-

tures could be used without significant volatilization loss. The absorbance

ratio for manganese and iron show essentially no changes throughout the

studied temperature range. It is apparent from this data on both charring

and atomization that significant variation can particularly occur for cad-

mium and this further suggests that the method of additions should be em-
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ployed for its analysis in addition to the use of alternate analytical

methods for checking analytical accuracy and calibration. Based on op-

timum reproducibility, sensitivity and the rate of atomization the follow-

ing temperature ranges were chosen for the samples: Atomization— cop-

per, iron, and manganese 2400 to 2600 °C, cadmium 2000 °C, silica

— maximum temperature; Charring— (30 seconds maximum) copper,

manganese, and iron 900 to 1300 °C, cadmium 400 °C, 800 °C, silica

1500 °C.

The accuracy of analytical results was investigated by analyzing in-

terstitial water samples for copper, manganese, iron, and silica employing

flameless atomic absorption and alternate analytical methods. Results

summarized in table 4 show reasonable agreement between the methods

for manganese, silica, and iron. In the case of copper, the anodic stripping

voltametric determinations are strikingly lower than the flameless atomic

absorption values by a factor of two or three. Copper has been studied in

natural waters and reported to contain essentially nonelectroactive

copper complexes which can be decomposed by a persulfate oxidation

[25 ]. Anodic stripping analyses of oxidized and unoxidized samples were

correlated with the total and "nonlabile" copper concentrations, respec-

tively. The anodic stripping analyses performed in this work were run at

pH 2 with no prior oxidations. The observed differences in analytical

results are probably due to the presence of highly stable and irreversible

copper complexes which associate and dissociate slowly and/or copper

associated with nonfilterable colloidal forms. It is therefore felt that the

flameless atomic absorption values more truly represent the total copper

content of the samples.

Table 4. Comparison of flameless atomic absorption to alternate analytical methods for
the analysis ofLake Superior samples.

Concentration Analytical Mean Standard Number
Element range Mg/1 methods ratiof deviation of

of ratio samples

Mn 1,600-10,000 a,b 0.96 0.18 16

Cu 0.5-13 a,c .43 9

Fe 2,400-9,800 a,d 1.20 !lO 6

20,000-44,000 a,e 0.89 .06 8

* Flameless atomic absorption.
^ Colorimetric manganese.
" Anodic stripping voltammetry.
^ Colorimetric iron.

* Colorimetric silica.

^ Ratio = alternate method concentration/flameiess atomic absorption concentration.
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When sampling the environment, one desires not only an accurate analysis

of a particular sample, but also an analysis which is representative of the re-

gion sampled and one that can be repeated within reasonable limits. Replicate

sediment samples were collected in the course of mapping a portion of the sea

floor on the west coast of Puerto Rico. The location is in the discharge region

of the Guanajibo River. Ten replicate grab samples were taken by independent

positioning of the ship. The samples were stripped with hydrochloric acid and

the resulting solutions analyzed by atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS) for

Ca, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mg, Ni, Pb, Sr and Zn. The standard deviations of

replicate analysis of individual samples were generally less than for the in-

dividual samples themselves. Chemical standards prepared in our laboratory

were used to determine the value of the samples. Particle size and homogenei-

ty are factors considered with respect to the number of replicates required and

sample size. The average concentrations for several elements in a set of 10

samples with confidence limits for 95 percent level as determined by AAS are

as follows: Cd, 0.840 ± 0.0 1 1 ; Co, 56.5 ± 0.2; Cr, 696 ± 8; Cu, 30.7 ± 0.4; Fe,

60000± 1010; Mn, 827 ±5; Ni, 487 ±5; Pb, 17.2 ±0.2; and Zn, 70.3 ±0.8

/Ltg/g dry sediment. A composite sample from this location was prepared for

use as a standard in future sediment analysis.

Keywords: Accuracy; Atomic Absorption Spectrometry; Caribbean; preci-

sion; Puerto Rico; replicates; sediments; standard; trace ele-

ments.

I. Introduction

Over the past few years, attention has been focused on those activities

of man which tend to worsen the quality of the aquatic environment. We

Present address; Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Department of Interior, New Orleans. La. 701 13.
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have discharged our wastes into the nearest body of water without con-

cern. This practice continued at an increasing rate until it became quite

apparent that major efforts would be necessary to avert mankind's self-

destruction. Knowledge of the present state of a system is a major step

toward determining its ability to support life, its immediate threat to man,

and what steps are needed to rectify an adverse situation. Obviously pol-

luted regions need to be sampled to establish reclamation programs and

base lines for regions where new contamination sources are anticipated.

One could, of course, rush out and collect a large number and variety of

samples and analyze for everything under the sun but this would be waste-

ful, expensive and time consuming. Rather, initially it should be decided

what knowledge of the system is needed and to what accuracy because ef-

fort tends to increase exponentially with accuracy.

Trace elements leached during the weathering process, in addition to

those added by industrial and domestic sources, are carried via streams

and sewers to lakes and bays and usually on to the ocean. However, there

may be "traps" along the way caused by changes in the physicochemical

parameters. Estuaries are prime locations for trace elements to accumu-

late due to multiple inputs and high gradients of pH, Eh, ionic conductivi-

ty, currents and suspended particle loads. Trace elements are often incor-

porated into the sediments under such conditions.

While investigating the behavior of trace elements during transport,

deposition and biological uptake, it was decided that an initial survey of

the river-ocean system was necessary to determine the distribution and

level of trace elements in sediments. This study was expanded to include

three river discharge regions on the west coast of Puerto Rico (fig. 1 ).

Variations in sample processing, laboratory standards and conditions

of analysis soon indicated a need for a natural sediment standard. One sta-

tion in the Guanajibo River (GUB-443) discharge region was chosen as

a source of a standard sediment (fig. 1 ). Sample locations are determined

by using the first number, 4, as east-west coordinate in figure 1 and the

second number, 43, as the north-south coordinate. This sediment is

receiving extensive analysis and a portion of it will be included in future

analyses of other sediment samples to serve as a check on the analytical

method. The results of replicate analyses of sediment from Guanajibo

Bay station GUB-443 are discussed below.
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Figure 1. Study region for trace elements in sediments on the west coast of Puerto Rico.

Sample numbers are determined from the horizontal numbers followed by the vertical

reference numbers.
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II. Methods and Materials

A. Sampling

The nearshore waters of western Puerto Rico were sampled from the

RV R.F. Palumbo using a Shipek grab. The grab has a spring loaded

bucket which is triggered by the impact with the sea bed. The bucket then

turns through 1 80° enclosing the nearly undisturbed sample for its trip to

the deck of the ship. Typically, the bucket is removed from the grab and

taken to a wet laboratory where the inner portion of the sample is

removed with a plastic scoop and placed in an acid cleaned plastic sedi-

ment container. The samples are then frozen until ready for analysis.

Sample locations were determined by using a combination of radar, chan-

nel marker buoys, land marks and depth soundings. A total of 10 samples

was taken at station GUB-443, each by independent positioning of the

ship. Each sample contained an excess of 500 g of sediment. The error on

positioning was approximately a radius of 50 m.

B. Sample Preparation

This general survey of trace elements in sediments required only a sim-

ple reproducible method. Prior to analysis the samples were thawed and

mixed. They were then subjected to hydrochloric acid which dissolved

most trace elements not occluded in silicious material. Sufficient wet sedi-

ment to give ^50 g of dry sediment was placed in a 250 ml beaker,

covered with a ribbed watch glass, and dried to a constant weight at 120

°C in a drying oven. After drying and weighing, the samples were treated

with 175 ml of 6N HCl and stirred periodically. (Some sediments contain

a high percentage of carbonates and therefore require more acid added

slowly in a larger beaker.) About 24 hours were allowed for the initial

stripping. The supernate was then decanted and a second addition of 125

ml of 6N HCl was added to ensure complete removal of all readily ac-

cessible trace elements. The remainder of the sediment was then treated

with several 50 ml distilled water rinses, and the latter were added to the

acid strippings. The final volume of strippings was measured, well mixed

and a 50 ml aliquot removed for analysis. This portion was centrifuged at

3000 ± 200 rpm for 5 minutes to separate suspended particulate matter.

The concentration of many of the elements determined was too high to

analyze directly by atomic absorption. Therefore, dilutions were made in

the ratios: 1 :50, 1 : 100, 1 :250, 1 :500, 1 :2500, 1 : 5000, and 1 : 10,000.

The original solutions and their diluents were placed in dry acid cleaned
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linear polyethylene bottles for analysis using a Perkin-Elmer Model

303 atomic absorption spectrophotometer.

Standard solutions of each element analyzed were run before and after

each set of analyses. Standards were also run between every 10 samples

when a large number was analyzed. The data were recorded on chart

paper as percent absorption for each sample.

C. Calculations

Percent absorption was converted to absorbance using a conversion ta-

ble. The standards were recorded on linear graph paper as absorbance

against concentration (ppm). Final concentrations were reported as

micrograms of element per gram of dry sediment after the proper dilution,

blank and conversion factors were accounted for. The elements deter-

mined and the corresponding AAS settings are given in table 1

.

Table L Atomic absorption spectrometry settings for the elements analyzed

Element Wave Slit Source Absorptivity Scale Noise
length width ma suppression

Ca 211 4 15 0.047 1

Cd 229 4 8 .10 1

Co 241 3 30 .073 1

Cr 358 4 30 .012 1

Cu 325 3 30 .038 1

Fe 248 3 30 .019

Mg 285 4 15 .52

Mn 279 3 30 .056 1

Ni 232 3 30 .024 2

Pb 283 4 8 .008 2

Sr 230 3 20 .026 1

Zn 214 4 15 .17

D. Sediment Sizes

A sample of the sediment was dried and sieved. Almost 5 1 percent of

the sample was collected on the + 4 0 screen (62.5 ^im). Sixteen percent

was collected on the + 30 screen and 32 percent was finer than + 4 0. A
few shell fragments were collected on the — 1 0 screen but accounted for

less than 0. 1 percent of the total.
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III. Results

The corresponding mean, x, estimate of the standard deviation, s, and

confidence limits for the mean at the 95 percent level for the elements

analyzed are given in table 2. These means are for 10 independent sam-

ples and include errors in sampling, analysis and inhomogeneity of the

area sampled. Only strontium has a percent relative standard deviation

greater than 3 percent (3.2%). Thus, based on this set of samples,

replicate analysis will be within 10 percent of the mean 95 percent of the

time. This is acceptable for most environmental work.

Several of the samples were selected for random repeat runs on the

AAS to check the precision of the instrument for each element analyzed.

The number of runs, fh means and standard deviations are given in table

2. The percent relative standard deviations for the replicate samples and

the repeated AAS runs are compared in figure 2. The results are quite ac-

ceptable for most of the elements analyzed, especially for Co and Mn.

However, it is apparent that problems exist for Fe, Sr and Zn.

The elemental values determined in GUB-443 sediment were com-

pared to values in shale [ 1 ] because of similar metal concentration levels

and formation (fig. 3). Incomplete dissolution may have accounted for

lower values of Cu, Sr and Zn in GUB-443 than in shale, while Co, Cr,

Mg and Ni values were higher in the sediment probably because of major

serpentinite deposits in the Guanajibo River drainage area (fig. 1). Cadmi-

um was also higher in the sediment than in shale.

The original intent of the sampling in this region was to delineate the

trace element distributions and to correlate this distribution to river

discharges [2]. The distribution of copper which correlates well with

river plume patterns is shown in figure 4. Copper had a correlation coeffi-

cient of minus 0.64 ± 0. 1 2 at the 95 percent level compared with the near-

ness-to-source parameter. The sampling was done on a 1000 m grid.

A comparison of the values for copper at GUB-443 and the four

nearest samples is given in table 3. The expected range on the single sam-

ple value is plus or minus about 10 percent. The samples to the north

(GUB-442) and southeast (GUB-344) are not significantly different from

GUB-443. However, the sample to the south (GUB-444) appears to be

significantly larger and the sample to the west (GUB-543) is definitely

smaller.

Anomalies, such as the increase in copper south of GUB-443, i.e.,

downstream from the apparent source, may require further sampling. This

may be accomplished by replicates at GUB-444, sampling for local lateral

distribution, and/or measuring other parameters such as associated trace
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SAMPLE REPLICATES q

q = percent relative standard deviation

Figure 2. A comparison of the percent relative standard deviations, q, for metal concentra-

tions in 10 replicate sediment samples and repeated runs on the AAS.
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Figure 3. A comparison of metal concentrations in GUB-443 sediment and shale.
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Figure 4. The distribution of copper i/xglg) in marine sediments is closely related to river

plume patterns.

Table 3. Comparison of copper values determined at GVB-443 and the four nearest samples

Sample Direction ng Cu/g sediment s n

number

GUB-443 — 30.7 0.6 10

442 N 35.7 1

344 SE 29.4 1

444 S 43.7 . 1

543 W 17.5 1
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element concentrations, E//, major element concentrations, or bathymet-

ric anomalies.

These detailed studies may require a change in the approach outlined

above. For example, the complete dissolution of the sample and a number

of replicates and/or larger sample sizes may be required. The sample size

is usually increased as the grain size and inhomogeneity increase.

Several methods are available to determine the number of replicate

samples that are necessary for the desired confidence limits [3,4]. How-
ever, these methods are purely statistical and do not take into account the

variability of parameters found in natural systems. Usually, the number of

replicates is kept to a minimum to reduce the overall effort.

A practical method is to analyze a number of replicates {e.f:., 10) at a

"typical" spot in the region of interest. Then a statistical analysis of the

results is used to determine the number of replicates to be taken in the fu-

ture based upon the desired confidence limits.

A computer program was devised to do multiple mean and standard

deviation calculations on the trace element values obtained from the

analyses of the 10 GUB-443 replicates to obtain a measure of the range of

these values. The calculations were made on the first 2 values, then the

first 3 and so on through 10. Then the order was changed by placing the

last values first and moving the others up one. The mean and standard

deviations were again determined in the same manner as before. This pat-

tern was repeated for a total of 10 runs. Ten runs cannot be compared to

the 10 factorial possible combinations of these values, but they do give a

good estimate of the range of x and 5 as a? increases from 2 to 9.

Plots of X, s and q are shown for two trace elements (Cr and Cu) in

figures 5 and 6. The range was used for a? = 1 in the plots of x against

The other values were the high and low means as determined in the pro-

gram above. In the plots of s against /?, the high and low values were

plotted as well as their averages, s. The top plot in figures 5 and 6 is the

percent relative standard deviation, q, against n where

q = ~ (100)
X

and X is the mean determined for all 10 samples. This should result in a

smooth curve, a function of l/n^^^. however,. in practice the plots of q
against n can usually be reduced to two straight lines. The n at or to the

right of the intersection of these two straight lines then represents an op-

timum number of replicates for this element at this location. An inspection

of the elements Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb, and Zn show a spread of n =
3 to A2 = 5 as being the optimum number of replicates.
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g25^2__i I _i I I I I I L_123456789 10

n

Figure 5. Plots used to determine optimum number of replicates for chromium in sediment

fromGUB-443.

IV. Discussion

If there is a need for replicate samples, at least three should be taken

and usually little is gained by taking more than five replicates. An excep-

tion to this may be when small differences are being sought between two

similar values. Precision and accuracy can be improved by increasing the
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sample size and/or the number of samples. There is a limit to this if non-

destructive neutron activation is used for the analyses. For large grained

sediment samples or inhomogeneous samples it is better to dissolve a

large sample and irradiate a portion of the solution [5 ]

.
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V. Summary

The degree of accuracy required in a particular environmental in-

vestigation should be determined initially, realizing that the error in one

step of the process may be several orders of magnitude greater than in

another.

The chemical analysis should be as accurate as practical. However, ex-

treme accuracy in the analysis of a sample may not be warranted if natural

variability is high and only orders of magnitude are required. Preliminary

sampling may be necessary if little is known of a region, to determine the

level of trace element concentrations, as well as sample size and the

number of replicates necessary to accurately describe the system. The use

of natural standards in addition to laboratory standards is desirable as a

check on the analytical procedure and the degree of accuracy.
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Most of the rare earths in yttrium, gadolinium and lanthanum oxides emit

characteristic fluorescent line spectra under irradiation with photons, elec-

trons and X rays. The sensitivity and selectivity of the rare earth fluorescences

are high enough to determine the trace amounts (0.01 to 100 ppm) of rare

earths. The absolute fluorescent intensities of solids, however, are markedly

affected by the synthesis procedure, level of contamination and crystal perfec-

tion, resulting in poor accuracy and low precision for the method (larger than

50% error). Special care in preparation of the samples is required to obtain

good accuracy and precision.

It is found that the accuracy and precision for the determination of trace

(less than 10 ppm) rare earths by fluorescence analysis is improved signifi-

cantly, while still maintaining the sensitivity, when the determination is made

by comparing the ratio of the fluorescent intensities of the trace rare earths to

that of a deliberately added rare earth as reference. The variation in the ab-

solute fluorescent intensity remains, but is compensated for by measuring the

fluorescent line intensity ratio. Consequently, the determination of trace rare

earths (with less than 3% error) is easily made by a photoluminescence

technique in which the rare earths are excited directly by photons. Accuracy

is still maintained when the absolute fluorescent intensity is reduced by 50 per-

cent through contamination by Ni, Fe, Mn or Pb (about 100 ppm). Determina-

tion accuracy is also improved for fluorescence analysis by electron excitation

and x-ray excitation. For some rare earths, however, accuracy by these

techniques is reduced because indirect excitation mechanisms are involved.

The excitation mechanisms and the interferences between rare earths are also

reported.

Keywords: Fluorescence method analysis; rare earths, as an internal

reference; rare earths, determination of trace amounts.
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Most of the naturally occurring trace rare earths in purified yttrium,

gadolinium and lanthanum oxides emit characteristic fluorescent lines

under irradiation with photons, electrons and x rays, and the sensitivity

and selectivity of these rare earth fluorescences are high enough to deter-

mine trace amounts (0.001 to 100 ppm) [ 1-3 ]. The luminescence of these

traces in the oxides, however, is markedly affected by the synthesis

procedure, the level of non-rare earth contamination and the crystal per-

fection, resulting in poor accuracy and low precision for the method. Dif-

ferences and other uncertainties in the geometry of the experimental ar-

rangement also give rise to considerable variation in the results.

We describe here a significant improvement in accuracy, precision and

sensitivity of the fluorescence method of determining trace rare earths

less than 10 ppm. In this method we compare the ratio of the lu-

minescence intensities of the rare earths to that of a deliberately added

rare earth acting as an internal reference. The variation in the lumin-

escence intensity measurements remains, but is compensated for by

measuring the fluorescence line intensity ratio. Consequently, a deter-

mination of trace rare earths can easily be made with less than 3 percent

error.

The reference rare earth should not interfere with the rare earth to be

detected, either by quenching or enhancing its luminescence. Figure 1

shows the onset of such interferences as the concentration of each possible

reference rare earth is increased. It can be seen that Ce and Pr interfere at

concentrations greater than 5 ppm more strongly than other RE's (except

in Y2O3 containing Tb and Ho). From the viewpoint of least interference

and high fluorescence efficiency, terbium is the best internal reference.

Figure 2 shows the results of the cathodoluminescence analysis of dys-

prosium using terbium. The measured fluorescent intensities of terbium

and dysprosium show much scatter from sample to sample and as a func-

tion of concentration, but the fluorescent intensity ratio (Dy/Tb) falls

smoothly on a straight line having a slope of 0.8. The explanation for the

slope of 0.8 is as follows: the concentration dependence curve of the terbi-

um fluorescence has unit slope under electron and photon irradiation but

the dysprosium curve has 0.8 slope under electron irradiation and has unit

slope under photon irradiation; consequently, the slope of the Dy/Tb
fluorescence ratio curve is 0.8 for cathodoluminescence and 1.0 for

photoluminescence.

Figure 3 shows results using photon excitation for Y2O3 containing

equivalent amounts of Eu, Dy and Pr as a function of concentration. At

greater than 3 ppm, Pr interferes with Eu and Dy. Each rare earth intensi-

ty ratio curve extrapolates smoothly to the zero-point, and the straight

line for Pr (no interference with Eu and Dy) and the smooth curves for Eu
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Dy concentration (ppm)

Figure 2. Cathodoluminescence intensity ofTb (10 ppm) and of Dy as a function of concen-

tration compared to the intensity ratio (Dy/Tb).

concentration (ppm)

Figure 3. Photoluminescence intensity ratios (Eu/Tb), (Dy/Tb) and (Pr/Tb) as a function of

concentration ( [Dy] = [Eu] = [Pr]). Tb concentration is 5 ppm.
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and Dy (interference with Pr at [Pr] > 3 ppm) are consistent with figure

1. Figure 3 thus indicates the high accuracy obtainable.

High accuracy is still maintained in the presence of 100 ppm Ni, Fe,

Mn or Pb, even though the luminescence is decreased by 50 percent.
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X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis has been successfully used to analyze

over 1000 rock, cement and ore samples per year for elements including F,

Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, CI, V, K, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Cr, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ga, Rb, Sr,

Y, Zr, Ba, Cs, Ce, La, Pb, Th, and U. Detection limits are never greater than

10 ppm and optimally are as low as 1 ppm for 60 second counting times. Accu-

racy is mainly limited by the accuracy of available standards which for major

and minor elements are not known to better than 0.1 to 0.01 percent. Data

reduction and matrix corrections are made by computer and programs have

been developed in both FORTRAN IV and FOCAL- 1 1 language.

Keywords: Mineral analysis; trace analysis; x-ray fluorescence.

I. Introduction

When excited by an incident beam of electrons, gamma rays or high

energy x rays, elements in a sample fluoresce secondary x rays of

wavelength which are characteristic to each element, and which increase

in energy regularly with atomic number of the emitting element. As the

spectra are simple, complete resolution of the different wavelengths can

be achieved with a crystal monochromator. Satisfactory resolution can

also be attained by an energy dispersive system for elements heavier than

calcium, but energy differences between the Ka lines of elements lighter

than calcium are too small for effective resolution by the energy disper-

sive system, the resolution being never better than 130 eV compared with

about 5 eV for a good crystal.

The output from a spectrometer of wavelength dispersive type is digital

1109
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and computer processable. The intensity of the emitted x-ray beam is, un-

fortunately, not only proportional to the concentration of the element in

a sample, but is also inversely related to the average mass absorption

characteristics of the sample. The bulk mass absorption coefficients of

two silicate samples may differ by 100 percent, and the method relies on

first establishing the slope of the emitted intensity per percent of element

concentration, by means of a standard of known concentration. Obvi-

ously, unless the difference in mass absorption can be allowed for, the

method has little use, and the method can be no better than the accuracy

to which the concentration of the element in the standard has been deter-

mined.

The following is a summary of procedures which may be used in XRF
analysis, and of possible sources of error.

II. Summary of Procedures

A. Preparation for Analysis

(a) For elements lighter than iron it is necessary to fuse the powdered

sample in a 2: 1 mixture with lithium tetraborate. The glass bead produced

must have an optically flat surface, preferably poHshed, for analysis.

Greater dilution or the use of heavy absorbers is highly undesirable

because of reduced countrate and homogeneity problems unless only a

partial analysis is required.

(b) For elements heavier than iron a pressed powder briquette, ce-

mented together with a few drops of polyvinyl alcohol cement, is all that

is necessary.

B. Replication Errors

If the glass bead in (a) above is thoroughly stirred both as powder and

in the melt, replication will be within the statistical counting uncertainty,

/.^.,±0.2/SiO2. In a test of sample homogeneity we recently made up 42

replicate powder pellets. These gave maximum and minimum figures for

strontium of 141 and 143 ppm, and 22.7 and 21.1 ppm rubidium. These

were all within the counting uncertainty of± 1.8 ppm. The lighter the ele-

ment the greater is the error in sample reproducibility due to the shallower

depth of penetration of the x rays. For nickel, replication may be as great

as twice the statistical error, and for chromium up to three times. Chromi-
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um should be determined on a glass bead but we usually sacrifice accura-

cy for speed in this case.

C. VOLATILES

Providing the total amount of volatiles in a rock does not exceed 5 per-

cent, no serious error ensues when results are summed to 100 percent free

of volatiles, though the flux/rock ratio is in error by this amount. When the

total volatile content is 5 percent or greater a loss on ignition determina-

tion should be done for each sample before major element analysis. The
loss on ignition for each sample and for the flux has to be entered into the

computer program.

D. Backgrounds

For the major elements, the background is low and constant, the

peak/background ratio for 1 percent Ti02 being 745 : 1 . The computer pro-

gram may either subtract a fixed background count, or the actual, if pro-

vided. Trace element procedures differ according to the amount of ele-

ment, e.g., for nickel in the 5 to 200 ppm range a background is measured

on either side of the peak. At 200 to 2000 ppm only one background is

necessary and over 2000 ppm a predetermined constant background cor-

rection is all that is required.

Background slope or curvature corrections are needed for any concen-

tration under 2000 ppm. A spec-pure glass plate is always used for stan-

dardization, and the computer program calculates curvature factors based

on this.

E. Counting Errors

The computer program will calculate only intensity data bracketed

between standards which differ by less than three times the possible

statistical error. The possible error is the square root of the sum of the

squares of the errors in the standard, unknowns and glass plate both for

peaks and background. This possible error at the 95 percent confidence

level is printed out after every determination.

F. Counting Efficiency

Obviously, as the counting error is inversely proportional to N, the
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number of counts accumulated, an x-ray fluorescence spectrometer with

an efficient optical system will give better results, or require shorter

operating time. Typical intensity yields are given in table 1. The spec-

trometer used is now 8 years old; newer spectrometers may attain up to

30 percent more counts per percent element. The use of new crystals such

as graphite and thorium acid phthalate, together with a 2 fim polycar-

bonate flowcounter window, greatly improves the analysis of light ele-

ments. One micrometer stretched-polypropylene windows have been

found to be too unreliable. A thorium acid phthalate crystal has 2 1/2

times the refractive efficiency of rubidium acid phthalate which is in turn

twice as efficient as potassium acid phthlate.

G. Matrix Errors

The difference in fluorescent yield of an element in the same concentra-

tion in samples of different matrix may be as great as 20 percent in geolog-

ical materials fused in tetraborate, and in excess of 100 percent for trace

elements in powder pellets. The element being analyzed may either be ab-

sorbed or enhanced by a second element present. In figure 1 the effect of

absorption by MgO in AI2O3 and the enhancement of magnesium by alu-

minum is shown. The relationship between every element pair in a sample

is somewhat similar. The characteristics of each parabolic curve can be

described by an equation of the type = R.4 (1 + aB) [ 1 ] . The expres-

sion for the enhancement curve is more complex and preliminary work
shows that the condition of a heavy self-absorbing element in a light

matrix is again described by a symmetric, positive curve. Unfortunately,

little information is as yet available for very few elements or oxide pairs.

H. Computer Routine MATRIX

For major elements in silicate samples this FORTRAN IV or

FOCAL- 1 1 program accepts an array of nominal concentrations obtained

by ratioing the x-ray intensity of an unknown against that of a standard.

Absorption coefficients [3 ] are read in or stored permanently in the com-

puter. Two mass absorption coefficients have to be calculated for each

sample, one for the incident primary beam for which a value of average ef-

fective exciting wavelength is assumed, and one for the monochromatic

emitted beam. For the major elements the procedure is iterative, about

five iterations being necessary for each analysis. The basic calculation fol-

lows:
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_ ^ Ra {A, + A2)a— v^s

Rs {A, + A2)s

where C a = concentration of element A

C g = known concentration in standard

Ra = intensity rate of element A in sample

Rs = intensity of the same element in standard

A^ = absorption coefficient for the average effective exciting wavelengths

A 2 = absorption coefficient for emitted radiation

A^ and Ao are calculated for both sample and standard.

It will be seen that no correction for enhancement is made. We have never

been able to show that rocks higher in AI2O3, for example, give anoma-

lously high MgO results. The W-1 diabase standard with 14.8 percent

AI2O3 and 6.6 percent MgO gives correct results for the DTS dunite (50%
MgO,0.2% AI2O3)-

1. Program X-TRACE

For the trace elements (below 1%), a single calculation of absorption

coefficients for both standard and unknown reduces the error. If the major

element composition is not known, the absorption coefficient may be

measured and calculated directly (program NORRISH), or approximated

by taking the inverse of the Compton-scattered peak intensities (program

X-COMP).

J. Limitation of Matrix Programs

We have not been able to detect any consistent residual matrix error

when analyzing geological materials. However, if it is attempted to use

pure FcoOs as a standard for iron in a basalt, or pure Si02 as a standard for

silica in a rock, it is necessary to assume different average effective excit-

ing wavelengths [4]. As we do not normally determine iron ores and

similar materials, using silicate rock standards, the present system has so

far proved adequate (table 2).

K. Computer Output

Several alternative forms of handling intensity data have been

developed at the Universite de Montreal.

1. Central Computer: Intensity data are output onto data cards which
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Figure 1. Preliminary diagram showing the absorption and enhancement effects in

AI2O3 —MgO mixtures, the Al radiation being strongly absorbed by the Mg which is in

turn secondarily enhanced by the Al Ka radiation originating within the sample. Note the

asymmetry of the absorption curve, possibly due to the presence of varying amounts of

oxygen; more likely, this is due to the selective absorption of primary wavelengths near

the Al absorption line.

are read through a CDC 200 series terminal to the Central Cyber 74 com-

puter. Results are both printed and punched onto a card deck for filing.

The time for calculation of 1 20 analyses for 1 0 elements is 27 seconds and

costs $7.05. The rental of the on-line key punch is $75 per month.

2. Real-time Computer: An 8K PDP-11 is interfaced to the spec-

trometer. Data reduction and matrix correction routines in FOCAL- 11

language are stored on paper tape. Nominal results are printed immediate-

ly together with comments on precision, duplication error, and machine

conditions. The time required to make the matrix corrections for a single

analysis is 21 seconds for 5 iterations. The cost was $9000 for the PDP-
1 1 and teletype, $400 for the interface, and about $2000 for software.

3. Terminal to Central Computer: A T.I. Silent 700 terminal costing

$3000 was linked by acoustic coupler to the computer center and data

from the spectrometer read in at intervals in the form of paper tape. This

was found to be the least reUable approach and was abandoned.
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L. Data Handling

As an XRF spectrometer may produce 1000 or more reliable analyses

for up to 30 elements per year, these must be stored on computer file. We
maintain a file of about 12,000 rock analyses (GEOKEM) and a series of

data retrieval, plotting, statistical and presentation routines all of which

are stored on disc at the main computer center.

The precision of XRF consistently exceeds the accuracy of the availa-

ble standards for almost all elements. Thus, while the elements K, Ti, Mn
in rocks are reproducible to 0.002 percent, no standard is available with

accuracy better than 0.0 1 percent.

Detectable differences between XRF and the methods used at the U.S.

Geological Survey were found only for AI2O3 of the 10 major elements

[5 ] . Isotope dilution results agreed within ±0.2 ppm in a study of rubidi-

um in Icelandic basalt, well within the calculated uncertainty of± 0.4 ppm

[6 ] . The agreement between a routine set ofXRF results and ID is given

in table 3. An unpublished comparison of 20 Archaean metabasalts deter-

mined for K in the 0.002 to 0.5 percent range showed the XRF to be con-

sistently 20 ppm high. The graphite crucibles used for fusion had been

previously used for granites. Refusion of fresh powder in Pt crucibles

gave results without systematic bias.

Table 3. Comparison of analyses of Rb and Sr standard rocks by isotope dilution methods
(Fairbairn and Hurley, 1971) and routine x-ray fluorescence methods used in this laboratory

Standard Isotope dilution results X-ray fluorescence results

M. Accuracy

Rock
Number Rb Sr Rb Sr

W-1
BCR
AGV
GSP
G-2

48.3 ± 0.1

68.0 ± 1.0

251.0 ± 1.0

171 ± 5.0

22.0

334 ± 2.0

661.0 ± 6.0

236 ± 3.0

479 ±6.0

180.0 22.6 ± 0.2

49.0 ± 0.3

70.0 ± 0.6

264.0 ± 1.4

177.0 ± 0.5

185.0 ± 1.0

333.0 ± 0.8

665.0 =fc 0.4

231.0 ± 0.6

477.2 ± 1.0

Spiking procedures may be used for trace elements only when a salt of

the element has absorption characteristics similar to those of the sample

being spiked. A granite spiked with 200 ppm of strontium as SrNOs when
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used as a standard gave 251 ppm in G-1 compared with the accepted

value of 250 ppm [4]. If pure fluxes were available this restriction would

not apply, but even spec-pure Li2B407 contains at least 10 ppm each of

the alkali elements. Were it possible to use uncontaminated flux material,

pure element, oxide or a salt of any kind could be used for spiking.

II. Conclusions

XRF analysis is probably the most rapid and precise method of analysis

currently available. No other method allows an inexperienced operator to

produce trace element data accurate to 1 to 2 ppm in times of as little as

60 seconds. The ready computerization of output eliminates computa-

tional error.

When better interelement data are available it should be possible to

analyze any solid or liquid material to 0.5 percent accuracy. At present

the accuracy possible in geological material is limited by the standards

available and is especially poor for F, P, S, Ca, K, V, Ti, Mn, Ga, and Zr.

Isotope dilution results are generally more precise than XRF at levels

below 10 ppm for Sr, Rb and K.
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The California Air Resources Board has operated an aerosol monitoring

network of up to 15 stations since January 1973, using impactors to collect

size segregated samples and ion-excited x-ray emission to perform the sub-

sequent elemental analyses. Two-stage Lundgren-type rotary drum impactors

with afterfilters collect particles in the 0.1 to 0.6 ^xm. 0.6 to 5 /jltu. and 5 to 20

/xm size ranges. Alpha beams from an isochronous cyclotron, possessing ener-

gies of 18 MeV, are used to excite x-rays in the aerosol samples, which are

then detected by a Si(Li) x-ray detector. On-line data collection and reduction

codes generate aereal densities for elements between sodium and uranium,

with sensitivities in the nanogram per cubic meter range for most elements.

During the first year of operation, about 12.000 analyses were performed as

part of this program. Each analysis normally included between 15 and 25 ele-

ments. In order to insure that all results were accurate, extensive programs

were undertaken in quality assurance. The first concern involved proper

operation of the aerosol collection systems. Uranene dye studies were able to

generate information on the particle size cuts induced by the impactor slits, as

well as indicate the importance of nonoptimum collection effects such as

bounce-off from the drum surfaces. However, extensive studies with real

aerosols were required before the problem of bounce-off for dry, silicious

aerosols was solved by coating the drums with 530 /xg/cm^ mylar upon which

was deposited about 50 /xg/cm- paraffin. Penetration of the Nuclepore final

filter contributed important corrections to the smallest size range, based upon

the work of Spurney and Lodge. Operation of the collection system was

verified through extensive comparisons on an element by element basis with

high-volume filter samplers, and a nominal collecfion error of± 1 5 percent was

assigned from these causes. Absolute accuracy of the analysis system was

established through the use of 28 gravimetric thin film standards, and con-

firmed by numerous interlaboratory and inter-method comparisons, all of

1119
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which showed that the nominal analytical accuracy of± 10 percent was quite

conservative. Major corrections for light elements, loading effects, which

limited accuracy to ± 30 percent for sodium in the worst case.

Keywords: Aerosol; California aerosol monitoring program; elemental

analysis; ion beam analysis; monitoring; particle sizing; time

resolution.

I. Introduction

The importance of the solid and liquid components of the atmosphere,

the atmospheric aerosol, to air quality monitoring programs has long been

recognized. Compared to gaseous pollutants, the aerosol is usually the

dominant factor in visibility reduction, transport of medium and heavy

toxic elements, and soiling. It serves as the final step in many of the

processes occurring in the atmosphere that remove gaseous pollutants.

Thus, knowledge of aerosol sources, transport, transformations, and sinks

is of paramount importance in many situations.

Attempts to include the atmospheric aerosol in monitoring programs

have, however, been frustrated by the complexity of the task. First and

most important, the aerosol consists of an ensemble of particles with an

unlimited variety of sizes and shapes. This information is essential for

evaluation of transport properties, health effects, and visibility reduction,

while being very useful in source identification.

A second point of great importance involves the elemental and chemi-

cal complexity of these particles. While relatively few chemical com-

pounds dominate gaseous pollutants (although hydrocarbons pose in-

teresting problems), no attempt has been seriously made to enumerate im-

portant chemical states found in aerosols. A listing of elements found in

an average urban aerosol to a level of 0. 1 percent of the most abundant

component commonly reaches 20 to 30 elements. Such a listing for gase-

ous pollutants is usually limited to five elements.

Considering these difficulties, it is not surprising that normally only the

total mass of aerosol collected on a filter is included in aerosol monitoring

efforts, although some estimate of soiling and occasional analyses for a

few key chemicals or elements are included. A major barrier to better

aerosol monitoring has been the difficulty of obtaining enough material in

a particle sizing device for subsequent analyses. Common use of destruc-

tive techniques such as atomic absorption spectrophotometry also plays

a role in limiting the number of analyses that can be made once a sample

has been collected.

Advances in energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, based on use of the
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Si(Li) or Ge(Li) solid state high resolution x-ray detectors, have allowed

some of these difficulties to be surmounted. Here one has a nondestruc-

tive technique with a very broad elemental range and relatively uniform

minimum detectable limits that is suited to (and in fact, requires) limited

amounts of sample material. This in turn allows one to use commonly
available particle sizing devices. A final point is that, in a multielement

mode, the cost of each elemental determination in an average urban

aerosol is less than $1.00, thus allowing extensive determinations of ele-

mental levels at reasonable cost.

The program run by the University of California at Davis for the

California Air Resources Board has attempted to capitalize upon these

advances. A 15 stations network has been established in California, based

upon continuous sampling of aerosols in three particle size ranges (20 to

3.6 fjum; 3.6 to 0.65 /im; 0.65 to 0. 1 />tm), followed by analysis for sodium

and heavier elements by ion-excited x-ray emission (lEXE) and other

methods. New problems in quality control and verification of results have

arisen, however, due not only to the enormous quantity of positive

identifications (> 200,000 in the first year) but also to the details of sam-

ple collection, transport, and analysis. The methods used to perform the

verifications necessary to establish validity of the data form the remainder

of this paper.

II. Validation of Systems Operation

A. Description of Sample Collection

Aerosol samples were collected by means of Lundgren type rotating

drum impactors [ 1 ] which operated for 7 days unattended at up to 15

sites in California. Samples were collected in three size ranges by two

rotating drums and an after filter. Although increasing the number of

stages increases information about the particle size distribution of the col-

lected aerosol, the cost of analysis becomes prohibitive. Initially, it was

decided to design a unit with two stages. The cut-point would be set at the

minimum of the "bimodal distribution" [2] which occurs at approximate-

ly 4 )Ltm. However, two important reasons dictated a third stage.

1. The size distribution of the atmospheric aerosol between 0.1 and 4

/xm was known to be very important in terms of health effects, visibility

degradation, source identification, and transport properties. To aid in
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elucidating these phenomena, a cut-point in this size range would be ex-

tremely important.

2. By establishing a cut-point near the peak in the mass distribution, as

much mass as possible could be collected on the impaction stages, thus

minimizing filter loading problems.

A cut-point of 0.65 fjcm was chosen. This proved to be a fortunate

choice since the data revealed that it separated automotive aerosols

(less than 0.65 fim) from stationary fossile source, sulfur-dominated

aerosols (between 0.65 and 3.6 fim). Thus, in the final analysis, the size

ranges were: " •

Stage 1 (rotating impaction surface) — about 20 fjum (set by intake

manifold design) to 3.6 fxm.

Stage 2 (rotating impaction surfaces) —3.6 to 0.65 fxTn.

Stage 3 (after filter) -0.65 to 0. 1 /im.

The aerodynamic properties for stages 1 and 2 are similar to stages 2 and

4 of the Lundgren impactor. The pump supplied with the unit is a 1/10 hp

Gast carbon vane rated at 1.25 cfm at 10" Hg (see fig. 1 for diagram of

system).

The rotary drum stages were covered with 530 ixglcm^ of type S mylar

upon which about 50 /Ltg/cm'^ of paraffin was deposited. This was obtained

from a 3 percent paraffin in toluene solution. Nuclepore filters with a 0.8

fim pore size were used. Nuclepore was chosen because its surface

deposition properties allowed accurate x-ray analysis of low Z elements

(Na to Si). Using the mass distribution ofWhitby et al. [3 ] and the theory

of Spurny and Lodge [4] a collection efficiency of 48 percent was deter-

mined for particles between 0.1 to 0.65 ^tm. High efficiency filters could

have been used but quantitative information on low Z elements (Na to Si)

would have been lost. In the higher efficiency filters, particles are en-

trapped through the media in an unknown distribution. Therefore,

although nuclepore was inefficient, it was chosen as the filter medium
because the necessary correction factors were better understood and

documented.

B. Validation of Sample Collection Techniques

1. Particle Loss in Impaction

Particle loss occurs when particles adhere to any unanalyzable struc-

tural component of the impactor. The importance of this process was

established through the following studies.

a. Uranene dye studies performed by Environmental Research Cor-
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Figure 1 . Diagram of aerosol sample collection system.

poration supplied values for particle loss that were less than 5 percent, for

all particle sizes from 0.65 to 20 fim. This was done by collecting uranene

dye particles from all nonanalyzable surfaces in the unit and comparing

the deposition to that seen on the drum surface.

b. Paraffin studies were performed when the units first arrived in order

to verify collection efficiency for realistic dry aerosols [5 ] . Nine identical

units were operated for 48 hours in a random array on the roof of the

Physics/Geology building at Davis. Foils were prepared with paraffin

loadings from 0 /xg/cm^ to 50 /ig/cm^, with two impactors used at each

coating thickness. The results, shown in figure 2, indicated that saturation

of the paraffin capture improvement at ~ 150 percent of the uncoated

value occurred at ~ 12 /ig/cm^. Thus, the 50 /uLgjcm- used appeared

adequate.

c. Numerous comparisons were made with samples collected on filters,

again using naturally occurring aerosols. Filter penetration effects limited

the accuracy of these tests, but they were adequate to establish losses at
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100

^"-f-' STAGE 1 ,>3.6 yum

STAGE 2 ,<3.6 Mm

SUM, STAGES 1 + 2 + F

FIT

752 4 6 8 10/ / 25 50

THICKNESS OF PARAFFIN COATING (;ug/cm2)

Figure 2. Results of studies to determine adequate paraffin coating thickness.

less than 10 percent for aerosols below 20 fim effective diameter. Loss of
soil derived aerosols larger than this diameter, however, were a major ef-

fect.

d. A limited number of samples were analyzed for total elemental con-
tent, hydrogen and above, by elastic alpha scattering, for both stages and
the filters. These tests gave results totalling between 75 and 115 /Ltg/m^, in

reasonable agreement with average mass values obtained by gravimetric
methods from high volume filter samplers at the same sites. These com-
parisons will be greatly expanded in the coming year.

2. Particle Loss in Filtration

As was mentioned in section II. A., a surface deposition filter was

chosen in order to minimize matrix effects associated with the absorption

of low Z x-rays such as those from sodium in the filter medium. However,

a major amount of filter penetration occurred, and corrections had to be

applied.

a. The importance of these effects was calculated by folding the

penetration values established by Spurny and Lodge [4] at each size

range into the mass distribution established by Whitby et al. [3 ] in the 0.

1

to 0.8 ptm size range. This resulted in a calculated capture efficiency of 48

percent in the 0. 1 to 0.65 jxm interval.
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b. Lead aerosols in California have been shown by this and other stud-

ies to have a size distribution typical of the anthropogenic peak of Whit-

by et al. [6]. In addition, lead aerosols are monitored by standard high

volume samplers at many locations. A comparison of 38 Hi-Vol lead

values with the results of the impactor were used to evaluate filter

penetration, giving a value of (54 ±5%) for the capture efficiency of the

nuclepore filter. This value was used for the correction factor for all ele-

ments occurring in the less than 0.65 /xm size range.

a. Uranene dye studies performed by Environmental Research Cor-

poration provided the primary standard by which the size cuts were set

(fig. 3). Note also that these cuts were very similar to well documented

values for the aerodynamically similar stages 2 and 4 of the standard

Lundgren impactor {p=\).

* Airflow rates are given in cubic feet per minute.

b. Confirmation of the particle sizing capabilities of the unit were ob-

tained through scanning electron microscopy (SEM) pictures of each

stage and the filter. Several elemental profiles were also taken on the

SEM. Several dozen scans were taken, and while loss of volatiles and

density variations did not allow direct comparison with uranene dye stud-

ies, semi-quantitative agreement was obtained. In particular, particles

seen on the after filter were properly sized, with the few larger particles

seen being "fluffy" substances of low melting point, mainly light element

composition, and low density. This was important in evaluating results

obtained showing major amounts of soil derived elements in the less than

0.65 )Ltm particle size range. The upper size range was also determined by

SEM scans to occur at around 14 iim diameter for real particles. Since

elemental data and SEM morphology indicated soil derivation for most of

the mass, a density of ~ 2 g/cm^ was assumed for these particles, resulting

in an effective aerodynamic diameter of ~ 20 /txm. This agreed with rough

calculations for intake capture at 3 knot winds.

c. Evaluations of nonoptimum collection effects as they affected parti-

cle sizing were made as part of the paraffin tests (II.B.l). As shown in

table 1, particle sizing errors for uncoated stages were major, in fact,

twice as serious as particle loss effects. Thus, the improvement shown in

3. Particle Sizing Effects

Stage 1—Multiday —3.6 yum

Stage 2—Lundgren—5.0

Stage 2—Multiday—0.65 yum

Stage 4—Lundgren—0.5 fim

(1 cfm)*

(4 cfm)

(1 cfm)

(4 cfm)
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Table 1. Summary of sample collection corrections

1. Large particle cut-off Dp = 20 /j.m, p = 1 , variable w/wind velocity

2. First stage cut point Dp = 3.6 fxm, p = 1

3. Second stage cut point Dp = 0.65 yum, p = 1

4. Filter cut point Dp = 0.1 p.m, p = 1, effective

5. Impaction capture efficiency (94 ±4)%
6. Filter capture efficiency (54 ±5)%
7. Sizing errors due to nonoptimum < 5 %

collection
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sizing efficiency as the paraffin coating increased not only set limits on

sizing errors but also particle loss effects.

d. Important indirect evidence of the proper operation of the unit with

regards to sizing was given by the variations seen in elemental values from

stage to stage during this program. On many occasions, values on the first

stages were 1 00 times the values on the filter, or conversely, values on the

second stage plus filter were 30 times the values on the first stage. This

probably represents the strongest quantitative evidence of correct sizing

in many instances.

C. Description OF Sample Transport
AND Handling

In order to establish a fast, inexpensive and reliable method for trans-

porting samples and clean replacement materials between sampling sites

and the analytical laboratories at Davis, incoming and outgoing samples

were mailed weekly in a specially designed container which housed the

two rotary drums on which were placed the mylar coated strips and seven

petri dishes containing the 47 mm nuclepore filters. The package was

designed to minimize damage in the mails and contamination that could

occur in transport. The samples were received in house, logged in,

checked against the accompanying flow record, marked, and prepared for

analysis. After being cut, the mylar samples were mounted into glassless

plastic slide frames and placed into appropriately coded slide trays. The

nuclepore was mounted as received in slide frames.

D. Validation of Sample Tilansport

AND Handling Techniques

1. Contamination During Transport and Handling

It was necessary to evaluate contamination in transport and handling.

This was accomplished in the following manner. Mylar was cut to size and

wrapped around the drums. The drums then were dipped into a paraffin

toluene solution and allowed to dry, the standard procedure for all drums.

The drums were then placed in the specially designed mailer and sent to

a remote site. The drums were placed in an operating unit. The intake to

the two-stage section was then disconnected. The drums were allowed to

go through the normal week-rotation. At this point the drums were sent

back to Davis where they were handled exactly as any other sample to be

analyzed. It should be emphasized that the drums were left in a running
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impactor and the possibility existed for some aerosol to settle out. The fol-

lowing table lists the ratio, (handling amount)/(average actual amount).

The average actual amount was determined from the results of site opera-

tional during the same time period throughout the area, and represents an

average aerosol. The results were as follows:

Element Percent

Al 5.2

Si 9.0

S 1.5

CI 2.0

K 11.4

Ca 7.9

Fe 8.3

All others <.5

The experiment was repeated at a later date in exactly the same manner

with the following exception: the drums were not placed in an operating

unit. The following ratios were obtained:

Element Percent

Al 1.0

Si 2.0

S <1.5

CI <1.5

K 2.0

Ca <1.5

Fe <1.5

All others <1.5

This represents a more reasonable estimate of the contamination

problem. This is well within the stated uncertainties of the system and no

corrections are applied.

2. Particle Losses in Transport and Handling

The effect of particles being shaken or removed from the coated drums

were found to be negligible. One method of showing this is to divide a

sample immediately after collection, preparing one immediately for analy-

sis and allowing the other to proceed through the mailing process. The
ratio (mailed)/(unmailed) will then give the loss due to "shake-off."

This ratio was found to be essentially one and no correction is applied

( <2 percent). Although one cannot say that this will always be the case
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with all types of aerosols, the upper size limit of 20 and the paraffin

coating appear to combine to pre\ent major losses, even for dry soil-

derived aerosols. (See table 2.)

Table 2. Summary of sample transport and handling corrections

1. Contamination in handling ^ 15 ng Si. < 10 ng 'm'^ Al. K: < 6 ng/m^
others < 2% of Si value at most locations; less

for other elements

2. Loss of particles during transport <2°^
3. Loss of material during storage «10%

3. Loss of Material During Storage

Since the analytical method was nondestructive, all samples were

stored for further analysis if necessary. Losses of materials can in princi-

ple occur during extended storage, but no evidence of this effect for any

element has been detected after one year ( < 10 percent). This study is in

an early stage, but better evidence should become available during the

coming year.

E. Description of the Analytical System

A diagram of the system is given in figure 4. An 18 MeV alpha beam
from the cyclotron passed through remotely readable graphite collimators

and impinged on the thin target which was mounted at an angle of 45° to

the incoming beam. The target slide changer operated under realtime

computer control. The beam spot was made uniform by use of a diffusion

foil. 0.25 mil Al. The beam was then collected by the Faraday cup and in-

tegrated to a precision of about 2 percent to give the total charge Q that

passed through each sample. X-rays passed through an active fiher and a

25 ^m Be window and were converted into electrical pulses by a 10 mm^
X 3 mm LN cooled Si(Li) detector and associated pulsed optical feedback

circuitry,! Data were accumulated in a PDP 15/40 computer with ND
2200 ADC"s integral to the system, giving a spectrum of characteristic x-

rays and a smooth background.

The number of characteristic x-rays. N,. corresponding to some transi-

tion of element Z was correlated with the areal density (pt); of the element

present in the sample by Nc= A; (pt); Q. where A, is a constant deter-

mined through use of gravimetric standards. Major effort was expended

Supplied by Kevex. Inc., and Modified at the Crocker Nuclear Laboraton."
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Figure 4. Diagram of the aerosol analysis system.

in design of the electronics and beam handling in order to insure accurate-

ly in the acquisition of the events comprising N^. Dead time corrections

were automatically applied [7 ]

.

All relevant acquisition parameters were entered on the system teletype

using a priority interrupt switch in the CAMAC system. These were

stored along with the data. After the pre-set charge was accumulated, the

spectrum and parameters were recorded on magnetic tape for permanent

storage and on an internal disk for immediate analysis by the analysis

subroutines. These subroutines, which run concurrently with the acquisi-

tion are described elsewhere [8]

.

An average analysis normally required about 100 seconds of accelera-

tor time and about 25 seconds of computer time, run concurrently. Ele-

ments sodium and heavier were routinely detected with minimum detecta-

ble limits ranging from a few nanograms per centimeter squared to, when
interferences were present, several hundred nanograms per centimeter

squared.

Validation of the analytical system presented a number of problems,

since the amount of given element recorded in an aerosol sample varied

from a few nanograms to a few micrograms for many elements from sodi-

um to uranium. The following techniques were used to insure accuracy.

F. Validation of the Analytical System
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1. In order to determine the constant A^, 28 gravimetric standards for

elements between sodium and uranium were purchased.^ The values for

each standard were quoted in ptg/cm'^ to an uncertainty of± 5 percent by

the manufacturer. These foils were run in the same configuration as the

aerosol samples, and provided primary calibration for the system. Total

error in in operational conditions was about ± 7 percent.

2. In order to check the standards, as well as to provide calibration for

elements for which no standard was purchased, atomic cross sections for

ion excitation at a number of ion energies were extracted. These were

plotted, and fit with a polynomial expansion (fig. 5). This fit resulted in

values superior to those provided by individual foils, as shown by the

need for a 1 5 percent adjustment for the zinc value as shown in figure 5.

^Micromatter Corporation, Seattle, Washington.

PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS

K X-RAY

^1

3 TERM POLYNOMIAL FIT

18.69 MEV DATA

15 25 35 45 55

ATOMIC NimBER

Figure 5. Plot of atomic cross section values were used to check standards or to provide

calibration for elements not covered by standards.
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3. Calibration of the system was verified through reanalysis of samples

on the calibrated x-ray fluorescence analysis system also present at the

laboratory. This also allowed studies to be made of losses of volatiles,

since no vacuum was required.

4. Formal and informal interlaboratory comparisons have been rou-

tinely utilized to verify operation of the system. A list of such studies

made during the past year is shown in table 3. These comparisons con-

firmed that the standard error of ± 1 0 percent quoted was routinely

achieved.

5. Although considerable effort was expended at the commencement
of every analytical run to verify system operation through reperformance

of system checks and analysis of six to eight gravimetric standards, a pro-

gram of regular reanalysis of aerosol samples has been instituted that

results in about 5 percent of all samples being checked during each year.

Results to date indicate reproducibility to better than ± 5 percent for ele-

ments present in amounts that allow adequate statistical precision.

6. Tests have been run to detect changes that occur in samples during

exposure to vacuum and beam irradiations. In samples run to very high

excitations (64 times normal integrated beam flux), some loss of halogens

has been detected (~ 25%). This effect appeared to be linear with excita-

tion, and thus was negligible for normal analyses. Likewise, in exposure

to vacuum for 24 hours, 8 times normal exposure, no loss of any element

on an aerosol sample was detected (<5%).
7. Beam energy loss through the aerosol samples was calculated to be

500 keV. The change in cross section is negligible (<5%). Beam scatter-

ing by the aerosol sample was also calculated. At 18 MeV and the

thickness of the aerosol negligible scattering was expected. This was

verified by experiment.

8. Matrix effects for aerosol samples have two major sources. The first

is particle size effects due to self-absorption of low energy x-rays in a sin-

gle particle. Using information on particle size gained from SEM photo-

graphs of actual aerosol samples, it was possible to establish correction

factors for average particle sizes on the first and second stages using the

model described by Rhodes and Hunter [ 15 ] . Relative numbers of parti-

cles within each size range were derived from the bimodal mass distribu-

tion [2]. The results of these calculations are given in the summary for

each stage.

Particle size correction factors were verified through comparison with

sized dust samples of known elemental composition.^ In addition, a con-

vincing Na to CI ratio of 0.65 ±0.06 was found when these corrections

^Supplied by Columbia Scientific Industries, Austin, Texas.
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were applied to aerosol samples dominated by sea salt, giving a molar

equivalence for NaCl to ± 10 percent.

Secondly, self-absorption manifests itself as a target loading problem as

well as a particle size problem. This has proven to be a small effect for low

Z(Z< 10) matrices and higher x-ray energy regions (Ej^>6.5 keV). Self-

absorption corrections lend themselves nicely to computer analysis

providing certain assumptions are valid. The prime assumption is that

monoenergetic x-rays passing through the specimen are attenuated ex-

F>onentially with depth at a rate characterized by a self-absorption coeffi-

cient {/jl) for that material [16].

For aerosol matrices where carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen

comprise the majority of the matrix, it is further assumed that the /jl values

for the target-composite are continuous over the range of analysis. Ex-

perimentally it has been found that aerosol targets falling within the con-

Table 4. Summary of analytical corrections and uncertainties

9.

Statistical uncertainty in peak counts

Uncertainty in gravimetric standards

Integration of ion beam
Ion beam attenuation

Electronic corrections, accuracy

Peak integration and background
uncertainties

Thus, reproducibility

system uncertainty

Loss of volatile elements (beam +
vacuum)

Particle size corrections:

Stage 1 Stage

2.49 1.32

1.96 1.22

1.68 1.16

1.49 1.12

1.37 1.09

1.26 1.07

1.31 <10%
1.12 <10%

<10% <10%
Loading Corrections (for 120 ng/m^

Stage 1 Stage

<10% 1.70

<10% 1.39

<10% 1.23

<10% 1.14

<10% <10%

Na
Mg
Al
Si

P
S

CI

K
others

Na
Mg
Al
Si

others

variable

± 5%
± 2%
< 5%
± 5%
±7%, (variable)

± 5%
±10%
< 5%

2 Filter Stage

<10%
<10%
<io%
<io%
<io%
<io%
<io%
<io%
<io%

aerosol)

2 Filter Stage

1.22

1.11

1.07

1.07

<10%

Note: Uncertainty in particle size and loading corrections are estimated at ± 20 percent

for most ambient aerosols, although, especially for the particle size corrections,

worse cases are common. These corrections thus increase the total error for the

four lightest elements.
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straints of the above assumptions absorb x-radiation effectively as if they

were composed of a single low-Z element. This effective Z can easily be

determined by summing elemental amounts present in the target. Once

this value is determined for a particular matrix, it is a simple task for the

computer to linearly interpolate between theoretical curves of integral z

values to obtain self-absorption corrections to within 10 percent. Thus,

these corrections were applied individually to each stage and each sample.

Typical values for an average (1 20 /txg/m^) aerosol are given in the summa-

ry (table 4).

III. Conclusions

Experience gained during the first year of the California aerosol moni-

toring program has shown that, with a continuing systematic program of

quality control, one can generate the enormous number of values possible

with energy dispersive x-ray systems with acceptable total uncertainties.

To accompUsh this end, however, the program was required to expend al-

most 20 percent of its total resources in this one area.
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Methods are reported for performing a quantitative assay of environmental

air samples for fissionable material. Determination of size characteristics using
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I. Introduction

In the past three decades, the worldwide inventory of the man-made
element plutonium has been steadily increasing. The advent of breeder

reactors is expected to greatly increase the amount of plutonium produced

and reprocessed. The increasing risk of environmental insult due to the

accidental release of plutonium is one of the problems which must be dealt

with in the next decade. Plutonium is one of the most toxic substances

known to man, being lethal in microgram amounts. A recent report by

Bair and Thompson [ 1 ] has focused on the hazards of all forms of plu-

tonium including airborne insoluble particulate plutonium. The toxicity of

particulate forms of alpha emitters in the lung is presently a subject of

debate [2 ] ; however, it is clear that methods of environmental assay that

can provide information on identity, particle size, and dose rate to the sur-

roundings from airborne particulate alpha radioactivity are needed at this

time.

1137
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II. Methods

The methods reported herein employ solid dielectric track recorders

[3] as the principal means of autoradiographic detection of a-particles

and neutron induced fission fragments. Air samples may be taken by con-

ventional methods and then subjected to autoradiography using dielectric

track detectors. Particles containing alpha emitting isotopes will give rise

to clusters of alpha particle tracks in a cellulose nitrate track detector.

Similarly, particles containing fissionable material may be identified by

neutron irradiation followed by observation of clusters of fission tracks in

mica track detectors. For each individual particle the alpha decay rate,

mean fission cross section, and ratio of decay rate to fission cross section

is obtained. From these measurements one may infer particle size, isotop-

ic composition of the particles, and dose rate to the surrounding material.

The methods described above have been applied to an air filter sample

taken from a contaminated lab inside a plutonium reprocessing facility.

The diameter distribution (assuming 239pu02 spheres as the source) is

shown in figure 1 . This type of distribution is typical of particles which

penetrate an air filter and is consistent with the measurements of Hayden

[4] using similar techniques. Several particles with diameters close to 1

fjLm were observed. These correspond to "hot particles" as discussed by

Tamplin and Cochran [2]. A l-fxm 239pu02 particle, if inhaled, would

deliver a dose of 180 rad/h to a volume element of the lung tissue defined

by the range of a 239Pu alpha particle (assuming tissue with an average

density of 1.0 g/cm^).

The ratio of decay rate to fission cross section was measured for the

particles on this filter and was found to be (10 ±2) X 10^ cm-^ s-i in agree-

ment with the ratio for plutonium. The ratio was also measured for Am
and the values for both isotopes are shown in table 1 along with values

calculated from the known half-lives and fission cross sections [5 ]

.

The problem of detecting smaller amounts of plutonium in the presence

of an environmental background of fissionable isotopes (^^^U, ^^sy, 23271^)

and naturally occurring alpha emitters (mainly the daughters of ^^^Rn) is

more difficult. Samples of the local ambient air have been taken using a

BGI cascade impactor which partitions airborne particulates according to

aerodynamic size. The impactor used in this study has greater than 50

percent efficiency on each stage for particles greater than the following

diameters: stage 1, 9.4 /im; stage 2, 3.8 fxm; stage 3, 2.5 /itm; stage 4, 1.8

/xm; stage 5, 0.01 fim [6]. Fission radiography has been applied to sam-

ples from each stage in order to determine the relationship between the

size of the fissionable particle and the aerodynamic characteristics of this

particle or particles to which it may be attached. Such information is criti-
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Figure 1. Diameter distribution of plutonium particles on a reprocessing area air filter. The

diameters were calculated based on the assumption of spheres of PUO2.

Table 1. Experimental and calculated half-life to fission cross section ratios for -^^Pu and

Experiment (cm~2-s-i) ^i/aA/ (cm~2-s-^)

24iAm (1.64 ± 0.13) X 10^^ (154 ± o.03) X lO^^

239Pu (9.56 ± 2.16) X 10« (12.2 ± 0.1) X 10^
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cal to the evaluation of inhalation risks. The diameter distribution (assum-

ing natural isotopic abundance UaOg spheres) is shown for each stage in

figure 2. Qualitatively, the shapes of the distributions are very similar.

Most of the fissionable material is concentrated on stages 2 to 4 with

much less material associating itself with particles greater than 9.4 /itm

diameter or less than 1.8 /itm diameter. Plutonium particles from a

reprocessing plant would exist mainly as particles with diameters less

than 1 ^tm, but would probably adhere to larger particles. Several larger

particles were found on stages 2 to 4 with UsOg diameters that indicated

pure particles of UaOg but the presence of enriched uranium or other fis-

sionable material cannot be excluded.

An investigation of the natural alpha radioactivity of local ambient air

samples has also been undertaken. Conditions which favor the detection

of the short-lived (^i^Po, ^i^At) members of the radon decay chain as well

as conditions which favor detection of the entire chain were employed. In

both cases no large clusters of a particles were found which would in-

dicate a concentration of radioactive material on one particle. Clusters of

up to three tracks were found, probably corresponding to the sequential

decay of one atom in the radon decay series. It is thus thought that natural

radioactivity is not an important background problem in a radiography if

a sufficiently long delay time (1 day) is employed and only clusters with ^
3 tracks are considered. In very long a radiographs, interference from par-

ticles of uranium or thorium will undoubtedly be a factor.

Our proposed procedure for characterization of air samples taken from

an area of suspected contamination by plutonium (or other toxic alpha

emitters) is as follows: The sample is covered with a thin (0.72 mg/cm^)

layer of makrofol in order to keep the dust particles in place so that they

might be found in each of a series of radiographs. In addition, the

makrofol cover acts as a spacer and improves the visual characteristics of

the track cluster as well as enhancing the registration of alpha particles

with low angles of incidence. The sample is subjected to alpha radiog-

raphy to identify track clusters corresponding to concentrations of alpha

radioactivity. The same particles are then subjected to fission track

radiography in order to determine which of these particles correspond to

isotopes of uranium or heavier elements. The a decay rate is used as a

measure of dose from the particles, and the a and tlssion rate data are

used in conjunction to identify the isotopes present in the sample. These

characteristics may be measured on 239pu particles containing as little as

107 atoms or 2 X io-4pCi(3.7x 10-2d/s).
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Figure 2. Diameter distributions of fissionable material collected with a cascade impactor.

The diameters were calculated assuming spheres of natural U3O8. Figures 2a-2e cor-

respond to data from stages 1 to 5 respectively.
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lO. Conciusion

The present methods offer many advantages which can only be

achieved with a combination of the more conventional methods. Methods

employing chemistry, mass spectrometry, or alpha particle or gamma-ray

spectrometry cannot provide data on amount and identity of isotopes

present and at the same time provide data on size characteristics of the

particles present. Furthermore, the present method is nondestructive al-

lowing the samples to be subjected to subsequent analysis by alternative

methods if necessary. The present method is relatively rapid, inexpensive,

and provides data which under certain circumstances may be related to

the inhalation risk associated with the air being sampled.
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In order to obtain maximum utilization of the technique of activation analy-

sis, a logical and systematic method for the evaluation of alternate analytical

procedures is required, especially for analyses requiring a high degree of accu-

racy and precision. The activation analysis procedure can be separated into

the four basic areas: A) sampling and sample handling; B) irradiation

procedures; C) radiochemical separations; and D) detection systems. Each of

these areas can then be divided into a number of individual options, each op-

tion with its own characteristics, including an uncertainty value.

The resulting analytical design results when these options are fused to form

a procedure which will adequately meet the requirements. This paper outlines

many of the options available in each area and discusses some of their inherent

limitations and uncertainties.

Keywords: Accuracy and precision; activation analysis; analytical design;

irradiation procedures; radioactivity detection systems;

radiochemical separations; sampling and sample handling.

I. Introduction

The technique of activation analysis has progressed from its compara-

tively recent beginning into one of the most versatile and useful analytical

methods available. It is capable of analyzing almost any material for many
different elements both destructively and nondestructively. However, in

order to obtain maximum utilization of the technique, a logical and syste-

matic method for the evaluation of alternate activation procedures can be

very important. This is especially true for analyses requiring a high degree

of accuracy and precision.
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II. Discussion

A diagram of the processes involved in the activation analysis

procedure is presented in figure 1. The overall process is separated into

the four basic areas, which are: A) sampling and sample handling; B) ir-

radiation procedures; C) radiochemical separations; and D) detection

systems. All of these areas are necessary in every analysis by activation

except the third area, radiochemical separations, which is used as needed

for specific analytical requirements.

ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

AREA A AREA B AREA C AREA D

Sampling,

Sample
Handling

Irradiation

NBSR
LINAC
Others

Radiochemica

Separations

Detection

Systems

Figure 1 . The four areas of interest used for analytical design in activation analysis.

All of the above basic areas can then be separated into a variety of op-

tions. Each of these options has its own individual characteristics, includ-

ing an uncertainty value due to one or more random or systematic analyti-

cal biases. The inherent detection sensitivity for the activation determina-

tion of the element(s) of interest is a function of these options. Thus, the

judicious choice of the best available options provides the optimum

attainable analytical result for the particular analytical problem under

consideration.

When a trace analytical problem presents itself, most analysts tentative-

ly decide upon a procedure, then evaluate it. This paper describes a

method to formalize this evaluation procedure. The advantages of em-

ploying this evaluation procedure are threefold: first, it forces the analyst

to take the time to think critically about the "best" way to accomplish the

end result; second, such a systematic evaluation makes obvious any weak

or missing options which could substantially affect the overall analytical

program; and third, the absence of a firm accuracy and precision assign-

ment for any option will alert the analyst and, hopefully, will encourage a

real effort to be sensitive to accuracy and precision requirements.

This proposed evaluation technique can be used by any laboratory,

because it depends only on what capabilities are available to that laborato-
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ry. No laboratory will have all options available to it. It is dependent,

however, upon having these capabilities critically evaluated for precision

and accuracy.

The overall total uncertainty for such an analytical procedure is the ag-

gregate of all the individual uncertainties. These individual uncertainties

are composed of both random and systematic components.

The rest of this paper will be concerned with the four individual areas,

selected options available to most laboratories, and examples of some of

the problems affecting accuracy and precision in each of these areas.

A. Sampling AND Sample Handling

To assure the validity of the analytical result, the complete sample his-

tory should be known and considered. In this first area, there are almost

unlimited options available for the taking and processing of the sample for

analysis. If not closely controlled and evaluated, however, many of these

sampling and processing procedures can introduce significant contamina-

tion into the sample, thereby producing a positive systematic bias.

7. Presampling Contamination

This problem results when the system being sampled is contaminated

before or during the sampling procedure. An example of this would be

water sampling from a ship or boat in which contamination from that ship

becomes a part of the sample. The second example is recorded by Thiers

[ 1 ] , who reports a significant variation of serum potassium levels due to

arm compression during venipuncture. One can only surmise upon the

trace element composition during such a sampling procedure.

2. Sampling Implement Contamination

Contamination by the sampling implement has been reported by many
authors. As a result, the use of plastics has become widespread because

of their generally low trace element content.

3. Contamination or Losses During Sample Processing

There are a multitude of processes which result in contamination or

losses during processing. The effect of moisture on a sample can be sig-
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nificant; the problems involved here include attaining the "real" dry

weight, trace element losses during drying procedures, and moisture

pickup during weighing procedures. When a solid sample is involved, the

need to obtain a representative sample introduces problems of

homogeneity as well as induced contamination from grinding, sieving, etc.

A liquid sample involves not only positive systematic bias due to con-

tamination, but also negative systematic bias due to adsorption problems

on container walls or particles in the solution. Liquids are also particularly

susceptible to leaching of impurities from containers and desorption of

previously adsorbed contaminants. These processes can occur both dur-

ing sample processing, or during storage.

4. Sample Storage Container

The sample storage container must be chosen carefully in order to

minimize the effect upon the trace element(s) of interest. Involved in this

decision is the consideration of whether storage will be short term or long

term. Various standard textbooks on analytical chemistry have indicated

that new glass or silica is significantly worse than old containers from

trace element adsorption considerations. However, much of the current

analytical thought focuses on plastics for storage containers. The often

seen particulate inclusions in Teflon containers should encourage the

evaluation of a particular type of container for the use to which it is to be

put.

5. Storage Technique

There are a variety of preservation techniques which can be used for

the storage of various sample matrices. Included are drying (air, oven, or

lyophilization) often used for biological materials. Experience in this

laboratory has indicated that oven drying of biological materials can result

in excessive weight loss [2]. Refrigeration or freezing is often also used

for biological materials. Other storage techniques include ashing (oven or

oxygen plasma), the use of preservatives {e.g., acid stabilization for water

samples), or a variety of other techniques.

6. Laboratory Atmosphere

This aspect is very important especially for analyses at the sub /xg/g

levels. Experience in this laboratory during the past year comparing preir-
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radiation processing in a normal laboratory atmosphere versus a class 100

clean room has indicated that reductions in blank levels from 1 to 3 orders

of magnitude can be achieved [3,4].

7. Irradiation Containers

Trace element contamination due to the irradiation container also can

be a problem. The two materials primarily used for such containers are

polyethylene and quartz. Polyethylene which has been cleaned before use

is generally significantly lower in trace element content than is quartz.

However, several types of trace elements have been known to diffuse

through polyethylene irradiation containers including mercury [5], and

halogens [6]. In addition, work by Brune [7] has shown that recoil ef-

fects on quartz impurities 30 ^im deep can contaminate the surface of a

previously cleaned container.

B. Irradiation Procedures

The options available here include the irradiation source, the particular

irradiation facility within a source, irradiation time, and others. Due to

lack of space only reactor neutron irradiation factors will be mentioned,

although many of the same factors apply to other types of irradiation

sources, such as isotopic neutron sources, LINAC, charged particle

sources, etc.

The choice of the irradiation source obviously affects the sensitivity,

detectability, and selection of trace elements of interest. In addition to

this, the capabilities of the irradiation source and the degree to which it

has been evaluated play a large part in determining the final result of the

activation analysis. For example, in reactor neutron activation analysis,

there are many factors which affect the accuracy and precision of the final

result. These factors include:

7. Flux Variations

The flux variations as seen by the NBS Nuclear Reactor (NBSR) pneu-

matic tube facilities could introduce a significant systematic bias to the

analytical results. However, these flux variations have been evaluated ex-

tensively, as illustrated by the data shown in figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 de-

picts the end-to-end neutron flux variation within an individual rabbit in

the five pneumatic tube facilities, while figure 3 reveals the circum-
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DISTANCE FROM PROXIMAL END (CM)

Figure 2. Axial neutron flux variation inside the NBSR pneumatic tube facilities (normal-

ized to proximal end = 1 .00 for each tube).

POSITION RT-1 KT-a HT-3 RT-4 POSITION «T-T

MIDDLE

Figure 3. Circumferential neutron flux variation at three positions inside the NBSR pneu-

matic tube facilities (first data point at each tube position = center of circle).

ferential flux variation in the same rabbit. Additional information on the

procedures used in making these measurements can be found in

references [8] and [9].

2. Flux Monitoring

Effective monitoring of the neutron flux seen by the samples and stan-

dards has been found to be necessary in the author's laboratory for high

accuracy and precision analyses [8,9]. If done competently in a well-
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evaluated irradiation system, this measurement can compensate for stan-

dard to sample variations in neutron flux, variations in power levels (reac-

tor stabilities), and such unknowns as container movement during pneu-

matic tube transfer. For example, a high precision analysis [±0.5% SD
(Is)] revealed no detectable increase in the uncertainties obtained when

the reactor power level changed during an analysis run [10]. This was at-

tributed to very careful flux monitoring.

3. Neutron Energy Spectrum

Knowledge of the neutron energy spectrum is important for the evalua-

tion of fast neutron reactions which may occur in the sample. Of greatest

interest are the (n.p). (n.a) and (n.2n) reactions which may occur on other

elements present in the sample or standard which also form the indicator

isotope.

4. Interfering Nuclear Reactions

This subheading includes, besides the fast neutron reactions mentioned

above, the production of daughter isotopes by beta decay or electron cap-

ture, production of fission products, and burn-up effects both to produce

and to remove the indicator isotope.

5. Neutron SelfShielding

There are a number of elements which have thermal neutron cross sec-

tions large enough to introduce neutron self-shielding effects. In general,

this involves elements with elemental cross sections in excess of five

barns or elements having significant resonance integrals. Methods for the

estimation of these effects by calculation have been proposed [11.12]. In

addition, neutron thermalization effects have been reported for aqueous

solutions or for samples with a high hydrogen content [12].

C. Radiochemical Separations

One aspect of the rationale behind radiochemical separations is shown

in figure 4. A chromium 5 1 gamma-ray peak is shown here both by itself,

and on the top of a Compton background due to cesium 137 and cobalt 60.

The result is obvious and indicates a greatly increased detection sensitivi-
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Figure 4. Effect of background on ^iCr peak.

ty for the separated gamma-ray peak coupled with greatly improved

analytical precision (7.1% vs. 25.2% relative standard deviation for n=
10) [ 13 ]. In addition, if only one count were made of a real sample with

similar characteristics, the accuracy of the determination could also suffer

by as much as a factor of two due to statistical fluctuations alone.

Some of the problems affecting accuracy and precision in this area in-

clude sample dissolution difficulties (incomplete dissolution, losses during

dissolution); inadequate carrier exchange with the sample trace ele-

ment(s); volatilization losses (during preirradiation processing, during ir-

radiation or when opened after irradiation, and especially during sample

dissolution before carrier exchange); adsorption effects on containers (ir-

radiation container, dissolution container, separation container); quality

of the separation procedure (single element, multiple element, com-
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plicated procedures, etc.): and, finally, chemical yield measurements

(reproducibility, quantitative yield highly desirable).

Each of the above aspects of radiochemical separations can introduce

a random or systematic bias into the analytical procedure, and thus should

be carefully evaluated and tested before being accepted as a reliable and

reproducible procedure.

D. Detection System

This area includes radiation detection systems of all types. The choice

of the best detection system for the particular trace element(s) of interest

can profoundly affect both the detectability and determinability of the

analyses. Basically, however, most activation analysis detection systems

consist of a single gamma-ray detector (Ge(Li), Ge, or Nal(Tl)) and as-

sociated electronics, with a sample positioning device of some sort. With

such a system, a variety of sample radioactivity levels and sizes can be

counted rather easily. What often is not realized is that even relatively

small differences between sample and standard location, or from sample

to sample, in any one of many variables can often produce a significant

bias in the resulting count rates.

In order to systematically evaluate the errors involved with gamma-ray

counting using such a system, the counting technique was separated into

eight subgroups as follows: configuration, positioning, density,

homogeneity, intensity, radioisotopic purity, peak integration, and nuclear

constants. These subgroups were individually examined and investigated,

and have been recently discussed [14].

In particular, three important effects not often considered quantitative-

ly will be briefly discussed here. They are configuration, photon self ab-

sorption, and homogeneity. Configuration effects are demonstrated to be

extremely important as seen in figures 5 and 6. In figure 5, experimental

results demonstrate that a 1 millimeter average height increase in sample

vs. sample or sample vs. standard will produce a 3 percent bias at 5 cm
from the detector can. Similarly, in figure 6, a radioactive source having

a diameter of 2 cm compared to a point source will produce a 5 percent

bias when located directly on top of the detector can. Both of these mea-

surements were made using large volume lithium drifted germanium de-

tector systems.

Photon self-absorption effects are a function of the density of sample

vs. standard, and are extremely important especially when the sample and

standard are in different matrices. For example, a standard with a density

of 1.00 compared to a sample having the density of 1.35 will introduce a
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Figure 6. Effect of source diameter on the relative photopeak efficiency (thin sources,

counted directly on detector can).
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1 percent bias in the analytical result due to self shielding of a 1.33 MeV
gamma ray. This effect is considerably greater for lower energy gamma
rays. Thus, the use of aqueous standards for analysis of a rock sample

could be expected to introduce a very significant systematic bias.

The homogeneity effect on counting may take the form of at least two

variations. The first is variation of the element of interest in the sample,

resulting in an effective configuration variation with effects as discussed

above. This problem is very difficult to determine and is best treated by

eliminating the possibility with homogenization of the sample before anal-

ysis. A second homogeneity problem may be induced in the sample matrix

itself due to flux variation in the irradiation source. Thus, for a flux varia-

tion of 20 percent or more from top to bottom, apparent heterogeneity in

the sample or standard could be a very serious problem.

Thus, experimental results have demonstrated that appropriate care

must be shown toward the many parameters involved in the various de-

tection systems if good analytical accuracy and precision are to be con-

sistently obtained. In this particular instance, comparability between the

sample and the standard in as many characteristics as possible assists sig-

nificantly in reducing these associated uncertainties.

III. Standards

It has been said that for activation analysis the "ideal standard is a

material closely similar, both chemically and physically, to the unknown
but containing a known amount of the element to be determined... such

standards are not likely to be available readily" [15]. In addition to this

ideal situation, activation analysts have traditionally used two other

methods of producing standards; one is the method of additions, the other

is a pure element or its compound. The method of additions entails adding

a known amount of the element(s) of interest to a second portion of the

sample, with subsequent analysis and evaluation [16]. The use of a pure

element or its compound for a standard is also widely used, but introduces

the possibility of a number of sources of error. Usually this type of stan-

dard is diluted in some suitable way, either as an aqueous solution or as a

solid.

In most cases activation analyses use the comparison standard

technique, directly compared to the same trace element in a standard

material with as closely similar a matrix as possible. The use of compara-

tor standards eliminates the requirement for exact values for neutron flux,

reaction cross sections, counting efficiencies, and half-lives to correct the
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decay back to time zero. The requirements of such a comparator standard

for high accuracy and precision work include: the level of activity should

not be grossly different between the sample and standard; both sample

and standard should have similar dimensions in order to eliminate or

reduce flux corrections and counting geometry corrections; and they

should have similar neutron and gamma attenuation characteristics. Also,

both the samples and standards should be carefully monitored for neutron

flux using a suitable material, often a pure metal foil. Many analyses in the

author's laboratory have successfully used inexpensive, analytical grade

copper foil for such monitoring purposes [17].

IV. Conclusions

Assuming all the systems discussed above are evaluated and calibrated,

with contamination and other problems under control, how can this

analytical design system be used? First, determine the required accuracy

and precision of the analysis, by introspection (self-generated sample) or

consultation (outside-generated sample). Next, select the most ap-

propriate available option for each area. Then, obtain or produce a suita-

ble standard for the element(s) of interest. Finally, fuse these options to

generate an analytical procedure.

In the author's experience, the extra effort required before the analysis

begins is found to be well worthwhile in the long run, both for the saving

of time and expense, and for better analytical results.
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Different factors may affect accuracy in activation analysis of trace ele-

ments. The evaluation of these factors often requires a number of time con-

suming experiments, but the statement of accuracy in activation analysis is of

great value to cast some light on the overall reliability of the method itself. It

can be pointed out that accuracy is often inversely proportional to the number

of steps of the whole analytical procedure, from sampling to calculation of

results. Several techniques of activation analysis were developed and applied

to the determination of trace element content in standard reference materials

and in samples chosen for intercomparison among laboratories. Emphasis was

put on limiting the number of steps to improve the accuracy and on achieving

the best of precision. Results are presented and discussed, together with the

criteria for the choice of the most appropriate separation technique. Other

sources of systematic errors, such as the reliability of the content of the

reference standards and dead-time corrections when short-lived isotopes are

involved, were taken into account and discussed.

Keywords: Accuracy; activation analysis; copper; gold; hafnium; palladi-

um; platinum; precision; radiochemical separations; silver.

I. Introduction

The accuracy of an analytical procedure indicates how closely a series

of assays agrees with the true value of the quantity being measured. The
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accuracy of analytical results is affected by systematic and random errors.

The term accuracy should not be confused with precision which reflects

the reproducibility of experimental results. Thus a method may yield

precise but inaccurate results if systematic errors are involved with the

method. Precision is a quality associated with a class of measurements

and refers to the way in which repeated observations conform to them-

selves. The generally accepted way of indicating the precision is the stan-

dard deviation.

Precision and accuracy are factors of high importance in activatfon

analysis as in any other analytical technique. Precision can be evaluated

by repeating the determination several times and submitting the results to

statistical analysis; accuracy is more difficult to evaluate as it is necessary

to locate and evaluate all the sources of systematic errors. Several factors

may give rise to systematic errors, such as imperfections in the measuring

instruments, faulty calibrations, nonrepresentative standards, human im-

perfection, use of unchecked and inaccurate literature data, and shifts in

the process or in the measurement method. Of course, when an activation

analysis method is being set up, care must be addressed to the evaluation

of accuracy. This can be carried out either by checking the method with

another independent technique or better, by performing parallel analyses

of well known standard reference materials.

In this paper we describe two different approaches to the evaluation of

accuracy in practical activation analysis. The first case is the determina-

tion of hafnium in the NBS-SRM 360a Zircaloy-2, by instrumental activa-

tion analysis and the second one is the determination by destructive ac-

tivation analysis of some noble metals and copper in different matrices,

either standard reference materials or samples distributed for interlabora-

tory comparison.

II. Determination of Hafnium in

NBS-SRM 360a Zircaloy-2

Hafnium assay was carried out by two independent methods of instru-

mental neutron activation analysis using two different nuclear reactions.

Nuclear data concerning the reactions are given in table 1. The method

was set up using the reaction leading to the short-lived radioisotope; the

second reaction was used to check the method as no other analytical

technique for trace analysis, reliable for precision and sensitivity, was

available. Usually 10 mg samples were irradiated; 20, 50, 100 and 250 mg
samples were irradiated to investigate possible matrix effects. Ap-
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Table 1. Nuclear data concernim^ the two nuclear reactions used in the assay of hafnium
in Zircaloy-2

Energy of

Reaction Half-life of measured gamma
produced nuclide phoiopeaks

(keV)

i-^Hf (^z.7)--5^Hf 18.6 second 217

i^^Hf 42.5 day 133,482

propriate nitric solutions of hafnium, poured into the irradiation con-

tainers and dried, were used as reference standards. When measuring the

i79mp|f activity, large errors may be expected if dead-time corrections dif-

ferent for sample and standard are applied. These were avoided by mea-

suring the actual counting time for samples and standards (usually set for

60 s). and accepting those values differing for less than 1 second. Irradia-

tions were carried out in the LENA Reactor of the University of Pavia.

When producing ^'^'"Hf. the irradiation time was 7 seconds at a flux of

about 2 X IQi-n cm-- • s-^ in a pneumatic system: in the case of ^^^^Hf the

irradiation time was 50 hours in the central thimble at a flux of about 8 X
IQi-n • cm-- • s"^ Activity measurements were carried out by Ge(Li)

gamma spectrometry. The half life of the gamma photopeak at 217 keV,

due to deexcitation of ^'^'"Hf. was measured and found to be 18.6 = 0.2 s,

in agreement with literature data [ 1 ] . Long activated samples were al-

lowed to decay 2 days and then counted.

Results are given in table 2. together with the number of analyzed sam-

ples and their weight. Data obtained by the two nuclear reactions show

good agreement, precision in the range 3 to 6 percent, and some kind of

Table 2. Hafnium content of NBS-SRM 360a Zircaloy-2 as obtained by instrumental
activation analysis through two independent nuclear reactions

Reaction: hafnium content (,ug/g)*

Samples ^'^Hf (n,7)^"9mHf i^^Hf (/2,7)isiHf

10 samples (10 mg) 98 3

2 samples (20 mg) 102 4

2 samples (50 mg) 101 5

2 samples (100 mg) 91 4

2 samples (250 mg) 90

17 samples ( 10 mg) 102 ± 7

^ Values listed are average values and standard deviations.
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matrix effect appears for sample weights higher than 50 mg. The overall

error, evaluated taking into account any possible source of errors, is in the

range 5 to 7 percent. Only one literature [2] value is available: 126 ±9
/xg/g. This value has been obtained by activation analysis of large samples

(4.36 g) with thermal neutrons from a 0.8 mg ^^^Cf source and detecting

gamma rays with a Nal(Tl) crystal.

III. Determination of Some Noble Metals

and Copper in Reference Materials

The accurate determination of noble metals by neutron activation anal-

ysis always requires radiochemical separation. Reported chemical

procedures are usually lengthy and tedious involving a many step chemis-

try, which affects sensitivity when short-lived isotopes are involved [3-

9 ] . On the other hand, it is well known that the accuracy of a method is in-

versely proportional to the number of steps from sampling to data reduc-

tion. From this point of view a method of destructive activation analysis

was developed and applied to the determination of some noble metals and

copper in several reference materials. Emphasis was put on limiting the

number of steps to improve the accuracy and on achieving the best preci-

sion.

The nuclear data concerning the radionuclides used in the determina-

tion are reported in table 3.

Table 3. Nuclear data concerning some noble metals and copper

Energy of

Element Radioisotope Half-life measured gamma
photopeaks

(keV)

Palladium 109p(j_4. 109m^g 13.8 hour 88

Platinum I99pt_, 199Au 3.2 day 159

Gold 198Au 2.69 day 412
Silver UOm^g 260 day 659, 886

Copper 12.8 hour 511

The analyzed materials were: NBS-SRM 614 and 616 Trace Elements

in Glasses, air dust samples distributed for intercomparison by C.C.R.

Euratom (Ispra, Italy) and copper samples doped with platinum and pal-

ladium at the 100 ppm level, prepared and distributed for intercomparison

by the Eurisotop Office of the European Communities Commission
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(Bruxelles, Belgium). Irradiations were carried out in the LENA Reactor

at a flux of about 1 x lO^^n • cm-^ .
§-1 and lasted 20 minutes and 2 hours

respectively for Pd and Pt assay, 10 hours for Au and Cu and 50 hours for

Ag. Aliquots of stock solutions containing known amounts of each ele-

ment were irradiated together with samples. Activity measurements were

carried out by Ge(Li) gamma spectrometry.

The dissolution step always needs particular care, as it may introduce

a large error in the procedure. In fact, severe losses may be due to the

presence of volatile elements and to the formation of volatile compounds.

Moreover, precipitation of tiny amounts of insoluble species, such as sil-

ica, should be avoided as they may adsorb relatively large quantities of

trace elements. When possible the dissolution yield should be previously

checked.

In this work the following dissolution steps were applied. Eurisotop

copper samples were dissolved with 2 to 4 molar nitric acid; NBS
"Glasses" with a mixture of perchloric and hydrofluoric acids, and the

Euratom air dust with the above mixture to which concentrated nitric acid

and hydrogen peroxide were added to oxidize the organic matter. Before

dissolution 0.1 to 0.2 mg of each element was added as carrier. After dis-

solution, the solution was carefully evaporated to dryness and finally

taken up with the proper media.

Several separation techniques are available to isolate noble metals as a

group or as single elements. The choice of the proper technique plays a

prominent role and often qualifies the whole procedure. As Ge(Li) gamma
spectrometry is now widely used, the isolation of single isotopes is not

compulsory, and therefore group separations are much more ad-

vantageous. Specific separations are sometimes required when it is neces-

sary to eliminate the matrix or a major component interfering in the

gamma spectrometry. Time requirements are relevant especially when
short-lived isotopes are involved.

In this work noble metals and copper are separated by adsorption on

chromatographic columns filled with inorganic materials [10]. These

materials studied in our laboratory are: molybdenum dibromide (MDB),
zinc ferrocyanides (ZFoC) and grained cadmium metal. Silver is adsorbed

on MDB or, only when the amount of iron is not relevant, on ZFoC. Gold

is separated from copper by adsorbing it on MDB; if copper is present as

a macrocomponent it is necessary to hydrolize MDB before separation,

to avoid precipitation of copper bromide. Copper is adsorbed on cadmium
metal. Palladium is adsorbed on ZFoC, after removal of copper on

Dowex-50. All sorptions take place from nitric media (0. 1-lM) except for

palladium adsorbed from hydrochloric medium. Dismantled columns are

submitted to gamma spectrometry.
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This separation method is rather fast (< 2 h), the adsorption yields are

> 95 percent and the column behaviour is highly reproducible; therefore

the method may be considered very reliable.

Results obtained are shown in tables 4 to 6, where the mean values,

standard deviations and the number of analyzed samples are reported.

Data in table 4 show a very good agreement for palladium content

between the obtained value and the Eurisotop mean value. Agreement is

also good for platinum values; a better agreement is found by comparison

with the reported mean value for neutron activation analysis (102 ± 4).

As far as the analysis of copper, gold and silver in NBS glasses is con-

cerned (table 5), a good agreement is shown with the NBS certified or in-

terim values for gold in the two glasses, for silver in SRM 614 and for

copper in SRM's 614 and 616. Silver content in SRM 616 is below the de-

tection limit for the described procedure.

Now considering the data for the Euratom air dust samples (table 6),

the obtained values agree with general mean values of reported results,

but they are always located at the low side of the ranges.

Table 4. Palladium and platinum content of'Cu — lOOppm Pd'' and ''Cu — lOOppmPt"
samples prepared and distributed for intercomparison by Eurisotop Office of European

Communities Commission

No. of Content Eurisotop
^ . Element samples Mg/g mean value

Mg/g

Pd 7 97 ± 7 96 ± 5^

Pt 5 108 ± 2 98 ± 3b

* Average of 98 individual results obtained by neutron activation, proton activation,

gamma activation, x-ray fluorescence, atomic absorption, emission spectroscopy and
gravimetry.

^ Average of 82 individual results obtained by neutron activation, gamma activation,

proton activation, x-ray fluorescence, atomic absorption, emission spectroscopy and
photometry.
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Table 5. Silver, gold and copper content of NBS Trace Elements in Glasses SRM's
614 and 616

SRM 614 SRM616
(nominal value 1 ppm) (nominal value 0.02 ppm)

X^lCillCXll No of Other No. of Other

ana- Content values ana- Content values

lyzed Mg/g Mg/g lyzed
. Mg/g Mg/g

samples samples

Cu 6 1.6 ± 0.2 . 1.34 ± 0.07 7 0.9 ± 0.2 0.80 ± 0.09-

Ag 7 0.6 ± 0.1 0.42 ± 0.04^ 0.04^^

Au 5 0.44 =b 0.02 (0.5)- 5 0.13 ± 0.01 (0.18 =t 0.01)-

0.55 ± 0.05«

- Values reported by NBS in reference [11]. Numbers in parentheses are interim values.

^ Detection limit under described experimental conditions.

Values reported in reference [12].

Table 6. Silver, gold and copper content of air dust samples distributedfor intercomparison

by CCR Euratom (Ispra, Italy)

No. of analyzed Content Mean values

Element samples Aig/g and ranges -

Mg/g

Cu 8 614 ± 16 651 ± 44

(614 700)

Ag 5 11 15 zb 3

(11.0 19.8)

Au 5 2.25 0.07 2.6 ± 0.2

(2.25 2.95)

- Values obtained by neutron activation analysis and released by CCR Euratom at the

working meeting held at Ispra (Italy) 8-9 July 1974.
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IV. Conclusion

The two described different lines of action follow the general trend of

investigation on accuracy, i.e., the check of the method with another inde-

pendent technique and/or the comparison with certified or recommended
values of Standard Reference Materials. The use of a second nuclear

reaction as an independent technique, in the case of hafnium assay in Zir-

caloy-2, appears very useful especially when sensitivity limitations cut

down the availability of other analytical methods. In destructive methods

of activation analysis a good accuracy was achieved by reduction of the

number of steps of the whole procedure, preliminary investigation on the

yields of each step and choice of the most appropriate (for rapidity and

simplicity) separation technique. Results obtained using this technique

may be considered satisfactory.

- V . V >
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One of the main advantages of trace activation analysis is the possibility of

eliminating surface contamination by post-irradiation removal of the superfi-

cial layers of the sample. In some cases this advantage is lost by noneffective

removal, leading to inaccurate results. We discuss the main causes of ineffec-

tive removal of surface contamination. In neutron activation analysis the sur-

face contamination takes place during sampling and irradiation. The main

causes of ineffective removal of this contamination are redeposition during

chemical etching and large diffusion during irradiation. For the determination

of light elements (0,C,N) performed by charged particle or photon irradiation,

the surface contamination is increased through the diffusion of impurities by

recoil and channeling. Chemical etching, used as the only method, is not con-

venient for a number of metallic samples — often the thickness of the dissolved

layer varies along the surface due to heterogeneities in purity, crystalline struc-

ture and localized oxidation made by nonhomogeneous incident beam. Several

examples investigated by tracer and metallographic methods are given, A
procedure for accurate surface contamination removal is suggested.

Keywords: Accuracy; activation analysis; charged particle irradiation; dif-

fusion; etching; metals; neutron irradiation; recoil; surface ef-

fect.

I. Introduction

The main advantage of activation analysis in trace determination is to

achieve the theoretical sensitivity of the method. This is possible, contra-

ry to other analytical methods, because the analysis is not sensitive to

post-irradiation pollution of the sample and because surface pollution can

be eliminated by post-irradiation removal of the superficial layers of a

solid sample. The analysis is then performed only on the bulk of the sam-

ple.
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This advantage of activation analysis is lost in some cases by noneffec-

tive removal of the surface pollution. The purpose of this communication

is to show and discuss examples of noneffective surface removal and to

suggest an accurate procedure. The examples are taken from trace analy-

sis of high-purity metals by neutron or charged particles.

It is obvious that in trace analysis, the superficial impurities greatly

contribute to the total concentration in the sample. As an example the alu-

minium oxide film existing on the pure metal at room temperature may
have a thickness of 7.5 • 10-^ ^^tm [ 1 ] . If not removed from a cubic sample

of 1 cm^ (2.7g) it gives an apparent oxygen concentration of 3 ju-g/g in alu-

minium. This apparent concentration can be calculated in all cases by the

formula:

c = S • Csim

where S is the area of the sample, m its weight and Cs the concentration of

the impurity per unit area.

II. Surface Effects on Solid Samples

A. Contamination by Mechanical Treatment

All mechanical treatments lead to surface contamination, which can be

removed by post-irradiation etching. But some treatment and especially

rolling, may introduce the contamination as inclusion into the bulk of the

sample. This effect was observed in the case of iron [2]. When zone-

refined iron with a carbon concentration of 6 to 7 fjig/g is rolled, the con-

centration of this element reaches 75 to 100 /ig/g even if the rollers were

cleaned with a solvent. This effect decreases if the sample and the rollers

are carefully polished before rolling.

B. Deposition During Etching

The primary method of removing the superficial contaminated layers of

a sample is chemical etching. Some elements, especially the less elec-

tropositive metals, may deposit on the more electropositive metal during

etching. This effect has been observed in the determination of copper in

aluminium by thermal neutron irradiation. This deposition of copper was

observed when the sample is preirradiation etched either by the bath con-

taining 70 percent H3PO4, 20 percent H2SO4, 5 percent HNO3 or by
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NaOH (fig. 1). Etching of Al in these baths leads to apparent concentra-

tions of about 0. 1 /jigig of Cu, when the actual concentration is near 0.001

fjLglg. In this case the adequate procedure to dissolve the copper deposit

is a treatment by concentrated HNO3 after etching by the 3 acids bath;

however, the application of many successive 3 acids baths decreases the

radioactivity of ^^Cu (fig. 1 ).

The possibility of redeposition during chemical etching must always

remain in mind. As mechanical treatment of the surface is generally a

more difficult procedure, chemical etching can be used but its efficiency

must be controlled or a post-irradiation etching used. Generally the use of

successive baths leads to accurate surface contamination removal.

Figure 1 . Variation of the radioactivity (A) of '^Cu contaminating aluminium after a number

(n) of successive preirradiation etchings in alkali or acid baths.
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C. Deep Diffusion in the Sample

In most cases the temperature during the irradiation in a reactor does

not lead to deep diffusion of the surface impurities into the sample. How-
ever we have observed in some cases abnormal deep diffusion. This effect

was observed during the determination of sulphur by the ^4S(n,yp^S reac-

tion [3 ,4 ] . It led to quite false results for sulphur concentration, as shown

by further determination by the ^2S(n,p)32p reaction.

This effect depends on the nature of the samples. Deep diffusion of ^^S

was observed in Cu, Zr, Mo, Fe and Ni. This effect has its maximum in-

tensity in Ni and Fe. In these cases ^^S diffuses through more than 1 mm
and the contamination takes place in the whole depth of the sample. On
the contrary, the effect was not observed in Al and Mg.

Another experimental observation is that the ^^S concentration in the

sample depends on the chlorine concentration of the surface (fig. 2). This

dependence is explained by the fact that ^'^S can be produced by the

35Cl(n,p)35S reaction, which takes place in a thermal position of the reac-

10'

10^

O

10

e,

Figure 2. Apparent concentration (C) of sulphur (by ^^S counting) as a function of depth (e)

in nickel, whose surface was contaminated by NH4CI.
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lor. In fact, the main part of ''^S present in the sample after irradiation is

produced from the surface chlonne contamination.

Since the exact nature of this effect is not known up to no\^ . ue cannot

avoid it. The onK solution is to fmd another adequate nuclear reaction

which is not subject to this effect. An\ ho\^ \^e must aKvays be vigilant as

this example of deep diffusion is not unique [5 ]

.

m. Surface Effects After Charged-Particle Irradiation

Compared to thermal neutron irradiation, charged panicles lead always

to rather deep diffusion. The main responsible phenomenon is the recoil

of the nuclides ejected b\" the nuclear reactions. The recoil depends on the

energies of these nuclides. In most activation analysis cases it reaches

several ^m. In fact, experiments show that diffusion of radionuclides from

the surface is more intensive than predicted b\' recoil [6-8]. This effect

may be partially explained by channelling or accelerated diffusion due to

irradiation and local heating.

The main cause of inadequate removal of superficial layers is nonu-

niform etching. One example is the determination of oxygen in first elec-

trolysis aluminium [9], The concentration found by '^He and proton ir-

radiation was 20 jj-gg. These results were in agreement with those ob-

tained by mass spectrometr\' and fast neutron irradiation. All these results

were false due to interference for proton irradiation and inadequate

etching in the other cases. As was shown by microscopic obser\-ations. in-

tensive etching takes place at grain boundaries and by pitting. At other

places the oxide pellicula is not removed. Further experiments using a

more accurate etching sho\^"ed that the real concentration of ox>-gen is 0.2

MB. 2.

Another example is the determination of oxygen in zirconium. In this

case, owing to the flux of panicles and to the heating of the surface, the

metal is oxidized during irradiation. This oxidation is not uniform.

probabK" because the beam is not uniform itself As it was shown by

microscopic observation, the more oxidized points are protected against

chemical etching.

These examples are not unique. In man\- other cases we have obser\ ed

nonreproducible results \^"hich could be attributed to ineffective etching.
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IV. Conclusion

Our experience in activation analysis showed us that in the preparation

of solid samples for irradiation the procedure of chemical etching must be

in each case carefully controlled. The main causes of error are redeposi-

tion and nonuniform etching. In all cases we must avoid a static etching

in a single bath. It is generally better to use etching in many successive

baths.

The better procedure of superficial layers removal is mechanical sur-

face treatment coupled with chemical etching. The better mechanical

treatment is cutting and not abrasion, as this last method may give inclu-

sions.

In all cases one must avoid general or local elevation of temperature

which may lead to oxidation and accelerated diffusion. The possibility of

deep diffusion really exists and must be kept in mind. In the case of

charged particle irradiation the elevation of temperature is always

important: even with good systems of cooling and large area beams, this

effect will limit the current of charged particles and consequently the sen-

sitivity of the determination.

In conclusion, the intent of this paper is to discuss problem procedures

or special cases of surface effects which lead to false results. In the

majority of cases, chiefly in neutron irradiation, these effects do not affect

the determinations and a quite good accuracy is achieved, which is con-

trolled by the following procedure: preparation of an alloy with a known
quantity of radioactive dopant, measurement of the observed concentra-

tion by counting, using classical neutron activation analysis after decay of

the initial gross radioactivity. We can thus compare the expected concen-

tration (calculated from weights of dopant and base metal), and the results

obtained after the first counting using classical activation analysis. These

experiments demonstrated that we can achieve at this time the 1 percent

range in accuracy, if the counting statistics allow it.
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More accurate information on the trace element composition of foodstuffs

is imponant in the field of nutrition. An appropriate approach to this problem

is the application of neutron activation anaU sis for simultaneous multielement

determination using high resolution gamma spectrometp.

.

A s>"stem has been developed permitting determination of at least 28 ele-

ments, utilizing remote controlled radiochemical processing of irradiated

biological samples. The reliability of the method has been ascenained b> par-

ticipation in inter-laborator> comparisons organized b> the International

Atomic Energ\ Agenc\- iIAEAi. Results for multielement determinations are

given for potatoes
(
peeled i. milk powder, fish solubles and algae.

Keywords: Biological matenal; biological standards: data evaluation; distil-

lation: food composition: gamma spectrometry: inorganic

separators: isotopic exchange: multielement determination:

neutron acti\ ation: radiochemical separation: trace elements.

I. Introduction

In the past, concerns about toxic trace elements in foodstuffs have

focused on individual elements, such as mercur\-. lead, cadmium etc.

Recenth' the realization has grown that the toxicological evaluation of the

presence of certain amounts of an element in the diet requires information

about the simultaneous presence of other elements. In the field of nutri-

tion and food research it becomes increasingh imponant to obtain more
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accurate information on the trace element composition of foodstuffs and

other biological materials. An appropriate approach to this problem is the

application of neutron activation analysis for simultaneous multielement

determination using high resolution gamma-spectrometry and electronic

data evaluation with computers.

Foodstuffs and other biological materials usually contain much sodium,

potassium, phosphorous and bromine. The radionuclides 24Na, 42K, 32p

and ^2Br produced in such samples by neutron activation dominate the

gamma spectrum to such an extent that the determination of most other

elements becomes impossible, unless special procedures are applied to

avoid this problem. By using inorganic separators such as hydrated an-

timony pentoxide (HAP) for the removal of sodium-24, titanium

phosphate to remove potassium-42, and zirconium phosphate for remov-

ing phosphorous-32, as proposed by Girardi et aL [1], a multielement

determination can be accomplished within reasonable time requirements.

Multielement determination in biological samples by NAA is possible

either by chemical separation methods, "chemical spectrum stripping" or,

by using purely instrumental techniques after a longer decay period. Both

approaches are used in our laboratory [2 ]

.

IL Method

As indicated in the scheme (table 1) the samples are sealed in high

purity quartz ampoules (available: Heraeus, 6450 Hanau, West Germany)
together with multielement biological standards such as Bowen's kale

powder, NBS orchard leaves or NBS bovine liver and irradiated for 24

hours. After the induced radioactivity has decreased due to the short-lived

radionuclides, the biological material is decomposed according to a

procedure published by Sjostrand [3] in a siliconized wet-ashing and

distillation apparatus described by Bethge [4]. After digestion of the

sample a mixture of perchloric acid and glycine is added. At about 120 °C,

HCl is formed in statu nascendi from the perchloric acid due to the reduc-

ing action of glycine. Metals present are thus converted to their chlorides.

At about 250 °C the volatile chlorides, e.g., of mercury and gold, are

distilled off together with bromine. The reproducibility of the distillation

step was studied in 18 tracer experiments with mercury-203. Samples of

freeze-dried canned tuna were spiked with radioactive mercury solutions.

The yield was determined to be 93.2 ± 3.4 percent relative standard

deviation.

From the two fractions thus obtained (table 1), distillate and residue,
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Table 1. Scheme for the destructive method of multielement determination hy neutron
activation analysis

Time Schedule Operations Time required

for operations

Elements

determined

1st day Irradiation

150 mg sample

irradiated for

24 hours at a

neutron flux of

6 X 10'3 cm-2 s-

1 day

2nd day 2. Cooling 1 day

3rd day 3, Digestion of sample 1 hour

with cone HNO3, cone
H2SO4 (9:1)

4. Addition of 70% 0.5 hour
HCIO4 + Glycine,

distillation of volatiles

5. Isotopic exchange 12-18 hours

4th day 6. Radiochemical

separation of ^^P,

and ^^Na

7. Radioactive

measurement with

data evaluation

(a) "HAP" column
(b) Distillate

(c) Copper-foil (distillate)

(d) Copper-foil (residue)

(e) Residue

0.5 hour

50 min
10 min
4. 5 hour

4. 5 hour

12 hour

Na, K, Cs, Rb
Br

Au, Hg
Ag, Se, Cu
As, Ba, Ca, Cd, Ce, Co, Cr
Eu, Fe, Ga, La, Mo, Sb
Sc, Sm, (Sn), Ta, Tb,

Th, W, Yb, Zn

certain elements are now removed by an isotopic exchange technique

using amalgamated copper foils as previously described for the determina-

tion of mercury in foodstuffs [5]. The copper foils are placed into both

fractions. The copper foil exposed to the distillate takes up mercury and

gold. This achieves a fairly good separation from the bromine present in

the distillate and makes it possible to detect mercury even at ppb levels.

On the copper foil of the residue are deposited copper, selenium and

silver. This procedure makes possible the determination of copper using

the 5 1 1 keV photopeak without detectable interference by other

radionuclides. Because selenium is retained almost quantitatively in the

so called "HAP" column containing in sequence TiP, ZP and HAP,
selenium is determined before passing through the "HAP" column. The
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fractions are now ready for counting; the distillate (bromine), the

distillate-foil (mercury and gold) and the residue-foil (silver, selenium,

copper).

The distillation residue is taken up with 9N hydrochloric acid and auto-

matically transferred to the "HAP" column, which is subsequently

washed with 9A^ hydrochloric acid, eluting the residual nonvolatile ele-

ments from the column indicated in table 1 . Due to the removal of the high

radioactivity caused by sodium-24, potassium-42 and phosphorous-32,

the gamma-spectrometric measurement can be carried out directly after

this separation step, with no dead time problems.

III. Gamma Spectrometry and Data Evaluation

A 35 cm^ true coaxial Ge(Li) detector is used (Ortec, resolution: 2.2

keV at 1.33 MeV, peak/Compton ratio 28:1), connected to a 8192-chan-

nel pulse height analyzer (Hewlett Packard 5402 B). With the aid of a 16

K computer (Hewlett Packard, Model 2100 A) and a programme written

in "instrument basic," photopeaks are identified and peak areas deter-

mined by the correlation technique, essentially as described by Black

[6]. Time required for evaluation of a spectrum of about 60 photopeaks

is 20 minutes. Element concentration in the sample is calculated by com-

paring the net peak areas of "interference-free" photopeaks with those of

the identically treated standard.

Especially when measuring low activities, as was found on the copper-

foils from the distillate and the residue, when food samples were analyzed,

the shape and height of the background may play an important role, in-

fluencing the detection limits of elements to be determined. Therefore, a

circular shielding for the semiconductor detector (fig. 1) was designed and

built. The shielding materials are arranged with increasing ordinal number

around the detector.

The effect of this shielding on the composition of the background is

shown in figure 2. Curve I indicates a measurement without shielding and

curve ni with the shielding equipment shown in figure 1. Mainly in the

low energy region a considerable decrease in the pulse heights is obtained.

This is very important, in particular for the determinations of mercury at

the ppb level. Based on five measurements the threefold standard devia-

tion in this energy region was found to be 0.3 cpm for the equipment used.

The number of peaks of naturally occurring gamma emitting radionuclides

up to 2 MeV was reduced from 1 8 to 9.
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1 Pt 40mm walil thickness

2 Fe TC mm
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Figure 1. Schematic of the circular shieldins for the semiconductor detector.

4QO0 I J .,vittx5ut shieldi'og

IT s.hiieiding withoot lid

HI cofTiipilete shielding

channels 4096

Figure 2. Composition of background curves due to the effect of shielding shown in

figure 1.
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It was tested whether elements other than sodium, potassium and

phosphorous are retained in the "HAP" column using the operating

procedures described (table 2). Tracer studies showed that selenium and

cesium are absorbed almost quantitatively by HAP and TiP. The barium

activity is reduced severely by absorption on the TiP. The standard devia-

tions obtained from at least five runs include all possible errors using the

automated separation column from weighing to counting statistics. It was

found that decreasing acidity does not increase the yield of the

radionuclides passing through the column.

In order to study the reproducibility and accuracy of the method,

Bowen's kale powder was taken as standard, and NBS bovine liver as the

sample with "unknown" element concentration. The data for the standard

were taken from Bowen's "best mean values" [7 ]

.

The results indicated in table 3 were obtained by repeated analyses of

at least nine runs to determine 22 elements in the same material, using

also short-time irradiation to determine manganese additionally. For most

elements, agreement with values given by NBS and other authors [8] is

quite satisfactory. Severe deviations are to be noticed for silver. We think

that this is due to the values reported by Bowen which he himself con-

siders as inconsistent [7]. The concentration found for potassium is

lower than certified by NBS. Because of the 2.5-fold higher potassium

content in kale compared to bovine liver it appears possible that the very

high induced radioactivity of potassium-42 in kale is responsible for the

depressed value obtained (dead time of the ADC in the measuring equip-

ment).

Two of the most difficult elements to analyze are chromium and

lanthanum. For these elements in particular there seems to be a general

need to improve the precision and accuracy. In milk powder for instance,

we determined chromium with about 10 percent standard deviation;

analyses of the same element in potato powder indicate 60 percent stan-

dard deviation, although a fifteenfold higher concentration of chromium
was present in the potato powder.

By using INAA (same irradiation conditions as for the destructive

method; cooling time 5 to 10 days) the biological standards Bowen's kale

powder, NBS orchard leaves and NBS bovine liver were checked mu-

tually for the element concentrations given. The results indicate satisfac-

tory agreement with the values certified for the determination of up to 13

elements in the different standards. For bovine liver an average chromium

content of 0.03 ppm was found, using either kale or orchard leaves as

standards. This value is not in agreement with the result of 0.5 to 3.5 ppm
published by Nadkami [9] , who also used INAA.
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Table 2. Retention capacity of the inorganic separators titaniumphosphate (TiP) zirconium-

phosphate (ZP) and hydrated antimonypentoxide (HAP) for some radionuclides in percent
{medium: 9N HCl)

Radio- TiP S.D.^ Z.P. S.D. HAP S.D.

nuclide

«5Zn 10.9 0.6 10.3 0.6 10.8 1.0

64.8 1.1 14.2 2.7 9.5 2.9

60CO 10.6 2.9 14.6 0.9 10.1 1.7

99.5 0.5 20.8 .6 21.1 0.9

54Mn 10.8 2.2 7.0 .6 7.2 2.2

22Na 22.0 2.3 17.5 2.9 99.6 0.5

52.5 0.9 47.7 2.3 99.0 .6

^ Absolute standard deviation.

Table 3. Element concentration found in NBS bovine liver SRM 1577 using neutron activa-

tion analysis {standard, Bowens kale powder)

Radionuclide Gamma-ray Element con- S.D. NBS valued

determined used [KeV] centration

found [mg/kg]
[mg/kg] [mg/kg]

llOm^g 658 2.0 0.6 (0.06)
"«As 1118 0.066 0.023 (0.055)

824 0.0049 0.0008
«2Br 619 11.1 1.6
ii^Cd 528 0.26 0.03 0.27 =h 0.04
38Q 1642 2615 192 (2600)

1173/1333 0.31 0.06 (0.18)

"Cr 320 0.06 0.03
"Cu 511 208 27 193 ± 10

59pe 1099 310 28 300 ± 20
203Hg 279 0.015 0.004 0.016 d= 0.002

1525 6674 662 9700 ± 600
i^oLa 1595 0.012 0.009
56Mn 844 10.4 1.1 10.3 ± 1

99IVio(99°^Tc) 141 3.6 0.7 (3.2)

1368 2768 156 2430 ± 130

86Rb 1077 16.6 2.8 18.3 zfc 1

122Sb 564 0.011 0.009
'^Se 264 1.3 0.4 1.1 zh 0.1

103 0.035 0.024
187W 479 0.005 0.003
69mZn 439 141 16 130 ± 10

6^Zn 1115 159 8

* Values in parentheses are not certified.
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It is not possible to make generalized statements about the accuracy of

NAA when applied to biological samples. The choice of the standard for

example depends on the material, the problem to be solved and on the in-

formation one wants about element concentration. It may be concluded

from the results obtained and from the method presented that the reliabili-

ty ofNAA for simultaneous multielement determination is quite sufficient

for most purposes in the field of food science.
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It is sometimes worthwhile, especially in solvent extraction studies by

radiochemical techniques, to neutron irradiate the organic phase after extrac-

tion and directly count the same. Problems arise in comparing gamma activi-

ties in the corresponding aqueous phases, eventually irradiated after extrac-

tion, and in aqueous standards. Many factors may affect, though in a different

way. both the neutron activation and counting steps: the former being a func-

tion of neutron absorption in the organic medium that may be especially rele-

vant in the case of chlorine containing solvents and of the different neutron

thermalizing properties of the same.

To test these effects, tributyl phosphate in various diluents as an extractant

for the chlorocomplexes of some noble metals, namely Pd. Pt. Ir. Os and Au.

was used.

The effect of different thermalizing power of the media by comparing the ac-

tivities of irradiated aqueous and organic samples containing same amounts of

neutron absorbing elements was also evaluated.

Keywords: Chlorine effect: counting corrections: gamma intensity attenua-

tion: neutron flux depression: organic liquid sample irradiation;

palladium distribution ratios: platinum distribution ratios.

I. Introduction

It is sometimes worthwhile, especially in solvent extraction studies
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using radiochemical techniques, to neutron irradiate the organic phase

after extraction. Problems arise in comparing gamma activities in the

latter with those in the corresponding aqueous phases, eventually ir-

radiated after extraction, or in the aqueous standards. Many factors such

as differences in thermalizing power, radiation self-absorption and flux

depression in the samples may affect the relative measurements [ 1 ]

.

The flux depression effect is especially noteworthy when a strong

neutron absorber is present as a component in different concentrations in

the samples to be compared. This was the case observed [2] while study-

ing platinum and palladium chlorocomplex extraction into tribu-

tylphosphate (TBP) diluted with different hydrocarbons, of which some
were chlorinated hydrocarbons. The aim of this work is to investigate the

corrections that must be made when using radioanalytical techniques in

solvent extraction studies to overcome radiation self-absorption and flux

depression effects.

Palladium, gold and platinum stock solutions approximately IQ-^M

were prepared by dissolving in aqua regia exactly weighed amounts of

very pure metals (BDH) and finally diluting to proper volumes. Iridium

(IV) stock solution was obtained by direct chlorination at 650 °C of iridi-

um metal mixed with pure NaCl.

Measured aliquots of these solutions were evaporated to dryness on a

steam bath, the residue was taken up in concentrated HCl containing a

few milligrams of NaCl and again evaporated to dryness. This procedure

was repeated twice. In the case of iridium the last evaporation step was

accomplished after adding to the residue 4 ml of \2N HCl and 4 ml of 36

percent H2O2 to reoxidize to the quadrivalent state any iridium which had

been reduced to the tervalent state. The residues were finally dissolved in

a volume of water tenfold the initial one to make the final sample solution.

All other chemicals used were reagent grade.

To measured aliquots of the sample solutions, equal volumes of 12N
HCl were added, and extractions performed with a TBP-n-pentane mix-

ture 50 percent v/v. After separating the phases n-pentane was

evaporated from the organic by gentle heating.

Carefully measured aliquots of 0.5 ml of the TBP holding the metal

complex, were mixed with 2 ml of isooctane-CCU mixtures ranging from

0 to 80 percent CCI4 by volume.

II. Experimental
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A series of six samples all containing the same amount of metal were

thus prepared for each examined metal. After sealing in plastic vials 10

mm in diameter, they were irradiated for 4 minutes in the rabbit system of

the TRIGA Mark II reactor of the University of Pavia, where a thermal

flux of 4.3 X 1012 n • cm-^ • s-^ is available, and the cadmium ratio for gold

is Red, Au~ 3.

After a cooling time that varied depending on the isotope of interest, the

following gamma photopeaks were counted with a Ge(Li) detector linked

to a multichannel analyzer: 88 keV from lo^Pd (ti/2= 13.47 h), 328 keV
from i94ir {i,j.,= 17.4 h), 411.8 keV from i^sAu (ti/2 = 2.7 d) and 158 keV
from Au (ti/2= 3.15 d), the latter being produced by the nuclear reac-

tion: i^spt (n,y) i99PtA ^^^Au.

III. Results and Discussion

Specific activities of the four isotopes are reported in figure 1 as a func-

tion of chlorine contents. Reported data were corrected for gamma ab-

sorption in the organic layer whose density is not constant. For this pur-

pose irradiated aliquots of the metal aqueous solutions were extracted

with pure TBP. Aliquots of 0.5 ml of the latter were then diluted as in the

previous experiment with 2 ml of isooctane-CCU mixtures. Gamma inten-

sity attenuations relative to the zero CCU sample content are reported in

figure 2 as a function of the sample density. These curves were used for

the already mentioned corrections.

3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 M CI

Figure L Relative gamma activity as a function of chlorine content in the irradiated liquid

samples.
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Figure 2. Gamma intensity attenuation as a function of the liquid sample density.

Platinum specific activation shows a less marked decrease as a function

of chlorine content in the irradiated samples while palladium and gold

behave in a fairly similar way and iridium activation seems more strongly

influenced by the chlorine concentration than the other examined metals.

This effect may be at least partially explained if one looks at table 1. In

accordance with the lolcth values listed in table 1 , one should expect that

the specific activities in the gold and palladium samples are affected by

the same percentage decrease due to neutron flux depression, while on the

other hand the iridium activity should be more negatively influenced by a

neutron flux depression relatively higher for thermal than for epicadmium

neutrons.

This is in fact the case, since for chlorine o-= 33 [6],andIo=12 [3],

the former being the thermal absorption cross-section, the latter the in-

finite dilution resonance integrals both referred to the natural isotopic

composition.

Table 1. Thermal activation cross section (ra and infinite dilution resonance integrals L

Produced Principal a^^^XO-^W References
isotope 7-energy, keV

'Pd 88.0 11.2 173 15.5 [5]

'Ir 328.0 110.0 1370 12.5 [4,3]

'Au 411.8 98.8 1551 15.7 [5,4]

'Au 158.3 4.0 — — [4]
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The influence that the chemical composition and the amount of TBP
may exert on the specific activity was also evaluated. For this purpose

samples of 50 percent v/v TBP mixtures with 1 ,2-dichloro ethane (DE),

chloroform and carbon tetrachloride containing constant metal amounts

were irradiated as previously described. The decrease in gamma activity

relative to the zero chlorine content standard is reported in table 2 and

compared with the expected values deduced from figure 1 at the cor-

responding chlorine contents. The agreement is rather satisfactory to let

us assume that, at least in the examined cases, chlorine is mostly responsi-

ble for neutron flux depression.

In a previous work [2], the distribution ratios (D values) of platinum

and palladium extracted as chlorocomplexes into TBP in several diluents

were measured by neutron irradiation of the organic phases. The specific

activities were corrected for different neutron flux depressions from liquid

samples of different chlorine contents and for gamma absorption as a

function of the sample density.

Table 2. Gamma specific activities relative to the zero chlorine contents standard in samples
of different composition

(mean of three experiments)

Relative activity (7) Relative activity (7)

Sample* Experimental Expected Sample* Experimental Expected

Au in: lo^pd in:

TBP-DE 93.5 92.0 TBP-DE 70.3 79.5
TBP-CHCI3 91.0 90.5 TBP-CHCI3 68.5 74.0
TBP-CCI4 94.0 90.0 TBP-CCI4 65.0 72.0

i98Au in: ir in:

TBP-DE 83.0 79.5 TBP-DE 74.0 70.0
TBP-CHCI3 75.0 74.0 TBP-CHCI3 57.5 60.0
TBP-CCI4 79.5 72.0 TBP-CCI4 54.5 58.0

* 50 percent v/v.

In figures 3 and 4 rough D values are connected by dotted lines, cor-

rected D values by solid lines. Corrections tend to increase D values for

TBP-DE, TBP-CHCI3 and TBP-CCI4 mixtures and obviously are more

remarkable for Pd than for Pt. Of concern also was the HCl eventually ex-

tracted into TBP-n-hexane and TBP-toluene. The concentration in the

equilibrated organic phase reaches the maximum value of 0.7N in TBP-n-

hexane when is %N in the aqueous phase [7] , and thus introduces only a
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little correction in the upper part of the TBP-n-hexane curve for Pt. In the

corresponding Pd curve, correction due to the 88 keV gamma attenuation

still has some importance and is of the opposite sign due to the fact that

TBP-n-hexane density is lower than that of the aqueous sample.

Figure 3. Platinum chiorocomplex distribution ratio as a function of TBP diluent and HCl
concentration in the aqueous phase. (Before (---_) and after (

) counting corrections.)
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Since the primary interference reactions may be a considerable source of

systematic errors in fast particle activation analysis, their evaluation is of prin-

cipal importance. These interferences can often be avoided or at least reduced

to a negligible degree by the choice of the optimum projectile energy. In cer-

tain cases the interfering nuclear reactions cannot be avoided; then their extent

must be evaluated quantitatively and corresponding corrections applied.

For the evaluation of the primary interference reactions by calculation, in

addition to the appropriate projectile flux parameters, the cross section data

must be known. A critical picture is provided of the present state of the cross

section data required for this purpose with regard to their accuracy and

completeness. Compilations from which the cross section data can be obtained

are surveyed and discussed. A survey of systematics enabling the possibility

to estimate unknown cross section data is given. The consequences of the un-

certainty in nuclear data for the evaluation of primary reaction interferences

are discussed and demonstrated by using practical examples. Handling of

nuclear interferences in activation with 14 MeV neutrons, with fast neutrons

of intermediate energy and with charged particles is considered.

In most cases, the cross section data needed for these calculations are. at

present, already available. Generally, the accuracy suffices to make calcula-

tions for assessing the significance of the interferences and to choose the op-

timum projectile energy. The application of calculations to obtain the actual

correction factors is possible only in cases where the cross section data have

been critically evaluated and their accuracy is well known.

Keywords: Accuracy; activation analysis; analytical chemistry; charged

particle activation analysis; cross sections; excitation functions;

fast neutron activation analysis; fast particle activation analy-
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sis; interferences; primary interference reactions; systematic

errors; trace analysis.

I. Introduction

Activation analysis is based on the linear relationship between the

amount of the element to be determined and the amount of the indicator

radionuclide produced from this element by a nuclear reaction. However,
in addition to the desired reaction, several interference reactions may take

place which alter this linear relationship. They can be classified as prima-

ry, secondary, and second order reactions.

Of these reactions, the primary interference reactions are generally of

greatest importance in fast particle activation analysis. Primary inter-

ference reactions are nuclear reactions induced by the principle irradiat-

ing particles in elements other than the element to be determined. They
yield the same indicator radionuclide as does the desired nuclear reaction,

which is the most common case, or it may proceed through a nuclear reac-

tion followed by beta decay of the primary interference reaction product.

The indicator radionuclide can be formed by primary interference reac-

tions on elements one or some few units of Z above or below the element

to be determined, depending on the kind of activation. In some cases, in-

terference may occur as the result of fission of heavy elements.

The evaluation of the contribution of primary interference reactions to

the production of the indicator radionuclide has been mostly performed

by comparison of experimental activation curves for the desired reaction

and the interfering reactions. This procedure has been applied to the esti-

mation of primary reaction interferences, e.g., in charged particle activa-

tion analysis [ 1 ,2 ] , in photon activation analysis [3 ] as well as in activa-

tion analysis using cyclotron produced fast neutrons [4]. For this pur-

pose, much additional experimental work involving irradiation is necessa-

ry. The present paper investigates to what extent the experimental evalua-

tion may be replaced by calculations using nuclear data and what accura-

cy may be expected from these calculations. The activation analysis using

14 MeV neutrons, cyclotron produced neutrons and charged particles is

considered.

II. Principle of the Estimation

Since the bombarding particles and their parameters as well as the satu-
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ration factor are identical for both the desired and the interfering activa-

tion reaction, it is sufficient to express the reaction rates instead of activi-

ties.

In the simplest case, discrete values may be assigned to the projectile

flux 0 and to the reactions cross-section o-, e.g., in activation with 14

MeV neutrons, the reaction rate per target nucleus R can be expressed as

the product ^cr. In this case, the evaluation of the interference can be car-

ried out by simply comparing the reaction cross sections for the desired

and interfering reaction taking into consideration the atomic weight, the

concentration and the isotopic abundance of the appropriate element and

nuclide, respectively.

If the energy and angular distribution of the projectile particles and also

the energy dependence of the reaction cross sections have to be con-

sidered, as is the case in activation with cyclotron produced neutrons, the

reaction rate per target nucleus must be calculated by integrating the

product of these two quantities in an energy'increment over the energy

range of interest by considering the angular distribution:

where Em is the maximum projectile energy, pi the angle given by the size

of the sample and its distance from the projectile source, <^>{E,p) is the pro-

jectile flux for the given energy E and angle p (relative to the direction of

the incident beam), cr(E) the cross-section for the projectile energy E.

Figure 1 shows typical shapes of energy spectra of cyclotron produced

neutrons and of charged particles. In the first case, the projectiles are al-

ready produced with such energy distribution, while for charged particles,

the energy distribution shown is due to energy losses in a thick target.

Thus, to calculate the reaction rate in all these cases, in addition to the

knowledge of the corresponding projectile beam parameters, the cross

section data for the sought reaction has to be known over the whole ener-

gy interval of the projectile spectrum. Consequently, the accuracy of esti-

mating the primary reaction interferences depends on how accurately the

projectile beam is defined and how accurately the cross sections or excita-

tion functions are known. In general, the inaccuracy of the cross sections

and excitation functions given in existing compilations mostly exceeds the

inaccuracy of the beam definition several times [5]. Therefore, this will

be the main subject of the following discussion of individual activation

methods. Of course, time and space limitations do not permit separate

dealing with interferences occurring in each individual activation reaction

of importance. But still, in addition to providing a general picture of the

ability to calculate primary reaction interferences, some examples of prac-

tical importance will be given.

(I)
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Figure 1
.
Typical shapes of energy spectra of neutrons produced by bombarding thick Re-

targets with deuterons {<t>„{E)) and of charged particles in using thick targets (Oc/,(E)).

III. General Comments on Activation Cross Section Data

From the discussion in the previous section it is evident that the ex-

istence and accuracy of the Q-values and cross section data are of prin-

cipal significance for the estimation of the primary reaction interferences.

Two compilations of Q-values have been published recently [6,7] cover-

ing all reaction types occurring in activation analysis, so that no problem

exists any more in readily obtaining Q-values.

In most cases, the cross section data measured by different authors

show large discrepancies. This may be explained by different accelerators

and nonidentical experimental conditions used by different experimen-

ters. Some compilations give recommended values in addition to the col-

lection of measured data. But there are no entirely objective criteria for

the choice of a recommended value from all existing experimental data.

By means of critical analysis of the experimental conditions used in mea-

suring the cross sections, in some cases, hints can be obtained as to which

results are more reliable. As a rule, more accurate trends can be revealed
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from data measured by the same authors where the relative accuracy is

higher. One of the possible ways to obtain more reliable cross sections

and/or excitation functions is to carry out appropriate averaging of the

available values. The difficulties in selecting the most accurate value from

many existing published data are reflected also in the present state of

handbooks and compilations: for the same cross sections and excitation

functions, in many cases, widely differing values and energy dependences,

respectively, may be found in different tabulations, or all experimental

data are listed without recommendation of a certain value.

Another serious problem is that for many reactions experimental cross

sections and excitation functions have not been measured. The great

number of unavailable data can be explained by the limitation of the ac-

tivation method by which cross sections are mostly measured and by un-

favourable decay schemes. But an important factor is that measuring the

cross sections is time consuming work, which, unfortunately, in spite of

its usefulness does not attract enough working groups having the cor-

responding facilities at their disposal. The knowledge of the 14 MeV
neutron activation cross sections is the most complete of the threshold

reactions. It is more critical with excitation functions where for most reac-

tions only parts of the excitation functions are known, or the excitation

functions have not been measured, at all. In cases where there is a lack of

experimental cross sections, the development of special systematics

providing the possibility to estimate unknown cross sections and excita-

tion functions is of great significance. The significance of systematics can

even surpass the topic of missing data. In some cases, the deviations

between activities obtained using systematics and those obtained experi-

mentally are smaller than the scatter of experimental cross sections ob-

tained by different authors [5,8]. This indicates that systematics could be

significant as one of the criteria in finding out the recommended values.

The systematics may be based on the dependence of the cross sections, or

of some characteristic magnitudes of the excitation functions, on different

parameters, e.g., Z, N-Z, etc. Systematics usable in the estimation of pri-

mary reaction interferences in activation analysis based on threshold

reactions will be discussed in more detail, below, for individual activation

methods. Cross section data obtained by computation using nuclear theo-

ries will also be considered.

IV. Fast Neutron Activation Analysis

In fast neutron activation analysis [9-12] , the most frequently utilized
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principal reactions are that of (n,p) and (n,2n) type, but sometimes use is

also made of reactions of {n,a) and (n,n') type. If one of these reaction

types is the principal one the others may occur as the primary interference

reactions. In addition to these, in certain cases interference reactions of

(n,t), (n,3He), (n,pxn), (n,Q;xn), (n,2p), and (n,2pxn) type may be energeti-

cally possible. The complex interference reactions can in practice occur

only in activation with cyclotron produced neutrons. The energy spec-

trum of these neutrons depends on the energy of the incident particles and

normally also reaches the higher energy region with its tail part. In some
cases, the primary interference through (n,7) reactions must also be con-

sidered. As examples, some of the most important principal reactions

together with possible primary interference reactions are given in table 1.

Table 1 . Examples of primary interference reactions occurring in fast neutron activation

analysis

Principal Q-value Interference Q-value

reaction (MeV) reactions (MeV)

^^0{n,py'N - 9.6 i^F (/7,a)^6N - 1.5

20Ne(/z,a;7)i6N -14.4
23Na(«,2a)^sN -12.0
'^N {n,yy'N 2.5

90Zr(/7,2A0*''"Zr -12.0 ^mo{n,aT^Zr 3.7

94Mo(/7,a2«)«9'"Zr -14.1

^'^UoUhalnf^^Zr -21.4
96Ru(/z,2a)89'"Zr 2.0

^^Ku{n,2a2nf^^Zv -16.3

3iP(«,a)28Al - 1.9 2"Al(/z,7)28Al 7.7

2«Si(/z,/?)28Al - 3.9

^'S\{n,pnY^A\ -12.3
29Si(/7, dy^M. -10.1
30Si(/?,/72/0^^Al -22.9
20Si(,;,;)28Al -14.4
32S(«,a/7)28Al -10.8
^^S{n,ctpny^k\ -19.5
35Cl(/2,2a)28Al - 8.9

Detailed data on the flux distributions of 14 MeV neutrons are availa-

ble in the literature. These data were obtained either by calculations [IB-

IS] or were determined experimentally [14,16,19-23]. The energy of

neutrons produced by generators via the T(d,n)^He reaction depends on

the emission angle. An angular variation of energy within ~ 2 MeV is

possible, and it is especially accentuated around 90° [24], as it can be

seen in figure 2. The topic of the neutron production control systems, of
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the neutron flux distribution, and of the deuteron beam form is com-

prehensively reviewed and critically discussed by Adams et al [25 ] from

the point of view of activation analysis.

Neutrons of intermediate energies may be obtained by using ac-

celerated protons, deuterons, helium-3 and a-particles from a cyclotron to

bombard a suitable target. Among all these possibilities of producing fast

neutrons, bombarding a thick beryllium target with deuterons seems to be

most attractive for activation analysis [26-28]. The energy and angle

distribution of neutrons produced in this way can be satisfactorily

described [26, 29].

Numerous data on the cross sections of nuclear reactions induced by

neutrons with energies close to 14 MeV have been published. Un-
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fortunately, these data are, in general, very inconsistent. In the 14 MeV
activation cross sections, an additional factor increasing the inconsist-

encies of the cross section data results from the unnormalized neutron

energy. As is evident from figure 2, the neutron energy varies around the

value of 14 MeV. Figure 3 shows that, in some cases, the neutron activa-

tion cross sections may be strongly energy-dependent around 14 MeV.
Consequently, one should not be too free with the energy definition in

measuring or comparing the 14 MeV neutron activation cross sections.

The need to realize the proposal by Czikai et al. [24] to normalize the

neutron energy by an angular interval is very urgent.

There exist several compilations from which the activation cross sec-

tions for neutrons of energy around 14 MeV can be obtained. Some of

them survey all cross section data available without giving recommended

values [30-34], others contain recommended values along with estimated

accuracy based on the analysis of the existing data [8, 36-38] while

some contain recommended values without estimating the accuracy

[24, 39-41]. For the reason discussed above, very different values may
be found for the same reaction in different tabulations. Table 2 shows

several examples of bad agreement between cross sections recommended

in different tabulations for the same (n,2n), (n,p), and {n,a) reaction.

The discrepancy between the individual measured or recommended
values is similar or even greater for (n,d), (n,t), (n,3He) and complex

reactions. Table 2 indicates that it is very difficult to judge the accuracy

of the cross section value used. From this reason it seems to be useful

to provide a general picture of the expected uncertainty of the cross

section data used and, at the same time, also of the calculated activities

or reaction rates. This was done by the following procedure. From the

cross section data published by different authors, the mean values were

expressed and the deviations between these mean values and the extreme

experimental values were calculated. Figure 4 shows the integrated

histogram of the distribution of deviations obtained in this way for

(n,2n) reactions and a neutron energy close to 14.7 MeV. The results

presented in this figure are based on the evaluation of cross sections of

114 reactions. Results obtained in the same way for (n,p) and {n,a)

reactions are shown in figure 5. They are based on the evaluation of

cross sections of 162 (p,n) and (p,a) reactions. The number of experi-

mental results per reaction varied between 2 {e.g., for the i2isb(n,2n)

i2o^"Sb reaction) and 20 (for the ^^Fe(n,p)^'5Mn reaction). For example,

the following information can be read off from the integrated histograms:

the deviations are less than 30 percent in 55 percent of the cases for

(n,2n) reactions and in 44 percent of the cases for (n,p) and {n,a) reac-
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Figure 3. Examples of energy dependence of the cross sections for fast neutron induced

reactions around 14 Me\'.
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DEVIATION (%)

Figure 4. Integrated histogram of the frequency distribution of the deviations between the

mean and extreme values of experimental neutron cross sections for (n,2n) reactions and

a neutron energy close to 14.7 MeV.
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DEVIATION (%)

Figure 5. Integrafed histogram of the frequency distribution of the deviations between the

mean and extreme values of experimental neutron cross sections for (n,p) and {n,a) reac-

tions and a neutron energy close to 14.7 MeV.

tions. The deviations are less than 70 percent in 95 percent of the cases for

(n,2n) reactions and in 86 percent for (n,p) and (n,a) reactions. One should

note that the results obtained by these evaluations are close to the maxi-

mum possible uncertainty and that the actual uncertainty could be ex-

pected to be lower. There exist a number of reactions for which the cross

sections have been evaluated and are now known with good accuracy [8]

,

e.g., 27Al(n,p), 27Al(n,a), 65Cu(n,2n), 63Cu(n,2n), 32S(n,p), 3ip(n,a),

i»7Au(n,2n) etc.

Another problem is caused by the incompleteness of the existing data

sources. There exist three 14-MeV cross section tabulations containing

data for all reactions which are energetically allowed to occur, i.e., that

compiled by Neuert and Pollehn [34] , by Goldberg 6^/ a/. [30-33] and by

Aliev et al. [36]. The remaining compilations give data either for (n,2n),

(n,p) and (n,a) reactions [24,38-41] or only for one of these reaction

types [8,35,42].
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Though many new and better experimental data have become available

in recent years, there exist a great number of reactions for which the cross

section data are still unknown. In these cases, the application of the exist-

ing systematics may be useful in estimating unknown cross section data.

Systematics of cross sections have been developed for the following reac-

tion types: (n,2n) [8,43-45], (n,p) [45,46], (n,a) [45,46], (n,t)

[45,47,48], (n,3He) [47,49], and (n,y) [24,50,51 ]. For cross sections of

(n,2n) reactions semi-empirical and empirical formulae have been

developed by Pearlstein [42], Adam and Jeki [52], and Chatterjee

[53 ] . The comparison with the values recommended by Body and Czikai

[8] shows that in 59 percent of all cases Pearlstein's formula gives the

best approximation, whereby for mass number A < 80 the cross sections

are underestimated and for A > 100 are overestimated. All three formulae

give unreliable values for neutron-deficient isotopes far from the stability

line. A comparison of the values obtained using Pearlstein's formula with

experimental mean values shows [54] that the ratio of these two values

is less than 1 .25 in more than 70 percent of the cases.

The state of excitation functions for the fast neutron induced reactions

is much more unsatisfactory, as compared with 14 MeV neutron cross

sections. For the most reactions only parts of the excitation functions are

known, or the excitation functions have not been measured at all. To give

an impression about the overall accuracy with which the excitation func-

tions have been measured, figure 6 shows the integrated histogram of the

deviations between the mean and the extreme values of maximum cross

sections for (n,2n), (n,p) and {n,a) reactions. The results are based on the

evaluation of maximum cross sections for 49 reactions.

For the following reactions, the excitation functions have been evalu-

ated and are known with good accuracy: 27Al(n,p)27Mg, 27Al(n,Q;)24Na,

3iP(n,p)3iSi, 32S(n,p)32p, 46Xi(n,p)46Sc, 47Xi(n,p)47Sc, 55Mn(n,2n)54Mn,

54Fe(n,p)54Mn, 56pe(n,p)56Mn, ^^Co(n,aymn, 58Ni(n,p)55Fe,

65Cu(n,2n)64Cu, ^^Zn{n,p)^''Cu, ^^nn{n,n'y^^nn, i27i(n,2n)i26i,

i97Au(n,2n)i96mAu, and i97Au(n,2n)i96Au. Most of these excitation func-

tions are used in fast neutron metrology and have been recently compiled

and compared by Zijp et al. [55]. The existing data on excitation func-

tions for (n,threshold) reactions are available from several compilations

[30-33,36,56-58 ] . The BNL 325 series [30-33 ] , of which a new edition

will be soon available is most comprehensively compiled. Since experi-

mental data for excitation functions are available for only few

(n,threshold) reactions, systematics of excitation functions are of substan-

tial significance in this case. For (n,2n), (n,p) and {n,a) reactions, syste-

matics of excitation functions have been developed recently [59-60].
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DEVIATION (%)

Figure 6. Integrated histogram of the frequency distribution of the deviations between the

mean and extreme values of experimental maximum cross sections for (n,2n), (n,p) and

{n,a) reactions.

The systematics are based on the dependence of the characteristic mag-

nitudes (maximum cross section, the position of the maximum cross sec-

tion, FWHM, and the asymmetry-factor at FWHM) of an excitation func-

tion on the atomic number of the target nuclide. As an example, the trends

obtained for o-max are shown in figure 7. Using these systematics, an un-

known excitation function can be constructed. In this case, the systema-

tics were checked by comparing the activities calculated using the con-

structed excitation functions and the experimentally determined activities

for 15 reactions of (n,2n), (n,p) and in,a) types. In the case of 12 reactions,

the agreement was better than a factor of 1.35 and in the case of 14

reactions better than a factor of 2. The systematics of excitation functions

for additional reaction types is in progress [14].
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V. Charged Particle Activation Analysis

Generally, charged particle activation analysis is more complex than

neutron activation analysis. Almost exclusively light particles, i.e.,

protons, deuterons, ^He and a, have been applied in the charged particle

activation analysis. Principal reactions of the type (p,n) and (p,pn) for

protons, (d,p), (d,n) and (d,2n) for deuterons, (^Hcn), (^He,p) for ^He, and

(a,n), {a,2n) and {(x,p) for a-particles are mostly used. Several types of pri-

mary interference reactions may occur simultaneously. Some examples

are shown in table 3.

In the charged particle activation analysis no problems occur with the

angular distribution. The effect of beam divergency can be neglected. The
flux of charged particles can be determined by measuring the beam inten-

sity using a Faraday cup or using a beam monitor. As the angular distribu-

tion does not need to be considered, a correspondingly simplified version

of equation (1) can be used for the calculations. A special problem of

charged particle activation analysis is represented by the energy losses of

the projectiles and their ranges in the sample. The knowledge of these

parameters is important due to the dependence of the cross section on the
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Table 3. Examples ofprimary interference reactions in charged particle activation analysis

Principal reaction Q-value Interference reactions Q-value

(MeV) (MeV)

48TiV »^ l1^48\/ — 4.0 °^\{p,plny^\ in 1— 19. 1

- \ ''V(p,p3ny^V -31.9
5«Cr(;7,3He)48V -13.4
''"Cr(/7,2/?/0 V — 21 .

1

^^CrC/^ja/zj-^^V — 14.2

26Mg(a,p)27Mg 4.2 2^Al(i/,2/7)27Mg -4.

1

28Si(i/,3;?)27Mg -15.6
29Si(^/,3/?//)''Mg -24.1
30Si(^/,«/?)2'Mg -6.4

i60(3He,/?)i8F 2.0 i9F(3He,Q!)i8F 10.

1

+ 23Na(3He,2a)i8F -0.3
i6O(3He,/0^'Ne -3.2 24Mg(3He,2a/?)i8F -4.0

25Mg(3He,2a/7/7)i8F -18.9
26Mg(3He,2a;72/?)'8F -27.0
27Al(3He,3«)i8F -9.5

3ip(^„)34mCl -5.6 ^^S(a,pny*"'C\ -14.5
33S(a,/72/7)34mCl -23.2
34S(a,/?3/?)34'"Cl -34.6
35C1(«,«/7)3'""C1 -12.6

projectile energy. For this purpose, the tabulation of stopping powers and

ranges by Williamson et al. [61] is very useful. Methodical aspects of

charged particle activation analysis have been recently reviewed in detail

by Ricci [62].

Concerning the discrepancies between published data, the complete-

ness and recommended values, the state of excitation functions for

charged particle induced reactions does not differ essentially from that of

fast neutrons. Still, the relative number of unknown excitation functions

and the disagreement between individual data is smaller for charged parti-

cles as compared with fast neutrons. Though several collections of cross

section data for charged particle induced reactions have been published,

each of them covered reactions with only some few nuclides, i.e., with H
up toF [63], withNetoCr [64] , with Mn, Fe, Co [65],Ni, Cu [66],

Li, Be, B [67], C [68],0,H, [69] , with H up to S [70] , and with Li up

to Ne [71]. A very comprehensive compilation has been published

recently by Lange et al. [72]. It covers the whole atomic number range

and contains measured excitation functions for all reaction types which
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can occur in charged particle activation analysis. Recently Jager and

Miinzel [54] estimated the accuracy of the evaluated activities produced

in thick targets using the excitation functions for a given nuclear reaction

published by different authors. In this case, the mean value was calculated

and compared with the individual one. The integrated histogram is shown

in figure 8. A comparison of these results with those shown in figures 4-6

indicates that the cross section data for charged particle induced reactions

were more accurate as compared with cross section data for fast neutron

induced reactions. However, one should note that the results for charged

particles in figure 8 are based on deviations between the mean and all

available experimental data while the results for fast neutrons are based

on deviations between the mean and the extreme experimental values.

Clearly, by using the same evaluation procedure, the difference between

the distribution of deviations for charged particles and neutrons would be

smaller.

0 25 50 75 100 125

DEVIATION IN PERCENT

Figure 8. Integrated histogram of the frequency distribution of deviations of the thick target

yields from the mean value for charged particle induced reactions [54]

.

If there is a demand for excitation functions not yet measured, a syste-

matics is available for ( ,y), ( ,xn), ( ,pxn), ( ,2p), ( ,«) and ( ,an) reac-

tions and for p,d, ^He and a as projectiles [73 ] , which is based on a semi-

empirical approach.

Using this systematics, unknown excitation functions and thick target

yields can be estimated for the above-listed reaction types and stable tar-

get nuclides of Z ranging from 10 to 83. An examination of the uncertainty

of the estimated excitation functions by calculating thick target yields and
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comparing them with the mean value of the experimental data showed

[54 ] that in 50 percent of the cases, the deviations for the excitation func-

tions obtained by systematics are smaller than a factor of 1.25 and in 90

percent of the cases are smaller than a factor of 2. Extreme deviations

may occur in the case of double magic nuclides.

VI. Examples of Evaluation of Primary

Reaction Interferences

The estimation of primary reaction interferences by calculations using

cross section data is illustrated below, using some examples of great prac-

tical importance. The calculated results are compared with those obtained

experimentally.

The most important application of 14 MeV NAA are undoubtedly the

determination of oxygen via the i60(n,p)i6N reaction and the determina-

tion of silicon via the 28Si(n,p)28Al reaction. In the oxygen determination,

the indicator radionuclide can be produced also from fluorine via the

i^F(n,Q:)i^N reaction, and in the silicon determination, it can be produced

also from phosphorus via the ^^P{n,a)^^A\ reaction. Clearly, the evaluation

of these interferences is of principal significance. Table 4 gives results of

evaluation of these two interference reactions calculated using cross sec-

tions from different compilations along with data obtained experimentally.

The results are given as the amount of the interfering element in milli-

grams producing the same activity of the indicator nuclide as 1 mg of the

element to be determined. The calculated results obtained using different

compilations show a great scatter, especially for the interference of

fluorine in the determination of oxygen. This is not surprising when one

considers that the neutron energy is not sufficiently defined in the com-

pilations, and that the trends of the energy dependence of the cross sec-

tion for the desired i60(n,p)i6N and the interfering i9F(n,a:)i6N reaction

are completely different as can be seen in figure 3. If the averages of the

cross sections from the compilations are used the calculated value differs

from the experimentally averaged value by — 33 percent for the fluorine

interference in the oxygen determination and it differs by + 1.6 percent for

the interference of phosphorus and by + 30 percent for the interference of

aluminum in the determination of silicon. In fast neutron activation analy-

sis, higher sensitivities can be achieved if cyclotron produced neutrons

are used instead of generator produced 14 MeV neutrons [26]. The

study of the interference of phosphorus in the determination of silicon is

given as an example also for this variant of fast neutron activation analy-
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Table 4. Effects of the primary interfering reactions in the determination of oxygen and
silicon by 14 MeV NAA: comparison of calculated and experimental results

Calculated using

cross sections from
mg F/mg mg P/mg Si^' mg Al/mg Si'=

Kenna, Conrad [40] 1.0 1.57 418

Mathur, Oldham [41] 1.7 1.43 336j

Aliev, et al. [36] 3.16^ 2.12 397

1.30«

Maslov, Lubnickij [37] 1.0 2.50 420i

Experimental 2.35f 1.82b 303'

2.58 1.92i

* Milligrams of fluorine yielding the same activity via the ^^F(«,q:)^6N reactions as 1 mg
oxygen via the ^^0{n,py^N reaction.

b Milligrams of phosphorus yielding the same activity via the 2^P(//,a)28Al reaction as

1 mg silicon via the '^^^\{n,pY^W reaction.
<= Milligrams of aluminum yielding the same activity via the ^'A\{n,'YY^A\ reaction as

1 mg of silicon via the '^^^\{n,p)^^A\ reaction.
d Using (7 at En ~ 14.2 MeV.
« Using 0- at En ~ 14.8 MeV.
^ Reference [74].

s Reference [75].
b Reference [76].

» Reference [77].

j For the cross section of the 2"Al(/z,7)28Al reaction taken 0.53 mbarn as the average from
references [36,38,40]

sis. Fast neutrons were produced by bombarding a thick beryllium target

with deuterons. In figure 9, the ratio of the activity of the indicator

radionuclide produced by the interfering and the desired reaction is shown
as a function of the deuteron energy. The experimental curve was ob-

tained by internal irradiations at the Karlsruhe isochronous cyclotron

[4]. To obtain the calculated curve, a computer program [76] based on

an adapted equation (1) was used. An average curve of the published ex-

citation functions [30,36,58] was used for the calculations. The calcu-

lated curve is by 9 to 34 percent lower than the experimental one.

The determination of oxygen via the i<^0(3He,p)i^F reaction [79] may
be seen as a real breakthrough in the charged particle activation analysis.

The most serious interference is represented by the i^F(3He,Q;)i^F reac-

tion. Figure 10 shows the ratio of the ^^F-activity produced via the

i9p(3f|e,Q;)i8F and the i60pHe,p)i^F reactions as a function of the energy

of ^He. The experimental curve was measured by Debrun et al. [ 1 ]. The
calculations were carried out using published cross section data [80-83 ].

The calculated curve is by 18 to 25 percent lower than the experimental

one. However, the calculated curve was not corrected for the matrix ef-
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Qgi . EXPERIMENTAL

-CALCULATED

15 20 25 30 35 ^0 45

ENERGY OF DEUTERONS (MeV)

Figure 9. Energy dependence of the interference from phosphorus in the determination of

silicon by activation analysis with cyclotron produced fast neutrons: Comparison of ex-

perimental [4] and calculated ratio of the ^^Al activity produced by the interfering reac-

tion and the principal reaction.

Figure 10. Energy dependence of the interference from fluorine in the determination of ox-

ygen by activation analysis with ^He: Comparison of experimental [1] and calculated

ratio of the ^^F activity produced by the interfering reaction and the principal reaction.
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feet as the composition of the fluorine and oxygen targets used in measur-

ing the experimental curve was not known to the author.

A similar comparison of experimental and calculated results is given in

figure 1 1 for the interference of beryllium via the ^BePHe,n)'*C reaction

in the determination of carbon via the ^^C(^He,a)^^C reaction. The experi-

mental curve was measured by Debrun et al. [ 1 ] , and the excitation func-

tions used for the calculations by Markowitz and Mahony [84] and Hahn
andRicci [82,83].

0 5 10 ^ 15 20

ENERGY OF He(MeV)

Figure 11. Energy dependence of the interference from beryllium in the determination of

carbon by activation analysis with ^He: Comparison of experimental [1 ] and calculated

ratio of the activity produced by the interfering reaction and the principal reaction.

VII. Conclusions

Much experimental work and costly irradiation time could be saved if

primary reaction interferences were evaluated by calculations instead of

measuring activation curves. To carry out such calculations, the ap-

propriate projectile flux parameters and cross section data must be

known. Absolute values for projectile flux are attainable with an accuracy

between 2 to 10 percent. In general, the cross section data and their accu-
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racy constitute the main obstacle for the evaluation of the primary nuclear

interferences by calculations.

On the basis of cross section data analysis for fast neutron and charged

particle induced reactions the following conclusions can be made:

1 . With the exception of numerous excitation functions for fast neutron

induced reactions other than that of (n,2n), (n,p), and (n,a) type, cross sec-

tion data needed for the purpose considered here can be obtained from ex-

isting compilations of experimental data, from semi-empirical systematics

or semi-empirical formulae available.

2. At present, a critical evaluation of the available data is either

completely missing or unsatisfactory for most reactions. In this situation,

it seems to be useful to estimate the overall accuracy of the cross section

data on the basis of all data published on the given nuclear reaction type.

3. The overall accuracy of the cross section data obtained in the above-

mentioned way suffices to make calculations for assessing the significance

of primary interference reactions in order to judge whether the inter-

ference effect is serious or can be neglected. The same is true for seeking

the optimum energy of the incident radiation with regard to the occur-

rence of the interference reactions.

4. Generally, the accuracy of the cross section data presently available

is not sufficient for obtaining the actual correction factors for the inter-

ference reactions. Still, there exist a number of reactions for which cross

section data have been critically evaluated and the knowledge of their ac-

curacy is acceptable for the performance of the correction for primary in-

terference reactions.
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The subject of this communication is activation analysis with intermediate

energy protons (10 to 15 MeV) and iHe (10 to 20 MeV) withan emphasis on

nondestructive multielemental analysis, but results obtained for single element

determination after radiochemical separations are also reported.

Precision, accuracy, selectivity and sensitivity of the methods are discussed,

as well as the possibilities of application in various areas including mainly

metallurgy, geology, solid state physics and archeology.

In the case of nondestructive analysis with 10 MeV protons, we will present

experimental activation yields for over 130 radioisotopes corresponding to

more than 50 elements. Calculated sensitivities for the determination of these

elements will be compared with experimental sensitivities obtained in actual

analysis of various matrixes like: Ag, Al, Au, Co, Ir, Nb, Rh, Ta, rocks and

graphite.

For destructive analysis with higher energy protons and ^He, our experi-

mental results will be compared with results obtained on identical samples by

other analytical methods like colorimetry, atomic absorption and mass spec-

trometry.

Keywords: Activation analysis; charged particle; cyclotron; method

evaluation; multielemental analysis.

I. Introduction

In each special case of analysis, one has to select the most appropriate

technique. However, not all techniques are well known and this communi-

cation will give information on one of these not so well known methods:

"Nondestructive activation analysis with protons of intermediate ener-

gy." Also, some results obtained by irradiation with higher energy protons
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or |He, and chemical separations, will be discussed and compared with

results obtained by other methods on the same samples.

II. Nondestructive Analysis with 10 MeV Protons

Protons of 10 MeV were chosen because with these particles and this

energy, it is possible to determine about 50 elements: without nuclear in-

terferences; with a good sensitivity; and in many matrixes in which non-

destructive analysis is feasible.

There are no other charged particles that offer such possibilities. If the

energy is higher than 10 MeV, nondestructive analysis becomes difficult

or even impossible for most matrixes and there might be interferences; on

another hand, the lower the energy, the poorer the sensitivity. The energy

of 10 MeV represents a good compromise.

Figure 1 gives the measured specific activities for 40 elements. These

specific activities correspond to the following standard conditions: ir-

radiation of 1 hour, with 1 microampere of 10 MeV protons, activity ex-

pressed in y/mn at the end of the bombardment and measured on the

"best'' radioisotope and on the "best" y ray of this radioisotope. All

values are arbitrary normalized to the range of 10 MeV protons in rhodi-

um [ 1 ] , for better comparison. Values corresponding to less abundant y
rays, other radioisotopes and the rare earths are not given here because

there are altogether 130 radioisotopes and about 400 y rays, and this is

too big a volume of information.

Figure 2 gives the sensitivities calculated for a Ge-Li whose specifica-

tions are: efficiency, 22 percent, and peak-to-Compton ratio, 34. The
minimum detectable activity was chosen to be equal to 3o- of the

background in the region of interest and the radioisotopes are supposed to

be counted (1.8) x T or 60 hours maximum. On the same figure are shown

the experimental sensitivities obtained for a sample of ultra-pure silicon,

which is a favorable matrix. Calculated and experimental sensitivities cor-

respond to an irradiation of 2 hours at 1 .45 microamperes.

Table 1 shows the elements in which no activity is created or in which

the activity decays away in a reasonable period of time. Several of these

matrixes were analyzed in the course of metallurgical, archeological,

geological or solid state physics studies; they include Ag, Al, Au, Co, Dy,

Ho, Ir, Nb, Pr, Rh, Si, Ta, Tb, and various rocks.

Tables 2 and 3 show the elements detected in Rh and Tb respectively,

and the associated precision.
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Table 1 . Elements which do not interfere with direct gamma spectrometry

Decay time
^0 time

Few hours 1 to 15 days

H, He, Be, F, Na, Mg,
Al, Si, P, CI, K, Mn,
Co, Tb, Ho, Ta, Bi

C, N, O, S, Ca, Sc, Ni, Ag,

Ba, Ce, Pr, Dy,
Ir, Au, Tl
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Table 3. Impurities detected in terbium samples. Activation analysis with 10 MeV protons

A A \
(Type of nuclear reaction used: 2; X {p,n)

Number of Radioisotope used Mean value Standard deviation

Element determinations for determination ppm (weight) of mean at 95%
confidence level

Ca 6 44Sc_48Sc 14.3 0.36

Ti 48Y 2.4 .15

Cr 15 52]vin 2.8 .24

Fe 17 56C0 98 3.9

Ni 10 61Cu—55Co 18 2.5

Y 5 18.7 0.36

Mo 11 95TC—96TC 1.5 .34

La 4 i39Ce 90.4 1.7

Pr 9 141Nd 102.6 17.5

Gd 8 156Tb 27.8 4.4
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Table 4 gives for other matrixes the elements detected and the ranges

of these concentrations.

The accuracy of a method can only be known if it is applied to standard

samples or if identical unknown samples are analysed by different means

and different laboratories. In the particular case of nondestructive activa-

tion analysis with 10 MeV protons and for the matrixes and the elements

mentioned above, it has not been possible to really test the accuracy. For

Al, Rh and Nb, we have obtained results by neutron activation, that were

in good agreement with the results obtained by proton activation, except

in a few cases where a difference reaching 20 percent was observed. In

the second part of this communication, we will compare the accuracy of

charged particle activation with 15 MeV protons and 17 MeV ^^He, with

the accuracy of other methods. Here, we will discuss several parameters

that have an influence on the accuracy. These parameters are: the quality

of the beam delivered by the cyclotron, the ranges of the particles, the

nuclear data, and the possible nuclear or y rays interferences.

The problems of the measurement of the radioactivity and of the blanks

will not be discussed since the former is already well known and the latter

almost nonexistent in activation analysis.

The quality of the beam is of first importance for the accuracy as well as

for the precision. Usually, the analyst needs an intense beam of particles;

it is therefore not possible to use a very well analysed beam, but this is not

necessary as long as the mean energy and the energy dispersion remain

the same throughout all the experiments. But every time the cyclotron is

set up to deliver a given energy E, there can be an uncertainty of± 1 on

the number of revolutions accomplished by the particles. This is a source

of errors because samples and standards are not always irradiated the

same day, or even the same week, at least when the method of the average

cross section is used [ 1 ] . A revolution of± 1 corresponds to ± 54 keV at

10 MeV with the cyclotron of the C.N.R.S. at ORLEANS using har-

monic 2, and E2 ±66 keV using harmonic 3. Our experiments with 10

MeV protons were performed with the cyclotron of the C.E.A. at

ORSAY where the quality of the beam was not nearly as good as at OR-
LEANS, and the variation of the mean energy could be much greater than

50 keV. This could be an explanation for the differences sometimes ob-

served between proton activation and neutron activation.

Figure 3 gives the error introduced in the determination of nickel by

means of three different nuclear reactions, versus the energy of irradia-

tion; the (AE/E) was taken from the curve for protons (fig. 4), using har-

monic 2 which is the most favorable case. The error is different in each

case because of the different shapes of the activation curves; con-
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O 10 20 30 40

Energy (MeV)

Figure 4. Energy gain per revolution for different protons incident energy.

sequently, the value of the error varies with the element to be determined

and the radioisotope used for the determination, hence the usefulness and

the importance of the activation curves.

These curves are not the only nuclear data of importance: the half-lives

are often a source of unknown error, especially in the case of seldom used

nuclides like the neutron-deficient radioisotopes. The ranges of the parti-

cles read from the published tables can lead to systematic errors, not only

by themselves but also because of the possible error on the mean energy.

In the case of protons it seems that the ranges are accurate, and when
using the method of the average cross section only ratios of the ranges are

used and the possible error is lessened; for these reasons, the systematic

errors introduced by the calculated ranges are believed to be negligible if

compared to the other errors.

The interferences are a problem in many methods. Here, we have to

consider the nuclear and the y rays interferences. The former are nonex-

istent, or can be avoided, except in the case of Li and B; the latter are

quite frequent but can usually be detected, and there are so many y rays

to be used and the half-lives are so different that it is rare to be unable to

perform a given analysis because of a y ray interference.
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III. Activation with 15 MeV Protons and 17 MeV Helium 3

Followed by Radiochemical Separations

A. Determination of Pt in Cu Samples

In the frame of studies sponsored by the Commission of the European

Communities (Bureau Eurisotop), samples of Cu doped with Pt at the 100

ppm level were prepared^ by levitation using a high frequency generator.

These samples were analyzed by several laboratories and several

methods; the results are shown in figure 5. Probably because of the poor

quality of the beam (variation of the mean energy), the precision is not

very good (~ 10%) but a good accuracy is obtained.

It is worth noting that the standard deviation would remain approxi-

mately the same at much lower levels than 100 ppm, because the activity

was quite high for a small number of microcoulombs (intensity x t irradia-

tion). Most other methods would be in trouble at lower levels.

ppr PLAT
200

150

100

50

NUM IN COPPER

• i

lab

1234|lll|lll2345ll2llll2 number

neutron proton y XRF atomic OES T relative measure
AA AA AA absorption spectrophotometry

Figure 5. Results of platinum determination in copper.

'BCMN Geel
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B. Determination of Oxygen in Al, Cu and Ta

The same type of work that was done for Pt in Cu was done in the case

of oxygen in nonferrous and in refractoring metals. Figures 6, 7, 8 and 9

present the results obtained by the different participating laboratories.

It can be seen that the agreement among nonradioactive methods and

14 MeV is good when the oxygen content is high (~ 70 ppm). At lower

levels, when all methods were used, the agreement is not as good; it is be-

lieved that not only the sensitivity of some methods is not sufficient, but

also there are blank problems. Indeed, the oxygen adsorbed on the sur-

face of the samples or the oxides formed at the surface, create a very dif-

ficult problem for all nonradioactive methods. Our own measurements

[2,3] of the oxygen present at the surface of different metals, indicate

that there may be blanks of several ppm, the value of these blanks varying

with the nature of the metal, the nature of the surface treatment, and the

area to volume ratio of the samples.

In activation analysis, etching after irradiation usually solves this

problem. However, etching creates another problem that has an influence

on the accuracy and the precision of the oxygen determination. Indeed,

the number of micrometers etched away has to be known very precisely

90 f- ppm

80

70

60

50 12 3 4
14 MeV NAA

OXYGEN IN COPPER

12 3 4 5 6 7 8
reducing fusion

I

provisional

•Qertificate

of analysis

1 2
hydrogen
reduction

lab number

Figure 6. Results of oxygen determination in copper (phosphorus deoxidized copper).
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Appm OXYGEN IN ALUMINUM
8
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num ber
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1 2 3
14 MeV NAA

1 2 3
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Figure 7. Results of oxygen determination in aluminum.
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Figure 8. Results of oxygen determination in copper.
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20' ^ ppm OXYGEN IN TANTALUM
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Figure 9. Results of oxygen determination in tantalum.

and this is a very difficult task. Figure 10 gives the error on oxygen deter-

mination for an error of 1 micrometer on the etching, versus the energy of

irradiation; this error is calculated for Al and Cu samples and for the reac-

tions i^O (|He,p)i^F and ^^{a,d)^^F. It can be seen that not only the

choice between different isotopes obtained by irradiation with one particle

is important, but also the choice between different particles.

IV. Conclusion

Nondestructive multielemental trace analysis can be achieved in many
matrixes if 10 MeV protons are used. The quality of the beam is of the ut-

most importance from the standpoint of accuracy and precision. This is

inherent to the machine which is used. Among the parameters on which

the beam user can have influence, the energy of irradiation chosen and the

nuclear reaction used are the most important. This is related to the ex-

istence of reaction thresholds, to the fact that activation curves are all dif-

ferent, and to the necessity to etch the samples. A good accuracy can be

obtained with a poor associated precision if enough experiments are per-
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Figure 10. Error on the oxygen determination in aluminum and copper for an error of 1

micrometer on the etching versus the energy of irradiative (a) E, = ^He, (b) E, = ^He.
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formed with a low quality beam. With a good beam, very accurate results

can be obtained with a precision that will then only be limited by the mea-

sured activity, provided that the energy and the nuclear reaction are cor-

rectly chosen.
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Neutron activation analysis and the gas-chromatographic techniques are

used in the determination of organomercury compounds and of total mercury

in environmental matrices. In this work the benzene-cysteine separation

procedure of Westoo was coupled to neutron activation analysis. In this way

both the total mercury content and the organomercury fraction can be evalu-

ated in one sample and during one radiochemical separation process. The ac-

tivity of i^^Hg from the inorganic mercury content of the samples has been

evaluated with a well-known combustion separation technique, carried out on

the residual sample after benzene extraction. The activity of ^'^^Hg from or-

ganomercury compounds of the samples has been evaluated after extraction

and purification with cysteine acetate from benzene fraction. The total mercu-

ry content was checked on an untreated portion of the same sample.

Keywords: Environmental matrices; extraction yields; mercury; neutron

activation analysis; organomercury; solvent extraction.

I. Introduction

In the recent time, the interest of ecologist and analyst for mercury

determination in environmental matrices has been focused on the or-

ganomercury to total mercury content ratio [ 1 ] . The determination of the

total mercury content of biological and environmental matrices using

neutron activation analysis procedures has been extensively investigated

in these recent years, and some radiochemical separation methods are

considered fully reliable for this purpose [2-4]. The methods at the
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present used in most laboratories for the determination of organomercury

compounds are modifications of the procedure originally devised by Gage

and developed into a gas-chromatographic method by Westoo [5-9].

When both the information on organomercury compounds content and

total mercury content are required [8-10], two samples have to be

processed separately. Moreover, the neutron activation analysis and the

gas-chromatographic techniques are completely different, thus requiring

different knowledge and equipment and involving many persons for one

determination.

In this work, the benzene-cysteine separation procedure of Westoo was

coupled to neutron activation analysis. In this way both the total mercury

content and the organomercury fraction can be evaluated in one sample

and using one analytical technique. Unfortunately, organomercury com-

pounds, to some extent, undergo Sziland-Chalmers reaction, thus requir-

ing that the organomercury and inorganic mercury separation be done

before irradiation.

Although the proposed method for the simultaneous determination of

organo and inorganic mercury content of environmental samples follows

some well tested and reliable chemical procedure, all of the steps involved

in the chemical separation were tested by activation analysis assays. In

particular the extraction yields of organo and inorganic mercury com-

pounds in benzene from a strongly acidic medium and in a cysteine-ace-

tate solution from benzene were extensively checked. The results of these

tests are summarized in tables 1,2, and 3; they show that these chemical

Table 1 . Nonextraction testfor inorganic mercury with benzenefrom aqueous acidic medium

II. Experimental

^Hg specific activity (cpm/ml)

Sample Aqueous solution:

Benzene
before extraction after extraction

1

2
3

3.518 X 104

3.387 X 10*

3.450 X 104

3.50 X 104

3.41 X 104

3.44 X 104

2.1 X 10^

1.3 X 10^

1.8 X 101

Mean 3.486 X 104 3.450 X 104 1.7 X 10^



Table 2. Extraction yields of organomercury compounds with benzene from aqueous acidic

medium

i^^Hg total activity, cpm
Sample Run Recovery yield

Aqueous phase Benzene phase %
before extraction

2^ 1 2,. 52 10' 2. 35 10^ 92.

6

2 1 6 6.8
-JJ 5 00 10- 0.3

4 2 10

Total 2.,52 X 10^ 2.51 X 105 99.7

2. 46 10= 2. 29 X; 105 93.0

2 1.50 X 10^ 6.1

3 2.46 X 102 0.1

4 2 X 10

Total 2,,46 X 10^ 2.44 X 105 99.2

C 1 2. 50 X 10^ 2.30 X 105 92.0

2 1.55 X 10^ 6.2

3 1.25 X 103 0.5

4 2.5 X 102 0.1

Total 2. 50 X 105 2.47 X 105 98.8

Mean 2. 49 X 105 2.41 X 105 99.2

Table 3. Extraction yields of organomercury compounds with cysteine from benzene

i^'Hg specific activity

Sample Run Recovery yield

Benzene phase Residual %
before extraction after extraction

1 1 3.17 X 105 X 10^ 94.1

2 1.90 X 103 5.3

3 9.50 X 102 0.3

4 63 X 102 .1

Total 99.8

t) 1 3.21 X 105 1.66 X 10^ 95.0

2 2.24 X 103 4.3

3 1.28 X 103 0.3

4 9.6 X 102 .1

Total 99.7

: 1 2.98 X 105 1.28 X 10^ 93.6

2 3.8 X 103 4.3

3 2.8 X 103 0.6

4 2.3 X 103 .2

Total 98.7

Average 3.12 X 105 99.4 ± 1.0
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separation steps are in fact fully reliable and reproducible and require only

few extractions to be quantitative. These results were obtained by adding

inactive tracer and using neutron activation analysis to assay the different

phases. The second major check was done on the blank contamination of

reagents used.

A. Reagents

Deionized water with a conductance of less than 0. 1 ptmhos was used.

Hydrochloric acid and benzene were electronic grade reagents; cysteine,

sodium acetate and sodium sulfate were of analytical grade (RP). All

glassware was cleaned with a decontaminant solution and rinsed with

demineralized water.

A blank control was done on the whole procedure, analyzing for mercu-

ry contamination in the cysteine recovered after a benzene-cysteine ex-

traction on 20 ml, 20 percent HCl aqueous solution, following the same

separation and activation steps of the actual analytical scheme. No mer-

cury contamination was revealed in the reagents as used in this separa-

tion.

B. Procedure for Determination of Mercury in Fish and Meat

/. Organomercury Content

Five- to 10-gram samples, on a wet basis (for the canned tuna fish of

NBS, 1 gram sample was run), of muscle tissue, of canned fish or meat

were homogenized with 10 ml of demineralized water, and transferred

quantitatively in a 25 ml centrifuge test tube. Two ml of concentrated

hydrochloric acid was added and the acidic homogenate was extracted

three times with 5 ml benzene portions. The extraction was performed by

sucking and injecting the homogenate and forcing it to pass through a

pipette. This procedure was found to be cleaner and faster than shaking

the mixture in a separatory funnel, and is always used when dealing with

small volumes of extracting phase. After centrifugation, the benzene

phases were recovered and transferred in a clean centrifuge test tube and

centrifuged again. Ten ml of the clear upper benzene extract was then

transferred in a centrifuge tube and extracted three times with 2 ml por-

tions of cysteine-acetate solution, saturated with sodium sulfate. A 2 ml

portion of the cysteine-acetate solution was then transferred into heat-

treated silica vial ready to be freeze-dried, sealed and irradiated.
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2. Total Mercury Content

Five- to 10-gram samples of canned muscle tissue were freeze-dried

and a portion sealed in heat-treated silica vial for the total mercury con-

tent determination. Primary standard solution of mercury was deposited

on a strip of filter paper, dried and incapsulated in a like manner. In the

residual homogenate, after benzene extraction, inorganic mercury content

checks were carried out, freeze drying the homogenate and sealing a por-

tion in a silica vial for the mercury determination. For each determination

of mercury content, a set of four samples was irradiated together for

about 10 hours in the pneumatic facility of the LENA reactor, at a flux of

approximately 4 x lO^^^ • cm-^ • s-^. Namely each set of samples con-

tains:

a. untreated portion of the sample to be analyzed for the total mercu-

ry content;

b. cysteine-acetate for organomercury determination;

c. residual homogenate for inorganic mercury determination;

d. primary standard for mercury evaluation.

The mercury content evaluation of each sample was formed via the al-

ready well known burning technique [2,3 ] , and evaluating the activity of

the 65 h ^^^Hg measured with a Ge(Li) detector connected to a 4096 chan-

nel analyzer.

III. Results and Discussion

The results of some analytical work done following the previously

described procedure are summarized in tables 4 and 5. The samples

analyzed were an NBS tuna fish, a canned tuna fish and a canned beef

meat. The organometallic to total mercury content ratio seems to be

somewhat higher in the tuna sample than in the beef meat.

After these results, some consideration could be done on the proposed

technique. No information on the kind of organomercury compounds

present is possible via this technique. This seems not to be of relevant in-

terest because at least 90 percent of all the organomercury compound

present in nature seems to be methylmercury [ 1 ,9 ]

.

Activation analysis is not used here at its best capability, because this

technique gives its best results when the chemical treatments are done

after irradiation. Szilard-Chalmers reaction on the organomercury com-

pounds do not allow one to follow the easiest way. The results show that

the method is reliable and gives good precision, allowing one to determine
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both the main species of mercury compounds relevant to environmental

studies utilizing only one technique.
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In this paper, the overall error in instrumental activation analysis of rocks

with a TRIGA Mark II reactor and the magnitude of its components, are eval-

uated. The analysis of lanthanides in the USGS standard rocks G-1 and W-1

is used as an example. In view of these results the possibility to decrease the

error is discussed.

The average precision of the individual results obtained in this work is 11.6

percent and the average deviation of the mean is 4.6 percent. According to a

comparison of values found in the literature the average error of results ob-

tained in different laboratories is 11. 8 percent and the average deviation of the

results obtained in this work from the average of all results is 7.3 percent

evenly distributed on both sides of zero.

The possible components of the error have been investigated partly ex-

perimentally and partly theoretically and the following was found to give

noticeable contributions when 200 mg samples were used: The flux gradient

causes an average error of 5.2 percent and thermalization in aquatic standards

causes a negative error of 2.2 percent. Differences in counting geometry in

measurements with the sample on the detector cause an error of 2.5 percent

and differences in gamma-ray absorption cause an error that varies between

2.5 percent and below 1 percent. This error is negative when aquatic standards

are used. Counting statistics causes an error that varies between 1 percent and

38 percent. The mean errors calculated from these data give a total error that

varies between 9.0 and 42 percent with an average of 10.8 percent. A com-

parison between 10.8 percent and the average precision 12.8 percent of all

results obtained in this work indicates that all errors of any importance are

considered here. The mean error without counting statistics is 8.9 percent.

By rotating the samples during irradiation, counting with a few cm distance

between sample and detector and by using rock-standards the total error can

be decreased to the level of counting statistics. The same results can be ob-

tained by decreasing the dimensions of the samples.

Keywords: Comparative analyses; error evaluation: geological materials:

instrumental-neutron activation analysis.
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I. Introduction

The usefulness of data derived by means of analytical chemistry is pro-

portional to their reliability. As a consequence the evaluation of error in

analysis is of importance for two reasons; firstly, so that knowledge is

gained of the accuracy of the analytical data, and secondly, so that the

error can be diminished.

A good method for determination of the reliability of an analytical

method is to be found in the comparison of the data for the same samples

obtained by different laboratories. In such a comparison, the average of

all the results is regarded as the true value. However, this average is no

more than an approximation of the true value, and an approximation is as

good as its components. The error of the mean value decreases with in-

crease in the amount of data. This is true if all errors behave statistically.

In this work the analysis of lanthanides in USGS standard samples G-1

and W-1 is used in such a comparison, as these make a coherent group of

trace elements, from which relatively good data can be derived.

If the total error is to be diminished, the components of the error, and

their magnitudes, need to be known. The potential sources of errors in ac-

tivation analysis are commonly known, and some different methods for

their evaluation have been published. In this work the errors are evalu-

ated theoretically in cases where this is readily practicable, and experi-

mentally in cases where theoretical determination is difficult. In all ex-

perimental work standard samples are utilized, and thus the results can be

considered as being truly representative of the real case. The reliability of

the results are tested by comparing the total error obtained in the labora-

tory comparison with the error calculated from the different components.

II. The Analytical Method

The details of instrumental activation analysis of lanthanides in rocks

have been discussed elsewhere [1,2]. Briefly, this analysis is effected as

follows: a few hours subsequent to 5 minutes irradiation in Rotary

specimen track of the TRIGA Mark II reactor of the Reactor Laborato-

ry, the samples are counted for ^^^Dy with an Ortec 0.45 cm^ Ge(Li) low

energy detector connected through an Ortec 1 1 7 preamplifier and an

Ortec 45 1 spectroscopy amplifier with a Nuclear Data 4400 pulse height

analyzer. The system resolution is 600 eV FWHM determined with the

122 keV line of ^^Co. The flux is 1.2 x 10i2n • cm-2 • s-i. After an addi-
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tional IQi^n • cm-2 .
s-i, the samples are counted by application of the

same system a few days after the irradiation for La, Nd, Sm, Ho and Lu,

and more than 6 weeks after the irradiation for Ce, Nd, Eu, Gd, Tb, Yb
and Tm. In this work, data for Ho and Tm are not used. The spectra are

punched upon paper tape with a FACIT 4070 punch, and processed with

a UNIVAC 1 108 computer, using the computer code STOAV [3 ]. The
program calculates the elemental contents by comparison of the sample

spectra with a spectrum obtained by counting a standard sample consist-

ing of a aqueous solution of the lanthanides.

The same containers are used for the irradiations and measurements:

they had been checked as containing no detectable amounts of lantha-

nides. For the determination of Dy, a 0.5 ml polyethylene capsule with an

external diameter of 8.5 mm is used. Five of these can be irradiated in the

same plane in the Rotary specimen rack (Lazy Susan), and seven in the

Central thimble. For the long irradiation quartz ampoules are used; these

have an internal diameter of about 4 mm, and an external diameter of 6

mm, and 12 of them can be irradiated in a plane in the Central thimble.

III. The Total Error

The precision of a single determination is firstly determined by the com-

parison of data obtained by parallel determinations. Table 1 lists the data

for G-1 and W-1 obtained in this work. The relative standard deviations

of the individual results vary between 2.7 and 20 percent for different ele-

ments giving an average of 11.6 percent. The standard deviations of the

means vary between 1.5 and 12 percent, giving an average of 4.6 percent.

Table 2 indicates results for the same determinations, extracted from the

literature. Here, the standard deviations vary between 5.8 and 20 percent,

with an average of 1 1.8 percent, and the standard deviations of the means

vary between 1.5 and 12 percent, with an average of 4.2 percent. The
results given in tables 1 and 2 bear surprising resemblances. The devia-

tions between the average results obtained in this work, and the averages

derived from published results vary between 0.3 and 18 percent, dis-

tributed evenly on both sides of zero. The average of the numerical values

is 7.3 percent.
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IV. Components of the Total Error

In the following section, consideration is given to some errors that

occur to a major or minor extent in every determination. Such errors as

contamination and inhomogeneity of samples are not discussed here. Ac-

tivation analysis essentially consists of three parts, viz, activation, count-

ing, and data processing. Each of these has its own sources of error, which

are 1 ) flux inhomogeneity in the reactor, and neutron perturbation in the

samples, 2) counting geometry, gamma-ray attenuation, counting statis-

tics and 3) the quantitative evaluation of gamma spectra.

In a small reactor, such as that employed in this work, the flux deviation

is considerable in all directions in the core and in the reflector where the

Rotary specimen rack is located. The flux distribution in the Rotary

specimen rack has been studied quite thoroughly. The radial flux depres-

sion, according to ref. [5 ] , is 4 percent per cm. By the irradiation of dilute

Dy solutions, values between 4 and 5 percent per cm have been obtained

in different parts of the rack. The horizontal and vertical flux variations

have been studied by the irradiation of pieces of copper wire in different

positions of the Rotary specimen rack. Figure 1 illustrated some of the

results obtained: these indicate that the flux varies up to 1.2 percent per

cm in the horizontal direction, and up to 3.2 percent per cm in the vertical

direction.

A. Flux deviation

>

en

:i 0.7

40
Sample position

Figure 1. Relative thermal flux in the Rotary specimen rack. The distance between sample

positions is 5 cm. The two lines indicate the top and the bottom of the positions, the

distance being 15.4 cm.
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The influence of these deviations upon the induced activities of a set of

samples has been investigated by the irradiation of small homogeneous

rock samples, and by counting the induced 24Na activity. Figure 2 in-

dicates the sample configuration, both in the Rotary specimen rack and in

the Central thimble. Table 3 shows typical relative activities produced.

From these data relative standard deviations of 4.4 and 3.7 percent

respectively are derived for the Rotary specimen rack and the Central

thimble. Thus, when one of the samples is the standard, the mean errors

induced by the flux deviation in the samples are 6.2 and 5.2 percent

respectively. These values represent only order of magnitude, since the

flux deviation varies in the different positions.

I£ CT

Figure 2. Sample configuration in flux distribution measurement.

Table 3. Relative thermal flux in sample configurations shown in figure 2

Position Rotary Central

specimen rack thimble

1 1.00 1.00

2 0.96 0.95

3 1.00 - 0.92

4 1.02 0.99

5 1.08 1.03

6 0.98

7 1.00

B. Neutron Perturbation by the Sample

Even if the incident flux is homogeneous for a set of samples, the in-

teractions of the neutrons inside the samples differ with consequent varia-

tions in the neutron dose.

In this work, a maximum of 200 mg of powdered rock sample, about 1

g/cm? in density, were utilized: this renders it easy to calculate, by

Hogdahl's method [6] that in this case the thermal neutron absorption is

well below 0. 1 percent.
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The thermalization of fast neutrons in the liquid standards, however, is

considerable. This effect was studied experimentally. In polyethylene

capsules 40 mm in length and 13 mm in diameter, copper wires were in-

troduced diagonally over the total length. Pairs of these were irradiated in

identical conditions, both filled with water and without. The specific ac-

tivities in the wires irradiated in water were found to be 7.3 percent higher

than those in the wires irradiated in air. By application of the method of

Brune et aL [7] , these results were interpolated for the sample on sizes

used in the quartz ampoules and polyethylene capsules; the values ob-

tained were 2. 1 and 2.5 percent respectively.

C. Counting Geometry

Hertogen and Gijbels [8] have studied the influence of counting

geometry with a detector similar to that employed in this work. They
counted a source with a diameter of 12.7 mm and a thickness of 4.5 mm,
with its position being varied in both the horizontal and vertical

directions. The results they obtained indicated that a transfer of the

source from 10 mm to 1 1 mm distance from the detector induces a 10 per-

cent diminution in the counting rate, and so does a 5 mm displacement in

the horizontal direction from the central axis. The vertical position of a

sample can be easily fixed accurately, but the normal variation in sample

thickness in a set of polyethylene capsules can be approximated to 20 per-

cent, which involves a 0.6 mm displacement of the center of gravity of a

100 mg sample. From Hertogen and Gijbels' data, it can be approximated

that this introduces a 6 percent error in the activity measurements. The
diameter of a sample is constant, and the position can be set within 1 mm,
resulting in an approximate error of 1 percent. However, the polyethylene

capsules are usually counted at such a distance from the detector surface

that only slight difficulty should arise in the counting geometry.

The long-lived isotopes counted in the quartz ampoules need to be

counted directly on the detector, in the position indicated in figure 3. An
attempt has been made to approximate the maximum error attributable to

the normal variation in sample size and position. Five irradiated samples

were counted, both with a large Ge(Li) detector at such a distance that the

variation in counting geometry was negligible, and direct on the surface of

the small detector. With one of the samples used as standard, the iron con-

tent of the other samples were in both cases calculated from two peaks

(1098-1292 and 142-192 keV respectively). Table 4 lists the results ob-

tained. The difference between the means of results obtained with the

large detector and the small detector was found to vary between 0.9 and
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Figure 3. Sample position in counting long-lived isotopes.

Table 4, Comparison between iron results obtained by counting samples with a large Ge (Li)

detector and a small low-energy photon detector

Sample A B CEDE
1. 2.875 2 88 0.005 2.77 2.81 0.04 0.07 2.4%

2.88 2.85

2. 3.17 3 18 ± 0.01 3.15 3.105 0.045 .075 2.3%
3.19 3.06

3. 3.49 3 475 ± 0.015 3.40 3.455 zb 0.045 .03 0.9%
3.46 3.51

4. 21.7 21 3 0.4 20.0 20.45 ± 0.45 .85 3.9%
20.9 20.9

Note:
A = iron content obtained by counting 1099 keV and 1292 keV peaks respectively

B = mean and deviation from mean
C = iron content obtained by counting 143 keV and 193 keV peaks respectively

D = difference between means—absolute

E = difference between means—relative

3.9 percent, giving an average of 2.4 percent. This value also contains the

error induced by the counting statistics, but as this is difficult to account

for accurately, 2.4 percent is regarded as the maximum error induced by

the difference in counting geometry. As this contains the deviation of a

sample and the standard, the deviation from the mean of a set is no more

than 1.5 percent.

D. Gamma-Ray Absorption

When low-energy gamma rays are used in analysis, it is obvious that the

gamma-ray absorption in the sample can introduce a serious problem. By
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application of the formula of Smith et al. [9] , and the absorption coeffi-

cients given by Wyckoff [ 10] , calculation has been made of the absorp-

tion in water and concrete. The density of rock samples is typically 0.98

g/cm^, and that of water 1 g/cm=^, and the sample thickness is 4 mm. Table

5 indicates the composition of the concrete utilized. To simulate rocks of

different kinds, the absorption has also been calculated for concrete con-

taining 23.35 percent Si, and 9.22 percent Fe.

A rock of this composition can be regarded as the worst type of absorb-

ing sample normally subjected to analysis. The difference in absorption

between water and sample under these conditions varies between 1.3 and

2.5 percent for a 60 keV gamma ray, and is about 0.2 percent for a 500

keV gamma ray.

Table 5. Composition of concrete used in calculations ofgamma-ray absorption

1. 2. 1. 2.

H 0.56% Fe 1.22%
O 49.56 Mg 0.24
Si 31.35 23.35 Na 1.71

Al 4.56 K 1.92

Ca 8.26 S 0.12

E. Counting Statistics

The counting statistics depend upon the total number of counts and the

peak-to-background ratio. As a consequence, they can be influenced by

the use of longer counting times, and more efficient detectors that give

more favorable peak-to-background ratios. Table 6 illustrates typical er-

rors that arise on use of the experimental conditions described in this

work and ref. [2] . These are typical order-of-magnitude data, and cannot

be diminished significantly except of course by increasing the content of

element.

Table 6. Typical relative standard deviations based on counting statistics

La Ce Nd Sm Eu Gd Tb Yb Lu

G-1
W-1

1.04%
3.21%

1.31

3.38

6.6

16.6

1.0 1.26

2.1 1.23

38.0

18.4

4.24

2.83

2.96

1.38

7.05

7.62
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F. Peak Areas

The accuracy of analysis is highly dependent upon the representability

of the peak areas calculated. Thus the net peak areas should be indepen-

dent of the shape and magnitude of the Compton background, except in

regard to the counting statistics. The computer code used in this work cal-

culates the background under a straight line between the nearest minima

on both sides of the peak, after a check has been made that all the chan-

nels between the background channels are over the background line. The
net peak area comprises all the counts above the background line.

With a view to checking the behavior of this method, the following set-

up was applied. The same element was determined from several peaks in

the same spectrum. Thus the differences between these results should de-

pend only upon the counting statistics, and upon the accuracy of calcula-

tion of the net peak areas. At the same time, a variation is obtained in peak

size and background size and shape. The only isotopes usable in this

'^tudy were ^^^La and ^'^-Eu, and the peaks used were 328.6. 815.5, 1595.4

'd 121.8, 244.6, 344.2 and 244.6. 778.6, 1407.5 respectively. Table 7 in-

icates the results obtained. Here are shown the statistical errors of the

individual results, their mean. and. for comparative purposes, the relative

standard deviation of the set of results. Obviously no statistically signifi-

cant difference between these results is demonstrable: it thus seems clear

that the peak area method applied here does not introduce any significant

error into the analysis.

V. Discussion

In the previous sections, different sources of errors have been

discussed briefly, and some data derived for their magnitudes. It is now
important to show that all the significant sources of errors have been con-

sidered, and that their magnitudes are correct.

It was demonstrated that the individual results in this work had the

same standard deviations from their means as had the laboratory results.

Furthermore, the means in this work are evenly distributed around the

means of all the results obtained in different laboratories. It thus seems

evident that the individual results in this work are evenly distributed

around a "true" value. In calculation of the composite error, the following

data are used: The effects of the flux deviation in the reactor behave

statistically, since the positions of the individual samples cannot be con-

trolled. For this error an average value of 5.2 percent is applied in the
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calculations. Neutron thermalization in aquatic samples induces a syste-

matically negative 2.2 percent error, whether the maximum 2.4 percent

difference in counting geometry behaves statistically. For the gamma-ray

absorption, a negative error of 1 percent is used. By means of the errors

induced by the counting statistics in table 6, the total error is derived as in-

dicated in table 8. For comparative purposes the experimental errors from

table 1 are also shown. The only data listed are those for which at least

three values are found in table 1 . On the average, these two sets of results

are in quite close agreement; it thus seems obvious that all of the signifi-

cant errors have been accounted for. It was stated above that the counting

statistics cannot be significantly influenced. However, the total error

without counting statistics is 9 percent, and if this is eliminated, con-

siderable advance could be made in the accuracy for most elements.

The most significant individual error arises from the flux inhomogeneity

in the reactor, and in some laboratories it is common practice to eliminate

this by rotating the samples during irradiation. The differences in neutron

flux inside the sample and standard can be eliminated by the use of rock

samples as standards; this also diminishes the effect of gamma-ray ab-

sorption. The effect of counting geometry can be reduced by pressing pel-

lets of a mixture of graphite and sample, as was done by Hertogen and

Gijbels [8]. However, with relatively little effort, rock samples can be

weighed in quite equal volumes, and the quartz ampoules can be located

in exactly fixed positions; this results in diminution of the error. Most of

the errors mentioned can also be significantly reduced by the use of a

smaller sample, although this introduces activity problems by reason of

the relatively low flux of the reactor employed in this work.
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About 100 natural beryls from very different locations were analyzed. An
appreciable content of all five alkali metals was present, so that determination

with a good precision was an important crystalochemical as well as geochemi-

cal problem. The trace amounts of Cr, As, Sc, Mn, Eu, and Dy in some natural

samples, as well as Co, Ni, Fe, Mo, Sc, Cs and Na were measured in a gamma-

spectrometric arrangement with a 500-channel pulse height analyzer, without

chemical treatment (i.e., in a nondestructive NAA procedure). The results ob-

tained were partly controlled and compared by emission spectrography. flame

spectrometry, and atomic absorption spectrometry, in order to determine the

general reliability, as well as precision and accuracy in various analytical

procedures and different samples.

Keywords: Cesium and scandium content; natural and synthetic beryls;

neutron activation analysis.

I. Introduction

Mineral beryl is almost the unique source for the extraction of metallic

beryllium, but is also an interesting crystalochemical individuum with

potential utilization in maser and laser experimentations. The beryl

crystal lattice is of a unique kind (group of cyclo-tecto-silicates) and gives

rise to many peculiar geochemical problems in connection with origin and

properties of natural beryls but also concerning the synthetic beryl sam-

ples. The investigations and publications on these problems are many in

number, the main part of the literature being published in English, Ger-

1257
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man, and Russian. In order to give a general approach to the problem

discussed, let there be cited here only three doctoral dissertations [ 1-3 ]

,

a few monographs, and for our purpose more closely interesting books [4-

6] published after World War 11. This paper will discuss three main

aspects: 1. Beryls, natural and synthetic, as materials to be analyzed; 2.

The choice of methods for such an analysis; and 3. Trace impurities and

nonstoichiometric constituents, their detection and importance.

II. Experimental Part: Materials and Methods

Employed, Experiments

For the natural beryl samples (general notation throughout this paper:

NB Nr. . .) we had at our disposal, firstly, almost the complete collection

of the late Lord Rayleigh (notation: RB Nr. . .), but also some additionally

acquired NB-samples, the total number being more than 100. Secondly,

we also had available more than 70 synthetic beryl samples (notation: SB
Nr. . .) produced by a method elaborated and described in [ 1 ] , the materi-

als for their synthesis being of the "pro analysi" grade. The specifications

for apparatus and the methods employed will be mentioned briefly in the

main text and discussions of the paper.

A. The Beryl Crystal Lattice

The beryl crystal lattice, as is well known, possesses a special kind of

"open structure" characterized by "tunnels" formed by stacking above

one another the hexagonal rings constituted of six Si-O-tetrahedra. The
rings have their centers on hexad axes. These tunnels afford good em-

placements for some nonstoichiometric constituents and internal impuri-

ties of beryls (such as He, H2O, CO2, Cs+, etc.). Figures 1 and 2 show

clearly the structural relations among the major constituents of the beryl

lattice. This peculiar lattice construction is almost unique among the

minerals, for the most closely related cordierite lattice has appreciably

larger structure tunnels not so well suited for the sorption of foreign inter-

nal impurities. More recently, Baier and Pense [7] have detected by an

electron microscopic technique the existence of additional squelette-

channels in natural beryl crystals which may also offer good sites for some

"external impurities."

Natural and synthetic beryl to be analyzed had to be treated differently

for the ratio of the internal impurities (predominantly located in tunnels)

to the external impurities (mainly present in squelette-channels). This
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Figure 2. The structure of beryl projected on the basal plane (0001), showing the rings on

the upper plane and (in fainter line) those halfway down the cell (after Bragg. 1937).
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causes a very notable effect on many important physicochemical proper-

ties but also on general chemical resistance.

The most important internal impurities in NB are alkali metals and

water, having the greatest influence on their crystalochemical and other

physicochemical properties. As is well established, increase in density

and index of refraction accompanied by a decrease in hardness and chemi-

cal resistance, are the most pronounced effects found early by many
authors [8,9] , and confirmed more exactly on many occasions [10,11].

As to the sites of such impurities in the beryl crystal lattice, there is still

controversy among investigators. The prevailing opinion may be sum-

marized as the so-called ''cationic-block hypothesis" which suggests that

the larger cations (such as Cs+) act as stoppers in the constricted parts of

the beryl tunnels, the water (He, Ar) being in their enlarged parts inside,

as seen in figure 3. Some important misunderstandings persist undoub-

tedly, not only in connection with the sites of water molecules in tunnels

[12,13], and with the now well-established motion of these water

molecules shown by the NMR-method [14-16] but also with the still

enigmatic presence of excess He and Ar in NB-samples. The last

question, posed for the first time by Lord Rayleigh [17] has been

^2.8 A

IS

Figure 3. The positions of water molecules and larger cations in the "structure-tunnels" of

the NB-crystal lattice (after Wood and Nassau, 1968).
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emphasized as an especially critical geochemical problem by the recent

studies of P. E. Damon and J. L. Kulp [18] and others [19]. The final

resolution of these misunderstandings and unsolved problems must be

sought, in our opinion, in a much more effective utilization of the SB-sam-

ples which, surprisingly, still is to be done [18]. Synthetic beryls maybe
produced now in almost any size and quality (crystalline powder or larger

crystals, alkali-free or alkali-rich, water-free or water-rich) so there is little

doubt that one could produce even He-rich and Ar-rich SB-specimens

[1,3].

To summarize, we emphasize that the alkali-rich and more "weathered"

NB-samples will not pose great problems in grinding the samples for anal-

ysis, as do the much harder and chemically more resistant unweathered

SB-samples.

B. Choice of Methods for Beryl Analysis

The choice of methods for beryl sample analysis must pay due attention

to the aforementioned remarks, since merely grinding such samples may
disturb the true constitutional relations, not only among the major and

minor constituents but also, and especially among the trace constituents,

which may be sometimes quite characteristic and important in many
respects.

7. The Emission Spectrographic Method

The emission spectrographic method, applied with all due precautions,

seems to be very well suited for such analysis. After some preliminary in-

vestigations on many Yugoslav NB-samples as well as SB-samples [20-

24] , we found that this method gave the best results for detection and sur-

veying the contents of all the five alkali metals, when working in the near

IR-region of the spectrum ~ 700 to 900 nm {ca. 7000 to 9000 A). Such

work necessitated the use of specially sensitized photoemulsions {e.g.,

Gevaert Scientia 52A86; Kodak IIL) and spectrographs of high resolu-

tion (Hilger E478; Steinheil GH). By using the dc arc excitation with cur-

rents up to 10 A, and the total-burning technique of the sample in the

lower cavity of a C-electrode, we have run more than 100 beryl analyses,

including almost the whole collection ofRB as well as many other NB and

SB. The procedure finally adopted after many trials was to crush a piece

of RB or NB, enveloped in filter paper, using a Plattner mortar, choosing

after that a pure and representative split for pulverization in an ordinary

agate mortar. This has to be done with precautions, i.e., more by a crush-
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ing than a swirling motion of the pestle to obtain the relatively small quan-

tity needed, some 10 to 30 mg. The agate mortar was, in our experiment,

not visibly damaged by such a procedure, but a "Degussit" mortar

(although with a Moh's hardness of 9-synthetic corundum) showed a

lesser resistance.

The spectrograms from the near IR-region for some samples of RB,
NB, SB may be seen in figures 4, 5, and 6. Three important partial conclu-

sions are almost directly evident from them:

1: The near IR-region is the best choice for the spectrographic detec-

tion and determination of all alkali metals present, as well in NB or SB-

samples.

2: All the five alkali metals are, as a rule, present in all the NB-samples

(and even in SB-samples, if the purity of the materials for the synthesis

was not of the spectrochemical kind).

3 : The abundance of cesium in the NB-samples is generally abnormally

high in comparison with other samples containing this element {e.g., plant

ashes and other minerals).

I I
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Figure 4. Near IR-emission spectrum of NB-samples: Plate XIII. Alkali metals in the

RB.Nr.23-41.
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We emphasize particularly the importance of the last conclusion, for it

strongly suggests some kind of selective absorption of the larger Cs+

cations in the structure tunnels of the beryl lattice. This may be taken as

a strong support for the cationic-block hypothesis but also (having in view

2) some possible correlation with important although not well understood

geochemical mechanisms. We will return to this question still another

time, by surveying the results of the NAA.
The UV and VIS spectral region (~\ 2350 to 4000 A) was also taken

by the same spectral instruments and procedure, but with Perutz-Silber-

Eosin-photoemulsions. The purpose of this was to have a swift qualitative

survey for the presence of transition metal ions (especially Cr'^+, Fe^+,

Mn2+, Sc3+) which are incorporated in the beryl crystal lattice by a quite

different process, namely by an isomorphous substitution. Partially for-

mulated conclusions here are:

4: There exists a characteristic constellation of the emission spectral

lines and spectral bands at about \2650 A quite specific for beryl and

distinct from all other Be-minerals (c/. [20]).

Figure 5. Near IR-spectrum of NB-samples: Plate XV. Alkali metals in beryls, the first

members of RB-collection, and the additionally acquired NB-samples.
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5: The presence of scandium as well as its abundance in the NB seems

to be more frequent and important than it was stated by some earlier, but

also by some recently made studies [2 ]

.

6: Chromophoric ions (such as Cr, Ni, V, Fe, and Nb) are present in

various amounts and in the different NB-samples, but cobalt is surely ab-

sent from all the NB-samples investigated, which conflicts with the

findings of all other investigators.

This absence of cobalt from NB-samples is unexpected from pure

crystalochemical reasons, for its closest neighbors (Fe and Ni) in the

periodic table were surely identified therein. On the other hand, in the SB-

samples Co may be easily introduced (as well as Fe, Ni, and Cr) [ 1 ] , and

the rose (pink) coloration of SB, produced by this, persists without any

change after an ignition over 1 200 °C.

The IR-absorption spectra of NB and SB are very distinct from all

other Be-minerals and also from related crystal lattices (cordierite, diop-

tase, milarite, ossumilite), but they could be especially useful to detect the

presence of the gaseous and liquid incorporations {e.g., H2O and C02)as

was especially emphasized recently by Wood et al. [15,16]. For some of

our RB-samples, we not only confirmed those possibilities for a relatively

easy detection of H2O and CO2 by the IR-spectra, but simplified the

*—RB 63

< RB 61

*— RB59

-^RBBS

« RB57

RB56

RB54

* RB 53

RB 50

• RB ^9

RBi8

RB47

RB

-> RB^5

" RB

RB^3

Figure 6. Near IR-emission spectrum of NB-samples: Plate XIV. Alkali metals in the RB-

samples, the end of the RB-collection.
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procedure using the rock-beryl samples, instead of thin sections of quite

crystalline NB. The important conclusion to be formulated here is the fol-

lowing:

7: The relatively simple detection of HzO and CO-z-f^olecules in the

NB-crystal lattice may be done by the absorption IR-spectra. by using the

thin beryl sections (20 to 40 ^tm), but not the KBr-technique or Nujol-

mull techniques.

2. Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (NAA

)

Instrumental neutron activation analysis (NAA) is, according to our ex-

perience, the most suited method for the beryl analyses, especially for

some nonstoichiometric elements present as minor or trace constituents

in them {e.g., Na, Mn, Cr, Cs, Sc, and some Re and P), which is otherwise

difficult to do by other methods. Quite surprisingly, we found very few

references dealing with the applications of NAA to NB and SB-samples

[22],

By a renewed occasion to work in the Radiochemical Department of

the Max Planck-Institut fiir Chemie in Mainz, West Germany, and with

kindly accorded permission to use all the laboratory facilities, especially

the Nuclear Reactor-TRIGA MARK II (Director: Prof. Dr. F. Strass-

mann), and the Intertechnique SA40B 400-Kanal-Impulshohenanalysator

(Prof. Dr. H. Wanke of the MPI), we had the opportunity to reuse the im-

portant collection of RB as well as the other additional NB and SB-sam-

ples for an extensive study of the effectiveness of the NAA as applied to

such materials. At the beginning we tried to use some slightly modified

procedure which was in use in the local laboratory. The method was

based on very complex chemical treatment of the substances to be

analyzed. We were soon obliged to search for another procedure, less

time consuming and avoiding any pretreatment which might introduce the

new trace impurities in the beryl samples analyzed. After a few trials, it

became clear that a purely instrumental N AA-method can be elaborated,

using the sample quantities of the order of 1 gram (without any grinding

and pulverizing) and reactor-irradiation times of 3 to 6 hours (the neutron

flux being 7 x lO-^i n • cm-^ • s-^). The whole sample preparation was

finally to select and weigh a representative small crystal, piece or splinter

of NB or SB to be analyzed, to seal it tightly in a plastic bag. which was

packed in a plastic vial with corresponding standards. All was then put

into a standardized Al-container for irradiation in the TRIGA MARK IT

Reactor [23 ]. The measurements of the samples followed after intervals

sufficiently long to ensure the elimination of short-lived nuclides (Na and
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Mn) in order to have a better precision in the measurement of the long-

lived nuclides here determined (Cr, Cs, and Sc). The detection of trace

amounts of Mo in all SB-samples was made through the unexpected

characteristic activity of Tc. The presence of the rare-earth metals in the

"pseudo-beryl" RB-30, (c/. also the spectrogram of the fig. 6), was also

quite unexpected. Here, through somewhat more prolonged periods of ob-

servations the half-lives were monitored, but all the measurements were

still done by a purely instrumental NAA.
Some representative y-spectra of the elements here determined in

beryls by this occasion may be seen in figures 7 through 1 1 . We call your

attention to the interference pattern between the gamma doublets of Cs

and Sc (0.605, 0.797 MeV and 0.889, 1.121 MeV respectively), which

was not at all too severe, since the 400-channel analyzer used with possi-

bilities for negative counting, facilitated very effectively the elimination of

this interference.

Figure 7. Cesium content in RB.Nr. 1 3 : Gamma doublet of i34Cs (2 min).
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Nr31:Cs-DoLbiett /0'605 MeV
.

(1 mm) lCT^7 MeV

Figure 8. Cesium content in RB.Nr.3 1 : Gamma doublet of '^'^Cs ( 1 min).

Figure 9. Cesium and scandium contents in RB.Nr.3: Interference of the low-energy com-

ponent of the Cs doublet with the high-energy component of the Sc doublet (1 min).
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Figure 10. Scandium and cesium contents in RB.Nr.6: Interference of the low-energy com-
ponent of Sc-doub!et with the high-energy component of the Cs-doublet (1 min).

IW Illllll yJMIiiMIIIMJMIllIJUflmi

Figure 1 1 . Traces of Cs, Sc, Na, etc. in RB.Nr.2 (7 min).

The data for the five elements readily determined by a purely instru-

mental N AA-method are tabulated, respecting the order of the Rayleigh's
collection of beryls, but there are included also other NB and SB-samples
(see table 1). In the last column of this table there is a quotient Q =
(Na/Cs), which may be used as a criterion of the relative Cs and Na
abundance, in discussing the geochemical aspects of their presence in the
NB-samples.
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Table 1 . Neutron activation analysis results of natural beryls

Mn Na Cs Sc Cr As Na
ample (mg/g) (mg/g) (mg/g) (mg/g) (mg/g) (mg/g)

1. 0.059 2.310 0.368 0.006 — ^ — 6.28

2. .011 1.186 .013 <.002 — — 91 .23

3. .013 9.370 0.74-117 0.03-0.08 12-18 — 12.00

8.01

4. .190 5.603 0.188 0.005 — — 29.80

5. .151 2.487 .595 .005 — — 4.18

6. .798 10.051 1.142 .577 — — 8.80

7. .022 1.945 0.097 <.002 — — 20.05

8. .640 4.349 .077 .003 — — 56.48

9. .0432 2.574 .057 .002 — — 45.16

10. .0652 5.293 .931 .009 — — 5.68

11. .0362 3.842 .316 .058 — — 12.16

12. .034 4.257 .949 .008 — — 4.49

13. .080 0.579 2.535 .016 — — 0.23

14. .014 1.86 0.116 0.003 — — 16.03

15. .016 2.955 .980 — — — 3.02

16. .0232 4.194 .0935 0.0576 — — 44.62

17. .036 1.63 .185 .004 — — 8.81

18. .024 1.82 .369 .010 — — 4.93

19. .044 1.89 .318 .009 5.94

20. .024 1.61 .425 <.002 — — 3.79

21. .019 1.28 .161 <.002 — — 7.95

22. .0153 1.983 .029 .006 — — 68.38

23. .039 3.015 .279 .007 — — 10.81

24. .026 1.352 .603 .003 — — 2.24

25. .153 5.420 .842 .032 — — 6.44

26. .036 1.785 .386 <.004 — — 4.62

27. .018 11.727 .078 .167 0.238 — 150.35

28. .005 13.37

11.21

9.98

8.33

.167 — — 1 .54

1.35

29. .035 1.940 0.266 <.002 — — 7.29

30. .067 2.801 3.590 — — — 0.78

31. .049 3.884 0.980 .007 — — 3.96

32. .091 5.474 .502 .003 — — 10.90

33. .020 2.19 .235 .011 — — 9.32

34. .016 3.202 .270 .004 — — 11.86

35. .071 3.96 2.386 2.223 — — 1.66

36. .032 2.14 0.454 <0.002 — — 4.71

37. .006 2.98 .016 .040 0.570 — 186.25

38. .068 1.868 .141 .002 13.25

39. .112 2.341 .572 .106 4.09

40. .048 10.97 2.523 4.35

41. .056 5.192 0.737 .090 7.04

42. .011 6.702 9.201 0.73

43. .015 5.586 0.317 .005 17.62

44. .052 11.676 .345 .457 33.84

45. .035 3.518 .476 .008 7.39

46. .097 2.110 .781 .097 2.70
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Accuracy in Trace Analysis

Neutron activation analysis results of natural beryls—Continued

Mn Na Cs Sc Cr As
^ Na

ample (mg/g) (mg/g) (mg/g) (mg/g) (mg/g) (mg/g)

47. 0.092 2.76 0.931 0.136 — — 2.96

48. .032 4.448 .685 .004 — — 6.49

49. .121 ,2.064

2.392

2.691

2.961

.023 — — 0.77

0.81

50. .008 0.089 0.005 .006 — — 17.8

51. .034 1.172 .323 .375 — — 3.63

52. .012 0.501 .407 .018 Tpaz** 2.248 1.23

.025 .712 .589 .027 (1.21)

53. .149 5.230 1.413 .008 0.097 — 3.70

54. .0365 4.253 0,241 .003 — — 17.65

.0324 4.378 .726 .008 — — 6.03

55. .0116 1.924 .194 .002 — — 9.92

56. .0496 2.849 .214 .002 — — 13.31

57. .340 3.98 1.300 .223 0.110 — 3.06

58. .0312 1.784 1.603 — — — 1.11

59. .0484 3.502 0.466 .003 — — 7.52

60. .0144 7.20 8.948 — — — 0.805

.026 4.114 0.204 Tpaz Tpaz — 20.17

61. .030 3.816 .240 0.006 — — 15.9

.041 1.665 .161 Tpaz Tpaz — 10.34

62. .094 3.492 1.050 Tpaz — — 3.33

63. .0353 5.329 0.327 0.009 — — 16.30

64. .0841 1.536 .538 Tpaz Tpaz — 2.86

65. .211 6.501 1.366 0.014 — — 4.76

.137 6.835 1.276 .011 — — 5.36

66. .146 8.608 1.018 .094 1.521 — 8.46

67. .0036 3.776 0.025 .053 1.853 — 151.04

68. .0013 0.863 .0139 .0108 0.290 — 62.09

69. .0149 10.234 .736 .0396 1.060 — 13.90

.0366 5.786 .519 .119 1.548 — 11.15

70. .0960 6.713 .231 — — — 29.06

71. .103 8.572 2.800 3.06

72. .0287 7.936 6.315 1.26

73. .137 2.042 1.096 0.0205 1.86

74. .0822 2.334 1.755 .128 1.33

75. .0689 18.821 0.155 .650 1.648 121.43

.0833 17.618 .181 .664 1.841 97.34

76. .006 0.172 .180 .005 0.96

77. .0106 .820 .050 .009 16.40

78. .0082 .401 .308 .038 1.30

" - = not detected.

''Tpaz = traces.

For the instrumental NAA method, as applied here on beryls, let us for-

mulate also some partial conclusions:

8: The avoidance of a contamination with external impurities is almost

ideal, and in the case of such materials as beryls, this is to be emphasized

as a real advantage over most other physicochemical methods of analysis.
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9: The relative speed and specificity (well recognized for all spectral

methods, in general), combined with an economy in materials consumed,

constitutes still another virtue of such N AA.
10: The synthetic beryl samples which allow incorporating a large

number of various elements in the crystal lattice (by both aforementioned

ways) give a good promise to produce quite good quality standard samples

and also to develop some new technical procedures for gas-absorption

and liquid-inclusions studies in beryls (He. Ar, COo. H2O, etc.).

in. Discussion and General Conclusion

Beryl as an analytical m.aterial poses some special problems. Its hard-

ness (~ 7,5 Mohs scale) suggests that one should avoid any unnecessary

grinding of large quantities. The presence of the open structure tunnels

and megascopical to microscopical channel-pore systems in NB-samples

should also not be underestimated, since all efforts for better precision

and accuracy may be badly compromised by uncontrolled contaminations

with the internal as well as external impurities of many kinds.

According to our experience, briefly summarized in the partial conclu-

sions 1 to 10, the best analytical procedure for an analysis of beryls (both

NB and SB) may be achieved through an appropriate combination of

spectroanalytical methods (emissions spectrographic analysis in near IR

1 to 6; IR, 7; also NMR, EPR, MS) with instrumental NAA (8 to 10).

In the former methods the most serious defect is the danger of con-

tamination. In the latter method, the danger of contamination by physical

or chemical pretreatment is not only easy to avoid, but the possibilities

for an improvement of this method, both in view of a higher resolution

as well as in the direction of improved sensitivity (by more advanced

electronics) seems quite realistic.

In ending this communication, I call attention to the graphical represen-

tation of the results given for the five metals determined in NB-samples

comparatively shown with He-distribution curve for the RB-samples (as

found by Rayleigh [17] (see fig. 12. the complete list of the RB- being

given in the table in ref [ 1 ] ).

As is evident (fig. 12), there is no simple correlation between the He-

contents of the RB and any of the five metals here determined (Na, Cs,

Mn, Cr, and Sc). But, following a suggestion of M. H. Staatz et al [24]

to use the value Q=(Na/Cs) {cf. the last column of our table 1) for the

characterization of the environment wherein the NB originated, one finds

that all the RB-samples may be classified into four provisional groups ac-
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(42)Mn

(45.7)Sc

(10-3mih90
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Figure 12. A view on the distribution curves of the abundances for the five elements: Na,

Cs, Mn. Cr, and Sc in the Archaic (A), Paleozoic (P), Mesozoic (M), and Tertiar (T) RB-

samples.

cording to their Q-value. The first group (Q = 0 to 1 ) the third (Q = 20 to

50), the fourth (Q=>50) and very sparsely represented, while the

second group is abundant (Q= 1 to 20 : 50 samples from a total of 66). If

one takes into account the values Q as given in [24] for the pegmatific

NB (Q = 0.33 to 3.0), for wallrock adjacent NB (Q= 1.33 to 2.5), for vein

NB (Q = 0.67 to 2.33), for granitic NB (Q = 0.75 to 5.0) and for rhyolitic

NB (Q ^ 0.33) -one is not surprised by the aforementioned absence of

any correlation: the RB-samples originate from very different geological

and geochemical environments. In this sense, the recent investigations of

some Russian authors to define roentgenographically the variations of the

NB-crystal latdce with special influences of the nonstoichiometric con-

stituents introduced in that latfice seems quite important (the so-called t-,

0-, n-beryls of Bakakin, Rilov, and Belov) [25 ]

.

As to our final opinion, as said above and also by Damon and Kulp

[ 1 8 ] , it will be necessary to use more effectively the SB-samples, for we

may now control all the ''environmental conditions" governing the incor-

poration processes for both 'internar^ and "externar' impurifies into the

beryl crystal lattice.
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Errors associated with the basic calculation common to all instrumental

neutron activation analyses are discussed. The sample thickness of particulate

or powdered samples contained in vials or cups is likely to be nonuniform and

difficult to measure. To improve the accuracy of the counting efficiency deter-

mination, a procedure was developed for potting the samples in polyethylene

to form cylindrical disks of polyethylene completely containing the sample

material, uniformly distributed throughout the volume of the disk. Typically,

100 milligrams of sample is intimately mixed with 1 gram of polyethylene

powder by gentle grinding in an agate mortar. The mixture is placed in a 2.54

cm diameter polycarbonate cylindrical cup and heated to 150 °C in a vacuum

oven with a 3.81 cm long polycarbonate cylindrical rod of just under 2.54 cm
diameter, in place, on top of the sample. At 150 °C the polyethylene melts and

forms a highly viscous fluid which upon cooling forms a disk of fixed diameter

with parallel faces and whose thickness is measurable to 0.05 millimeter.

Blank corrections for the polyethylene are found to be small, and the disks

serve as secure containers for the particulates during and after irradiation: and

as counting samples of precise configuration for which counting efficiency can

be accurately determined.

Keywords: Gamma counting efficiency: germanium detectors: instrumen-

tal neutron activation analysis: particulate sample geometry:

trace elements in polyethylene powder.

A basic calculation common to all instrumental neutron activation

analyses is the comparison of the number of photons per minute of a cer-

tain energy emitted by an activated sample with the number of photons

per minute emitted by an activated reference standard. Thus, using ^^^Co
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photons as an example and after making appropriate corrections for

radioactive decay and relative neutron flux, we may write:

In order to arrive at photon emission rates, the counts per minute of the

1332 keV photopeaks are determined by spectral analysis and the decay

corrected counts per minute values are divided by appropriate counting

efficiencies to produce photon emission rates.

In the simplest sense, counting efficiency is simply the ratio of photons

detected to photons emitted. For Ge(Li) detectors, counting efficiencies

are usually quite small and are observed to vary with photon energy,

distance of the counting sample from the detector, diameter and thickness

of the sample, mass of the sample and average atomic number of the sam-

ple. If all these quantities are the same for the sample and the reference

standard then the counting efficiencies for the two are equal and do not af-

fect the determination of the photons/minute ratio indicated above. How-
ever, in the general case the physical dimensions of the sample and the

standard are not the same and hence, the above quantities are not the

same so that the relative counting efficiencies of the standard and sample

must be known to correctly calculate the stable element amounts. In the

following paragraphs, the relationship of counting efficiency to sample

dimensions and location is described and a method of minimizing uncer-

tainty in counting efficiency by controlling sample configuration is given.

The treatment of the counting efficiency dependence on sample/detector

geometry which is given below is taken from GAMANAL, a program

which provides a complete qualitative and quantitative analysis of mix-

tures of radioactive species by computer interpretation of high resolution

gamma-ray spectra. The GAMANAL program was developed by R.

Gunnink and J. B. Niday of Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and is

completely described in a four-volume report [ 1 ]

.

In the GAMANAL program the total counting efficiency is treated as

the product of two components —an intrinsic detector efficiency e and a

geometry factor G. For a point source and point detector, the factor G is

simply the inverse square of the source to detector distance d.

Micrograms cobalt

1332 keV photons/minute

Gram sample

Gram sample 1332 keV photons/minute

Microgram <:obalt in Reference Standard

eE = (cpm)^

(ypm)E
X (1)

where (cpm)^^ observed counts/minute in photopeak of energy E and
(7pm)£ = emission ratio of photons of energy E.
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For a point source with a detector of finite size the above representa-

tion of the efficiency can still be used providing a value of d is used which

correctly represents the average penetration of the photons into the detec-

tor. Since the cross section for interaction of the photons with the ger-

manium diode is energy dependent, the value of d must reflect this depen-

dence. A schematic illustration of a point source interacting with a cylin-

drical detector is shown in figure 1 . From simple geometry:

x= distance from source to detector window
w= distance from window to active detector surface

p= effective penetration ofgamma ray into detector

r= effective radius of interaction

d= distance from source to effective zone of interaction

Of the above, w, p, and r are system parameters, p is a function of detector

thickness and photon energy: r is a function of detector radius (Rd), detec-

tor thickness (T), and photon energy; and w is fixed for a given system.

Thus, the uncertainty in the geometry factor depends on the uncertainty

in the source to detector window distance x.

The foregoing discussion applies to a point source. For a distributed

source of radius Rs and thickness 21 and where / is small compared to the

source to detector distance, the GAMANAL model uses the following

relationship to describe an equivalent point source:

In this equation:

G = geometry factor for source of radius Rs and thickness 21

Gp=d^, the geometry factor for a point source

/Lt= absorption coefficient for source material

The first term reduces the disc distribution to an equivalent ring of radius

7?/V2~the second and third terms reduce the source of thickness 21 to an

equivalent linear source at the midplane of the sample. The calculation of

photon emission rate from counts per minute in a photopeak of energy, £,

is given by:

(2)

where:

(3)

(cpm)^ d'~ - P
d' e^' (4)

d' -f RsV2,

This relationship applies to the general case of coaxial cylindrical source

and detector configuration and has been presented in order to establish

the method used to determine the sensitivity of photon emission rate esti-
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Source

Window

Detector

Germanium dead layer

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a point source and a cylindrical detector.

mates to variation in the geometrical parameters. A more detailed discus-

sion of the several relationships indicated above is available in the

GAMANAL report.

For the purpose of this calculation we will assume the sample to be in

the form of a right circular cylinder whose radius Rs is fixed by the wall of

a cylindrical sample holder of known base thickness b. The sample holder

is supported by a shelf whose distance from the detector window H is

precisely known. The half thickness of the sample is / and it is the sen-

sitivity of photon emission rate estimate to uncertainty in / that we wish to

determine. The dependence of on source to detector window distance

X is shown in equation (2); x is simply the sum of + /. The remaining

quantities in equation (2) are system parameters determined by calibra-

tion experiments and are taken to be precisely known. The sensitivity as

a function of variation in / is summarized in table 1. The values used for

the fixed parameters are included in the table.

It is clear from the values in table 1 that the sensitivity of the photon per

minute determination to sample height uncertainty is significantly reduced

by moving the sample away from the detector. However, when this is

done, much higher activity levels are required in order to produce the

same number of photopeak counts in the spectrum. The highest counting

efficiency is obtained when the sample is counted closest to the diode

where the sensitivity to height uncertainty is greatest. In order to keep the

photons/minute error due to height uncertainty below 1 percent at or

close to the detector window, the sample height uncertainty must be kept

below 0.1 mm.
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Table 1. Sensitivity of derived photon per minute values to uncertainty in height of sample
midplane

Sample midplane to

WlllUUW UioLallLC

% Error in photons/min
IllIIl Cl 1 Ul UJ UibLdllLC

Relative activity level

for CQual cpm observed

0.16 9.0 1.0

1.41 6.9 2.6
3.41 4.7 7.1

6.91 3.0 20.6

13.93 1.9 69.8

Parameters: Detector radius 2.23 cm. Thickness 1.3 cm.

Sample radius 1.375 cm. Thickness 0.2 cm.

Detector surface to window 0.77 cm.

Photon energy 662 keV.

Determination of sample height to within this limit is difficult mainly for

particulate samples of small mass [i.e., less than 1 gram). In order to ob-

tain precise sample geometry for such samples we have developed a

technique for potting the samples in polyethylene disks. The method used

is to prepare an intimate mixture of particulate sample material and

polyethylene powder by grinding in an agate mortar. (The mass ratio of

polyethylene to sample can be anything greater than about 1.5 to 1.) The
mixture is introduced into a polycarbonate counting cup shown irufigure

2. The polycarbonate cylinder is placed on top of the mixture and the as-

Press fit polycarbonate cap used
in counting.

.3 cm

~3.05 cm-

-2.75 cm-

Polycarbonate cup ^-.15 c Polycarbonate rod used
in Disc preparation

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of cylindrical polycarbonate cup and accessories used for

making polyethylene/sample disks and for containing counting sample.
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sembly is placed in a vacuum oven which is then evacuated. This process

eliminates air pockets in the final sample disk. The oven is heated to 150

°C and when the polyethylene has melted the assembly is removed from

the oven and allowed to cool. When the cylinder is removed the disk

(whose diameter is that of the cup and whose height is measurable to 0.05

cm) is recovered by simply inverting the cup. Polycarbonate is one of the

few materials to which liquid polyethylene has absolutely no tendency to

bond. The samples thus prepared are 2.75 cm diameter disks with parallel

faces. They can be compactly packaged for irradiation and are precisely

matched to the counting cups used for the subsequent spectral analysis.

The press fit lid to the cup secures the sample in place. An auxiliary

benefit of this way of handling the particulate samples is that the radioac-

tive particles are securely contained in the polyethylene and contamina-

tion hazard is substantially reduced.

The amount of trace element added to the sample by introducing the

polyethylene powder is indicated in table 2. The values reported are for

disks made from the polyethylene powder as received from the manufac-

turer. For many types of particulate samples, the trace element blank con-

tributed by the polyethylene is sufficiently low that a blank correction can

be made without seriously reducing the accuracy of the trace element

analysis of the unknown. For these cases, the use of the described method

of potting the sample in a polyethylene disk can be advantageously used.

Table 2. Trace element concentrations in polyethylene discs

Element Micrograms element/gram

polyethylene

Sodium
Potassium
Scandium
Manganese
Chromium
Iron

Cobalt

Zinc

Bromine
Antimony
Cerium
Samarium
Europium
Tungsten
Gold

1.32 ± 0.06

(2.4 ± .4)

(8.6 ± 3.4)

(7.5 ± 2.5)

(3.8 ± 0.4)

(6.0 ± 1.2)

(1.5 ± 0.3)

(5.8 ± .5)

(2.8 ± .5)

(8.0 ± .8)

(5.2 ± 1.0)

(2.4 ± 0.8)

(5.4 zb .5)

1.38 =±= .07

(2.3 ± .3) X 10-2

X 10-1

X 10-5

X 10-3

X 10-2

X 10-1

X 10-3

X 10-1

X 10-1

X 10-4

X 10-3

X 10-5

X 10-4
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Elemental analysis of high accuracy with the electron probe microanalyzer

is possible for flat specimens which are thicker than the depth of penetration of

the electron beam. Existing data reduction procedures convert x-ray intensi-

ties to mass fractions of elements with typical accuracies of 1 to 2 percent

(relative). These procedures will not work for specimens which are irregularly

shaped and smaller than the range of the electron beam, such as dust particles.

A Monte Carlo method is being developed to predict the expected x-ray inten-

sity from particles of various shapes, sizes and compositions. We are also

developing a method to measure the mass of a particle through the emitted

continuous radiation. The expected end result of this work is an algorithm for

quantitative microprobe analysis of particles. Experimental parts of this work

include the manufacture and analysis of glass fibers and spheres of various

diameters and widely varying composition.

Keywords: Continuous radiation; electron probe microanalyzer; glass stan-

dard; lithium drifted silicon detector; Monte Carlo; particle

analysis.

I. Introduction

The electron probe microanalyzer is an established tool for the elemen-

tal analysis of small regions localized in large solid specimens [ 1 ] . The

mass of these regions is typically lO-^i grams. However, the limits of de-

tection are typically in the range from 50 ppm to 1 percent. The technique

is thus microanalysis rather than trace analysis.

Normally, quantitative electron probe microanalysis requires a flat
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specimen thicker than the range of the electron beam. Complex data

reduction procedures, including iterative approximation, have been

developed and cast into computer programs [2 ] . For such conditions, ac-

curacies on the order of 1 percent relative can be achieved even when
standards close in composition to the specimen are not available. How-
ever, similar accuracies cannot be obtained in the analysis of particles

which are smaller than the range of the electron beam, particularly if their

shapes are irregular. The present publication describes several ap-

proaches tending toward the development of a practical procedure for the

quantitative analysis of small particles.

II. Monte Carlo Methods

The quantitative procedures developed for flat, thick specimens cannot

be easily adapted to the shapes of small particles. Therefore, we use

Monte Carlo techniques which consist of a theoretical simulation of in-

dividual electron paths as a model of x-ray generation. We first establish

models for electron deceleration and large-angle electron scattering. In-

dividual paths are generated by applying random numbers for the selec-

tion of individual events. A path starts when an electron enters the parti-

cle, the surface of which is defined by an equation. The path ends when it

crosses this surface again or when the electron has lost its energy. The
method can be adapted to different particle shapes by changing the equa-

tion for the particle surface.

The macroscopic effects of electron beam— target interactions are ob-

tained by a summation of many individual paths. Effects which can be cal-

culated include the production of characteristic and continuous x-rays and

that of backscattered, transmitted and secondary electrons [3,4]. We
have adapted a method by Duncumb [5] , originated for other purposes,

to describe the interactions of electrons with cylindrical and spherical tar-

gets. Experimental data on x-ray production from nickel cylinders agree

well with the predictions of this program (see fig. 1), which is presently

being adapted to multi-element targets.

Once we know the x-ray output from particles of defined geometrical

form, those for more irregular shapes can be obtained by interpolation.

Figure 2 shows that for iron particles the x-ray output from a sphere and

cylinder of equal diameter are sufficiently close for such interpolations.
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0123455789 10

Cylinder Diameter pm

Figure 1. Measured and calculated intensity ratios versus diameter for nickel cylinders of

various diameters.
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Diameter pm

Figure 2. Calculated intensity ratios of Fe-3% Si spheres and cylinders versus diameter.
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III. The Continuous Radiation as a Measure

of the Mass in a Small Particle

The microscopic examination of a particle gives only a two-dimensional

image and does not reveal the density of the particle. It is therefore ad-

visable to obtain another measurable parameter related to the mass. We
propose that the continuous radiation can be used for this purpose as ad-

vocated by Hall [6] for thin sections of biological material.

Before studying the continuous radiation from particles, we need to in-

crease our knowledge of the continuum emitted from thick targets. The
studies which we are performing in this area are of practical interest to the

evaluation of the background of x-ray spectra of thick targets, particularly

with the Si(Li) detector which will also be useful in the analysis of parti-

cles due to its high efficiency [7,8 ]

.

The technique used in our laboratory is an extension of the studies of

Ware and Reed [9] and Lifshin [10]. The algorithm used is the follow-

ing:

The notation used is as follows: The observed count rate within a narrow

energy range of x-rays centered around the energy E is Ne. The energy of

the primary impinging electrons is Eo. The probability of absorption

within the target of the emerging x-ray photon of energy E is f(x)£- The
mass cross-section (g/cm^) of the beryllium window and silicon dead zone

of the detector are Zee ^nd Zs\-> respectively. The mass absorption coeffi-

cients, for the energy in beryllium and silicon are {ixIp)e^^ and {^Ip)e^\

The quantity within the first bracket of the equation is proportional to the

number of photons generated within the target. The following terms

describe the absorption of this radiation. The mass cross-sections Zge and

Zsi are determined once for each detector assembly. The continuous radia-

tion under a given set of conditions can be obtained as follows. The value

of Ne is measured at two energy levels where there are no characteristic

lines. Since all terms of equation (1) are known except for a and b. we
have a system of two equations with two unknowns. Therefore, a and b

can be calculated. The value of A^^ is then defined at any energy E.

A minor difficulty is the determinafion of f(x)£- This term can be calcu-

lated with sufficient accuracy if it is assumed that the distribution in depth

of the continuous radiation is the same as that for characteristic radiation.

'

a{E, - E) b(Eo - EY
E E

•/(x)^-[exp - (Ox/p)^^^ZBe + (M/P)^'^^si)] (1)
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In the application of this algorithm to small particles, this term will have

to be modified. A fit of the algorithm for the continuum to experimental

data is shown in figure 3. This equation has been incorporated into the

computer program FRAME [11] for the analysis of thick targets with a

Si(Li) detector. The next step in our research will concentrate on the ef-

fects of target composition on the intensity of the continuum.

The last phase of this work must concern itself with the experimental

determination of both characteristic and continuous radiation from small

targets of well-known concentration and geometrical form. For this pur-

pose it has been necessary to prepare suitable experimental samples. For
elemental targets, metal wires have been found useful. For the study of

multi-element targets, the National Bureau of Standards has been prepar-

ing and testing a set of glasses of widely varying composition which are

available in both fiber and bulk form. Several other laboratories have also

been involved in the testing of these materials. For the production of

spherical particles, a method recently proposed by M. Bayard [12] may
be useful. In this method, small glass fragments are heated on a surface of

vitreous carbon until they contract into spheres.

Copper

Eo = 20keV

10-

8

6-

U-

2-

.0 10

Energy keV

Figure 3. Fit of real data (dashed line) taken from a multi-channel analyzer and calculated

background (solid curve), from the values obtained at the points labeled "Fit". Lab and Kab

are the L and K absorption edges respectively.
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IV. The Manufacture of Glass Fibers

Glass fibers are prepared by mixing the appropriate oxides in a

platinum crucible and melting at the lowest possible temperature. The
glass is stirred with a platinum rod, poured into a mold, and allowed to

slowly cool. At this point, it is usually observable if a homogeneous glass

has been achieved. If the material has a milky appearance, then it has

crystallized and may be inhomogeneous. In the event that the glass is

opaque, a corner of the block is knocked off with a hammer. If the fracture

surface consists of straight line geometrical forms, then, again, crystalliza-

tion has occurred. However, if the fracture surface has a conchoidal struc-

ture, then it is a glass. Uniformity of color and absence of striations

(Schlieren) is also a useful indicator of homogeneity.

A piece of glass is placed in a platinum boat and heated until the melting

temperature of the glass is reached. The boat has a small hole in the bot-

tom; the optimum size of this hole is a function of the viscosity and sur-

face tension of the glass. A small bead of glass should form at the bottom

of the hole. A stringer is pulled from the bead and attached to a motor-

driven aluminum drum directly under the bead. When the motor is started

the stringer pulls a continuous fiber from the molten bead. The diameter

of the fiber is mainly a function of the drum velocity. To date we have ob-

tained one fiber less than 2 micrometers in diameter. The remainder are

four micrometers or larger in diameter. Figure 4 is a scanning electron

micrograph of a number of these fibers along with a human hair as a

reference.

V. Conclusion

Recent work in this laboratory has been directed at improving the accu-

racy of quantitative electron beam microanalysis of small particles. This

work is based on a triple approach, (a) A Monte Carlo procedure is being

adapted to the study of expected x-ray intensities from small spheres and

cylinders of various materials, (b) The continuous radiation is being stu-

died as a means to measure the mass of a small particle, (c) Glass stan-

dards, in spherical and fiber form, of widely varying composition are being

manufactured to test the models being developed.

Data on x-ray emission from fibers are presently being collected and

compared with the predictions given by the Monte Carlo technique.
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Investigations for quantitative determination of the elements: bromine,

chromium, copper, iron, calcium, sodium, manganese and zinc in standard

material Bovine Liver SRM 1577 have been carried out. Nondestructive

neutron activation analysis was utilized. Gamma spectrometry was carried out

with a 10 cm^ Ge(Li) detector connected to a 4000 channel pulse height

analyzer. In addition, some methodological procedures concerning the

preparation of the standards are communicated, especially on the manipulation

and origin of individual or systematic errors. Quantitative evaluations of these

errors are given. Analytical results of trace element determinations, before and

after cleaning, of Bulgarian polyethylene film, used as packaging material, are

given.

A short description is also given of the procedure for rapid homogenization

and drying of biological material at liquid nitrogen temperature for about 6

hours, where the water removed is about 85 percent. This enrichment is suffi-

cient for investigations with the neutron activation analysis method. It is also

important that the drying is carried out at 30 °C, so the danger for losses of dif-

ferent elements such as arsenic, selenium, silver, etc.. is reduced.

Keywords: Errors of analysis; homogenization; neutron activation analy-

sis; sample preparation; standard materials; trace element anal-

ysis.

I. Introduction

Neutron Activation Analysis was used in connection with the Joint

Research Coordination Program WHO/IAEA for the determination of

the role and the importance of some trace elements in the aetiology and
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the pathogenesis in ischaemic heart diseases. By means of this method the

concentrations of the elements Na, K. Mn, Br, Cu, Fe, Cr and Zn were

determined in the U.S. National Bureau of Standards SRM 1577, Bovine

Liver. In fact, by this way. the quantitative interlaboratory control of

some elements included in solution standards was carried out. In connec-

tion with these investigations a new methodology had to be developed

which reduced the general error of the method.

4 II. Discussion and Results

A. General Preliminary Data

The activation of samples and standards was carried out in the vertical

channels of IRT-2000 Reactor. Sofia, with a thermal neutron flux of 5 x

lO^^n • cm-- • s-i and 5 x lO^^n cm-^ • s-^ with an irradiation time cor-

responding to the necessary activation.

A Ge(Li) detector of 10 cm^ active volume connected to a 4000 channel

Didac pulse height analyzer was used for gamma-ray spectrometry.

Irradiation of samples was carried out in sealed polyethylene capsules

with an interior diameter of 2 cm and a height of 2.5 cm placed in two

rows. The middle of the capsule was placed in the middle of the re-

actor core, where, according to Christov et al. [1] the neutron flux is

homogeneous at a distance of± 2 cm. As the mass of each sample is at the

maximum 2.5 x 10-^ g, the total mass in one envelope (capsule) not more

than 3 g. and the mass of each standard in the order of 5 x 10-^ g but not

more than 1 x 1
Q-^ g the neutron self shielding should be ignored and it is

not necessary to rotate the capsule during irradiation. When the irradia-

tion time is more than 3 hours, with the high thermal neutron flux density,

the sticking of the polyethylene packaging material is avoided by laying

the standards in cleaned and very thin aluminum foils, marking each to

correspond to that particular standard.

The samples are sealed in polyethylene envelopes which weigh

between 1.5 and 3.0 x 10-^ g, i.e., less than the weight of the standards

themselves. Special attention is paid to the purity of the package as it is

not removed when the gamma spectrometry is carried out. In table 1 are

Hsted the concentrations of the following trace elements: Na, K, Mn, Cu,

Cr, Zn, Fe and Cr before and after the cleaning of the surface of some

polyethylene materials produced in Bulgaria, as well as a comparison with

literature data [5]. It is evident from the table that after the chemical
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Table 1. Concen:>-.::ion of some contaminants found in polyethylene folio (foil) produced
b;. .ii i'erent plants, before and after chemical cleaning^

Elements

Producer

Na Cu Mn Zn Br Fe Cr
[

.<i 10--kg lO-^kgi]

I Uncleaned
-1

1 0 4 0,0" 0.9 0.6 1.1 0.001
I Cleaned 0 I C) 01 0.03 0.8 0.5 1.0 0.001

II Uncleaned 1
\ ij 0 .

0"
O.S 0.6 1.2 0.002

II Cleaned 1} 1 0 OS 0.04 0.' 0.5 0.7 0.001

III Uncleaned 0 I] 0 01 0.04 O.S 0.9 1.0 0.02
III Cleaned ijO 1] 09 0 01 0.01 0 . 06 0.08 0.08 0.001

1.0V, pressure

poheih\lene
[5]' (1 0 0.03 0.6 ND^ 0.066

High pressure

polyeihylene ll o: \) 0,^3 traces ND 0.002

= See text for chemical cleaning procedure.
- ND = no data,

cleaning, only sodium and potassium were greatl\' decreased, uhile the

weight of the other elements decreased several times. \\'e should

emphasize that the quantities of the elements involved are minimal, and in

one envelope with a 3 IQ-- g weight, the trace elements are below the

threshold of the method sensitivity and thus can be ignored. Table 2 gives

precise analytical quantities,

For gamma spectrometr\'. the total absorption peaks of the elements

Na. K. Mn. Cu. Br. Zn. Fe and Cr were measured using standard pulse

height analyzer parameters, used with the peaks registered in 1 1 to 13

Table 2, Concentration of some contaminants foimd in 30 mg of polyethylene packing
material after cleaning

Elements

Producer

Na Cu Mn Zn Br Fe Cr

[Xil0-%g 3 X lO-'^kg)]

III Cleaned 0.3 0.3 l.S 2.4 2.4 0.03
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channels. This allows the simple calculation of their area using the follow-

ing equation:

»+4 i-4 / 1+9 i-9 V / -u V \

m= i+\ n = i-\ V= i+6 <z=i-6 O /

where

Ip = the sum of peak impulses of total absorption without the

background;

h = the impulses in the channel with the maximum number of

impulses;

^ Im = the sum of the impulses in 4 channels after the maximum;
m

^ In = the sum of the impulses in 4 channels before the maximum.

The remaining part of the equation represents the sum of background im-

pulses in 9 channels. Statistical treatment of the data is carried out at a sig-

nificance level of P = 0.05.

B. Preparation of a Series of Combined Standards

It is well known that for the preparation of accurate standards there

are significant difficulties. The preparation of a large series of standards

as long as the solutions are fresh is recommended for many reasons. The
storage of a great number of initial solutions in quartz containers is a

needless expense. In practice, solutions of elements whose concentra-

tions are approximately 1 in 1 x 10"^ m^ have proved to be very con-

venient for our work. Also, combined standards containing elements with

the above mentioned quantities, whose radioactive isotopes have almost

the same half-lives, have proved to be convenient.

For the preparation of large series of combined standards Hamilton

Teflon syringes (models: TF 1725, TF 1750 and TF 1001), Teflon

needles with KEL-F hubs, and a repeating dispenser (model PB 600-1)

were used.

The combinations of elements most used by us for the preparation of

standards contain odd numbers of elements, but not more than 10. With

these syringes it is easy to obtain different combinations. For the deter-

mination of weighing errors of the serial standard preparations, an identi-

cal volume was used with all three syringes. The results obtained are

listed in table 3. The weight loss is due to the evaporation of distilled
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Table 3. Mean weight, maximum and minimum values, as well as confidence interval of
the mean weight of weighed samplesfrom distilled water dispensed by three different repeating

Teflon syringes

Syringe

model
Total

volume
Sample

(nj

Syringe

reading

Weight

[X(lO-^kg)]

Amount
measured

1725

.750

1001

250

500

1000

15

21

2.00

2.00

2.00

1

min 1

max 1

1

1

1

937 ± 0.005
90

941 ± 0.006

958 ± 0.006

91

99

water, as the measurements were carried out at exactly 3 minutes after the

discharge. It was established that the repeating syringe measures identical

volumes, independently of whether the syringe piston position is at the

top. in the middle or at the bottom of the utilized volume.

These syringes were used for the discharge of the same volume of ^^Cr

radioactive solution, and placed in polyethylene envelopes. Due to inac-

curacy of geometry calculation, a deficiency of 50 to 60 impulses was

established for the preliminary counts, measured with a Nal detector.

The results are shown in table 4. Mass evaluation is done on the basis of

the mean number of counts for a weight of 0.02 g. No significant dif-

ference between the minimum weight and the solution discharged with the

three syringes was established. The mean values, together with the con-

fidence interval, prove the convenience of these syringes for the prepara-

tion of a series of accurate standards.

The same technique was used for the verification of a series of com-

bined standards. Using TF 1725 and TF 1750 syringes, a series

containing: 1.020 x lO-^ g Na, 1.015 x 10"^ g K. and 1.010 x 10-^ g Cu
in each standard was prepared. With the syringe TF 1001 standards of

1 .004 X 1
0-5 g Zn and 1 .00 1 x 1

0-^ g Cr were prepared. From the first se-

ries 38 standards were investigated, and from the second. 21 standards.

The results obtained are given in table 5. The difference between

discharged and measured quantities was carried out using SRM 1577 and

Bowen's Kale, where the values of Cr are the ones determined b\ our
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laboratory. The results obtained show relatively small confidence inter-

vals of the mean values. The correlation coefficients close to unity prove

the suitability of the chemical compounds utilized for the preparation of

the standard solutions. The very close mean values of the standards

prepared with different volume syringes, as well as the close confidence

intervals of them, show their mutual dependence. This was confirmed also

by the subsequent investigations.

In the same table, with exception of the correlation coefficients for K,

they differ from unity in the second decimal. The difference between the

investigated element K, and Na and Cu standards, is due to the more
feeble activation of potassium, and consequently, the smaller number of

impulses at the peak of total absorption. For reliability, only results are

accepted which correspond to the formula:

where:

\p= pure impulses of the total absorption peak

= the background impulses below the total absorption peak, thus ex-

plaining the above mentioned difference.

With these already tested syringes and the already known corrective

factors for each element, investigations have been carried out for the

determination of the elements: Na, K, Br, Cu, Mn, Fe, Cr and Zn in

SRM 1577. Three series of standards were prepared, namely: Na+ K +
Br + Cu, Zn + Fe + Cr and Mn. Together with the Bovine Liver, samples

of Bowen's Kale and of 3 to 5 standards were placed. The number of the

elements in the standards, their initial solutions, the purity of the chemical

compounds or of the metals utilized for the preparation of the initial solu-

tions, are given in table 6 along with the procedure for their preparation.

C. Trace Element Concentrations in SRM 1577

The specified and compared results, obtained by determination of ele-

ments in serial standards and Bowen's Kale, are listed in table 7. The
mean values of the elements are given along with their confidence inter-

val, at a significance of P = 0.050, This table also shows some results ob-

tained by other authors for the same elements [7 to 13]. It should be taken

into consideration, that our investigations were carried out using neutron

activation analysis only.

The quantity of bromine found varies in a very large range — from 7.49

to 12.19 X 10-6 g a fact which we explain by the differences of the sam-
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pies" mass and their activation, and consequentK . the influence of the

pulse pile-up effect, as w ell as the high value of the background.

D. Rapid Homogenization and Drying of Biomaterials

It is known, that the homogenization of organ sections requires much
time, and the trace-element analysis is limited to special conditions for the

prevention of contamination. On the other hand, the drying of the

homogenates at a higher temperature than room temperature is accom-

panied with the risk of losing trace elements, a risk which increases with

temperature. For almost 3 years we are evaluating drying, with very good

results, at the temperature level of liquid nitrogen.

Homogenization and drying is carried out in one and the same

homogenizer. which, by means of a conical joint, is connected to the

vacuum installation. Figure 1 gives us the scheme of the combined

homogenizer. It consists of a homogenizer for fine mincing, fabricated of

quartz glass ( 1 ). in the tight part of which is a stroking Teflon piston with

a Plexiglas handle, and in its widened part is placed a second homogenizer

(3) for rough mincing, in the interior of which is working the same piston

(2). After the homogenization of the biomaterials. we proceed to the lay-

ing of a thin film over the inside walls of the quartz homogenizer and to be

frozen immediately to liquid nitrogen temperature, The vacuum installa-

Figure 1. Scheme of the combined homogenizer. 1. Exterior homogenizer is fabricated of

quartz glass and is intended for the fme and dr\ homogenization of biomaterials: 2. Teflon

piston with Plexiglas holder; 3. Plexiglas homogenizer for rough mincing of biomatenals.
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tion allows the simultaneous connection, by means of the ground glass

joints, of 13 homogenates. The freezing is interrupted 30 minutes after in-

itiating an ordinary vacuum pump. The temperature increases gradually,

but not more than 30 °C and after 6 hours (depending on the quantity of

the homogenates in the different homogenizers) the drying process is

stopped. The dry homogenization is carried out in the same homogenizer

with a cleaned and dried piston. The maximum volume capacity of our

homogenizers is^^ppr^ximately 15x10-^ (—15 cm^), and the dried

residue is about 20 to 25 percent of the wet weight.

The homogenization of 13 samples including the drying and the dry

mincing, as well as the operation of the vacuum installation, is managed

by one laboratory assistant in 8 to 9 hours.
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